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Abstract. In this paper I present a computer-aided diagnosis technique for automatic detection

of Alzheimer's disease (AD). It is based on FDR analysis of SPECT images and the results are

used for classi�cation task where the Learnig Vector Quantization (LVQ) is employed. The

FDR is a tool for multi-hypothesis testing which was used in this work to de�ne the regions of

interest (ROIs) by identifying the voxels, where statistically signi�cant di�erence in intensity was

detected. Using this method we obtained compact areas as our ROIs. In further classi�cation

task we deal only with intensities in these ROIs. Thus, the computation burden is lowered

and what is more, the maps formed by the ROIs which were projected on brain images were

accepted as medically explainable by a group of anatomists. The average intensity of the biggest

region, average intensity of the whole ROI and other statistics are subjected as futures to the

classi�cation task.

Keywords: Alzheimer's disease, SPECT, Multiple hypothesis testing, False discovery rate, Clas-

si�cation, Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ), Neural networks

Abstrakt. Táto práca popisuje metódu na automatické, po£íta£om riadené rozpoznávanie

Alzheimrovej choroby zo SPECT obrázkov mozgu pacientov. Je zaloºená na metóde FDR,

ktorej výsledky sú ¤alej pouºité pri klasi�kácii obrázkov mozgov. FDR je nástroj pre testovanie

multi-hypotéz, ktorý som vyuºil pre vytvorenie oblastí záujmu, ktoré tvoria voxle, v ktorých

boli detekované ²tatisticky významné rozdiely v intenzite. Pouºitím tejto metódy som získal

kompaktné oblasti, ktoré majú význam aj z medicínskeho h©adiska v súvislosti s Alzheimrovou

chorobou, £o potvrdila aj skupina neurológov, ktorým som výsledky prezentoval. Do algo-

ritmu klasi�kácie potom uº vstupujú len voxle z vypo£ítanej oblasti záujmu, £ím sa zniºuje

výpo£etná náro£nos´. Hodnoty ako je priemerná intenzita najvä£²ej oblasti v mape, ktorú tvo-

ria pixle oblasti záujmu, priemerná intenzita celej oblasti záujmu a ¤al²ie ²tatistiky vstupujú

klasi�ka£ného algoritmu LVQ ako príznaky, pod©a ktorých sú mozgy pacientov zara¤ované do

jednej z dvoch tried (Alzheimrova choroba alebo zdravý).

Klí£ová slova: Alzheimrova choroba, SPECT, testovanie ²tatistických hypotéz, False discovery

rate, Klasi�kácia, Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ), Neurónové siete

1 Introduction

For last three decades a great progress was made in medical engineering and computing
technologies. Also medical imaging technologies have witnessed a tremendous growth
that has made a major impact in diagnostic radiology. These advances allow improving
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health-care substantially by revealing critical diseases such as cancer, brain tumors etc.
in early stages when the treatment is more e�ective.

One of non-invasive diagnostic tools that provide clinical information regarding bio-
chemical and physiologic processes in patients particularly in patients' brain is called
Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). It is a nuclear imaging method
based on the distribution of radiopharmaceutical agent in organ of interest. A radiotracer
is injected in the patient's vein. As the tracer decays, it emits a photon, which is detected
and recorded by the SPECT gamma camera. The computer then reconstructs these de-
tections to produce a 3D tomographic image of blood �ow throughout the investigated
organ.

In this paper, I propose a method for �nding a statistically signi�cant di�erence be-
tween patients' brains su�ering from Alzheimer's disease and normal controls i.e. healthy
patients' brains. Mathematical statistics o�ers hypothesis testing to solve this kind of
problem. I am able to test hypotheses about equality in each voxel of compared groups
of brains and control the type I error for each test. Since there are thousands of voxels
and thus thousands of tests, one would like to control the overall error rate, what is much
more complicated problem. Nowadays several mechanisms were proposed how to control
the compound error in multiple-hypothesis tests [1], [2] and this method was recently
employed in more or less similar problems [3], [4], [5].

Statistical features of resulting regions of interest are then used in classi�cation of
brains in two groups (Healthy or AD). For classi�cation the LVQ method was used with
quite promising results.

2 Multiple hypothesis testing

The single-hypothesis testing is well known procedure. One is testing a null hypothesis
H0 against an alternative H1 based on a statistic X. Let τ be some given rejection region.
When X ∈ τ , the H0 is rejected otherwise when X /∈ τ the H0 is accepted. When H0 is
really true and X ∈ τ then the Type I error occurred. On the other hand, Type II error
(β) occurs when an alternative H1 is really true and the test accepts the null hypothesis
H0 because X /∈ τ . By choosing a probability α of occurrence of the Type I error, we
determine the rejection region τ . Each rejection region has α or less probability of Type
I error. Among them, the one with lowest error II is chosen. This is quite successful
approach and we can often �nd a region with very good power (1− β) while maintaining
the desired α level.

When one needs to test multiple hypotheses at once and control the overall error,
the situation becomes much more complicated. With the increasing number of tests
performed on data set the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true is
rising. It means the Type I error is getting larger. This fact arises from the following logic:
We reject the null hypothesis if we witness a rare event. But the larger the number of
tests, the easier it is to �nd a rare event and make wrong decision about rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is true. This e�ect is called the in�ation of alpha level. To overcome
this problem we should correct the original alpha level when performing multiple tests.
Lowering the alpha level may be a good idea. It will create fewer errors but if the new
alpha is too stringent, it may also make it harder to detect real e�ects.
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Suppose we have a problem of testing m null hypotheses H0 of which m0 are true
and R hypotheses were rejected. The following table (Table 1) describes the situation. It
shows, for example, also a number (V ) of null hypotheses that were rejected even when
the null hypotheses were true (number of Type I errors).

Hypothesis H0 Accepted Rejected Total
True U V m0

False T S m1

W R m

Table 1: Values describing the situation when m hypotheses are tested

Assume that the number of hypotheses m is known in advance. R is an observable
random variable and so is W because W = m−R. Random variables U , T , V , S are, on
the contrary, unobservable. In the following text the lower case of their equivalents will
be used for their realized values.

2.1 Family wise error rate (FWER)

The �rst measure to be suggested to control the overall error rate would be the family
wise error rate (FWER). We will call the family of tests the series of tests performed on
a set of data. This rate is a probability of making at least one Type I error in the whole
family of tests: P (V > 0) .

Suppose that we have set the signi�cance level αT (alpha per test) at some value for
each test in the family. The probability of Type I error for one test is then αT . Events
of making the Type I error and not making this error are complementary. Therefore the
probability of not making a Type I error is 1 − αT . Suppose another m independent
events. The probability of not making a Type I error is then (1 − αT )m. We need a
probability of complement to this event; probability of making one or more Type I errors:

αF = 1− (1− αT )m (1)

So we have a value αF , which is the probability of making at least one Type I error
for the whole family of tests. By solving the equation for αT assuming independence of
tests we obtain

αT = 1− (1− αF )1/m (2)

This is called the �idák equation [1]. It shows how to adjust the αT if we want the
αF be �xed on some value e.g. αF = 0.05. Such control guarantees the following:

P (V > 0) ≤ αF . (3)

Example: We have 100 tests in a family. We want the αF the probability of making
one or more Type I errors to be αF = 0.05. The question is, how to adjust the αT value
for each test to obtain the required probability over the whole family. Formula (2) gives
the answer:

αT = 1− (1− 0.05)1/100 = 5.128× 10−4. (4)
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Because the �idák equation is a bit di�cult to compute due to the fractional exponent,
a simpler expression was derived to compute the approximation using the �rst linear term
of a Taylor expansion of the �idák equation:

αT ≈ αF/m. (5)

This approximation is known as Bonferroni approximation and is related to �idák
expression as follows:

αT = 1− (1− αF )1/m ≤ αF/m. (6)

Values in the inequality are very close to each other but Bonferroni approximation
is pessimistic. Probably because of easier computation is the Bonferroni approximation
more frequently used in practice then the �idák expression. More powerful FWER con-
trols are available: [6], [7], [8] but still they su�er from low power to detect a speci�c
hypothesis when the number of tests in the family increases.

2.2 The false discovery rate (FDR)

In many situations, especially, when we are dealing with large number of tests, the FWER
is much too strict. Benjamini and Hochberg [2] suggested a new approach of controlling
the error in multiple hypotheses testing. They proposed the FDR, the expected propor-
tion of erroneous rejections among all rejections.

De�nition of FDR

Let Q be the unobservable random variable de�ned as follows:

Q =

{
V/R if R > 0
0 otherwise. (7)

where V and R are values from Table 1. Then the FDR is simply:

FDR ≡ E (Q) . (8)

So instead of controlling an occurrence of at least one erroneous rejection, what is not
always as crucial for drawing conclusions from the family tested, the proportion of errors
is tested. Thus, when many tests are rejected we are ready to bear with more errors, but
with less when fewer tests are rejected. Two properties of this error rate can be easily
shown:

a) If all null hypotheses are true then FDR is equivalent with FWER. In such case
s = 0 and v = r If v = 0 then r = 0 so there is no rejected hypothesis thus Q = 0.
If v > 0 then v/r is always 1 so Q = 1. This leads to P (V ≥ 1) = E(Q). Therefore
control of FDR implies control of FWER.

b) In the other hand when m > m0 the FDR is smaller than or equal to FWER:
P (V ≥ 1) ≥ E(Q). As a result any procedure that controls FWER controls also
the FDR but if the procedure controls only the FDR then it can be less stringent
and thus the gain in power may be expected.
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The procedure of controlling the FDR supposing that the tests in the family are
independent is as follows:

1. Sort the p-values of each test in ascending order: 0 ≤ p(1) ≤ p(2) ≤ · · · ≤ p(m) being
H(1), H(2), . . . , H(m) their respective null hypothesis.

2. Search for the maximum q∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . .m} such that

p(q∗) ≤
q∗ · αF

m
(9)

3. Reject all hypotheses H(i) for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q∗}

In case when we are dealing with dependent tests we need to adjust the formula in
the second step of controlling algorithm [11]:

p(q∗) ≤
q∗ · αF

m · C(m)
(10)

where

• C(m) = 1 if test are positively correlated

• C(m) =
∑m

i=1
1
i
in case the tests are negatively correlated

If we have no a priori knowledge regarding the correlation type, we can assume positive
test correlation as kind of optimistic testing approach, meanwhile the supposition of
negative tests correlation leads to pessimistic and thus more stringent testing approach.

The described procedure of controlling FDR guarantees the following:

FDR ≡ E
(
V

R

)
≤ αF (11)

3 3D SPECT images analysis

3.1 Subjects

Subject of my analysis are 3D SPECT images of brains of two groups of patients: the
group of 38 patients su�ering from Alzheimer's disease (AD) and a group of 55 healthy
people. I will call the latter group as normal controls (NC). These images were provided,
analyzed and classi�ed by professionals in the �eld, so we may assume correct classi�cation
of the patients, whether they are su�ering from AD or they are healthy and therefore
belong to NC group. Thus the SPECT images of patients' brains are also correctly
labeled.
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3.2 Methods

My intention is to compare the AD scans against the NC ones and discover some sig-
ni�cant di�erence. For this task I employ the multiple hypotheses testing where the
overall error is controlled by the FDR controlling procedure described in section 2.2. To
be able to �nd some di�erences in brains by comparing them against each other, I need
to be sure that the images are registered properly. For this purpose the SPM5 software
were employed (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, Institute of Neurology, UCL,
London UK - http://www.�l.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The Statistical Parametric Mapping is
described for example in [9].

Di�erent amount of radiopharmaceutical agent injected to patient, di�erent absorp-
tion properties of body or other factors may in�uence the global intensity of the resulting
image. To reduce the e�ect of this �false di�erences� in intensities during comparison, it
is necessary to apply some intensity normalization. Among several possibilities we have
chosen to divide each voxel by the sum over all voxels of processed image.

When images are correctly registered and transformed in intensities, we create average
images separately for AD and NC group of images by summing up values of voxels through
every image and dividing them by number of images in the group. These average images
are of the same size as the images they were created from: 79 × 95 × 69 voxels i.e.
approximately half a million voxels. Thus by testing each voxel from AD average image
against NC average image weather the values in particular voxels (mean through the
images in the particular group) are di�erent on some signi�cance level, we obtain half
million statistical paired t-tests. The null hypothesis is the same for each test:

H
(i,j,k)
0 : µ

(i,j,k)
AD = µ

(i,j,k)
NC . (12)

After computing the p-values of each test we apply the multi-hypothesis testing ap-
proach described in section 2.2. The overall signi�cance level was set to αF = 0.001.

3.3 Result

Black and white regions denote voxels where signi�cant di�erence has been detected
between AD and NC pictures. White regions are regions where AD pictures have higher
intensities in average and vice versa black regions denote regions with lower average
intensities in AD pictures.

4 Experiments on classi�cation using the regions of in-

terest (ROIs) from previous section

The ROIs from previous section are regions where signi�cant di�erence was discovered
between average AD and NC brain. This reduction of voxels to set that we are interested
in, reduces the computation burden and makes us focus on areas where most signi�cant
changes in blood �ow occur by a�ection of AD. To automatically classify weather exam-
ined patient su�ers from AD based on these areas I have chosen a method using neural
network: the Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ).
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Figure 1: Regions of signi�cant di�erences between AD and NC brains (black and white).
White: higher average intensities in AD images; black: lower average intensities in AD
images (in comparison to NC images)

4.1 Classi�cation using LVQ

LVQ method was invented by Teuvo Kohonen [13]. It is related to k Nearest Neighbors
algorithm well known from pattern recognition. It is a special case of ANN which applies
winner-takes-all learning based approach. The LVQ network architecture is shown on
Figure 2.

The input layer contains as many elements as is the number of feature space dimension.
The competitive layer contains S1 elements. Weights in competitive layer need to be
initialized during creation of the network in some way. In our case we used Matlab
default initialization that set the weights to the �middle� of training data clusters. The
linear layer is composed of S2 output neurons while S2 < S1. S2 corresponds to the
number of �nal classes that we want the input data to be classi�ed in. The weights in
linear layer are initialized by zeroes and ones according the user input parameter what
is a vector of typical class percentages. The purpose of the linear layer is to combine
subclasses from the competitive layers and bring results to the output layer i.e. �nal
classes.

The output of competitive layer is a column vector a1 with one non-zero element
in i∗th row. We say that neuron i∗ won the competition in competitive layer because
the input and weights corresponding to neuron i∗ were nearest to each other. Linear
layer now classi�es this winning neuron to one of the �nal class. When we are in the
learning process, we need to evaluate the result and adjust weights in competitive layer
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Figure 2: LVQ network architecture

corresponding to winning neuron. If the input was classi�ed correctly we update the i∗th
row of matrix IW (1,1) in a way to move this row or hidden neuron closer to the particular
input:

i∗IW
1,1(q) = i∗IW

1,1(q − 1) + α ·
(
p(q)− i∗IW

1,1(q − 1)
)

(13)

On the other hand if input p is classi�ed incorrectly we move the hidden neuron away
from input:

i∗IW
1,1(q) = i∗IW

1,1(q − 1)− α ·
(
p(q)− i∗IW

1,1(q − 1)
)

(14)

4.2 Results

With respect to the results of FDR analysis I have chosen the following futures for clas-
si�cation process (see Figure 3 for some feature space cuts):

A. Average intensity of the biggest region

B. Average intensity of the whole ROI

C. Di�erence of averages of white and black regions

D. 1., 2., 3. coordinate of weighted center of mass of ROI

To classify the brain pictures I set up an LVQ neural network with architecture de-
scribed by Figure 4 and paramaters (see Table 2):

Epochs 150
Learning step α 0.01
Typical class percentages (0.60 0.40)

Table 2: LVQ network parameters setting

The network consists of input layer with 6 neurons meaning that we have feature
space of dimension 6. The competitive layer is composed by 8 hidden neurons combined
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Figure 3: Cuts of feature space

Figure 4: Matlab neural network architecture

in linear layer into two output neurons that represent 2 �nal classes i.e. class of AD and
class of NC. Data, used for training and testing the neural network, are described in the
Table 4.

I provided 6 independent runs of the experiment, where in each run a new training
set is randomly chosen. The ROI is generated from images in training set. Results of
classi�cation by this network using described data are summarized in the following table:

5 Conclusion

I applied the FDR method to discover di�erences between SPECT pictures of healthy peo-
ple and people su�ering from Alzheimer's disease. As SPECT images provide data about
regional blood �ow, I am looking for changes in brain perfusion caused by Alzheimer's
disease.

As we can see on the resulting image, the areas where signi�cant changes have
been detected are compact what is a meaningful observation acknowledged also by neu-
roanatomists from Faculty Hospital King's Vineyards. Also other information that is
provided by the resulting image was accepted as medically explainable after presenting
them to the mentioned group of anatomists.

After applying this method, we are left with much less voxels to work with, what
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SPECT Alzheimer (AD) 55×
SPECT Normal control (NC) 91×
Training set 60%

Table 3: Available data

Run Wrong NC classi�cation Wrong AD classi�cation
1. 3% (1/36) 9% (2/22)
2. 8% (3/36) 27% (6/22)
3. 14% (5/36) 14% (3/22)
4. 6% (2/36) 9% (2/22)
5. 11% (4/36) 0% (0/22)
6. 19% (7/36) 23% (5/22)

Table 4: Available data

reduces the computation burden, while the e�ciency regarding the further classi�cation
task is not lowered. For classi�cation task the LVQ algorithm was chosen and the results
are quite promising.

Further research will be carried out to �ne tune this automatic Alzheimer disease
detection in order to achieve better results. Using other intensity normalizations or
di�erent classi�cation methods may lead to actual results improvement.

Acknowledgement: The support of grant OHK4-165/11 CTU in Prague is gratefully
acknowledged as well as valuable notes and reviews from medical point of view by group
of neurologists from the Faculty Hospital King's Vineyards namely Ale² Barto², Renata
Píchová and Helena Trojanová.
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Abstract. This paper is concerned with predictive regions in regression models, especially

neural networks. We use the concept of conformal prediction (CP) to construct regions which

satisfy given con�dence level. Conformal prediction outputs regions, which are automatically

valid, but their width and therefore usefulness depends on the used nonconformity measure. A

nonconformity measure should tell us how di�erent a given example is with respect to other

examples. We de�ne nonconformity measures based on some reliability estimates such as vari-

ance of a bagged model or local modeling of prediction error. We also present results of testing

CP based on di�erent nonconformity measures showing their usefulness and comparing them to

traditional con�dence intervals.

Keywords: con�dence intervals, conformal prediction, regression, neural networks

Abstrakt. Tento £lánek se zabývá kon�den£ními mnoºinami v regresních modelech, speciáln¥

v regresi vyuºívající neuronové sít¥. Pro konstrukci kon�den£ních oblastí pouºíváme metod kon-

formní predikce. Konformní predikce dává oblasti, které jsou vºdy validní, ale jejich velikost, a

tedy i uºite£nost, závisí na pouºité mí°e nekonformity. Míra nekonformity by m¥la m¥°it, jak se

jednotlivý p°íklad li²í od celé skupiny p°íklad·. V tomto £lánku zavedeme n¥kolik m¥r nekonfor-

mity zaloºených na odhadech spolehlivosti, jako jsou rozptyl bagged modelu nebo lokální model

chyby odhadu. Prezentujeme také výsledky testování konformních oblastí na základ¥ r·zných

m¥r nekonformity, ukáºeme uºite£nost t¥chto oblastí a porovnáme je s tradi£ními kon�den£ními

intervaly.

Klí£ová slova: kon�den£ní intervaly, konformní predikce, regrese, neuronové sít¥
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Abstract. This contribution is devoted to the study of representations of algebraic integers of
a number �eld as linear combinations of units with coe�cients coming from a �xed �nite set,
and as sums of elements having small norms in absolute value. These theorems can be viewed
as results concerning a generalization of the so-called unit sum number problem, as well. Beside
these, extending previous related results we give an upper bound for the length of arithmetic
progressions of t-term sums of algebraic integers having small norms in absolute value.

Full version of this contribution, Representing algebraic integers as linear combinations of

units, will appear in Periodica Mathematica Hungarica [6].

Keywords: number �eld, linear combinations of units, arithmetic progressions

Abstrakt. Tento p°ísp¥vek se zabývá reprezentacemi algebraických celých £ísel v £íselném
t¥lese jako lineární kombinace jednotek s koe�cienty z dané kone£né mnoºiny, a dále i jako sumy
prvk· t¥lesa s t¥lesovou normou v absolutní hodnot¥ omezenou. Uvedené výsledky lze povaºovat
za zobecn¥ní tzv. unit sum number problému. Na záv¥r je, v návaznosti na dosavadní známé
výsledky, odvozena horní mez pro délku aritmetických posloupností t-£lenných sum algebraick-
ých celých £ísel s omezenou t¥lesovou normou.

Nezkrácená verze tohoto p°ísp¥vku, Representing algebraic integers as linear combinations

of units, vyjde v £asopise Periodica Mathematica Hungarica [6].

Klí£ová slova: £íselné t¥leso, lineární kombinace jednotek, aritmetické posloupnosti

1 Introduction

Let K be an algebraic number �eld with ring of integers OK . The problem of representing
elements of OK as sums of units has a long history and a very broad literature. For the
sake of brevity, we refer to the excellent survey paper of Barroero, Frei and Tichy [2] and
the references there. Now we mention only those results which are most important from
our viewpoint.

∗This work was supported by the Czech Science Foundation, grant GA�R 201/09/0584, by the
grants MSM6840770039 and LC06002 of the Ministry of Education, Youth, and Sports of the Czech
Republic, and by the grant of the Grant Agency of the Czech Technical University in Prague, grant No.
SGS11/162/OHK4/3T/14.
†joint work with L. Hajdu and A. Peth®, University of Debrecen
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After several partial results due to Ashra� and Vámos [1] and others, Jarden and
Narkiewicz [11] proved that for any number �eld K and positive integer t, one can �nd
an algebraic integer α ∈ K which cannot be represented as a sum of at most t units of
K.

Observe that ifK admits an integral basis consisting of units then clearly every integer
of K can be represented as a sum of units. For results in this direction we refer to a paper
of Peth® and Ziegler [18]. Showing that (up to certain precisely described exceptions)
every number �eld admits a basis consisting of units with small conjugates, we prove that
allowing a small, completely explicit set of (rational) coe�cients every integer of K can
be expressed as a linear combination of units. We would like to emphasize the interesting
property that the set of coe�cients allowed depends only on the degree and the regulator
of K and that the latter dependence is made explicit.

Further, it is also well-known (see e.g. [2] again) that there are in�nitely many number
�elds whose rings of integers are not generated additively by their units. In other words,
in these �elds one can �nd algebraic integers α which cannot be represented as a sum of
(�nitely many) units at all.

In this paper we extend this investigations to the case where one would like to represent
the algebraic integers of K not as a sum of units, but as a sum of algebraic integers of
small norm, i.e. using algebraic integers with |N(β)| ≤ m for some positive integer m.
Obviously, taking m = 1 we just get back the original question. First we prove that the
above mentioned result of Jarden and Narkiewicz extends to this case: for any algebraic
number �eld K and positive integers m and t one can �nd an algebraic integer α ∈ K
which cannot be obtained as a sum of at most t integers of K of norm ≤ m in absolute
value. Then we show that in contrast with the original case, one can give a bound m0

depending only on the discriminant and degree of K, such that if m ≥ m0 then already
every integer of K can be represented as a sum of integers of K with norm at most m in
absolute value. Note that as it is well-known, any number �eld K contains only �nitely
many pairwise non-associated algebraic integers of given norm. Hence sums of elements
of small norm can be considered as linear combinations of units with coe�cients coming
from a �xed �nite set.

Finally, we also provide a result concerning arithmetic progressions of t-term sums of
algebraic integers of small norm in a number �eld K. This result generalizes previous
theorems of Newman (concerning arithmetic progressions of units; see [15] and [16]) and
of Bérczes, Hajdu and Peth® (concerning arithmetic progressions of elements of �xed
norm; cf. [3]).

2 Main results

From this point on, let K be an algebraic number �eld of degree k, with discriminant
D(K) and regulator R(K). Write OK for the ring of integers of K, N(β) for the �eld
norm of any β ∈ K and UK for the group of units in OK .

The unit sum number problem can be considered as a question about linear combi-
nations of units with rational integers. We know that the resulting set is sometimes a
proper subset with in�nite complementer of OK . However if we allow that the coe�cients
have small denominators, then the situation becomes completely di�erent.
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At this point let us recall that the �eld K is called a CM-�eld, if it is a totally
imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real number �eld.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that either K is not a CM-�eld, or K is a CM-�eld containing a

root of unity di�erent from ±1. Then there exists a positive integer ` = ec1(k)R(K) where

c1(k) is a constant depending only on the degree of K, such that any α ∈ OK can be

obtained as a linear combination of units of K with coe�cients {1, 1/2, 1/3, . . . , 1/`}.

Remark 2.1. The condition that K is not a CM-�eld or K contains a non-real root of

unity is necessary. Indeed, otherwise all units of K are contained in some proper sub�eld

of K, and the statement trivially fails.

Denote by σi (i = 1, . . . , k) the embeddings of K into C and for α ∈ K put |α| =
max1≤i≤k(|σi(α)|). The following statement is vital for the proof of Theorem 2.1. More-
over, we think that it is interesting also on its own.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that either K is not a CM-�eld, or K is a CM-�eld containing

a root of unity di�erent from ±1. Then there exists a constant c2 = c2(k) depending only
on the degree of K, such that K has a basis consisting of units εi with |εi| ≤ ec2(k)R(K),

(i = 1, . . . , k).

Now we consider the case, where the summands belong to a set of integers of small
norm in K. As a motivation, we mention that Newman proved that the length of arith-
metic progressions consisting of units of K is at most k (see [15] and [16]). This result
has been generalized by Bérczes, Hajdu and Peth® in [3] to arithmetic progressions in the
set

Nm := {β ∈ OK : N(β) = m},

wherem > 0. Now we present a result concerning a further generalization of this problem.
For m > 0 put

N ∗
m := {β ∈ OK : |N(β)| ≤ m},

and write
t×N ∗

m := {β1 + · · ·+ βt : βi ∈ N ∗
m (i = 1, . . . , t)}

where t is a positive integer.
First theorem gives a bound for the lengths of arithmetic progressions in the sets

t×N ∗
m.

Theorem 2.2. The length of any non-constant arithmetic progression in t×N ∗
m is at most

c3(m, t, k,D(K)), where c3(m, t, k,D(K)) is an explicitly computable constant depending

only on m, t, and on the degree k and discriminant D(K) of K.

Now we present results concerning the above generalization of the unit sum number
problem. Slightly modifying the notation of Goldsmith, Pabst and Scott [7] we de�ne the
unit sum number u(OK) as the minimal integer t such that every element of OK is a sum
of at most t units from UK , if such an integer exists. If it does not, we put u(OK) = ω if
every element of OK is a sum of units, and u(OK) =∞ otherwise. We use the convention
t < ω <∞ for all integers t.
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As we have mentioned already, Jarden and Narkiewicz [11] proved that u(OK) ≥ ω
for any number �eld K. Our next result yields an extension of this nice theorem. To
formulate it, we de�ne them-norm sum number um(OK) as an analogue to u(OK) with the
exception that instead of sums of units we consider sums of elements from N ∗

m. Clearly,
u(OK) = u1(OK) holds.

Theorem 2.3. For every number �eld K and m > 0 we have um(OK) ≥ ω, i.e. for every
m, t ∈ N there exists an α ∈ OK which cannot be obtained as the sum of at most t terms

from N ∗
m.

As it is well-known (see e.g. [2] and the references given there), for in�nitely many
number �elds K we have u(OK) =∞. In contrast to this result, our next theorem shows
that um(OK) = ω is always valid if m is �large enough� with respect to the discriminant
and the degree of K. More precisely, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4. For every number �eldK there exists a positive integerm0 = m0(D(K), k)
depending only on the discriminant and the degree of K, such that for any m ≥ m0 we

have um(OK) = ω, i.e. any α ∈ OK can be obtained as the sum of elements from N ∗
m.

Observe that sums of elements of N ∗
m can be also viewed as linear combinations of

units with coe�cients coming from a �xed �nite set.
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Abstract. Con�guration tasks can be divided into two groups. Firstly, one has to select

right software components from a set and merge them together so that the result meets the

customer's requirements. Secondly, the application must be deployed and certain parameters

must be tweaked according to the user's needs. Many times, even a very large-scaled professional

software does not provide a user-friendly way to set these parameters. This article introduces

Freeconf, a new general-purpose multi-platform con�guration utility which has been designed to

help the user with the deployment and the maintenance of a broad range of existing applications.

Keywords: software, con�guration, multi-platform, con�guration �le, maintenance

Abstrakt. Problémy kon�gurace lze d¥lit na dv¥ skupiny. Za prvé je nutné vytvo°it aplikaci

ze samostatných softwarových komponent tak, aby výledek spl¬oval poºadavky zákazníka. Za

druhé je výslednou aplikaci nutné nainstalovat a upravit pak n¥které její parametry podle p°ání

uºivatele. Mnohdy v²ak ani rozsáhlé a profesionální aplikace neposkytují p°ív¥tivé prost°edí pro

nastavení t¥chto parametr·. V tomto £lánku je popsán nový obecný multiplatformní kon�gu-

ra£ní nástroj Freeconf, který byl navrºen tak, aby usnadnil instalaci a následnou údrºbu celé

°ady hotových aplikací.

Klí£ová slova: software, kon�gurace, multiplatformní, kon�gura£ní soubor, údrºba

1 Introduction

Nowadays, software con�guration is ubiquitous. Large software companies deal with prob-
lems of creating a requirement-conforming application from a set of pre-made components
which is a typical con�guration problem. When the application has been developed and
tested, it must be deployed to the customer. This is called installation and during this
process the application is provided with the installation speci�c con�guration data. This
data can later be modi�ed in reaction to the user's preference or the computer's envi-
ronment change. In this article, the interest will be focused on con�guration problems in
software installation and maintenance.

Almost every software application provides a method for its adjustment. Often, the
con�guration itself is stored in a text �le (or multiple �les) and sometimes there is a
graphical layer to assist the user in �lling in the desired changes. This is, of course, the
best solution for the beginner, since she does not have to understand the syntax of the
con�guration �le and even know where the �le is stored on the hard drive.
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A lot of software (especially GNU/Linux software), however, does not provide a graph-
ical user interface (GUI) and the user is forced to use the con�guration text �le directly.
For such a software, since it is in many cases impossible to add GUI to the source code
of the application, it would be desirable to have an intermediate layer on top of the
existing con�guration work�ow. There exist such tools, e.g., MenuCon�g [6] for setting
up the Linux kernel, YaST [3] for setting up the entire openSUSE Linux distribution, or
KCon�gXT [5] used in KDE environment for modeling of con�guration windows. In this
article, a new multi-platform general purpose con�guration utility Freeconf is presented.

The rest of the article is divided as follows. In Section 2, key concepts of Freeconf are
presented. In Section 3, the Freeconf library is described. Section 4 introduces Freeconf
client applications and their purpose. In Section 5, the Freeconf con�guration package
and its structure is described. Section 6 brings a short introduction to the Freeconf
package designer and its functions. Lastly, in Section 7 there is a short conclusion.

2 Freeconf

Freeconf is a project started at the Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering,
Czech Technical University in Prague. Its primary purpose is the simpli�cation and the
uni�cation of the con�guration process of a great variety of applications (both existing
and newly developed) together with the ability to semi-automatically generate a clear
GUI layer on multiple platforms.

2.1 Terminology and Requirements

As stated in Section 1, Freeconf is an intermediate layer above the existing infrastructure.
The application does not communicate with Freeconf itself but reads the con�guration
�le it understands (in Freeconf's terminology, the �le is called the native con�guration
�le), while Freeconf, on the other hand, generates the native con�guration �le from the
data it obtains from the user. Figure 1 illustrates the data �ow.

The key concept is the transformation from Freeconf's internal con�guration �le for-
mat to the native con�guration �le format. The transformation will be explained in
Section 5.2.

The only thing Freeconf requires is that the native con�guration �le must come in a
text form and that it contains a list (or possibly a tree) of con�guration keys and their
values, i.e., key-value pairs. The values can have on of the following supported types:
boolean, number (integer or �oat with a restricted precision), string, string-list, and
fuzzy (for multi-value choices). For trees of con�guration options, the non-leave nodes
are called con�guration sections.

It can happen that some of the sections in the native con�guration �le will occur
multiple times. For example, when con�guring the Apache web server, one can create
more virtual servers. Such sections, where the key structure is �xed but values di�er, is
called the multiple con�guration section.
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Figure 1: Con�guration data �ow from the user to the application.

2.2 Parts of the Project

The project has been divided into several parts to better achieve its goals. One of them is
to provide the native look&feel on di�erent software platforms. That is why the code has
been split into the Freeconf library and graphical clients. The library is meant to exist
in a single implementation for every supported platform, and it should contain the entire
logic of the project. The graphical clients are supposed to be light-weight applications,
the sole purpose of which should be to present a con�guration dialog to the user. A
client, when invoked by the user on a certain platform, connects to the Freeconf library
and asks it for the con�guration data. The library must load an appropriate model of the
native con�guration �le which is called the con�guration package, process it, and send
the resulting data to the client. The client then builds a con�guration dialog based on a
structure provided by the library. When the user is satis�ed with the changes she made,
the client requests the library to store them in the package and to issue a transformation
to the native con�guration �le.

Since creating a con�guration package is a tedious task, a package designer has been
developed. It is still a fairly simple program able only to generate a functional skeleton of
a package. The designer also uses the library for package manipulation. Figure 2 shows
all of the Freeconf components.

3 Freeconf Library

The Freeconf library is written in Python 2.7 (to speed up the development; later, it will
be rewritten in C++) and provides the following capabilities:

• It can create, load, and save a con�guration package.
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Figure 2: Components of the Freeconf project.

• It can preform a transformation from the Freeconf format to the native con�guration
�le format.

• It processes the loaded package and constructs three in-memory data structures.

• It provides two interfaces: client�library and designer�library.

3.1 Data structures

The library organizes the loaded data in three tree structures.

• Template tree stores the key type and its properties. It also holds information about
plug-ins and multiple containers.

• Con�guration tree stores default and current values of the keys. Dependencies and
inconsistency checks are evaluated on top of this tree.

• GUI tree stores data needed to construct a con�guration dialog in the client. It
contains various label texts, window dimension, and also takes care of hiding un-
necessary keys.

When a package is loaded, the template tree is constructed at �rst. Then, default values,
stored values from the previous con�guration (if any), and keys dependencies are read.
The con�guration tree is constructed according to the template tree. In the past, the
trees were identical in terms of structure, but now they can di�er because of multiple
con�guration sections. As the last, the GUI tree is constructed and is linked to the
con�guration tree in a similar way the template tree is linked to the con�guration tree
� the corresponding nodes can reach each others through references.

3.2 Interfaces

At the moment, there are two interfaces present in the source code as stated above. There
is not a single interface mainly because the client is not allowed to alter the structure of
the package and thus certain functions are not populated by the client�library interface.
On the other hand, the designer�library interface exposes the entire inner structure of
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the package both for reading and writing. It does, however, control the legitimacy of the
operations.

The interface is constructed as follows. When the client or the designer connects to
the library, they call a prede�ned method which returns the top of the interface tree.
From there, the client or the designer can request other nodes by calling the children()
method. In the end, there is an interface node between each of the client/designer nodes
and the library tree nodes. Figure 3 shows the connection. The interface nodes are proxy
objects that dispatch information from the client/designer to the library and back.

client tree

group-box

group-boxcheck-box

spin-box line-edit

section

sectionboolean

number string

library GUI treeInterface tree

interface
node

interface
node

interface
node

interface
node

interface
node

Figure 3: Example of the client�library interface connection.

4 Graphical Clients

There exists only one reference implementation of a client at the moment. It is the
Qt/KDE graphical client which displays the con�guration window in KDE style. It has
been written in PyQt [4]. In Figure 4, one can see the current design of the constructed
dialog. It resembles very closely the actual look&feel of the KDE con�guration software.
On the left side of the dialog, there are con�guration tabs. The content of the selected tab
is displayed on the right side. One can see a con�guration section and some con�guration
keys there. Down the left, there is a Show/Hide advanced button which enables the user
to hide or reveal additional expert con�guration options that are hidden by default to
simplify the con�guration dialog (more about the simpli�cation work can be found in [2]).
The last three buttons are self-explanatory. Ok and Apply save the changes to the native
con�guration �le and the �rst button also closes the dialog. The last button cancels the
con�guration process and leaves the current native con�guration �le intact.

When the user makes a change to the con�guration, e.g., by checking an unchecked
check-box or by �lling in a text key, the client will propagate this change through the
client�library interface to the corresponding node of the tree structure (in this example,
to the con�guration tree). The library will test the new value for validity (it is never
done in the client except some of the GUI components can perform a simple �ltering by
themselves), checks the dependencies, and stores the new value. If a dependency changes
any other key or its property, a message is sent to the correct client node for it to reload
the data and adapt the visual aspect of the matching GUI element. The client�library
interface does not allow anything else than loading a package, altering key values, and
requesting to save and transform the current state of the con�guration.
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Figure 4: Example of a Freeconf generated con�guration dialog.

5 Con�guration Package

5.1 Content of Con�guration Package

A con�guration package is a collection of up to ten XML [8] (actually there can be more
due to the optional presence of plug-ins) �les which are organized into a directory tree.
Many of the �les are not mandatory, in fact, only four are necessary for Freeconf to be
functional. These �les can form up a package:

• Header �le is an entry-point to the package. It has a �xed name header.xml and is
placed in the root directory of the package. It contains the list of other components
of the package as well as some of the package-level settings parameters (e.g., where
to store native con�guration �les, or whether to store all of the keys or just those
whose value has been changed from the default).

• Template �le describes keys and their properties (like type, number boundaries,
regular expressions for string keys etc. For a full set of key properties that Freeconf
supports, see [1, 2]), con�guration sections, and the entire structure of the con�gu-
ration.

• List �le contains de�nitions of string lists. These �les can be stored in the directory
lists or outside of the package to be shared between packages. For example, a list
of encoding tables would be a good candidate for a shared list since it appears in
multiple packages.
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• Default values �le holds default values for keys de�ned in the template. It is possible
for some key to not have any default value set. It that case, the value will be
unde�ned and the user might be requested to �ll in the value during the �rst
con�guration.

• Help �le contains key labels and tool-tips. The package usually contains more of
these �les, one for every translation. The �les are stored in a directory named the
same as the two-letter language code. These directories are placed into the L10n

directory.

• List help �le contains tool-tips translations for string-list values. The �le is placed
similarly to the help �le, but the directory structure is itself placed in the lists

directory.

• GUI template �le describes the GUI window. It contains hints which the client
can use to provide a better look&feel. If the �le is not present in the package, the
window is built using the information from the template �le only.

• GUI label �le contains translations of tab captions, the window title, and other
strings used in the dialog. It is placed in the same directory as the help �le.

• Output �le holds the last saved state of the con�guration. The syntax of the �le is
slightly di�erent from the default �le since it can hold more information needed for
the transformation process.

• Transformation �le is a XSL [7] �le which is used during the transformation.

From all the �les, only the header �le, the template �le, the transformation �le, and the
output �le are mandatory. Other �les are purely optional, though recommended, since
the additional information increases the usability of the resulting GUI substantially. The
entire package structure is depicted in Figure 5.

The package can be stored at three di�erent places on the �le system � two of them
are system directories (on GNU/Linux it is /usr/local/share/freeconf/packages

and /usr/share/freeconf/packages) and the last is the user's home directory (on
GNU/Linux ~/.freeconf/packages).

5.2 Transformation

The transformation process is controlled by the transformation �le. The Freeconf library
assembles the output �le in the Freeconf format, loads the transformation �le and submits
both to the XSL processor (which is a standard libxslt library). The expressive power
of XSL style-sheets enables to support virtually any text �le format.

Should the native output be divided to multiple �les, the header �le enables to pre-
scribe more XSL style-sheets and native output paths. Each key is then marked by the
output group in which it belongs in the template �le, so XSL knows where to place it.
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Figure 5: Package �le hierarchy. The blue color represents mandatory �les, the green
boxes with dashed borders represent optional �les, and �nally the yellow boxes represent
directories.

6 Package Designer

Since creating a con�guration package manually is a tedious and error prone task, a
simple application for package designing has been created. The application can, at the
moment, assist only during the creation of the core of the package (the header, template,
help, and default values �le). Other �les must still be written by hand. The current look
of the program can be seen in Figure 6.

On the left side, there is the template tree with all of the sections and keys. On the
right side, there are widgets for con�guring properties of the selected key.
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Figure 6: The current look of the package designer.

7 Conclusion

In this article, a general-purpose multi-platform con�guration utility Freeconf has been
presented. The tool consists of four parts, namely the Freeconf library, the Freeconf
clients, the Freeconf packages, and the Freeconf designer. These parts have been studied
in grater detail in their respective sections.

In the future, more clients are to be programmed and the Freeconf designer is planned
to be able to generate the entire con�guration package.
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Abstract. Reliable identi�cation and classi�cation of already localized AE sources is one of the

most important and also most di�cult problems in AE monitoring. In this paper we suggest

new concept of more precise AE source localization and identi�cation in complex structures.

The method is based on a Time Reversal (TR) AE signal processing. The theory of TR acoustic

is based on the fact that acoustic wave equation in non-dissipative heterogeneous medium is

invariant with respect to TR operation. AE signals, recorded by transducers relatively far from

the source can be generally considered as a multiple convolution of the source function with the

Green's (wave transfer) function and transfer function of sensors along with signal processing

devices. Let us consider some point source function s(t) at the position r0 and a receiver at

position ri. The signal sG(t) detected at ri at the time t ∈ [0, T ] arises from the two above

mentioned convolutions.

sG = s(t) ∗G(t, r0, ri) ∗ Pi(t), t ∈ [0, T ] .

The measured signal is then time reversed and rebroadcast from the position ri to r0. At the

position r0 we receive resulting TR signal, which is expressed as multiple convolution

sTR = s(T − t) ∗G(T − t, r0, ri) ∗ Pi(T − t) ∗G(t, ri, r0) ∗ Pi(t) t ∈ [0, T ] .

Relation between the signal sTR and the source function s(t) is better understood in frequency

domain. With the Fourier transform we convert the signal sTR into F(sTR). Assuming the

Green's function in the following form,

G(t, ri, r0) =
1

4πc2
t− ‖ri − r0‖/c
‖ri − r0‖

,

we obtain, after some computations, Fourier transform F(sTR) in the form

F(sTR(t)) = F(s(T − t)) 1
16‖ri − r0‖2

e2iωT → IFT → 1
16‖ri − r0‖2

s(t) = as(t) ,
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where IFT denotes inverse Fourier transform and a is a constant of proportionality. So it can be

seen that the resulting signal is proportional to the original emitted by the source. This fact is

very important for AE source location and further analysis. In the standard AE measurements

we mostly analyze signals, which are not directly corresponding to originally emitted waves,

but are in�uenced by traveling through the structure and by characteristics of AE sensors and

recording devices and that in�uence makes classi�cation of AE sources more di�cult.

The new (o�ine) procedures, called "TR AE signal Deconvolution (TRAED)" enable e�ec-

tive solution of both inverse problems dealing with precise source location and partial reconstruc-

tion of the source function. The robustness of experimental TR originates in the wave character

of the problem and its space-time reciprocity. Recorded AE signals are time-reversed and re-

broadcast back to the original source location, where they are detected e.g. by scanning laser

vibrometer. Summation of TR signals from more AE transducers substantially enhances signal

to noise ratio. Experimental results obtained by TR procedure applied to arti�cial AE sources

on a massive steel plate are discussed in the paper. Realized "deconvolution" shows a high e�ec-

tiveness of the suggested TR procedure, which does not require any knowledge on elastic wave

modes and their propagation velocities and on Green's function of a structure with complex

geometry. Any huge computations or numerical simulations are also not necessary. TRAED

allows easier and more reliable determination of the sources location (up to 1 mm) and their

more reliable identi�cation and statistical classi�cation. Although the theoretical description of

all TR e�ects is relatively complicated and not yet completely formulated, the exploitation of

the TR principles can bring to the AE method new possibilities of AE source characterizing and

understanding.

Keywords: acoustic emission, source location and identi�cation, time reversal acoustics, signal

deconvolution, inverse problem solution

Abstrakt. Spolehlivá klasi�kace a identi�kace lokalizovaného zdroje akustické emise je jedním z

nejd·leºit¥j²ích, ale také jedním z nejobtíºnej²ích problém· v oblasti akustické emise. V £lánku

navrhujeme novou p°esn¥j²í metodu lokalizace a identi�kace zdroj· AE ve sloºitých strukturách.

Metoda je zaloºená na £asov¥ reverzní akustice (Time Reversal Acoustic TRA). Teorie TRA se

opírá o fakt, ºe vlnová rovnice v nedisipativním heterogenním médiu je invariantní vzhledem k

£asové reverzaci. Signály AE zaznamenané na sníma£ích ve velké vzdálenosti od zdroje mohou

být obecn¥ povaºovány za výsledek konvoluce zdrojové funkce s Greenovou funkcí a s p°enosovou

funkcí sníma£e.

Uvaºujme libovolnou zdrojovou funkci s(t) v míst¥ r0 a sníma£ v míst¥ ri. Signál sG(t) zazna-
menaný v míst¥ ri v £ase t ∈ [0, T ] bude výsledkem dvou vý²e zmín¥ných konvolucí.

sG = s(t) ∗G(t, r0, ri) ∗ Pi(t), t ∈ [0, T ] .

Nam¥°ený signál je poté £asov¥ obrácen a vyslán zp¥t z místa ri do r0. V míst¥ r0 pak m¥°íme

výsledný £asov¥ reverzní signál, který lze vyjád°it op¥t jako násobnou konvoluci

sTR = s(T − t) ∗G(T − t, r0, ri) ∗ Pi(T − t) ∗G(t, ri, r0) ∗ Pi(t) t ∈ [0, T ] .

Vztah mezi signálem sTR a zdrojovou funkcí s(t) je vhodn¥j²í zkoumat ve frekven£ní oblasti.

Pomocí Fourierovy transformace p°evedeme signál sTR na spektrum F(sTR). Za p°edpokladu,

ºe Greenova fuknce má standardní tvar

G(t, ri, r0) =
1

4πc2
t− ‖ri − r0‖/c
‖ri − r0‖

,

dostaneme po n¥kolika úpravách Fourierovu transformaci F(sTR) v následujícím tvaru

F(sTR(t)) = F(s(T − t)) 1
16‖ri − r0‖2

e2iωT → IFT → 1
16‖ri − r0‖2

s(t) = as(t) ,
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kde IFT ozna£uje inverzní Fourierovu transformaci a a je konstanta proporcionality. M·ºeme

tedy vid¥t, ºe výsledný signál je proporcionální originálnímu signálu vyslaného zdrojem. Tato

skute£nost je velmi d·leºitá pro lokalizaci zdroje AE a dal²í analýzu. P°i standardních AE

m¥°eních v¥t²inou m¥°íme signály, které £asto nesouvisí p°ímo s p·vodn¥ vyslanou vlnou, ale

jsou ovlivn¥ny pr·chodem vlny skrz materiál a charakteristikami AE sníma£· a kv·li t¥mto

vliv·m je klasi�kace zdroj· AE zna£n¥ obtíºná.

O�ine metody nazvané jako "TR AE signal Deconvolution (TRAED)" umoºnují efektivn¥

najít °e²ení inverzního problému spolu s p°esnou lokalizací a také umoºnují £áste£nou rekon-

strukci p·vodní zdrojové funkce. V £lánku popisujeme téº experimentální výsledky získané

pomocí TR metody aplikované na um¥lé zdroje AE na z¥lezné desce. Provedená "dekonvoluce"

ukazuje vysokou efektivnost navrºené TR metody, pro kterou nejsou zapot°ebí ºádné znalosti

mód· elastických vln, jejich rychlostí ani znalost Greenovy funkce pro daný vzorek. Rovn¥º

není pot°eba ºádných numerických simulací a výpo£t·. TRAED umoºnuje snadn¥j²í a p°es-

n¥j²í lokalizaci zdroje (aº do 1mm) a rovn¥º p°esn¥j²í ideti�kaci a statistickou klasi�kace zdroj·.

A£koli teorie TR je relativn¥ komplikovaná a stále je²t¥ není kompletn¥ formulována, rozvoj TR

princip· p°iná²í do metody AE nové moºnosti jak charakterizovat a porozumn¥t zdroj·m AE.

Klí£ová slova: akustická emise, lokalizace a ideti�kace zdroje, £asov¥ reverzní akustika, dekon-

voluce signál·, °e²ení inverzního problému
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Abstract. The Total Least Squares is one of the most widely use method for data analysis,

where both dependent and independent variables are observed with random errors. If data set

contains outliers, the robusti�ed version of TLS such as mixed Least Trimmed Squares - Total

Least Trimmed Squares method is used. The disadvantage of this method is absence of exact

algorithm that can �nd solution of the estimation in real time for data sets with large number

of observations. In this paper we introduced the BSA algorithm for LTS-TLTS and compare it

with BAB algorithm. It is the �rst introduction to this method for such a problem and only

�rst results from simulation study are shown.

Keywords: robust regression analysis, error in variables model, robusti�ed total least squares,

total least trimmed squares, BSA - borders scanning algorithm, branch-and-bound algorithm

Abstrakt. Analýza dat pomocí nejmen²ích totálních £tverc· je jednou z nejpouºívan¥j²ích

metod pro p°ípady kdy závislé i nezávislé prom¥nné obsahují chyby m¥°ení. Pokud jsou navíc

data zatíºena odlehlými a vlivnými pozorováními, která mohou odhad úpln¥ zni£it, je ºádoucí

pouºít robustní p°ístup. Metoda smí²ených nejmen²ích usekaných £tverc· - totálních nejmen²ích

usekaných £tverc· je jednou z moºností jak se s tímto problémem vypo°ádat. Nevýhoda této

metody spo£ívá v neexistenci algoritmu, který by dokázal nalézt °e²ení v reálném £ase i pro

po£etné datové soubory. V tomto £lánku ukáºeme pouºití exaktního algoritmu BSA a jeho

srovnání s algoritmem BAB. Jedná se o první seznámení s danou metodou pro tento problém a

výsledky algoritm· jsou ukázány na simulovaných a na n¥kolika reálných datech.

Klí£ová slova: robustí regresní analýza, metoda robusti�kovaných totálních £tverc·, metoda

totálních nejmen²ích usekaných £tverc·, algoritmus BSA, branch-and-bound algoritmus

1 Introduction

The ordinary Total Least Squares (TLS) method is one of several linear parameter esti-
mation techniques that is designed to solve an overdetermined set of linear equations

Y ≈ Xβ0,

where Y ∈ Rn×1 is vector of response (dependent) variable, X ∈ Rn×p matrix of pre-
dictors (independent variables), β0 ∈ Rp×1 unknow parameter vector and we have more

∗This work has been supported by the Czech CTU grant SGS12/197/OHK4/3T/14 and the MSMT
grant INGO II INFRA LG12020
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equations than unknows, i.e. n > p. In this paper we will assume that X has full rank.

The idea of the TLS method, to solve mentioned optimization problem, consists in
modi�cation of all data points in such a way, that some norm of the modi�cation is min-
imized subject to the constraint that the modi�ed vectors satisfy a linear relation. The
TLS method has a long history in the statistical literature, where the method is known
as �errors-in-variables� model or �orthogonal regression�, but the progress in computation
and application of this methods came in last decades due to work of Golub and Van Loan
[4] and Van Hu�el and Vandewalle [10] among others.

The TLS method looks for the minimal corrections on the given data D = [Y,X] and
the approximation is obtained as a solution of the following optimization problem

β̂(TLS,n) = min
β∈Rp,[ε,Θ]∈Rn×(p+1)

‖[ε,Θ]‖F subject to Y + ε = (X + Θ)β.

β̂(TLS,n) is called a TLS solution to the problem (1) and [ε,Θ] is called the corresponding
TLS correction (residuals, errors). The suitable norm used in previous de�nitions of the
TLS problem is Frobenius norm. The basic algorithm used to solve the problem is based
on the singular value decomposition (see [4] ) and its generalization together with the
discussion when the classical solution exists is described in [10]. In our case, when X
has full rank, n > p and errors are rowwise iid, it can be shown that the probability of
absence of solution tending to 0 with increasing number of observations. For real data
sets is the situation, when the solution does not exists very unlikely.

Let us mentioned, that the TLS problem is equivalent to computing the hyperplane
that minimizes the sum of the squared orthogonal distances from the data points to the
�tting hyperplane. Then the de�nition of TLS problem can be formulated as

β̂(TLS,n) = arg min
β∈Rp

1

1 + ‖β‖2

n∑
i=1

|Yi −Xiβ|2 = arg min
β∈Rp

‖Yi −Xiβ‖√
1 + ‖β‖2

.

If the linear modeling problem Y ≈ Xβ contains the intercept or some columns of X
are known exactly, the TLS solution does not give the accurate estimation. It is natural
to require that the corresponding columns of the data matrix X be unperturbed since
they are known exactly. The generalization of the TLS approach is called Mixed Least
Squares - Total Least Squares problem (LS-TLS). Let us denote

partition X =
[
X(1),X(2)

]
X(1) ∈ Rn×p1 , X(2) ∈ Rn×p2

βT =
[
β(1)T , β(2)T

]
β(1) ∈ Rp1 , β(2) ∈ Rp2

and assume that the columns of X(1) are error free and p1 + p2 = p. Then the mixed
LS-TLS estimator is de�ned by

β̂(LS−TLS,n) = min
β∈Rp,[ε,Θ]∈Rn×(p2+1)

‖[ε,Θ]‖F
subject to Y + ε = X(1)β(1) + (X(2) + Θ)β(2).
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By varying p1 from zero to p, the mixed LS-TLS problem can handle also with any ordi-
nary LS or ordinary TLS problem. Since the LS-TLS estimator is very sensitive and can
give misleading results when outliers in the dataset occur, other more robust estimator
is introduced.

2 TLTS - Total Least Trimmed Squares

The robusti�cation of mixed LS-TLS were �rstly introduced in [3] and the idea is based
on trimming or downweighting high in�uential points. Let us denote by qi the sum of
the squared orthogonal distance of i-th observation from the hyperplane represented by
β(2) and the squared vertical distance of ith observation from the hyperplane represented
by β(1). Then the Mixed Least Trimmed Squares - Total Least Trimmed Squares (LTS-
TLTS) estimator minimizes the sum of the h smallest distances qi

β̂(LTS−TLTS,n) = arg min
β∈Rp

h∑
i=1

q(i)(β),

where h is an optional parameter satisfying n
2
≤ h ≤ n and q(i) is the i-th least mixed

distance qi at β.

LTS-TLTS is so called half-sample estimator and it has 50% breakdown points (for
proof see [2]). It has the in�nite local sensitivity, which can be improved by adding some
continuous weighting function and multiply the distances by a weights from 〈0, 1〉 (for
de�nition see [3]). The existence of LTS-TLTS is given by the existence of LS-TLS for
subsamples of size h. The exact algorithm based on evaluation of all

(
n
h

)
computations

of LS-TLS works in practice only if the number of observations is less than 20. In [3] we
proposed the the non-exhaustive exact branch-and-bound (BAB) algorithm that can be
used if the number of observations is less than 60. The algorithm is inspired by branch-
and-bound algorithm for Least Trimmed Squares (LTS) problem presented by José Agulló
[1] and guarantees global optimality. The algorithm passes through the tree with h levels,
(n−h+1) roots and

(
n
h

)
terminal nodes and cut given branches. For data sets with more

observations and unknowns it is better to use the approximative algorithms that are very
fast and give su�ciently good results.

For larger data sets with more observations and unknowns it is necessary to use some
approximating algorithm. One of the most popular resampling algorithm for LTS-TLTS
is based on the idea of PROGRESS algorithm for LTS proposed by Rousseeuw and Leroy
[8] and improved into FAST-LTS algorithm by Rousseeuw and Van Driessen in [9]. The
algorithm usually �nds a local minimum which is close to the global minimum, but not
necessarily equal to that global minimum. In spite of the algorithm gives reasonable
estimations and is very fast, Hawkins and Olive [5] proved that elemental concentration
algorithms are zero breakdown and that elemental basic resampling estimators are zero
breakdown and inconsistent. In this paper we introduced another exact algorithm called
Borders Scanning Algorithm (BSA).
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3 BSA - Borders Scanning Algorithm

The BSA algorithm was �rstly introduced for LTS by Karel Klouda in his master thesis
[6] and the detailed description of this algorithm can be also �nd in [7]. Firstly we
describe the algorithm for TLTS. The idea of this algorithm is in scanning of the objective
function (cost function) of TLTS, which is continuous, nonconvex, non-di�erentiable and
has multiple local minima, whose number commonly rises with the number of observations
and unknowns. The plot of an example of this function is on following Figure 1:

Figure 1: The graph of optional function (red bold line) for LTS and TLTS estimation
on data with n = 10 observations, p = 1 and trimming parameter h = 6.

The objective function of LTS is composed from parts of quadratic function

J (TLTS,n,h)(β) =
h∑
i=1

r2
(i)(β),

where rj(β) = Yj − XT
j β and r2

(1)(β) ≤ r2
(2)(β) ≤ . . . ≤ r2

(n)(β), while the value of the

TLTS objective function, denoted by J (TLTS,n,h), is de�ned for given parameter β as

J (TLTS,n,h)(β) =
h∑
i=1

d2
(i)(β),

where

dj(β) =

∣∣Yj −XT
j β
∣∣

‖[−1, βT ]‖
and d2

(1)(β) ≤ d2
(2)(β) ≤ . . . ≤ d2

(n)(β).

The idea of the algorithm is to �nd all compositions of the objective function, in
given part �nd the local minimum and the global minimum must be in the set of all local
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minima. In accordance with [7] let us denote

H =
{
β ∈ R | d2

(h)(β) = d2
(h+1)(β)

}
.

We are looking for a set containing such a β's that given a hyperplanes which divide
into halves the distance between the h-th and h+ 1-th most distant points from a given
hyperplane.

Let us denote the set of weighting vectors w's with components from {0, 1} as

Qn,h =

{
w ∈ R | wi ∈ {0, 1} , i = 1, 2, . . . , n and

∑
i

wi = h

}

and let us de�ne a relation Z ⊂ Rp ×Qn,h by

(β, w) ∈ Z ⇔
h∑
i=1

d2
(i)(β) =

h∑
i=n

wid2
i (β)

Further we de�ne a set U ⊂ Rp as the set where Z is a mapping from Rp to Qn,h.
Since the set U is a complement to Rp of the set H, it is obvious, that H decompose
the parameter space Rp into m open subsets Ui, i = 1, 2, . . .m. Further it holds that
Ui ∩ Uj = ∅ for all i, j where i 6= j, ∩mi=1Ui = U and ∩mi=1∂Ui = H. Last notation to
be introduced is the set W (min) which is de�ned as a set of m vectors from Qn,h, i.e.
W (min) = {w1, w2, . . . , wm | wi = Z(β), where β ∈ Ui, i = 1, 2, . . .m}.

The most important remark is, that the set H is the same both for the cost function
of TLTS and for the cost function of LTS. So we can follow the technique of �nding some
�nite subsets H of candidates of being an element of the set H. Since H ⊂ H we can
evaluate squared distances di(β) for all data points and all suspected β ∈ H, sort them
and if d2

(i)(β) = d2
(i+1)(β), then β ∈ H and we �nd q weights w(1), . . . , w(q) ∈ Qn,h. For

all weights we evaluate the cost function and the cost function of TLTS estimator is that
one with the minimal value.

For p = 1 is the situation very easy and we have to check only 4
(
n
2

)
weights for

suspected βs from the set H = {β ∈ R1 | β(xi ± xj) = (yi ± yj), i 6= j}. For p > 1, the
situation is more complicated and β is a solution of a system of q linear equations. More
in [7]. The number of suspected β ∈ H is then greater than 2p

(
n
p+1

)
. How is the algorithm

fast in comparison with BAB algorithm will be shown in next section.
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4 Simulation study and comparison of computation tech-

niques

The test of the algorithm is carried out both on simulated data sets and on some real data
benchmarks. Algorithms are written and performed in MATLAB software, mentioned
time is measured by the function �cputime�, and it express time in seconds that has been
used by the MATLAB process.

At �rst we run several simulations for data sets with intercept and varying number
of observation n and number of regression parameters p. The simulation is repeated for
each setting and resulting mentioned time is sample mean of all results. We compare time
consumption for two di�erent algorithms: BSA and BAB. BAB algorithm use the initial
estimation from resampling algorithm (RES) with 1000 starting points and starting level
of (BAB) algorithm is chosen to h/4. Simulations with h = 0.8n present an example
where is 20% occurrence of outliers and simulations with h = 0.6n presents an example
with 40% of contamination. Regressors were generated from normal and exponential
distributions. Errors are standard normal distributed.

Time consumption in second - median of 10 replications

n p = 3 p = 4
h = 0.8n h = 0.6n h = 0.8n h = 0.6n

BSA BAB BSA BAB BSA BAB BSA BAB

15 1.887 0.124 2.995 0.187 9.594 0.140 0.168

20 6.474 0.296 9.063 0.452 43.149 0.249 80.324 0.468

25 15.818 1.747 21.964 3.804 138.310 0.811 251.364 2.246

30 35.630 6.489 44.600 22.793 363.482 3.525 602.039 20.092

35 66.862 36.884 82.321 76.378 964.788 24.445 1306.263 114.052

40 112.975 126.627 138.435 251.876 1751.034 122.070 2467.034 622.967

Table 1: Simulation study for di�erent LTS-TLTS estimators, data set with intercept,
number of replications is 10 and n, h, p is varying.

As we can see from the previous Table 1 the computation time rapidly increase (nearly
exponentially) with increasing number of observations for BAB algorithm. For BSA is
more signi�cant the increase in p, while the increase in n is nearly linear for smaller n.
The speed of BAB is more dependent on number of observations. As we showed in [3]
the BAB is unusable for n > 60. Another disadvantage of BAB algorithm is its large
variability in time consumption. In simulation is common that for the same settings is
one replication four time faster than another. BSA is in this point more stable and the
deviation is not more than 20% from the mean value obtained from 10 replications.

It is very surprising that in comparison with simulation results for classical LTS prob-
lem presented in [6] the BSA algorithm for TLTS problem needs much more calculations
and primarily the time consumption grow up much more faster in relation to number of
regression parameters. We were not able to compute the estimation for p > 6 on normal
PC. The theory of the BSA, number of minimum ordinary TLS calculations, and the
estimation of number of corresponding β ∈ Hp has not yet been examined for TLTS
problem in detail.

Real data sets are from [8] and let us denote by "Stars" the Hertzsprung-Russell
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Diagram of the Star Cluster CYG OB1, which contains 47 stars in the direction of
Cygnus, by "Wood" the modi�ed Wood Gravity Data with �ve independent variables
and intercept. It consists of 20 cases and some of them were replaced to contaminate
the data by few outliers. And �nally by ""Brain" we denote Mammal brain weights data
with 28 observations. The time consumption of both algorithms for these three real data
sets is shown in the Table 2.

Data n p h time in seconds

BSA BAB

Stars 47 2 0.8n 4.042 4.973

Wood 20 6 0.6n 235.546 0.187

Brain 28 1 0.8n 2.044 0.515

Table 2: Real data analysis by LTS-TLTS estimator and computational time needed for
the evaluation of the estiamte

5 Conclusion

We have modi�ed BSA algorithm for LTS estimator for use in modi�ed LTS-TLTS prob-
lem and compare it with another non-exhaustive exact BAB algorithm. It has been the
�rst attempt to use BSA for this type of problem and we have had to cope with lot of
problems in programming and in running simulations. Some problems has not been solve
and they are tasks of future work.

MATLAB source codes of all algorithms mentioned in this paper may be obtained on
request without charge from the author.
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Abstract. Basic used objects are the orbit functions de�ned on R2. The orbit functions form

an orthogonal basis in the Hilbert space of quadratic integrable functions and determine the

orbit function transform on the fundamental region of the a�ne Weyl group. A discrete version

of the orbit function transform is de�ned on an �nite discrete grid in the fundamental region.

Applications show that the discrete orbit function transform converges. This contribution puts

a target to mathematically support this fact. We show that the discrete orbit function transform

converges for C(6) functions to the expanded function on the grids in the fundamental region

with growing density.

Keywords: Weyl group, orbit functions, orbit function transform, discrete orbit function trans-

form, convergence

Abstrakt. Základním pouºívaným objektem jsou funkce na orbitách de�nované na R2. Funkce

na orbitách tvo°í ortogonální bázi v Hilbertov¥ prostoru kvadraticky integrabilních funkcí a ur£ují

transformaci fourierovského typu na fundamentální oblasti a�nní Weylovy grupy. Na kone£né

diskrétní m°íºce ve fundamentální oblasti se zavádí diskrétní obdoba transformace fourierovského

typu. Z aplikací je z°ejmé, ºe diskrétní transformace fourierovského typu konverguje. Tento p°í-

sp¥vek si klade za cíl matematicky podloºit tento fakt. Dokáºeme, ºe pro funkce z C(6) diskrétní

transformace fourierovského typu konverguje k rozvíjené funkci na zahu²´ující se m°íºi ve fun-

damentální oblasti.

Klí£ová slova: Weylova grupa, funkce na orbitách, transformace fourierovského typu, diskrétní

transformace fourierovského typu, konvergence

1 Úvod

Tento p°ísp¥vek se zabývá vzájemným vztahem diskrétních a spojitých transformací fou-
rierovského typu. Klí£ovým pojmem jsou tzv. funkce na orbitách (orbit functions), které
se zavádí pomocí Weylovy grupy. Weylovu grupu tvo°í z algebraického hlediska mnoºina
zrcadlení podle nadploch v euklidovském prostoru Rn. Funkce na orbitách jsou symetrické
v·£i a�nní Weylov¥ grup¥. A�nní Weylova grupa vymezuje fundamentální oblast F ⊂ Rn

tak, ºe kaºdý bod Rn lze obdrºet jako obraz série zrcadlení n¥jakého bodu uzáv¥ru F .
Mnoºina funkcí na orbitách tvo°í ortogonální bázi Hilbertova prostoru kvadraticky in-
tegrabilních funkcí L2(F ) na uzáv¥ru F fundamentální oblasti F . V prostoru L2(F ) lze

∗Tato práce byla podpo°ena grantem SGS12/198/OHK4/3T/14
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zavést transformaci fourierovského typu práv¥ pomocí funkcí na orbitách (orbit function
transform), viz [2]. Na diskrétní m°íºce obsaºené v F lze zavést aproximaci této transfor-
mace, která je analogií diskrétní fourierovské transformace. Vztah diskrétních a spojitých
transformací fourierovského typu v R2 zavedených pomocí funkcí na orbitách je blíºe
popsán v £láncích [2, 3, 4]. Z £etných aplikací je z°ejmé, ºe pro °adu funkcí konverguje
diskrétní transformace ke spojité, dosud v²ak nebyly nikým zve°ejn¥ny ºádné podmínky
konvergence. Cílem tohoto p°ísp¥vku je tedy dokázat, ºe pro jistou t°ídu funkcí diskrétní
transformace ke spojité skute£n¥ konverguje.

Poznamenejme je²t¥, ºe kdyº v pr·b¥hu textu budeme zmi¬ovat klasickou fourie-
rovskou transformaci, budeme tím myslet v²em dob°e známou Fourierovu transformaci,
zatímco transformace fourierovského typu bude vºdy znamenat orbit function transform.

2 Od Lieových algeber k funkcím na orbitách

V této práci se budeme zabývat pouze Lieovými algebrami ranku 2, jmenovit¥ to jsou
algebry A1×A1, A2, C2 a G2. Tyto, jak uvidíme, ur£ují transformaci fourierovského typu.

Poloprosté Lieovy algebry ranku n jsou ur£eny svým ko°enovým systémem ∆ ⊂ Rn.
Ko°enový systém obsahuje bázi {α1, . . . , αn} ⊂ ∆. Prvky báze se nazývají prosté ko°eny.
Vztahy mezi prostými ko°eny popisuje Cartanova matice

Cij =
〈αi|αj〉
〈αj|αj〉

pro i, j = 1, . . . , n, (1)

kde 〈 | 〉 je skalární sou£in na Rn. Ko°eny vºdy nabývají nejvý²e dvou r·zných délek,
oblíbená konvence stanovuje pro del²í ko°eny 〈α|α〉 = 2. Prvky Cartanovy matice jsou
p°i této konvenci celo£íselné.

Dále zavádíme bázi fundamentálních vah {ω1, . . . , ωn} vztahem

〈ωi|αj〉
〈αj|αj〉

= δij pro i, j = 1, . . . , n. (2)

P°echod mezi t¥mito dv¥ma neortogonálními bázemi Rn je zprost°edkován Cartanovou
maticí, platí αi = Cijωj.

Zavádíme tzv. koko°eny α̂1, . . . , α̂n vztahem α̂i = 2αi
〈αi|αi〉 a tzv. kováhy ω̂1, . . . , ω̂n

vztahem ω̂i = 2ωi
〈αi|αi〉 .

Kaºdý ko°en α ∈ ∆ ur£uje zrcadlení rα v Rn podle k n¥mu kolmé nadplochy vztahem

rαx = x− 〈x|α〉
〈α|α〉

pro x ∈ Rn. (3)

Systém takovýchto zrcadlení se uzavírá do Weylovy grupy W .
Nejdel²í ko°en ko°enového systému ozna£me jako ξ. Zavádíme a�nní zobrazení

Rξ = ξ + rξx. (4)

P°idáním Rξ k prvk·m Weylovy grupy obdrºíme a�nní Weylovu grupu W a�. W a� obsa-
huje abelovskou podgrupu translací ve sm¥ru jednotlivých ko°en· systému ∆, ozna£me ji
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T . A�nní Weylova grupa je polop°ímým sou£inem Weylovy grupy a grupy translací, tj.
W a� = W n T .

Fundamentální oblast F je nejv¥t²í oblast v Rn taková, ºe dva libovolné, od sebe r·zné
body uzáv¥ru F nepat°í do stejné t°ídy vzhledem k akci a�nní Weylovy grupyW a� na Rn.
Pro prosté Lieovy algebry je fundamentální oblast tvo°ena vnit°kem simplexu s vrcholy{

0,
1

q1
ω̂1, . . . ,

1

qn
ω̂n

}
, (5)

kde (q1, . . . , qn) jsou sou°adnice nejdel²ího ko°enu ξ v bázi α1, . . . , αn. Platí W a�F = Rn.
Pro dal²í ú£ely zavádíme tzv. ko°enovou m°íº Q symbolickým vztahem

Zα1 + · · ·+ Zαn, (6)

kde α1, . . . , αn jsou prosté ko°eny. Pro fundamentální váhy ω1, . . . , ωn zavádíme analogicky
váhovou m°íº P a kladnou váhovou m°íº P+

Zω1 + · · ·+ Zωn ∈ P, Z≥0ω1 + · · ·+ Z≥0ωn ∈ P+. (7)

Prvky P nazýváme váhy, prvky P+ nazýváme dominantní váhy.
Mnoºinu Wλ ≡ Wλ pro n¥jaké λ ∈ P nazýváme orbita Weylovy grupy a zna£íme Wλ.

V kaºdé orbit¥ existuje práv¥ jeden prvek, který náleºí P+, danou orbitu budeme ozna-
£ovat práv¥ dominantním prvkem. Platí, ºe mohutnost |Wλ| je nejvý²e rovna mohutnosti
|W |, p°i£emº ji ov²em vºdy d¥lí.

Funkce na orbitách pro λ ∈ P jsou de�novány jako

Φλ(x) = |StabW (λ)|
∑
µ∈Wλ

e2πi〈µ|x〉, (8)

kde |StabW (λ)| je mohutnost stabilizátoru λ vzhledem k akci grupy W na Rn.
Funkce na orbitách tvo°í ortogonální mnoºinu. Platí

1

|F |

∫
F

ΦλΦλ′dF = |Wλ||StabW (λ)|2δλλ′ . (9)

Mnoºina funkcí na orbitách {Φλ| λ ∈ P+} tvo°í ortogonální bázi Hilbertova prostoru
kvadraticky integrabilních funkcí L2(F ) na F .

Funkci f ∈ L2(F ) lze rozloºit do °ady funkcí na orbitách

f(x) =
∑
λ∈P+

cλΦλ(x), (10)

kde

cλ = |Wλ|−1|W |−1|F |−1

∫
F

f(x)Φλ(x)dF. (11)

Tento rozklad budeme nazývat transformací fourierovského typu.
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3 Diskrétní transformace fourierovského typu

Z praktických d·vod· se omezíme na Lieovy algebry ranku 2. Nosnou mnoºinou, na které
zavádíme diskrétní podobu transformace (11), je m°íºka

FM =
{ s1

M
ω̂1 +

s2

M
ω̂2

∣∣∣ s0 + q1s1 + q2s2 = M, s0, s1, s2 ∈ Z≥0
}

pro M ∈ N. (12)

FM je podmnoºinou F . q1, q2 jsou sou°adnice nejdel²ího ko°enu ξ v bázi α1, α2.
Pro funkce f, g de�nované svými hodnotami v bodech s ∈ FM zavádíme hermitovskou

formu vztahem
〈f |g〉M =

∑
s∈FM

ksf(s)g(s). (13)

Koe�cienty ks jsou kladná celá £ísla závisející na konkrétní algeb°e, viz [3, 4].
Jistá podmnoºina funkcí na orbitách zúºených na m°íºku FM tvo°í op¥t ortogonální

mnoºinu vzhledem k hermitovské form¥ (13). Je jasné, ºe lineárn¥ nezávislých funkcí
na FM m·ºe být nejvý²e |FM |, v²echny dal²í jsou opakováním p°ede²lých. Takovouto
mnoºinou ortogonálních funkcí je

SM =
{

Φλ

∣∣∣ λ = aω1 + bω2, aq2 + bq1 ≤M
}
. (14)

Funkce z SM de�nují obdobu transformace (11) na m°íºce FM . Funkci f de�novanou na
FM lze rozvinout do funkcí na orbitách zúºených na FM , konkrétn¥

f(s) =
∑
λ∈SM

dMλ Φλ(s), s ∈ FM , (15)

kde

dMλ =
〈f |Φλ〉M
〈Φλ|Φλ〉M

. (16)

Ve vztahu (15) m·ºeme diskrétní prom¥nnou s nahradit spojitou prom¥nnou x, potom
toto spojité roz²í°ení funkce f ozna£me jako ΨM . ΨM je funkce hladká na fundamentální
oblasti F , dokonce na celém R2, navíc v bodech FM nabývá stejných hodnot jako funkce f .

4 Odhad konvergence diskrétní transformace

P°edpokládejme, ºe funkce f ∈ L2(F ). Na f |FM pouºijme diskrétní transformaci (16).
Spojité roz²í°ení ΨM je dobrou aproximací funkce f , praktické aplikace nazna£ují, ºe
s rostoucímM se tato aproximace blíºí p·vodní funkci f . Vyvstává proto zajímavá otázka,
pro jakou t°ídu funkcí na fundamentální oblasti F lze dokázat, ºe funk£ní posloupnost
{ΨM}∞M=1 konverguje k f?

Pokusme se pon¥kud naivn¥ odhadovat bodový rozdíl

|f(x)−ΨM(x)| (17)

pro n¥jaké libovolné x ∈ F a M ∈ N. Pouºitím základních vztah· obdrºíme odhad
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|f(x)−ΨM(x)| =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
λ∈P+

cλΦλ(x)−
∑
λ∈SM

dMλ Φλ(x)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
λ∈SM

∣∣cλΦλ(x)− dMλ Φλ(x)
∣∣+

+
∑
λ∈P+

λ 6∈SM

|cλΦλ(x)| ≤ |W |
∑
λ∈SM

∣∣cλ − dMλ ∣∣+ |W |
∑
λ∈P+

λ6∈SM

|cλ| . (18)

Pot°ebujeme tedy odhadnout jednotlivé £leny
∣∣cλ − dMλ ∣∣ pro λ ∈ SM a sumu

∑
λ∈P+\SM |cλ|.

Odhadujme pro λ ∈ SM∣∣cλ − dMλ ∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣cλ − 1

〈Φλ|Φλ〉M
〈f |Φλ〉M

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣cλ − 1

〈Φλ|Φλ〉M

∑
s∈FM

ksf(s)Φλ(s)

∣∣∣∣∣ =

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣cλ − 1

〈Φλ|Φλ〉M

∑
s∈FM

ks
∑
µ∈P+

cµΦµ(s)Φλ(s)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣cλ − 1

〈Φλ|Φλ〉M

∑
µ∈P+

cµ
∑
s∈FM

ksΦµ(s)Φλ(s)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

=

∣∣∣∣∣ca,b − 1

〈Φa,b|Φa,b〉M

∞∑
c,d=0

cc,d
∑
s∈FM

ksΦc,d(s)Φa,b(s)

∣∣∣∣∣ =

=

∣∣∣∣∣ca,b − 1

〈Φa,b|Φa,b〉M

∞∑
c,d=0

cc,d〈Φa,b|Φa,b〉Mδa,c(modM)δb,d(modM)

∣∣∣∣∣ =

=

∣∣∣∣∣ca,b −
∞∑

c,d=0

cc,dδa,c(modM)δb,d(modM)

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑

m,n=0
m+n>0

ca+mM,b+nM

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (19)

V pr·b¥hu jsme p°e²li do sou°adnic na P+, konkrétn¥ λ = aω1 + bω2 a µ = cω1 + dω2.
Uvaºované transformace fourierovského typu lze za jistých p°edpoklad·, které uve-

deme dále, p°evést na klasickou fourierovskou transformaci na < 0, γ1 > × < 0, γ2 >,
jejíº koe�cienty lze snadno odhadnout. Nech´ funkce f ∈ C(n)(R2) je periodická v obou
prom¥nných s periodou γ1 resp. γ2, potom její klasický fourierovský koe�cient

fk,l =
1

γ1γ2

∫ γ1

0

∫ γ2

0

f(x, y)e
−2πi( kx

γ1
+ ly
γ2

)dxdy, (20)

lze odhadnout jako

|fk,l| ≤
K1

krln−r
, r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, (21)

kde K1 je kladná, pro na²e úvahy nepodstatná konstanta.
Fundamentální oblast je pro obecnou prostou Lieovu algebru ranku 2 rovna F =

{xω∨1 + yω∨2 |0 < x, y < 1, q1x + q2y < 1}, kde q1, q2 jsou sou°adnice nejdel²ího ko°enu
ξ = q1α1 + q2α2. Koe�cienty cλ, λ ∈ P+, λ = aω1 + bω2, se podle (11) po£ítají jako

ca,b = |Wλ|−1|W |−1|F |−1

∫ 1
q1

0

dx
∫ 1−q1x

q2

0

dy f(x, y)Φa,b(x, y). (22)
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Nyní za p°edpokladu, ºe f ∈ C(n)(R2) je symetrická v·£i W a�, m·ºeme integrál (22)
p°epsat do podoby

ca,b = N−1|Wλ|−1|W |−1|F |−1

∫ γ1

0

dx
∫ γ2

0

dy f(x, y)Φa,b(x, y), (23)

kde N |F | = γ1γ2, tj. N je po£et, kolikrát se fundamentální oblast F vejde do obdélníku
< 0, γ1 > × < 0, γ2 >. Integra£ní meze γ1 a γ2 se stanoví pro kaºdou konkrétní Lieovu
algebru zvlá²´ tak, aby se jednotlivé exponenty e2πi〈µ|x〉, µ ∈ Wλ, λ = aω1 + bω2, ve
funkcích na orbitách Φa,b staly periodickými, viz (8). Koe�cient ca,b se pak rovná sou£tu
klasických fourierovských koe�cient·.

ca,b = |StabW (λ)||Wλ|−1|W |−1|
∑
µ∈Wλ

µ=kω1+lω2

N−1|F |−1

∫ γ1

0

dx
∫ γ2

0

dy f(x, y)e−2πi〈µ|x〉 =

= |StabW (λ)||Wλ|−1|W |−1|
∑
µ∈Wλ

µ=kω1+lω2

fk,l. (24)

Navíc platí, ºe funkce f ∈ C(n)(R2), která je podle p°edpokladu symetrická v·£i W a�, se
stane na R2 periodickou v x i y s periodou γ1 resp. γ2. Nyní m·ºeme pouºít odhad (21)
a koe�cient ca,b hrub¥ odhadnout. Za p°edpokladu, ºe f ∈ C(n)(R2) je symetrická v·£i
W a�, dostáváme

|ca,b| ≤ |StabW (λ)||Wλ|−1|W |−1|
∑
µ∈Wλ

µ=kω1+lω2

K1

krln−r
, r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}. (25)

Protoºe navíc sou°adnice k, l jsou lineárními kombinacemi sou°adnic a, b, lze odhad upra-
vit tak, aby byl závislý pouze na a, b, tj.

|ca,b| ≤
K2

arbn−r
, r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}. (26)

Za jednoduchých p°edpoklad· symetrie funkce f v·£iW a� a jistého stupn¥ spojité di-
ferencovatelnosti dostáváme velice p¥kný odhad koe�cient· transformace fourierovského
typu. Pro funkci f není dokonce ani nutné p°edpokládat, aby byla n�krát spojit¥ diferen-
covatelná na celém R2. Vzhledem k symetrii v·£i W a� sta£í, aby toto f spl¬ovala pouze
na jistém otev°eném okolí uzáv¥ru fundamentální oblasti F .

Pokra£ujme v odhadu (19). P°edpokládejme, ºe funkce f ∈ C(4).

(19) ≤
∞∑

m,n=0
m+n>0

K2

(a+mM)r(b+ nM)4−r = {r volíme libovoln¥ podle pot°eby} ≤

≤ K2

{
∞∑

m,n=1

1

(a+mM)2(b+ nM)2
+
∞∑
m=1

1

(a+mM)4
+
∞∑
n=1

1

(b+ nM)4

}
≤

≤ K2

{
∞∑

m,n=1

1

(mM)2(nM)2
+
∞∑
m=1

1

(mM)4
+
∞∑
n=1

1

(nM)4

}
=
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=
K2

M4

{
∞∑

m,n=1

1

(m)2(n)2
+
∞∑
m=1

1

(m)4
+
∞∑
n=1

1

(n)4

}
=
K3

M4
. (27)

Dal²í, co pot°ebujeme odhadnout, je suma
∑

λ∈P+\SM |cλ|. Pro x ∈ R bude bxc zna£it
dolní celou £ást £ísla x. Za p°edpokladu, ºe f ∈ C(6), získáme

∑
λ∈P+

λ 6∈SM

|cλ| =
∞∑

j=M+1

j
j
q2

k∑
k=0

j−q2k
q1
∈Z

∣∣∣∣ck, j−q2k
q1

∣∣∣∣ =

=
∞∑

j=M+1
j
q2
6∈Z

j
j
q2

k∑
k=1

j−q2k
q1
∈Z

∣∣∣∣ck, j−q2k
q1

∣∣∣∣+
∞∑

j=M+1
j
q1
∈Z

∣∣∣c0, j
q1

∣∣∣+
∞∑

j=M+1
j
q2
∈Z

∣∣∣c j
q2
,0

∣∣∣ ≤

≤
∞∑

j=M+1
j
q2
6∈Z

j
j
q2

k∑
k=1

j−q2k
q1
∈Z

q3
1

k3(j − q2k)3
+

∞∑
j=M+1
j
q1
∈Z

q6
1

j6
+

∞∑
j=M+1
j
q2
∈Z

q6
2

j6
≤

≤
∞∑

j=M+1
j
q2
6∈Z

j
j
q2

k∑
k=1

j−q2k
q1
∈Z

q3
1

(j − 1)3
+

∞∑
j=M+1
j
q1
∈Z

q2
1

(j − 1)2
+

∞∑
j=M+1
j
q2
∈Z

q2
2

(j − 1)2
≤

≤
∞∑

j=M+1

q3
1

(j − 1)2
+

∞∑
j=M+1

q2
1

(j − 1)2
+

∞∑
j=M+1

q2
2

(j − 1)2
≤

≤
{
q3
1 + q2

1 + q2
2

} ∞∑
j=M

1

j(j − 1)
=
{
q3
1 + q2

1 + q2
2

} 1

M − 1
. (28)

Celkov¥ tedy bodový rozdíl (18) m·ºeme odhadnout jako

|f(x)−ΨM(x)| ≤ |W | ·
∑
λ∈SM

∣∣cλ − cMλ ∣∣+ |W | ·
∑
λ∈P+

λ 6∈SM

|cλ| ≤

≤ |W | ·
∑
λ∈SM

K3

M4
+ |W | ·

{
q3
1 + q2

1 + q2
2

} 1

M − 1
≤

≤ |W | · K3

M2
+ |W | ·

{
q3
1 + q2

1 + q2
2

} 1

M − 1
≤ K4

M − 1
. (29)

5 Záv¥r

Výsledek m·ºeme velice snadno formulovat. Bu¤ f ∈ C(6)(U), kde U je otev°ené okolí
uzáv¥ru fundamentální oblasti F , symetrická v·£i a�nní Weylov¥ grup¥ W a�, potom
funk£ní posloupnost {ΨM}∞M=1 konverguje k f stejnom¥rn¥ na U .
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Funkce z C(6), které jsme obdrºeli jako výsledek, jsou samoz°ejm¥ velmi silný p°ed-
poklad, ale to je jen d·sledek na²eho do jisté míry naivního p°ístupu. V¥°íme, ºe v reálu
konvergují rozvoje k p·vodní funkci za slab²ích podmínek. Dále poznamenejme, ºe uve-
dený p°ístup je moºný aplikovat i na algebry vy²²ích rank·. Nicmén¥ p°edpokládáme, ºe
p°i aplikaci tohoto p°ístupu bude stoupat poºadavek na spojitou diferencovatelnost roz-
víjené funkce. To nám ukázala i zku²enost, kterou jsme získali s algebrou A1, pro kterou
lze tímto zp·sobem dokázat konvergenci jiº pro funkce z C(2).
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Abstract. The Bidirectional Texture Function (BTF) is the recent most advanced representa-

tion of material surface visual properties. BTF speci�es the changes of its visual appearance due

to varying illumination and viewing angles. Such a function might be represented by thousands

of images of given material surface. Original data cannot be used due to its size and some

compression is necessary. This paper presents a novel probabilistic model for BTF textures.

The method combines synthesized smooth texture and corresponding range map to produce the

required BTF texture. Proposed scheme enables very high BTF texture compression ratio and

may be used to reconstruct BTF space as well.

Keywords: BTF, texture analysis, texture synthesis, data compression, virtual reality

Abstrakt. Obousm¥rná funkce textury je nejpokro£ilej²í v sou£asné dob¥ pouºívaná reprezen-

tace vizuálních vlastností povrchu materiálu. Popisuje zm¥ny jeho vzhledu v d·sledku m¥nících

se úhl· osv¥tlení a pohledu. Tato funkce m·ºe být reprezentována tisíci obrazy daného povrchu

materiálu. P·vodní data nelze díky jejich velikosti pouºít a je t°eba je komprimovat. Tento

£lánek p°edstavuje nový pravd¥podobnostní model pro BTF textury. Tato metoda kombinuje

syntetizovanou hladkou texturu a odpovídající hloubkovou mapu výsledkem £ehoº je poºadovaná

BTF textura. Navrºený postup umoº¬uje velmi vysokou úrove¬ komprese BTF textur a m·ºe

být také vyuºit p°i rekonstrukci BTF prostoru.

Klí£ová slova: BTF, analýza textur, syntéza textur, komprese dat, virtuální realita

1 Introduction

Bidirectional Texture Function (BTF) [3] is recent most advanced representation of real
material surface [6]. It is a seven dimensional function describing surface texture appear-
ance variations due to changing illumination and viewing conditions. The arguments of
this function are planar coordinates, spectral plane, azimuthal and elevation angles of
both illumination and view respectively.

Such a function for given material is typically represented by thousands of images of
surface taken for several combinations of the illumination and viewing angles [16]. Direct

∗This research was supported by the grant GA�R 102/08/0593.
†Pattern Recognition Department, Institute of Information Theory and Automation, ASCR.
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utilization of acquired data is inconvenient because of extreme memory requirements [16].
Even simple scene with only several materials requires about terabyte of texture memory
which is still far out of limits for any current and near future graphics hardware.

Several so called intelligent sampling methods, i.e., based on some sort of original
small texture sampling, for example [4], were developed to solve this problem, but they
still require to store thousands sample images of the original BTF. In addition, they of-
ten produce textures with disruptive visual e�ects except for the Roller algorithm [12].
Another disadvantage is that they are sometimes very computationally demanding [6].

Contrary to the sampling approaches utilization of mathematical model is more �exi-
ble and o�ers signi�cant compression, because only several parameters have to be stored
only. Such a model can be used to generate virtually in�nite texture without visible
discontinuities. On the other hand, mathematical model can only approximate real mea-
surements, which may result in some kind of visual quality compromise.

One possibility is utilization of random �eld theory [8]. Generally, texture is assumed
to be realization of random �eld. Additional assumptions further vary depending on
particular model. BTF theoretically requires seven dimensional model owing to its de�-
nition, but it is possible to approximate general BTF model with a set of much simpler
less dimensional ones, three [10],[13] and two dimensional [9],[11] in practice. Mathemat-
ical model based on random �elds provides easy smooth texture generation with huge
compression and visual quality ratio for a large set of textures [6].

Multiscale approach (Gaussian Laplacian pyramid (GLP), wavelet pyramid or sub-
band pyramids) provides successful representation of both high and low frequencies
present in texture so that the hierarchy of di�erent resolutions of an input image provides
a transition between pixel level features and region or global features [9]. Each resolution
component is modelled independently.

We propose an algorithm for BTF texture modelling which combines material range
map with synthetic smooth texture generated by multiscale three dimensional Pseudo
Gaussian Markov Random Field (3D PGMRF) [1]. Overall texture visual appearance
during changes of viewing and illumination conditions is simulated using displacement
mapping technique [17].

2 BTF 3D PGMRF Model

The overall BTF 3D PGMRF model scheme can be found on Figure 1. First stage is
material range map estimation followed by optional data segmentation (k-means cluster-
ing with color cumulative histograms of individual BTF images in perceptually uniform
CIELAB colour space as the data features) [9]. An analysed BTF subspace texture is
decomposed into multiple resolution factors using GLP [9]. Each resolution data are then
independently modelled by their dedicated 3D PGMRF resulting with set of parameters.
Multispectral �ne resolution subspace component can be then obtained from the pyramid
collapse procedure, i.e., the interpolation of sub band components which is the inversion
process to the creation of the GLP [9]. Resulting smooth texture is then combined with
range map via displacement mapping �lter of graphics hardware or software.
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Figure 1: BTF 3D PGMRF model scheme.

2.1 Range Map

The overall roughness of surface signi�cantly in�uences the BTF texture appearance.
This attribute can be speci�ed by range map which comprise information of relative
height or depth of individual sites on the surface. Range map can be either measured
on real surface or estimated from images of this surface by several existing approaches
such as the shape from shading [7], shape from texture [5] or photometric stereo [18].
Since the number of mutually registered BTF measurements for �xed view is su�cient
(e.g., 81 in case of the University of Bonn data [16]) it is possible to use over determined
photometric stereo to obtain the most accurate outcome. Range map is then stored as a
monospectral image where each pixel equals relative height or depth respectively of the
corresponding pixel, i.e., point of the surface. If synthesized smooth texture is larger than
stored range map then range map is enlarged by the Roller technique [12] chosen for its
good properties.

3 3D PGMRF Model

Three dimensional texture random �eld models are de�ned as random values representing
intensity levels on multiple two dimensional lattices (three in case of widely used colour
spaces such as RGB, CIELAB, YUV, YIQ for instance, all of them are widely used in
computer graphics, although number of lattices is not limited). The value at each lattice
location is considered to be a linear combination of neighbouring ones and some additive
noise component. All lattices are considered as double toroidal.

Let a location within an M ×M two dimensional lattice be denoted by (i, j) with
i, j ∈ J where the set J is de�ned as J = {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}. The set of all lattice
locations is then de�ned as Ω = { (i, j) : i, j ∈ J }. Let the value of an image
observation at location (i, j) and lattice k be denoted by y(i, j, k) and P equals number
of lattices. All random variables forming vector y(i, j) = (y(i, j, k)) (i, j) ∈ Ω, k ∈ P̂
are expected to have zero mean. Neighbour sets relating the dependence of points at
lattice k on points at lattice l are de�ned as Nkl = { (i, j) : i, j ∈ ±J } with the
associated neighbour coe�cients θ(k, l) = { θ(i, j, k, l) : (i, j) ∈ Nkl } where ±J =
{−(M − 1), . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} and k, l ∈ P̂ . We also use shortened notation:
θ = { θ(k, l); k, l ∈ P̂ }. Our model is de�ned on symmetric hierarchical contextual
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neighbour set (Figure 2), i.e., this holds: r ∈ Nkl ⇐⇒ −r ∈ Nlk. Since all sets Nkl

are equivalent in our implementation, although generally they do not have to be, we use
shortened notation N for simpli�cation purposes.

The 3D PGMRF model relates each zero mean pixel value by a linear combination of
neighbouring ones and an additive uncorrelated Gaussian noise component [1]:

y(i, j, k) =
P∑
n=1

∑
(l,m)∈N

θ(l,m, k, n) y(i+ l, j +m,n) + e(i, j, k) (1)

where

e(i, j, k) =
P∑
n=1

∑
(l,m)∈Ω

c(l,m, k, n) w(i+ l, j +m,n)

and w(i, j, k) represents zero mean unit variance i.i.d. variable for (i, j) ∈ Ω, k ∈ P̂ .
Rewriting the autoregressive equation (1) to the matrix form, with random �elds y =
{ y(i, j, k); (i, j) ∈ Ω, k ∈ P̂ } and w = { w(i, j, k); (i, j) ∈ Ω, k ∈ P̂ } model equations
become By = w where

B =


B(θ(1, 1)) B(θ(1, 2)) . . . B(θ(1, P ))
B(θ(2, 1)) B(θ(2, 2)) . . . B(θ(2, P ))

...
... . . . ...

B(θ(P, 1)) B(θ(P, 2)) . . . B(θ(P, P ))

 .

Matrix B is in fact PM2 × PM2 sized matrix composed of M2 ×M2 block circulant
matrices

B(θ(k, l)) =


B(θ(k, l))1 B(θ(k, l))2 . . . B(θ(k, l))M
B(θ(k, l))M B(θ(k, l))1 . . . B(θ(k, l))M−1

...
... . . . ...

B(θ(k, l))2 B(θ(k, l))3 . . . B(θ(k, l))1

 (2)

where each element of matrix (2): B(θ(k, l)p) isM×M circulant matrix with elements
b(θ(k, l))p(m,n) de�ned as:

b(θ(k, l))p(m,n) =


1 k = l, p = l, m = n
−θ(i, j, k, l) i = p− 1, j = ((n−m) mod M), (i, j) ∈ N
0 otherwise

Let us remark that the selection of an appropriate model support is important to
obtain good results in modelling of a given random �eld. If used hierarchical contextual
neighbourhood set is too small then corresponding model cannot capture all details of
the random �eld. Contrariwise inclusion of the unnecessary neighbours increases both
time and memory demands with possible model performance degradation as an additional
source of noise.
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Figure 2: Examples of the used hierarchical contextual neighbourhood sets. The (0,0)
position is represented by the central light square while relative neighbour locations are
darker surrounding ones. First order neighbourhood to �fth order neighbourhood, from
left to right.

3.1 Parameters Estimation

The model is completely speci�ed by parameters θ = { θ(k, l) : k ≥ l, k ∈ P̂ , l ∈ P̂ }
(as θ(k, l) = θ(l, k), ∀k, l due to symmetry of neighbourhood) and vector ρ where each
component ρ(k), k ∈ P̂ of ρ speci�es variance of noise component of lattice k. These
parameters may be estimated by means of the Least Squares (LS) technique [1]. The
LS estimates of the neighbour set coe�cients θ(i, j, k, l), (i, j) ∈ N, k, l ∈ P̂ of vector
θ are independent of the variance vector ρ. It is due to correlation structure of noise
component [1]:

ε{e(i, j, k)e(i+ l, j +m,n)} =

 −θ(l,m, k, n)
√
ρ(k)ρ(n) (l,m) ∈ N ,

ρ(n) l = 0, m = 0, k = n ,
0 otherwise .

If ρ(k) = ρ(n) ∀k, n ∈ P̂ then the random �eld becomes strictly Gaussian Markov
with θ̂ depending on ρ̂ making impossible non iterative estimation [1].

Estimates may be derived from equating the observed values to their expected ones,
i.e., y(i, j) = QT (i, j)θ, (i, j) ∈ Ω where

Q(i, j) =


q(i, j, 1, 1) q(i, j, 1, 2) . . . 0

0 q(i, j, 2, 1) . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0
...

... . . . ...
0 0 . . . q(i, j, P, P )


T

q(i, j, k, n) =


(y(i+ l, j +m, k) + y(i− l, j −m, k), (l,m) ∈ N) k = n
(y(i+ l, j +m,n), (l,m) ∈ N) k < n
(y(i− l, j −m,n), (l,m) ∈ N) k > n

The LS solution θ̂ and ρ̂ can be found then as [1]
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θ̂ =

 ∑
(i,j)∈Ω

Q(i, j)QT (i, j)

−1  ∑
(i,j)∈Ω

Q(i, j)y(i, j)

 ,

ρ̂ =
1

M2

∑
(i,j)∈Ω

(y(i, j)− θ̂TQ(i, j))2 .

This approximation of real values of parameters allows to avoid expensive numerical
optimization method at the cost of accuracy [1].

Additional parameter is mean µ = (µ(k)), k ∈ P̂ . Mean of each spectral plane
is estimated as the arithmetic mean and then is subtracted from the plane (prior to
estimation of θ and ρ) so that image can be regarded as realization of zero mean random
�eld.

3.2 Image Synthesis

Estimated model parameters θ̂, ρ̂ and µ̂ represent original data. So that only their val-
ues (several real numbers) need to be stored instead of those data themselves thus this
approach o�ers extreme compression.

A general multidimensional Gaussian Markov random �eld model has to be synthe-
sized using some of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method [8]. Due to the
double toroidal lattice assumption it is possible to employ e�cient non iterative synthesis
based on the fast discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) [1].

The model equations (1) may be expressed in terms of the DFT of each lattice as

Y (i, j, k) =
P∑
n=1

∑
(l,m)∈N

θ(l,m, k, n)Y (i, j, n)e
√
−1ω +

√
ρ(k)W (i, j, k) (3)

where Y (i, j, k) and W (i, j, k) are the two dimensional DFT coe�cients of the image
observation y(i, j, k) and noise sequence w(i, j, k), respectively, and ω = 2π(il+jm)

M
with

(i, j) ∈ Ω and k ∈ P̂ . Model equations (3) can be written in matrix form as Y (i, j) =

Λ(i, j)−1 Σ
1
2 W (i, j) with the matrices Σ and Λ(i, j) de�ned as [1]:

Σ =


ρ(1) 0 . . . 0

0 ρ(2) . . . 0
...

... . . . ...
0 0 . . . ρ(P )

 ,

Λ(i, j) =


λ(i, j, 1, 1) λ(i, j, 1, 2) . . . λ(i, j, 1, P )
λ(i, j, 2, 1) λ(i, j, 2, 2) . . . λ(i, j, 2, P )

...
... . . . ...

λ(i, j, P, 1) λ(i, j, P, 2) . . . λ(i, j, P, P )

 ,

λ(i, j, k, n) =

{
1−

∑
(l,m)∈N θ(l,m, k, n) e

√
−1

2π(il+jm)
M k = n

−
∑

(l,m)∈N θ(l,m, k, n) e
√
−1

2π(il+jm)
M k 6= n

.
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The synthesis process begins with generation of two dimensional arrays of white noise
w with help of pseudo random number generator for each spectral plane independently.
It is followed by two dimensional discrete fast Fourier transform so that arrays W are
obtained. Transformation Λ(i, j)−1 Σ

1
2 W (i, j) is then computed for each discrete fre-

quency index (i, j) ∈ Ω. Following step which is inverse two dimensional fast discrete
Fourier transform results with image y with zero mean spectral planes so desired mean
µ(k) need to be added to corresponding plane k, ∀k ∈ P̂ .

4 Results

We have tested BTF 3D PGMRF model on BTF colour textures from the University of
Bonn BTF measurements [16] which represents the most accurate ones available to date
[6]. Every material in the database is represented by 6561 images, 800 × 800 RGB pixels
each, corresponding to 81 × 81 di�erent view and illumination angles respectively.

The open source project Blender1 with plugin for BTF texture support [14] was used to
render the results. Very simple scene consisting one source of light one three dimensional
object represented by polygons and one camera (its coordinates de�nes view angles) was
rendered several times with varying illumination angles while view angles stayed �xed.
Synthetic smooth texture combined with range map in displacement mapping �lter of
Blender was mapped on the object. Several examples may be reviewed on Figures 3 and
4 where visual quality of synthesised BTF may be compared with measured BTF.

The model was also tested on colour textures picked from Amsterdam Library of
Textures (ALOT)2 [2] which consists more coloured, but less dense sampled materials.

5 Conclusion

The main bene�t of the presented method is realistic representation of texture colour-
fulness, which is naturally apparent in case of very distinctively coloured textures. Any
simpler two dimensional random �eld model is not almost able to achieve such results due
to colour information loss caused by necessary spectral decorrelation of input data [9].
The multiscale approach is more robust and sometimes allows better results than the sin-
gle scale one it is when model cannot represent low frequencies properly. This model o�ers
e�cient and seamless enlargement of BTF texture to arbitrary size and very high BTF
texture compression ratio which cannot be achieved by any other sampling based BTF
texture synthesis method while still comparable with other random �eld BTF models [6].
This can be useful for, e.g., transmission, storing and modelling realistic visual surface
texture data with possible application in robust visual classi�cation, human perception
study, segmentation, virtual prototyping, image restoration, aging modelling, face recog-
nition and many others [6]. On the other hand the model has still moderate computation
complexity. Described approach does not need any kind of time consuming numerical
optimisation, e.g., Markov chain Monte Carlo method which is usually employed for such
tasks [8]. In addition analysis complexity is not important too much since it is performed

1http://www.blender.org
2http://sta�.science.uva.nl/� aloi/public_alot/
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Figure 3: A curved plane with mapped BTF. Bottom row: the original measured BTF
(arti�cial leather). Top row: the synthesised BTF. Each column represents one unique
illumination condition. Camera stayed �xed for all shots.

Figure 4: BTF mapped on complex geometry. The original measured BTF of arti�cial
leather (2nd and 4th object from left) and corresponding (same illumination and view
angles) synthesised BTF (1st and 3rd object from left).
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once per material and o�ine. Both analysis and synthesis steps may be performed in par-
allel. Utilizing displacement mapping is both e�cient (due to direct hardware support)
and improve overall visual quality of the result. In addition, this model may be used to
reconstruct BTF space, i.e., synthesize missing parts, previously unmeasured, of the BTF
space. Oh the other hand the method is based on the mathematical model in contrast
to intelligent sampling type methods and as such it can only approximate realism of the
original measurement. The approximation strongly depends on several factors such as
size and nature of training data and size of neighbourhood set.

6 Future Work

This BTF model might be further tested and compared with other random �eld based
models. Overall texture visual quality comparison is complex and not yet completely
solved problem. We would like to focus on texture overall colour quality comparison
because direct pixel to pixel comparison (or based on texture geometry) seems to be
inconvenient due to stochastic character of synthesised textures. One possibility might
be Generalized Colour Moments [15].

Very interesting task would be extension of current implementation by means of par-
allel programming, for example with use of OpenMP3 interface or other multithreading
techniques (TBB4, UPC5).

An extensive utilization of graphics processing unit seems to be applicable as well, but
requires more sophisticated adaptation of current implementation where all computation
is performed in the central processing unit. It would be possible to utilize framework
OpenCL6 or standard OpenGL7. Such improvements would notably increase overall per-
formance which would be bene�cial especially in case of virtual reality system requiring
as fast as possible or even real time render and thus fast texture synthesis as well.
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Abstract. This paper concerns with radiation tolerance measurements for testing Medipix2

pixel detector, especially its sensor. Radiation tolerance is important property of pixel detector.

In many applications, particularly in medicine diagnostics good radiation resistance of detectors

can lead to great �nancial savings. In this article, the methodology of testing of radiation

tolerance is developed and veri�ed. The measurements presented here serve as a preparation for

upcoming long-term testing of Medipix2 detector in October 2012 at UJP Praha1 company.
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Abstrakt. Tento p°ísp¥vek se zabývá m¥°ením radia£ní odolnosti pixelového detektoru Medipix2,

zejména jeho senzoru. Radia£ní odolnost je velmi d·leºitá pro mnoho aplikací, nap°íklad v

léka°ské diagnostice, kde m·ºe pouºití dob°e radia£n¥ odolného detektoru vést k zna£ným �-

nan£ním úsporám. V tomto £lánku je navrºena a diskutována správnost metodologie pro taková

m¥°ení. Zde prezentovaná m¥°ení a výsledky slouºí jako podklad pro dal²í, tentokrát inten-

zivn¥j²í a del²í m¥°ení detektoru Medipix2, plánované na °íjen roku 2012 v prostorách �rmy

UJP Praha.

Klí£ová slova: pixelový detektor, Medipix2, radia£ní odolnost, £tecí elektronika

1 Introduction

This article deals with radiation tolerance measurements. The radiation damage of silicon
detectors is caused by local defects of crystal structure. By gaining energy, the atoms in
crystal lattice can deviate from its position, and, furthermore, these defects can expand
to other parts of lattice due to oscillations. In case of silicon, the energy needed for atom
to cause defect is 25 eV.

The radiation damage of silicon can in�uence the operation of the detector. The
conductivity of silicon crystals may change and the e�ectivity of charge acquisition may
drop. Therefore the study of radiation tolerance is very important for applications in
which the detectors are exposed to radiation for a long time. Typical example of such
an application is medical diagnostics � detectors with greater radiation tolerance remain
functional longer and thus spare �nancial resources.

The purpose of measurements, described in this article, was to prove that silicon pixel
detector concept (such as Medipix2 detector) is suitable for certain applications, particu-

1Ústav jaderných paliv, Praha
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larly medical diagnostics. In the case of insu�cient results, the aim of such measurements
is to propose improvements in technology of constructing silicon pixel detector devices.

2 Measurement setup

Figure 1: Timepix detector. Figure 2: Muros2 readout interface.

In this section we will present the setup and devices used during the radiation toler-
ance measurements in the company UJP Praha. The aim of these measurements was to
optimize the parameters and methodics for further radiation tolerance testing in October
2012. Unfortunately, these planed �nal measurements have not been performed in the
time of writing this article. However, the results will be presented on 'Doktorandské dny'
conference in November 2012.

For testing purposes Timepix detector from Medipix2 family was used together with
Muros readout interface. Further information about Medipix2 and Muros can be found
in [1, 4, 6]. The reason for choosing the Muros was its great stability and reliability. The
devices can be seen in �gures 1 and 2. In typical medical imaging application the detector
can be placed outside the radiation area, therefore the Muros was shadowed by robust
lead blocks of 5 cm in thickness. The radiation damage was observed only on sensor and
close electronics.

As a radiation source was used 60Co from IK Farmer company. The detector was
placed 80 cm below the source. The dose rate in the air in this distance was 3.25 Gy ·min−1.
The reference area was 10× 10 cm2. Between the detector and the source, an aluminum
plate was placed in order to �lter out the incoming electrons. The setup of the measure-
ment can be seen in �gure 4.

In order to be able to see di�erent phase of radiation damage, the detector was covered
by several lead plates of 1 mm in thickness. These plates were placed in a way to form
small 'stair' structure as can be seen in �gure 3. Each stair was formed out of two plates.
Another reason for this was the inner construction of Timepix detector which a�ects the
method of reading out the data from detector. Its pixel matrix electronics consists out of
256 columns connected to fast shift register on the bottom side (see picture 5). The data
are read out from columns such that they are continuously dropping through the columns
to the fast shift register. Thus the destruction of the bottom part of columns could a�ect
the data from the upper part during the read out. By using the stair structure, we are
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expecting the upper part to be more degraded by the radiation. Defects should appear
more likely and sooner in the upper side of detector.

Figure 3: The 'stairs' structure on the detec-
tor. Figure 4: The 60Co source.

3 Methodics of the measurement

First, the bias voltage needed to be optimized. For too high bias voltage setting, the
dynamic range of the detector is depleted while for too low bias voltage setting the
detector detects almost no signal. Finally, the bias voltage of 30 V was set.

The measurement was performed in three stages. Before each stage, detector was
properly calibrated using the threshold equalization procedure (for further details see
[7]) with the source turned o�. Then the source was turned on and the detector was
irradiated for 40 minutes. During the irradiation, the frames were continuously read out
with acquisition time of 0.3 s. The total radiation dose which the detector was exposed
to is thus

3.25 Gy ·min−1 × 40 min× 3 = 390 Gy .

Two di�erent e�ects were investigated:

1. The change of measured pixel matrix values with respect to gained radiation dose:
Local defects of the sensor can be easily detected by comparison of the values of
the matrices. It is expected that the degradation of a pixel will a�ect each pixel
lying above in column as discussed in section 2.

2. The change of calibration matrix (threshold correction for each pixel) obtained from
threshold equalization: These changes can be related to the change of pixel sensitiv-
ity. Statistically, the calibration values should be normally distributed. However,
irradiation can cause shift of calibration values.
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Figure 5: Schematics of pixel electronics below sensor on the Medipix2 detector.

4 Results

In this section, the obtained results are presented. For the two e�ects discussed above,
the end- and start-state were compared by subtracting the corresponding matrices. In
order to eliminate noise (in the �rst case), the states were computed as an average from
10 consecutive frames. First 10 frames were taken from the beginning of each stage and
last 10 frames from the end, respectively. Furthermore, the distributions were computed
for each subtraction-matrix.

The results can be seen in �gures 6-9. As can be seen, during the stages the data
di�erences grow (�gures 6, 7). Furthermore, in the subtraction-matrix from third stage
of measurement, one can clearly see that in the top part of chip the di�erences are much
more bigger. This is caused by the stair-like shadowing of the detector. The distribution
in �gure 7 shows that the distribution of di�erences shifts to the left towards negative
values. That means, the sensor sensitivity is lower after gaining radiation dose. At the
end of measurement, the pixel counts were lower in comparison with the start of the
measurement.

However, the equalization values seem to be nearly constant, as can be seen in �gures
8 and 9. That means, the changes probably do not a�ect the pixel electronics below the
sensor.

In �gure 9 on the right side typical data matrix obtained during measurements. One
can see clearly the stair-like structure on the detector.
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5 Proposal for �nal measurements in October

As already mentioned, these measurements were performed in order to verify the me-
thodics of radiation tolerance measurement. In October, we would like to repeat the
measurement with much more gained radiation dose (the detector will be irradiated for
several days instead of hours). Furthermore, another interesting variable to measure
will be the temperature of the detector and its a�ect to the obtained results. Since the
equalization of the detector does not change with respect to gained radiation dose, the
measurement could be performed more continuously and the equalization procedure will
not be performed as often. This will ensure that the next measurements will be more
automated. However, since with frequency 3 frames per second there will be a lot of data
to store on the computer's hard drive, a script written in bash language will be used to
remove frames not needed for analysis and to keep just several images in sequence once
per speci�ed time period. The �rst version of the script can be seen in following listing:

#!/bin/bash

IN_DIR=/home/medipix/Desktop/data-pokus/all

OUT_DIR=/home/medipix/Desktop/data-pokus/selected

START=/tmp/start_time

END=/tmp/end_time

touch -d '-10 seconds' $START

touch $END

FILE_TO_SAVE=$(ls -t1 $(find $IN_DIR ! -newer $END -newer $START -type f)

| head -n 1)

FILE_TO_SAVE_NAME=$(date -r $FILE_TO_SAVE '+%s')

if [ "$FILE_TO_SAVE" == "" ]; then

echo $(date)"

>> /var/log/log-ujp.txt

echo "No file detected and thus not backupped!"

>> /var/log/log-ujp.txt

echo "Check whether Medipix is working correctly."

>> /var/log/log-ujp.txt

exit 1;

else

mv $FILE_TO_SAVE $OUT_DIR/$FILE_TO_SAVE_NAME

find $IN_DIR ! -newer $END -type f -exec /bin/rm -f '{}' +

fi

rm -f $START $END
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# and process file

# print a frame using gnuplot

gnuplot << EOF

set xrange[0:511]

set yrange[0:511]

set view map

set pm3d map

set size square 1,1

set palette defined ( 0 '#000090',\

1 '#000FFF',\

2 '#0090FF',\

3 '#0FFFEE',\

4 '#90FF70',\

5 '#FFEE00',\

6 '#FF7000',\

7 '#EE0000',\

8 '#7F0000' )

set xtics 0.0,128.0,511.0 font "Helvetica, 12" scale 0.4 textcolor ls 7

set ytics 0.0,128.0,511.0 font "Helvetica, 12" scale 0.4 textcolor ls 7

set colorbox

set cbrange [0:8192]

set cbtics 0.0,2048.0,8192.0 scale 0.3

set title "Medipix frame '$OUT_DIR/$FILE_TO_SAVE_NAME'" font "Helvetica, 14"

#plot "$OUT_DIR/$FILE_TO_SAVE_NAME" using 1:2:3 with image notitle

plot "$OUT_DIR/$FILE_TO_SAVE_NAME" matrix with image notitle

pause 7

EOF

The script will �rst copy the needed �le(s) from frames directory to result directory,
then it will remove all other �les, and after then it will print the kept frame by using
gnuplot program. The script will be executed regularly via the standard Linux program
cron.

6 Conclusion

The methodics of measurement of radiation tolerance was veri�ed. As can be seen from
results, the changes in sensitivity of sensor is an e�ect which is worth of examination.
However, it is expected that the pixel electronics is not a�ect by radiation, at least not
as fast as sensor. Therefore there is no need to perform equalization procedure so often.
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This fact can be used for better measurement automation.
In October, �nal measurement will be performed. In addition to currently examinated

variables, the temperature of the sensor and the e�ect of post-irradiation annealing will
be investigated. The measurement will also be performed during much longer period
(several days) in order to gain su�cient amount of radiation dose. The �nal results will
be presented on Doktorandské dny conference in November.
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Figure 6: The subtraction-matrix from �rst stage of measurement (left), and from second
stage of measurement (right).

Figure 7: The subtraction-matrix from third stage of measurement (left), and histograms
of three subtraction-matrices (right).
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Figure 8: The subtraction-matrix of equalizations before and after �rst measurement
(left), and before and after second measurement (right).

Figure 9: Histograms of two equalization subtraction-matrices (left), and typical frame
with signi�cant stair-like structure.
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Abstract. This contribution summarizes the work about two dimensional cellular automata
used in pedestrian crowed modeling. It is a compilation of the articles [2] and [3] and concerns
with several ideas about phase transitions presented in [1]. The main goal is to introduce the
transition from simple one-dimensional TASEP to the model of pedestrian dynamics comparing
the basic features of phase transitions induced by density pro�les changes.
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Abstrakt. Tento p°ísp¥vek shrnuje výsledky v modelování pohybu chodc· pomocí dvojrozm¥rných
celulárních automat·. Jedná se o kompilát £lánk· [2] a [3] a zabývá se studií fázových p°echod·
prezentovaných v [1]. Hlavním cílem je p°edstavit p°echod od jednoduchého jednorozm¥rného
modelu TASEP k modelu pohybu chodc· porovnáním základních vlastností fázových p°echod·
spojených s hustotními pro�ly.

Klí£ová slova: celulární automaty, modelování chodc·, hustotní pro�ly

1 One Dimensional TASEP

The totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) is de�ned on a discrete �nite
lattice of N cells. The particles move along the lattice in one direction by hopping to the
neighboring cell. An particle in the bulk jumps to the cell on the right with probability p
if the target cell is empty. New particle enters the lattice by hopping to the �rst site with
probability α, when the site is empty; and a particle at the end of the lattice leaves the
system with probability β. Here we implicitly assume that p, α, β ∈ 〈0, 1〉 are parameters
of the system.

The occurrence of those jumps di�ers according to the updating procedure. The
"playground" of the model can be represented by a weighted oriented graph schematically
demonstrated in Figure 1. Vertices of the graph are cells of the lattice denoted by their
positions {1, 2, . . . , N} together with the left reservoir 0 and the right reservoir N + 1.
The edges are given as a set of ordered pairs (i, i + 1), i = 0, 1, . . . , N . The weights

∗This work was supported by the grant SGS12/197/OHK4/3T/14 and by the MSMT research program
under the contract MSM 6840770039.
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h(i, i+ 1) are given as

h(i, i+ 1) =


p i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 ,

α i = 0 ,

β i = N .

(1)

❡ ❡ ✉ ❡ ✉ ✉ ✉✒ ✑✉✉ ✉
✒ ✑✉✉

✎ ☞
❄

α ✎ ☞
❄

p ✎ ☞
❄

β ✍✌✎☞✍✌✎☞✍✌✎☞✍✌✎☞✍✌✎☞
1 2 N✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲L R

α p p p p β

✍✌✎☞✍✌✎☞✍✌✎☞✍✌✎☞✍✌✎☞
✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲✍✌✎☞ ✍✌✎☞

1 0
α p p p p βτ1 τ2 τN

Figure 1: Illustration to the de�nition of TASEP. Taken from [3]

The current state of the system in time t is expressed by means of state variables
τi(t), i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where

τi(t) =

{
1 if the site i is occupied ,

0 if the site i is empty .
(2)

The left reservoir can be considered as an always occupied cell (τ0 ≡ 1) and the right
reservoir as an always empty cell (τN+1 ≡ 0).

If we consider the system with time continuous dynamics, the hops of a particle are
driven by the Poisson process, i.e. a particle in the cell i waits an exponential time with
parameter 1, than it hops to the cell i+ 1 with probability h(i, i+ 1) if the target cell is
empty. The time discrete realization of this dynamics is the so called random sequential

update. In every step one edge (i, i + 1) is chosen at random and, if it is possible, a
particle hops from i to i+ 1 with probability h(i, i+ 1).

For simulation purposes, several parallel time-discrete updating schemes are used.
Here we summarize the most frequent ones described in [4]:

(a) fully parallel update: The exclusion rule is applied on all transitions (i, i + 1)
simultaneously.

(b) forward sequential update: The exclusion rule is applied on transitions in order
(0, 1), (1, 2), . . . , (N,N + 1).

(c) backward sequential update: The exclusion rule is applied on transitions in order
(N,N + 1), (N − 1, N), . . . , (0, 1).

All of those updates have a particle oriented variant, i.e. the exclusion rule is applied
only on occupied sites.

Considering the average occupancy of the cell i, we obtain the so called density pro�le
(%1, %2, . . . , %N), where %i = 〈τi〉. The density pro�le of TASEP has been extensively
studied in [4] and many other works. By evaluating the density pro�les, we can distinguish
3 di�erent phases of the system: The low density phase, high density phase and the
maximal current phase. The low and high density phase can be divided into two subphases
according to the density pro�le near the boundary.
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The set of parameters (α, β) that ful�ls the condition α = β < 1
2
represents the

transition line between the low and high density phase. The �nite system of low number
of cell shows the meltable coexistence of those phases nearby the transition line. For
illustration see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Density pro�les in 1D for 5 representatives and nearby the transition line. LDI
and LDII stands for low density phase; HDI and HDII stands for the high density phase;
the MC stands for maximal current.

2 Generalization in Two Dimensions

Analogically to the one-dimensional case, we will �rst describe the "playground". We
consider a rectangle lattice of N ×M cells. Particles can move along this lattice from the
left to the right and from the bottom to the top. New particles enter the system from the
left (L) or the lower (D) reservoir with probability α or ε respectively, and can leave the
system via the right (R) or the upper (U) reservoir with probability β or δ respectively.
Every cell is denoted by its row and column index (i, j). Current state of the cell is given
by the state variable τi,j

τi,j(t) =

{
1 if the cell is occupied ,

0 if the cell is empty .
(3)

We will now de�ne the lattice by means of the weighted oriented graph G = (V,E, h).
The set of vertices V is given as V =M∪A∪ B ∪ E ∪ D, where

A = {(i, 0) : i = 1, 2, . . . , N} , B = {(i,M + 1) : i = 1, 2, . . . , N} , (4)

E = {(0, j) : j = 1, 2, . . . ,M} , D = {(N + 1, j) : j = 1, 2, . . . ,M} . (5)
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The edges are E = EM ∪ EA ∪ EB ∪ EE ∪ ED, where

EM =
{(

(i, j), (i+ 1, j)
)

: i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M
}
∪

∪
{(

(i, j), (i, j + 1)
)

: i = 1, 2, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1
}

(6)

EA =
{(

(i, 0), (i, 1)
)

: i = 1, 2, . . . , N
}
,

EB =
{(

(i,M), (i,M + 1)
)

: i = 1, 2, . . . , N
}
,

EE =
{(

(0, j), (1, j)
)

: j = 1, 2, . . . ,M
}
,

ED =
{(

(N, j), (N + 1, j)
)

: j = 1, 2, . . . ,M
}
.

Weighting function h : E → 〈0, 1〉 is de�ned as follows

h(e) =



1 e ∈ EM ,

α e ∈ EA ,
β e ∈ EB ,
ε e ∈ EE ,
δ e ∈ ED .

(7)

Schematically is the graph depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The "playground" for TASEP in 2D

We consider the left (resp. lower) reservoir as a set A (resp. E) of always occupied
cells, and the right (resp. upper) reservoir as a set B (resp. D) of always empty cells.
That means τ0,j(t) = τi,0(t) ≡ 1 and τN+1,j(t) = τi,M+1(t) ≡ 0.

Particles move along this "playground" according following rules. An particle in vertex
v chooses randomly one of the unoccupied neighbors u and then hops from v to u with
probability h(v, u). That means, if only one neighboring cell is empty, the particle tries
to hop there. Only if both neighbors are empty is the particle forced to chose one of
them as a target cell. The time continuous dynamics or random-sequential update can
be de�ned analogically to the one�dimensional case.

The analogical phase transition and phase di�erentiation to the one dimensional case
studied by means of the computer simulation for symmetrical system of N ×N cells with
α = ε and β = δ is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Density pro�les in 2D for 6 representatives.

3 Phase Transition in the Floor-Field Model

Similar generalization of the TASEP has been studied in [1] by the group of K. Nishinary.
In this work simple Floor Field model is considered. The paticles move along rectangular
lattice by choosing one of the neighboring cell (i, j), (i+1, j), (i−1, j), (i, j+1), (i, j−1).
The target cell is chosen according the transition probability pij that is determined as

pij = Nξij exp{−kSSij + kDDij} , (8)

where Sij is the shortest way in steps to the exit and Dij is the dynamical �eld corre-
sponding to the motion of other particles. kS and kD are sensitivity parameters to the
�elds. ξ is the indicator of cell availability for particles.

The article [1] studies the propagation of particles through the rectangular room with
one injecting place, where particles jump in with probability α, and one exit, where parti-
cles leave the system with probability β. The simulations study shows similar behaviour
as the 1D TASEP model. Again several phases can be distinguished according to the
crowd occupancy of the room. For illustration see Figure 5.

4 Cellular Model of Room Evacuation Based on Occu-

pancy and Movement Prediction

Another approach of two dimensional cellular automata modeling is the evacuation model
of single room that has been introduced in [2]. The operational space of the simulation
is divided in square-shaped cells with the edge length corresponding to 0.5 m. Each cell
~x = (xcolumn, xline) may be either empty or occupied by one agent, which is indicated by
the occupation number n(~x), where n(~x) = 0 if the cell is empty and n(~x) = 1 otherwise.
Here we note, the exit cell ~e is presented as always empty, keeping the rule that only one
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Figure 5: Two di�erent realization of the Floor Field model simulation for di�erent set
of parameters α and β. Again, Low and High density phase can be distinguished. Taken
from [1].

agent can enter the cell at the time. Each cell carries the potential U(~x) indicating the
attractiveness of the cell for the agent (see [2] for details), which can be de�ned as

U(~x) = −F · %(~e, ~x) , (9)

where F is the constant determining the potential strength and % is a �distance� of the
cell ~x to the exit cell, being often chosen es Euclidian metric, i.e.

%(~e, ~x) =
(
|ecolumn − xcolumn|2 + |eline − xline|2

) 1
2 . (10)

For illustration purposes the coordinates of the exit in presented Figures are set to
~e = (0, 0). To the static properties of the cell belongs the cell type number t(~x), which
determines, whether the agent can enter the cell (t(~x) = 1), e.g. �oor cell, exit, or not
(t(~x) = 0), e.g. wall, barrier.

Besides the occupation number, the dynamical status of the cell is determined by
the prediction number r(~x) ∈ {0, 1, . . . }, which denotes the number of pedestrians being
predicted to enter the cell ~x. As we will see in (12), the maximum number of entering
agents is 8. The principle of prediction will be explained below.

The essence of the CA dynamics lies in the rules, according to which the agent chooses
next target cell. In this project, the agent decides stochastically, i.e. the probability p~d(~x)

of choosing the cell ~x + ~d from the �target� surrounding ST (~x) depends on the current
state of the �reaction� surrounding SR(~x):

p~d(~x) = Pr
{
~x+ ~d|SR(~x)

}
. (11)

In this article, the surrounding according to Moore's de�nition with range 1 is chosen for
both, the target and the reaction surrounding, i.e. ST (~x) = SR(~x) = ~x+ SM , where

SM = {(−1, 1); (0, 1); (1, 1); (−1, 0); (1, 0); (−1,−1); (0,−1); (1,−1)} (12)

Let us now denote ~dr(i) the currently predicted direction of the agent i. The movement
prediction from the view of the agent i then is

r′i(
~d) = r(~x+ ~d)− δ~d,~dr(i) , (13)
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where δi,j is the Kronecker's symbol. For all ~d ∈ SM the indicator r̃i(~d) = δ0,r′i(~d)
indicates,

whether the cell ~x + ~d is predicted to be entered by another agent than i. Using the
notation presented above, the probability that the agent i sitting in the cell ~x chooses
the direction ~d is given as

p~d(~x) = N · t(~x+ ~d) · exp{α · U(~x+ ~d)}×
×[1− β · n(~x+ ~d)] · [1− γ · r̃i(~d)] , (14)

where N is the normalization constant ensuring that
∑

~d∈UM
p~d(x) = 1, and coe�cients

α, β, γ, are coe�cients of sensitivity to the potential, occupation number, and prediction
number. These parameters are to be determined later and their in�uence is demonstrated
in Figure 6.

Sub�gure A visualized wider surrounding of an agent in the cell ~x. Integer numbers
represent agents and dashed arrows their predicted movement. The probability distribu-
tion p~d(~x) given by (14) is determined by potential, occupation and con�ict prediction.
The sub�gure B visualizes these parameters. The darker color the higher potential (closer
to exit), hatched area means penalization in stated category. The �nal cell attractivity
strongly depends on coe�cients of sensitivity to stated parameters. While potential rep-
resent static conditions, occupation and prediction of con�ict re�ect agent strategy. Final
probabilities for di�erent settings of sensitivity parameters β, γ are shown in sub�gure
C. For each of them, 2000 decisions were divided into the cells according to (14). The
values of potential strength is F = 3, and the potential sensitivity α = 1. The potential
sensitivity plays an important role in the heterogenous system (αi di�ers from agent to
agent), which is not the demonstrated case.

The theoretical study of the model behaviour has been supported by an experiment
performed by 86 volunteers in the study hall T-214. Non-panic egress situation has been
considered and by means of this experiment, the model was calibrated. Illustration to the
experiment can bee found in Figure 7. Pictures A come from frontal camera, 9 (resp. 6)
seconds after initialization, when �rst person approaches the exit and 15 (resp. 8) seconds
after initialization, when compact cluster is developed. Sub�gures B project previous
pictures to lattice representation and sub�gures C represent corresponding realization of
the simulation. One time unit of the simulation corresponds to 0,7 s. The time interval
between creating the cluster and completing the evacuation was used to create the time-
span of the model, because this article focuses on the shape of the cluster in front of the
exit. Mean actualization frequency was set to 1 time unit.

As the system is closed, there is no phase transition observed. But the generalization
in the way presented in [1] can be simply implemented. This is a motivation for further
experimental study of the occurrence of phase transition in the system of pedestrians.
As we believe, the behaviour of the individual is strongly in�uenced by the local density
which can be expressed by simple rules presented in this article.

5 Conclusion

This contribution shows the transition from 1D TASEPmodel to two dimensional problem
and discuses basic features of phase transitions in related systems of pedestrian dynamics.
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Figure 6: Example illustrating principle of decision of one pedestrian. Taken from [2]

Walking Running

Figure 7: Visualization of progress of one round, pedestrians walked (left) and run (right).
Taken from [2].
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New ideas of egress simulation is presented and is supported by an experimental study.
Inspired by the work of Nishinari group, we propose an egress experiment with open

injection boundary that could enable the study of phase transition in system of pedes-
trians in non-panic conditions. Such experiment can serve for calibration of introduced
model parameters.

Furthermore, The induction of phase transition from low to high density by the mi-
croscopical changes of individual behaviour under dense or free conditions can help to
understand the crowd behaviour on microscopical bases and could lead to reliable crowd
movement prediction by means of real time simulations using cellular automata.
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Abstract. This paper summarizes results presented at Joint Meeting of y-BIS�International
Young Business and Industrial Statisticians and jSPE�Young Portuguese Statisticians [1] and
SPMS 2012. This contributions study properties of minimum distance estimates of unknown
parameter θ0. Two modi�cation of well known Cramér�von Mises distance (namely generalized
Cramér�von Mises Distance and Kolmogorov�Cramér distance) was de�ned in previous work (see
[2], [3]). Statistical properties of the corresponding estimators were investigated. In the current
work wide family of modi�cation of Kolmogorov�Cramér distance is introduced. All newly
de�ned distances are created so that the corresponding minimum distance estimators remains
consistent in L1�norm. The extensive simulation study concerning robustness was produced.

Keywords: minimum distance estimates, consistency, robustness

Abstrakt. Tento £lánek shrnuje výsledky prezentované na konferencích y-BIS and jSPE [1] a
SPMS 2012. Tyto p°ísp¥vky se zabývají vlastnostmi odhad· s minimální vzdáleností nenámeho
parametru θ0. Dv¥ modi�kace dob°e známé Cramér�von Mises vzdálenosti (jmenovit¥ zobecn¥ná
Cramér�von Mises a Kolmogorov�Cramér vzdálenost) byli de�novány v p°edchozích pracích
(viz [2], [3]). Byly zkoumány statistické vlastnosti p°íslu²ných odhad·. V sou£asné práci
byla zavedena ²iroká rodina r·zných zobecn¥ní Kolmogorov�Cramér vzdáleností. V²echny nové
vzdálenosti jsou de�novány tak aby jim p°íslu²né odhady z·staly konzistentní v L1�norm¥. Byla
provedena rozsáhlá simula£ní studie robustnosti t¥chto odhad·.

Klí£ová slova: odhady s minimální vzdáleností, konzistence, robustnost

1 Summary

We investigate minimum distance estimates based on di�erent modi�cation of Cramér�
von Mises distance. In previous work (see [2], [3]) we de�ned two modi�cation �rst is
generalized Cramér�von Mises distance (1)

dGCM(F,G) =

∫
(F (x)−G(x))p/qdF (x), where p is even, and q is odd . (1)

∗This work has been supported by the grant SGS12/197/OHK4/3T/14
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There are two possibilities how to de�ne minimum distance estimate based on GCM
distance, because it is not symmetric. We can search for minimum of (2) or (3)

dGCM(Fn, Fθ) =

∫
(Fn(x)− Fθ(x))p/qdFn(x) =

1

n

n∑
i=1

(Fθ(xi)− Fn(xi))p/q (2)

dGCM(Fθ, Fn) =

∫
(Fθ(x)− Fn(x))p/qdFθ(x) (3)

=
q

p+ q

n∑
i=1

[(
Fθ(xi)−

i− 1

n

) p+q
q −

(
Fθ(xi)−

i

n

) p+q
q
]
. (4)

The second investigated modi�cation is so called Kolmogorov�Cramér distance de-
�ned as distance between empirical distribution function Fn and theoretical distribution
function F in the following way. De�ne a sequence (di(Fn, F ))2n

1 by

di(Fn, F ) = (Fn(xi)− F (xi))
p/q for i = 1, . . . , n , (5)

d2n+1−i(Fn, F ) = (Fn−(xi)− F−(xi))
p/q for i = 1, . . . , n , (6)

where Fn−(xi) = limx→xi− Fn(x) and similarly F−(xi) = limx→xi− F (x), p is even, q is
odd. Then we de�ne KC distance

dKC(Fn, F ) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

d(i)(Fn, F ) , (7)

where d(i)(Fn, F ) denotes decreasingly ordered sequence of (di(Fn, F ))2n
1 and m is an

integer less or equal to 2n. Moreover the parameter m can depend on the sample size
n. If the parameter m is �xed than the KC estimate is consistent of the order n−1/2 in
L1�norm. In case that the parameter m is O(nβ) and β ≤ p

2q
then the KC estimate is

consistent of the order n
1
2
−βq

p . In [2] and [3] are compared properties (robustness and
consistency) of this two newly de�ned estimators with Kolmogorov and original Cramér�
von Mises estimator. Current work introduce wide class of modi�cations of Kolmogorov�
Cramér (KC) distance by implementing data based weight functions, random selecting
of di�erences to be summed up and using various coe�cient modi�cation. According to
the de�nition of KC distance (7), following class of distances is de�ned:

KCj(Fn, F ) =
1

km
d(1) +

1

mj+1

m∑
i=2

ijd(i), j ∈ {0, 1, . . . }, k ∈ R+, (8)

and parameter m can be either �xed or dependent on sample size n but in both cases
less then 2n. The class is de�ned so that the corresponding minimum distance estimates
remains consistent in L1�norm. The order depends on choice of parameter m similar
as for KC distance for m arbitrary �xed the estimate is consistent of the order n−1/2 in
L1�norm. If the parameter m is O(nβ) and β ≤ p

2q
then the KC estimate is consistent of

the order n
1
2
−βq

p . This shape of distance suppresses the in�uence of Kolmogorov estimate
(d(1)) by choosing constant k big enough, and contemporary increases the in�uence of
smaller di�erences for choice j > 0. In general, the smaller in�uence of Kolmogorov
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estimate is the more robust estimate we gain. But there are more parameters in�uencing
robustness. For �xed m the in�uence of power p/q is the same as for KC estimate and the
choice j = 2 seems to by optimal. Situation signi�cantly di�ers if m depends on sample
size n. We have explored two situations m = 2nβ, β ≤ p

2q
and m = f ·n, 0 < f < 1. In

both cases the in�uence of power p/q is weakened by impact of parameters m and j.
Further, random variant of class (8) is de�ned by taking index i = [1+2nui] where ui ∼

U(0, 1) is uniformly distributed random variable on (0, 1). Results for these random KCj
have similar properties as the non-random form. The biggest impact has the parameter
j, but it strongly depends on choice of parameter m. In all investigated situations the
theoretical order of consistency is the same, dependent on choice of parameter m. And as
simulation shows the real order of consistency coincides with the theoretical one, however,
the value of L1�norm strongly depends on choice of constant k. The bigger the constant
is the bigger is the L1�norm. From this follows that in applications constant k could be
chosen very large only for sample size big enough.
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deals with one development phase of software development � requirements engineering. In

introduction is attention paid to requirements analysis and international standards regulating

the requirements currently. Special attention is also paid to the current situation of the discipline

and its potential bene�ts in the future. For the evaluation of requirements must be possible to

measure them � metrics are used for this propose. Possibilities of utilization of knowledge in

Requirements Engineering are in�ected in many other areas. In this contribution it is aimed at

the improvement of project management methods.
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Abstrakt. Tento p°ísp¥vek vytvo°ený do sborníku workshopu Doktorandské dny se zabývá

jedním z vývojových stádií vzniku softwaru a to tzv. Requierements Engineering. V p°ísp¥vku

je nejprve v¥nována pozornost úvodu do analýzy poºadavk· a mezinárodním standard·m, které

v sou£asné dob¥ poºadavky n¥jakým zp·sobem upravují. Pozornot je v¥nována rovn¥º situaci

týkající této disciplíny a jejím moºným p°ínos·m v budoucnosti. Pro hodnocení poºadavk·

musí existovat moºnost jejich m¥°ení � pro tento ú£el se pouºívají metriky. Moºnosti vyuºití

poznatk· z oblasti requirements engineering jsou sklo¬ovány v mnoha dal²ích oblastech. V tomto

p°ísp¥vku je v¥nována pozornost p°edev²ím vyuºití metrik spojených s poºadavky ke zlep²ení

vybraných metod projektového °ízení.

Klí£ová slova: poºadavek, metriky, projektové °ízení

1 Introduction

The term requirements engineering consists from two separate terms � requirements and
engineering. The �rst of them informs what is required, what should be ful�lled. The sec-
ond term is engineering which implies the applying of scienti�c knowledge to ensure that
requirements are exactly as they should be. With the term requirements engineering one
often encounters in software developing process. So the obvious de�nition of requirements
engineering is discipline based on understanding software requirements. Another possible
de�nition comes from Laplante [23] and de�nes requirements engineering as process of
eliciting, analyzing, documenting, validating and managing requirements. Requirements
engineering represents the early phase of the software life-cycle, but should not be fully
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omitted in later phases. Requirements a�ect the whole process and can be changed. The
theme of life-cycle in connection with requirements is detail discussed in [9].

Naturally it has to be con�rmed with Laplante [23] that requirements have to be doc-
umented. Only documented requirements can lately serve as an evidence. Requirements
document has to be processed and readable. To test that requirements are implemented
correctly, they should be clear, precise and unambiguous.

There are many kinds of requirements and more kinds of division are possible. One of
commonly used division presented for example in [24] is on functional and non-functional.
Functional requirements talk about provided services and how they should work. Non-
functional requirements primary inform about constraints of the system. Non-functional
requirements are discussed in [3] where the treatment with them for future directions
is mentioned. It is also possible to talk about architectural, structural and behavioural
requirements. Other division is into user and system requirements. As Sommerville says
in [24] user requirements are understandable by system users without detailed technical
knowledge and system requirements explain how the user requirements should be provided
by the system.

The whole system is based on requirements. If they are not well understood the
system will not meet expectations and the �nal version of program will be probably not
delivered on time and the costs will be much higher than originally expected. Result is
then dissatis�ed client. Is there any worse advertisement than dissatis�ed clients? Clients
may not use facilities of new system simply because they wanted something else. The
system may not be badly implemented, but if there is no meeting with client requirements,
the system becomes unusable. If such system continues in use, the costs of �xing errors
may be very high as discussed for example in [27]. All these problems can be prevented
by using knowledge of requirements engineering.

1.1 Requirements

The indisputable need to express requirements leaded to formation of international stan-
dards. These standards help to formulate and understand requirements. The standards
are needed for reliably and correctly equipment and for making connection between vari-
ous kinds of equipment. There are two main international organizations focusing on this
issue, it is the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and International
Standards Organization (ISO).

The �rst institute a�ects requirements engineering directly with two main standards.
The �rst one is standard IEEE 1233-1996 Guide for Developing System Requirements
Speci�cations [12]. It provides very good guidance in working with requirements. The
second one is IEEE 830-1998 Recommended Practice for Software Requirements Speci�-
cations [13]. The de�nition of requirement can be found in IEEE 1220-2005 Standard for
Application and Management of the Systems Engineering Process [14]. Similar de�nition
from previous version of this standard (IEEE 1220-1998) is in detail discussed in [9].

Talking about ISO standards needs to mention the ISO 9000 process improvement
models [2] and the ISO 9001 standard representing standard for quality management
systems [4]. In case of model it is also used standard ISO/IEC 15504. Software process
assessment and improvement is also mentioned in international standards. It is called
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Capability Maturity Model (CMM). While CMM is rather American standard, Euro-
pean version of analogous standard is called BOOTSTRAP [2]. Of course, as mentioned
above, the requirements have to be documented. Naturally there are speci�cations and
recommendations what should the documentation contain. It is also included in standard
IEEE 830-1998 where the division is recommended into �ve parts. These are introduction,
general description, speci�c requirements, appendices and index [24].

Of course nothing is fully ideal, but the existence of standards can in most cases only
be only helpful and avoid problems. Summary of standards connected with software
engineering processes presents also Laplante in [23]. The summary tends to be the cor-
nerstone of the whole requirements research. To do research on requirements engineering
without a clue about these standards is something almost impossible.

2 Potential of Requirements Engineering

Natural interest in requirements engineering is of course not only in science. In the
following, attention is paid mainly to the software production. Attention is given to
the progress in this �eld in recent years. It seems it really works in practice and the
requirements a�ect not only the area of software, but also many other.

It is very important to mention the results of The Standish Group. The study pre-
sented in report from The Standish Group and published in 1995 showed that 31.3 %
of software projects is cancelled before they get completed and 52.7 % of projects cost
189 % of their original estimates. Factor number one why the project is impaired are
incomplete requirements. [25] In year 2004 a PhD thesis devoted to defects in software
and showed that 44 % to 80 % of all defects were inserted in the requirements phase [5].

It is frequented question how much does it cost to �x errors. In answering this question
it is very good to mention the study of National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) from 2004. This study puts together data from nine studies that have been per-
formed to determine the software error costs factors and makes the cost data normalized
to determine the software error cost factors for each study, along with the overall mean
and median values for each life-cycle phase. The result is that if we take the median
values then �xing errors costs in design phase 7.3 times, in coding phase 25.6 times and
in test phase 177 times more than in phase of requirements. [27] From year 2004 comes
also a study devoted to bene�ts of requirements engineering process improvement at the
Australian Center for Unisys Software [4].

One of the last report from The Standish Group comes with optimistic conclusion and
indicates some improvement. There is a marked increase in project success rates from
2008 to 2010. These numbers represent an up-tick in the success rates from the previous
study, as well as a decrease in the number of failures [26].

Requirements engineering is primary used for working with software requirements.
But due to the work with requirements, software engineering knowledge can be evaluated
in many areas of human activity. Although the research has progressed signi�cantly in
recent years, the situation about requirements is still not fully satisfactory and there is
still what to improve. The main �eld of research will be discussed in next section dealing
with metrics. When something should be evaluated, there has to be a kind of evaluation.
It is talked about requirements metrics. The research on the requirements metrics and
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their use in project management is also supported by what says Kerzner in [18] that only
in the last several years has been developed models for measuring the metrics to determine
the value on a project. So there is still what to improve and research opportunities are
still very wide.

3 Metrics

However it could be perceived as something automatic it is always better to pay special
attention to metrics. There have to be special metrics that can inform how good or bad
the requirement is. The requirements a�ect the quality of the whole project. Without
any measureable criterions it is not possible to decide about requirements. Metrics can
inform what the requirements mean for the project, they can be evaluated and compared.
Measurement is the key to improvement, in this case, it is the way to improve the software
process. Metrics are also commonly used in software developing process and it is talked
about process, product and resources metrics. Requirement metrics play key role in
identifying potential project risks. In the requirements phase the metrics show how
the new application should be tested. Multiple metrics are needed for comprehensive
evaluation. When a potential problem is identi�ed at early development phase the costs
are much lower than in the later development phases.

One of the papers talking in detail about requirements engineering and metrics was
presented in March 2011 at National conference in India [2]. This paper describes com-
monly used requirements metrics in detail. There are distinguished the volatility, com-
pleteness, traceability and size metrics. It is not possible to say that one of the kind is
better than other. The metric selection depends on actual situation and the measurement
purpose.

Size metrics are very important and general metrics used not only as requirements
metrics, but also as software metrics. They are intuitive and representing one of the sim-
plest metrics. The principle is for example count of lines of code. As code are taken lines
with executable commands, executable statements and data declarations. Traceability
means the ability to trace requirements in a speci�cation to their origin from higher level
to lower level requirements in a set of documented links. Requirements completeness
metrics are used to assess whether a requirement is at wrong level of hierarchy or too
complex. Volatility of requirements informs us about the degree of requirements changes
over a time period [2]. Volatility is checked to know whether the changes are consistent
with current development activities. The high degree of volatility indicates changes such
as addition, deletion and modi�cations. Volatility is commonly high in the initial phase
of development and as the project �ows, the volatility should be reduced so that further
development should not be a�ected.

To illustrate the use of some requirements metrics is nothing better than show some
examples. The �rst metric to show is a size metric that controls unambiguous. The aim
is to obtain the percentage of unique requirements. Unique means that they have been
identi�ed in a unique manner by reviewers. Metric is expressed as a ratio of number of
requirements with the same interpretation to number of total requirements. The interpre-
tation of metric values is obvious, values close to zero indicate ambiguous requirements
and for values close to one it is evident that requirements are unambiguous. As second
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example can serve metric for measuring of precision that informs about providing a min-
imum time for acknowledgement. Expression of this metric is a ratio of number of true
positive to sum of true and false positives. To one of easily interpretable metric belongs
understandable expressed also as fraction. The numerator is number of requirements
understood by all reviewers and denominator is count of requirements. Interpretation is
that values close to one indicate that all requirements where understood and zero value
indicates that no of the given requirements was understood by reviewers. [2]

The number of existing metrics cannot be �xed, because there exist a lot of metrics
and some of them can be also named di�erent. The main is to select the right metric
for particular measurement. There does not exist any universal metric for all kinds of
projects. Metric collection manually is very lengthy and errors caused by human factor
are bigger than in case of using a special tool for collecting metrics. Using management
tools represents cheaper, faster and more reliable solution.

3.1 Automated Measurement

In some publications, for example in [2], is mentioned The Automated Requirements Mea-
surement tool developed at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
This tool is working with natural language. Using such tool helps to write requirements
right but not to write right requirements. To this tool from NASA pursues also Laplante
in his book [23]. But when searching actual information about this tool there is a problem
because do not exist any relevant information about this tool at the NASA o�cial pages.
Maybe this project was stopped because austerities. But despite the current situation
it is good to know, that the NASA is also resolving requirements metrics. The NASA
research is also mentioned in [27].

The theme of metrics is very popular and with a high probability it will be soon not
otherwise. Measurement gained unassailable position in software developing process and
no wonder that requirements engineering is no exception. It gives a lot of papers talking
about this theme. Some overview is presented by Monperrus in [20]. In this publication
are pieces of research de�ning requirements metrics. There is also described how the used
measurement tool was prepared. The paper was prepared on the base of many researches
and makes very good summary.

Measuring is provided also by tools determined to manage requirements. Some of
tools used for requirements engineering are mentioned in the following. They are often
determined for a widely range of use and they can serve in a whole developing process.
The �rst selected tool is Jama Contour representing web application which helps users
to manage the requirements. On the pages of selected product [16] can be found a report
giving information not only about software functions but also general about requirements
engineering. The mentioned report ([17]) comes from year 2011 and informs also about the
statistics connected with requirements and their right using. The IBM Rational Dynamic
Object Oriented Requirements System (DOORS) represents requirements management
tool for systems and advanced information technology applications. The tool represents
a leading requirements management software product and promises quality improvement
by better communication and collaboration within team [10]. Last software to mention
comes also from IBM and it is Rational RequisitePro. This requirements management
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tool also helps project teams writing and managing good requirements [11].
Range of o�ered tools is currently very wide and to make summary needs a special

research on this topic. As standard is available textual description, user model diagrams
and object models. The speci�c kind of input can di�er but currently the tools are very
similar in this regard. The main di�erent is in user interface and application design. The
facilities not only for elicitation but also for requirements analysis and validation are also
o�ered. It could be said that in most cases the tools can manage requirements quite
well. The requirements can also be represented in natural language. Currently, in my
opinion, the national language support is miserable. The development of requirements
tool, especially the support for treatment with national language requirements, seems to
be a big challenge for future development.

4 Project Management and Requirements

The requirements engineering process is used in �rst phase of product (software) life-
cycle. The whole software development process is also question of requirements. The
development is �rstly by someone required. Somebody needs the software and starts
the project of developing required software. The development project is project to be
managed. So, is it not a shame to use requirements engineering knowledge just in software
developing process? Logically, there is a possibility to use the requirements engineering
knowledge in project management. In the following text, attention is paid to the proposals
in this area of current research.

About the need of measuring requirements and the automated measurement program
helping software project managers to assess progress, mitigate risks, and improve team
productivity is talked for example in [15]. There was concluded that requirements engi-
neering is a critical phase for the successful achievement of project objectives. As long as
requirements engineering activities are not seen as a tangible outcome in a project, they
are likely to be neglected in favor of project activities with tangible (software) products.
In [15] is also talked about giving greater emphasis to framing requirements engineering
activities and the results from these activities as a desirable and valuable outcome of
large research projects.

The need of requirements in case of project management is also discussed for example
in [1]. The problem of the right requirements and project management can be also
found in [21]. In [8] it is argued that the technical management of the project can
take advantages of requirements engineering activities to organize and integrate project
activities. The project management is also about time scheduling and there can be
seen the main partition recovery. There exist a lot of methods for project management.
Because the need of requirements in project management is discussed very often it is
appropriate to mention some of the project management methods and discuss the use of
requirements metrics.

Very often method used is in project management Critical Path Method (CPM).
CPM works with constant times of tasks, the method is based only on deterministic task
duration. The principle of method is a critical path. Any delay on this path will cause
delay of the whole project. At �rst sight the requirements metrics do not seem to be
bene�cial because of in�exible tasks duration. It deals with approaches to task duration
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and about a set of performance metrics in [22].

Probably at the same time as CPM was presented other method called Program
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT). This method works with three times for each
task. So there is not only deterministic approach as in CPM. The most likely time is
supplemented with optimistic and pessimistic time. From these three times is evaluated
expected time, which is more realistic. With the values of expected time is worked in
using CPM. The method still does not work with �exible time reserves and it is not
entirely clear how to use requirements metrics. But as expected and shown in [19] the
requirements metrics are also to be utilized.

The main change which came in project management after already mentioned meth-
ods is Theory of Constraints [7]. The theory is based on a claim that every achieving
is in�uenced by constraining processes. The project management method a�ected with
Theory of Constraints is so called Critical Chain Method (CCM) which works with some-
thing like �exible task duration. There are used some bu�ers and the tasks reserves with
�exible time duration. Critical Chain Method is a schedule network analysis technique
that modi�es the project schedule to account for limited resources. It mixes determinis-
tic and probabilistic approaches to schedule network analysis. The critical chain concept
was coined by Goldratt, the author of Theory of Constraints. [6] The exploitation of
requirements metrics is of course possible in previous methods. But in case of CPM and
PERT there is no space in algorithms of methods to implement the decision phase based
on requirements metric. However, it o�ers the CCM thanks to �exible tasks.

4.1 Critical Chain Method

Critical Chain Method (CCM) is a schedule network analysis technique that takes account
of task dependencies, limited resource availability and so named bu�ers. Bu�ers are used
to catch possible time to the end of the task. First step in this method is identifying set
of tasks that makes the longest path to the end of the project. These tasks are called
critical chains. The tasks that form critical chain create in most cases longer path than
using CPM schedule. The reason is simple because critical chain tasks include resources.
Resources that are used in critical chain are critical resources. Set of tasks that are not
included in critical chain but converge to critical chain are feeders. The main principle
of the method is based on so-called bu�er management.

There are two main kinds of bu�ers in the project it is project bu�er and feeding
bu�er. Project bu�er means the time reserve from the critical chain to end of project.
The feeding bu�er is the time reserves of other task which leads to the end of critical chain
before the ending time of chain. Naturally fundamental question is how to determine size
of bu�er. This and more about critical chain you can �nd in book from Goldratt called
Critical Chain in which this method was introduced. [6]

The critical chain sets stretch targets for every task duration and thanks to it is
the e�ect of major improvement in task delivery times [28]. So CCM with its bu�er
management seems as one of the methods that could be improved by using requirements
engineering knowledge. This method uses bu�ers that are not constant length and have
not to be used in the �nal project schedule. If after each step of method, when the
task ends, comes as new input some requirements metric, the metric result can serve as
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decision what to do with the time stored in the bu�er. If the metric results are values
that ful�ll some criterions, for examples some compliance ratio, it is possible to continue
and bu�er is not used. But when the metric after some task shows that results are poor,
it is possible to use the bu�er to save time and costs in future. Fixing errors in early
phase means the lower costs. Thanks to bu�ers, especially feeding bu�ers, it does not
necessarily have to mean the longest schedule and despite this fact it can be very useful
because it will prevent the larger losses in the future without any project delay. The use
of speci�c metrics is for further discussion same as the concrete way of implementation
to CCM. The proposal for research in project management improvement is based on
numerous studies mentioned above.

5 Conclusion

This paper deals with requirements engineering, requirements standards and requirements
metrics. The existence of international standards is not surprising because of living in
almost standardized world. The main aim of this contribution is to discuss the possi-
ble research on the improvement of project management methods by the knowledge of
requirements engineering. It was shown the possibility of using requirements metrics
to improve scheduling with critical chain method. The main reason for choosing this
method is the bu�er management. The time reserves are �exible in this case. The time
that is given as reserve is not tightly speci�ed but varies. The variability in connec-
tion with requirements metrics is the possible way how to improve project schedule and
quality of development. Metrics give an advice whether use or not use the time reserves
that are available at the moment. This is the way not only to use requirements metrics
in time scheduling but this can cause also some savings, because the earlier work with
requirements � the cheaper work. The paper focuses on the potential improvement of
critical chain method in its bu�er management. It was also shown that the strength
of requirements metrics can be used in all project management methods. The way of
applying requirements metrics depends on future research and at this point seems the
critical chain method as the most likely choice.
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Abstract. This article deals with generalized de�nition of entropy to evaluate Hartley, Shannon,
and Collision entropies. These methods were tested and used for recognition of Alzheimer's
disease, using relationship between entropy and fractal dimension to obtain fractal dimensions
of 3D brain scans. Because estimated entropies from limited data set are always biased, it is
applied Miller and Harris estimations of Shannon entropy, which are well known bias approaches
on Taylor series. Moreover, these estimates were improved by Bayesian estimation of individual
probabilities.
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Abstrakt. �lánek se zabývá zobec¬enou de�nicí entropie k vyhodnocení Hartleyovy, Shan-
nonovy a Collision entropie. Vzhledem k vztahu mezi entropií a fraktalní dimenzí byly tyto
metody pouºity pro výpocet fraktalní dimenze 3D snímku mozku a následn¥ jsou testovány a
pouºity k rozpoznání Alzheimerovy choroby. Jelikoº odhad entropie z omezeného po£tu reál-
ných dat je podhodnocen jsou aplikovány Millerovy a Harrisovy odhady Shannonovy entropie,
coº jsou odhady zalozené na Taylorov¥ °ad¥. Navíc jsou tyto odhady vylep²eny o Bayesovský
odhad jednotlivých pravd¥podobností.

Klí£ová slova: entropie, fraktální dimenze, Alzheimerova choroba, boxcounting, Rényho entropie

1 Introduction

Before explaning the realtionship between entropy and dimension, we have to introduce
the term of dimension. Let d ∈ N be dimension of Euclidean space where d-dimensional
unit hypercube is placed. Let m ∈ N be resolution and a = 1/m be edge length of
covering hypercubes of the same dimension d. The number of covering elements is given
by

N = N(a) = a−D. (1)

The knowledge of N for �xed a enables direct calculation of hypercube dimension ac-
cording to

lnN(a) = −D ln a (2)

D =
lnN(a)

ln 1
a

. (3)

∗This work has been supported by the grant SGS11/165/OHK4/3T/14
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Very popular boxcounting method [1] is based on the generalization of (3) to the form

lnN(a) = A0 −D0 ln a (4)

and its aplication to boundary of any set F ⊂ Rd. As will be shown in the next chapter,
the quantity lnN(a) is an estimate of Hartley entropy.

2 Rényi Entropy

Using natural logarithm instead of binary one, we can follow in the de�nition of Rényi
entropy. Let k ∈ N be number of events, pj > 0 be their probabilities for j = 1, ..., k

satisfying
∑k

j=1 pj = 1, and q ∈ R. We can de�ne Rényi entropy [2] as

Hq =
ln

∑k
j=1 p

q
j

1− q
, (5)

which is a generalization of Shannon entropy. With respect of q, we obtain speci�c
entropies

• Hartley entropy [3] for q = 0 as

H0 = ln
∑
pj>0

1 = ln
k∑

j>0

1 = ln k = lnN(a) (6)

• Shannon entropy [4] for q → 1 as

H1 = lim
q→1

Hq = −
∑
j=1

pj ln pj (7)

• Collision entropy [2] for q = 2 as

H2 = − ln
∑
pj>0

p2
j (8)

Resulting theoretical entropies can be used for de�nition of Rényi dimension [2] as

Dq = lim
a→0+

Hq

ln 1
a

, (9)

which corresponds to relationship

Hq ≈ Aq −Dq ln a (10)

for small covering size a > 0.
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3 Entropy Estimates

There are several approaches to entropy estimation from experimental data sets. Suppos-
ing the experiment number n ∈ N is �nite, we can count the events and obtain nj ∈ N0

as event frequencies for j = 1, ..., k. The �rst approach to entropy estimation is naive
estimation. We directly estimate k and pj as

kN =
∑
nj>0

1 ≤ k (11)

pj,N =
nj

n
. (12)

These biased estimates produce also biased entropy estimates

H0,N = ln kN (13)

H1,N = −
∑
nj>0

pj,N ln pj,N (14)

H2,N = − ln
∑
nj>0

p2
j,N. (15)

The second approach is based on Bayesian estimation of probabilities pj as

pj,B =
nj + 1

n+ kN
. (16)

This technique is called here semi-Bayesian estimation. We obtain another, but also
biased, entropy estimates

H1,S = −
∑
nj>0

pj,B ln pj,B (17)

H2,S = − ln
∑
nj>0

p2
j,B. (18)

The estimate H2,S can be improved as

H2,S2 = − ln
∑
nj>0

uj, (19)

where uj =
(nj+2)(nj+1)

(n+kN+1)(n+kN)
is bayesian estimate of p2

j . Direct Bayesian estimate of H1 was

also calculated as

H1,B = −
kN∑
i=1

ni + 1

n+ kN
(ψ(ni + 2)− ψ(n+ kN + 1)) , (20)

where ψ is digamma function.
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4 Bias Reduction

Miller [5] modi�ed naive estimate H1,N using �rst order Taylor expansion, which produces

H1,M = H1,N +
kN − 1

2n
. (21)

Lately, Harris [5] improved the formula to

H1,H = H1,N +
kN − 1

2n
+

1

12n2

1−
∑
pj>0

1

pj

 (22)

From the theoretical point of view, it is prohibited to estimate pj by its estimates. But
we try to investigate biased estimates of H1 in the forms

H1,HN = H1,N +
kN − 1

2n
+

1

12n2

1−
∑
nj>0

1

pj,N

 (23)

H1,HS = H1,N +
kN − 1

2n
+

1

12n2

1−
∑
nj>0

1

pj,B

 (24)

H1,HB = H1,N +
kN − 1

2n
+

1

12n2

1−
∑
nj>0

rj

 , (25)

where rj =
n+kN−1

nj
is Bayesian estimate of 1

pj
.

5 Methodology of Estimation

Naive, semi-Bayesian, Bayesian and corrected entropy estimates were subject of testing
on 2D and 3D structures with known Hausdor� dimension. The list of involved estimates
is included in Tab. 1. Sierpinski carpet with Dq = 1.8928 for any q ≥ 0 of size 81×81 is
a typical 2D fractal set model. Using estimates from Tab. 1 and linear regresion model
(10), we estimated Rényi dimensions D̂q and then evaluated its zscore as relative measure
of bias

zscore =
D̂q −Dq

SDq

. (26)

The results are included in Tab. 2. The best estimation with |zscore| ≤ 1.960 are H1,M

followed by Harris estimations H1,HN , H1,HS, H1,HB. A structure of Dq = 2.3219 and size
128×128×128 was then used for testing 3D and the results are also included in Tab. 2.
The best estimators are H1,HS, H1,HN , H1,HB, H1,M , H2,S
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6 Alzheimer's Disease Diagnosis from Fractal Dimen-

sion Estimates

These entropy estimators were used for diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease. We tried to
separate two di�erent groups of samples of human brains. In the �st group there were
brain scans of patients with Alzheimes disease (AD) and in the second group brain scans
of patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). We were testing on 21 samples (11
for AD and 10 for ALS), represented by 128×128×128 matrices of thresholded images
(θ = 40%). We used two-sample t-test for null hypotheses and alternative hypothesis
were

H0 : ED̂q(AD) = ED̂q(ALS) (27)

HA : ED̂q(AD) 6= ED̂q(ALS). (28)

The results are included in Tab.3. The most signi�cant di�erences between AD and ALS
were observed for H0,N, H1,S, H1,B. In the �gure 1 are results for H0,N. On each box, the
central mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the
whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and outliers are
plotted individually. And �gure 2 represents fractal dimension estimation for 3D brain
scan from ALS set via H0,N, where a is edge length of covering hypercubes.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we tested estimates for Hartley, Shannon and Collision entropy. These
estimates were improved by Bayesian estimation and tested on fractals with known fractal
dimension. Finally, these estimates were used on two groups of samples of brain scans, in
order to obtain the best separator. The best separators, with regard to experiment, are
H0,N, H1,S, H1,B and they have a 2% level of signi�cance. But the rest of the estimates
have also results under a 5% level of signi�cance. The worst results were obtain for
H2,N namely 4.98%. Given the results, entropy can be used for diagnosis of Alzheimer's
disease in the future, considering these methods can be still improved especially by the
estimation of kN or image �ltering.
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Table 1: Entropy estimates
Method H0 H1 H2

Naive H0,N H1,N H2,N

semibayesian (pj) * H1,S H2,S

semibayesian (p2
j) * * H2,S2

bayesian * H1,B *
Miller * H1,M *
Harris * H1,HN *
Harris semibayesian (pj) * H1,HS *
Harris bayesian (1/pj) * H1,HB *

Table 2: Dimension estimates via various entropy estimates
estimate Sierpinski carpet Dq = 1.8928 Five Box Fractal Dq = 2.3219

D̂q SDq zscore D̂q SDq zscore

H0,N 1.8158 0.0064 -12.0577 2.0897 0.0284 -8.1757
H1,N 1.8472 0.0059 -7.7116 2.1853 0.0320 -4.2690
H2,N 1.8578 0.0076 -4.6212 2.1949 0.0298 -4.2568
H1,S 1.8515 0.0058 -7.0853 2.2367 0.0315 -2.7012
H2,S 1.8657 0.0072 -3.7494 2.2927 0.0298 -0.9798
H2,S2 1.7898 0.0077 -13.4269 2.1189 0.0268 -7.5904
H1,B 1.8170 0.0060 -12.6863 2.1654 0.0297 -5.2638
H1,M 1.8930 0.0059 0.0306 2.3315 0.0349 0.2730
H1,HN 1.8921 0.0059 -0.1203 2.3208 0.0347 -0.0332
H1,HS 1.8921 0.0059 -0.1164 2.3226 0.0347 0.0196
H1,HB 1.8920 0.0059 -0.1328 2.3182 0.0346 -0.1084

Table 3: Diagnostic power

Estimate ED̂q(AD) ED̂q(ALS) pvalue

H0,N 1.9748 2.0337 0.0139
H1,N 2.0663 2.1117 0.0200
H2,N 2.0707 2.1056 0.0498
H1,S 2.0979 2.1493 0.0150
H2,S 2.1474 2.1926 0.0241
H2,S2 1.9289 1.9687 0.0266
H1,B 2.0020 2.0527 0.0145
H1,M 2.2621 2.3139 0.0368
H1,HN 2.2443 2.2954 0.0333
H1,HS 2.2467 2.2980 0.0334
H1,HB 2.2380 2.2891 0.0315
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D0

Figure 1: Rényi dimension D0 for AD and ALS scans

H

Figure 2: Fractal dimension estimation via entropy
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Abstract. Some black-box optimization problems involve long-running simulations or expensive

experiments as the goal function. To enable use of evolutionary algorithms, surrogate models

are used to reduce the number of function evaluations. In adaptive model building strategies,

some individuals are selected for true function evaluation in order to improve the model. When

the experiment or simulation requires a �xed size batch of solutions to evaluate, traditional

selection strategies either cannot be used or couple the batch size with the EA generation size.

We propose a queue based method for for model-assisted optimization using active learning of

a kriging model, where individuals are selected based on the model predictor error estimate.

The method was tested on standard benchmark problems and the e�ects of batch size was

studied. Results indicate that the proposed method signi�cantly reduces the number of true

�tness evaluation compared to a traditional EA.

Keywords: optimization, evolutionary algorithm, surrogate model, active learning, Kriging

Abstrakt. N¥které optimaliza£ní problémy pouºívají jako cílovou funkci dlouho b¥ºící simulace

nebo nákladné experimenty. Aby v takových p°ípadech bylo moºné vuyºít evolu£ních algoritm·,

pouºívají se ke sníºení po£tu vyhodnocení skute£né cílové funkce náhradní modely. V adap-

tivních strategiích u£ení model· jsou vybráni n¥kte°í jednotlivci, kte°í jsou vyhodnoceni skute£-

nou funkcí, aby zlep²ili model. V p°ípad¥ ºe experiment nebo simulace vyºaduje pevnou dávku

°e²ení k vyhodnocení, tradi£ní techniky jejich výb¥ru bu¤to nelze pouºít, nebo vytvo°í závislost

mezi velikostí dávky a velikostí populace EA. V této práci navrhujeme metodu optimalizace s

náhradním modelem vyuºívající frontu a aktivní u£ení Kriging modelu, ve které jednotlivá °e²ení

vybíráme k vyhodnocení na základ¥ odhadu chyby predikce modelu. Metoda byla testována na

standardních testovacích problémech a byl zkoumán vliv velikosti dávky. Výsledky ukazují, ºe

navrºená metoda výrazn¥ sníºí po£et vychodnocení skute£né funkce v porovnání s tradi£ním

EA.

Klí£ová slova: optimalizace, evolu£ní algoritmy, náhradní modely, aktivní u£ení, Kriging

1 Introduction

Evolutionary optimization algorithms are a popular class of optimization techniques suit-
able for various optimization problems. One of their main advantages is the ability to
�nd optima of black-box functions � functions that are not explicitly de�ned and only

∗This work was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Technical University in Prague, grant
No. SGS12/196/OHK3/3T/14 as well as the Czech Science Foundation grant 201/08/0802.
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their input/output behavior is known from previous evaluations of a �nite number of
points in the input space. This is typical for applications in engineering, chemistry or
biology, where the evaluation is performed in a form of computer simulation or physical
experiment.

The main disadvantage for such applications is the very high number of evaluations of
the objective function (called �tness function in the evolutionary optimization context)
needed for an evolutionary algorithm (EA) to reach the optimum, which makes them
impractical for many applications.

The typical solution to this problem is performing only a part of all evaluations using
the true �tness function and using a response-surface model as its replacement for the
rest. This approach is called surrogate modeling. When using a surrogate model, only
a small portion of all the points that need to be evaluated is evaluated using the true
objective function (simulation or experiment) and for the rest, the model prediction is
assigned as the �tness value. The model is built using the information from the true
�tness evaluations.

Since the �tness function is assumed to be highly non-linear the modeling methods
used are non-linear as well. Some of the commonly used methods include arti�cial neural
networks, radial basis functions, regression trees, support vector machines or Gaussian
processes [2].

Furthermore, some experiments require a �xed number of samples to be processed
at one time. This presents its own set of challenges for adaptive sampling and is the
main concern of this paper. We present an evolutionary optimization method assisted
by a variant of a Gaussian-process-based interpolating model called kriging. In order to
best use the evaluation budget, our approach uses active learning methods in selecting
individuals to evaluate using the true �tness function. The key feature of the approach
is support for batch evaluation with arbitrary batch size independent of the generation
size of the EA.

2 Model-assisted evolutionary optimization

Since the surrogate model used as a replacement for the �tness function in the EA is
built using the results of the true �tness function evaluations, there are two competing
objectives. First, we need to get the most information about the underlying relations in
the data, in order to build a precise model of the �tness function. If the model does not
capture the features of the �tness function correctly, the optimization can get stuck in
a fake optimum or generally fail to converge to a global one. Second, we have a limited
budget for the true �tness function evaluations. Using many points from the input space
to build a perfect model can require more true �tness evaluations than not employing a
model at all.

In the general use of surrogate modeling, such as design space exploration, the process
of selecting points from the input space to evaluate and build the model upon is called
sampling [2]. Instead of a traditional upfront sampling schemes based on the theory
of design of experiments (DoE), adaptive sampling strategies are used, where a model
is improved during the course of the optimization based on previous �tness function
evaluations [2]. In an model-assisted evolutionary optimization algorithm, the adaptive
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sampling decisions change from selecting which points to evaluate to whether to evaluate
a given point selected by the EA with the true �tness function or not. There are two
general approaches to this choice: the generation-based approach and the individual-
based approach.

2.1 Generation-based approach

In the generation-based approach the decision whether to evaluate an individual point
with the true �tness function is made for the whole generation of the evolutionary algo-
rithm. The optimization takes the following steps.

1. An initial Ni generations of the EA is performed, yielding sets G1, . . . ,GNi
of indi-

viduals (x, ft(x)), ft being the true �tness function.

2. The model M is trained on the individuals
(x, ft(x)) ∈

⋃Ni

i=1 Gi.

3. The �tness function ft is replaced by a model prediction fM .

4. T generations are performed evaluating fM as the �tness function.

5. One generation is performed using ft yielding a set Gj of individuals. (initially
j = Ni + 1)

6. The model is retrained on the individuals
(x, ft(x)) ∈

⋃j
i=1 Gi

7. Steps 4�6 are repeated until the optimum is reached.

The amount of true �tness evaluations in this approach is dependent on the popu-
lation size of the EA and the frequency of control generations T , which can be �xed or
adaptively changed during the course of the optimization [4]. For problems requiring
batched evaluation this approach has the advantage of evaluating the whole generation,
the size of which can be set to the size of the evaluation batch. The main disadvantage
of the generation-based strategy is that not all individuals in the control generation are
necessarily bene�cial to the model quality and the expensive true �tness evaluations are
wasted.

2.2 Individual-based approach

As opposed to the generation-based approach, in the individual-based strategy, the de-
cision whether to evaluate a given point using the true �tness function or the surrogate
model is made for each individual separately. There are several possible approaches to
individual-based sampling, the most used of which is pre-selection. In each generation
of the EA, number of points, which is a multiple of the population size, is generated
and evaluated using the model prediction. The best of these individuals form the next
generation of the algorithm. The optimization is performed as follows.

1. An initial set of points S is chosen and evaluated using the true �tness function ft.

2. Model M is trained using the pairs (x, ft(x)) ∈ S
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3. A generation of the EA is run with the �tness function replaced by the model
prediction fM and a population Oi of size qp is generated and evaluated with fM ,
where p is the desired population size for the EA and q is the pre-screening ratio.
Initially, i = 1.

4. A subset P ⊂ O is selected according to a selection criterion.

5. Individuals from P are evaluated using the true �tness function ft.

6. The model M is retrained using S ∪ P , the set S is replaced with S ∪ P , and the
EA resumes from step 3.

The key piece of this approach is the selection criterion (or criteria) used to determine
which individuals from set O should be used in the following generation of the algorithm.
There are a number of possibilities, let us discuss the most common.

An obvious choice is selecting the best individuals based on the �tness value. This
results in the region of the optimum being sampled thoroughly, which helps �nding the
true optimum. On the other hand, the regions far from the current optimum are neglected
and a possible better optimum can be missed. To sample the areas of the �tness landscape
that were not explored yet, space-�lling criteria are used, either alone or in combination
with the best �tness selection or other criteria.

All the previous criteria have the fact that they are concerned with the optimization
itself in common. A di�erent approach is to use the information about the model, most
importantly its accuracy, to decide which points of the input space to evaluate with the
true �tness function in order to most improve it. This approach is sometimes called active
learning.

2.3 Active learning

Active learning is an approach that tries to maximize the amount of insight about the
modeled function gained from its evaluation while minimizing the number of evaluations
necessary. The methods are used in the general �eld of surrogate modeling as e�cient
adaptive sampling strategies. The terms adaptive sampling and active learning are often
used interchangeably. We will use the term active learning for the methods based on the
characteristics of the surrogate model itself, such as accuracy.

The active learning methods are most often based on the local model prediction error,
such as cross-validation error. Although some methods are independent of the model, for
example the LOLA-Voronoi method [1], most of them depend on the model used. The
kriging model used in our proposed method o�ers an estimate of the local model accuracy
by giving an error estimate of its prediction.

3 kriging meta-models

The kriging method is an interpolation method originating in geostatistics [6], based on
modeling the function as a realization of a stochastic process [8].

In the ordinary kriging, which we use, the function is modeled as a realization of a
stochastic process

Y (x) = µ0 + Z(x) (1)
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where Z(x) is a stochastic process with mean 0 and covariance function σ2ψ given by

cov{Y (x + h), Y (x)} = σ2ψ(h), (2)

where σ2 is the process variance for all x. The correlation function ψ(h) is then assumed
to have the form

ψ(h) = exp

[
−

d∑
l=1

θl|hl|pl

]
, (3)

where θl, l = 1, . . . , d, where d is the number of dimensions, are the correlation parameters.
The correlation function depends on the di�erence of the two points and has the intuitive
property of being equal to 1 if h = 0 and tending to 0 when h→∞. The θl parameters
determine how fast the correlation tends to zero in each coordinate direction and the pl

determines the smoothness of the function.
The ordinary kriging predictor based on n sample points {x1, . . . ,xn} with values

y = (y1, . . . , yn)′ is then given by

ŷ(x) = µ̂0 + ψ(x)′Ψ−1(y − µ̂01), (4)

where ψ(x)′ = (ψ(x−x1), . . . , ψ(x−xn)), Ψ is an n×n matrix with elements ψ(xi−xj),
and

µ̂0 =
1′Ψ−1y

1′Ψ−11
. (5)

An important feature of the kriging model is that apart from the prediction value it
can estimate the prediction error as well. The kriging predictor error in point x is given
by

s2(x) = σ̂2

[
1− ψ′Ψ−1ψ +

(1− ψ′Ψ−1ψ)2

1′Ψ−11

]
(6)

where the kriging variance is estimated as

σ̂2 =
(y − µ̂01)Ψ−1(y − µ̂01)

n
. (7)

The parameters θl and pl can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood function of the
observed data.

For the derivation of the equations 4 - 7 as well as the MLE estimation of the param-
eters the reader may consult a standard stochastic process based derivation by Sacks et
al. in [8] or a di�erent approach given by Jones in [5].

4 Method description

In this section we will describe the proposed method for kriging-model-assisted evolu-
tionary optimization with batch �tness evaluation. Our main goal was to decouple the
true �tness function sampling from the EA iterations based on an assumption that re-
quiring a speci�c number of true �tness evaluations in every generations of the EA forces
unnecessary sampling.
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The method we propose achieves the desired decoupling by introducing an evaluation
queue. The evolutionary algorithm uses the model prediction at all times and when a
point, in which the model's con�dence in its prediction is low, is encountered, it is added
to the evaluation queue. Once there are enough points in the queue, all the points in it
are evaluated and the model is re-trained using the results. The optimization takes the
following course.

1. Initial set S of b samples is selected using a chosen initial design strategy and
evaluated using the true �tness function ft

2. An initial kriging model M is trained using pairs
(x, ft(x)) ∈ S.

3. The evolutionary algorithm is started, with the model prediction fM as the �tness
function.

4. For every prediction fM(x) = ŷM(x), an estimated improvement measure c(s2
M(x))

is computed from the error estimate s2
M(x). If c(s2

M(x)) > t, an improvement
threshold, the point is added to the evaluation queue Q.

5. If the queue size |Q| ≥ b, the batch size, all points x ∈ Q are evaluated, the set S
is replaced by S ∪ {(x, ft(x)} and the EA is resumed.

6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until the goal is reached, or a stall condition is ful�lled.

The b and t parameters, as well as the function c(s2), are chosen before running the
optimization.

To estimate the improvement, which evaluation of a given point will bring, we use a
simple measure of estimated improvement � standard deviation (STD) � based on the
kriging predictor error estimate, computed directly as its square root

STD(x) =

√
ŝ2

M(x). (8)

The measure captures only the model's estimate of the error of its own prediction (based
on the distance from the known samples). As such, it does not take into account the
value of the prediction itself and can be considered a measure of the model accuracy.

An important weakness of the measure is that it is based on the model prediction. If
the modeled function is deceptive, the model can be very inaccurate while estimating a
low variance. A good initial sampling of the �tness function is therefore very important.
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Figure 1: The original �tness function, the initial model and the �nal model
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function evals (1q) evals (med) evals (3q) goal reached
De Jong 60 60 120 0.01 1
Rosenbrock 60 125 310 0.1 1
Rastrigin 260 370 580 0.1 0.85

Table 1: GA performance on benchmark functions without a model - number of evalua-
tions to reach the goal and a proportion of 20 runs in which the goal was reached

5 Results and discussion
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Figure 2: Rosenbrock's function evalu-
ations and proportion of runs reaching
the goal with standard GA

The proposed method was tested using sim-
ulations on three standard benchmark func-
tions. We studied the model evolution during
the course of the optimization and investigated
the optimal choice of batch size for problems
where such a choice is possible.

For testing, we used the genetic algorithm
implementation from the global optimization
toolbox for the Matlab environment and the
implementation of an ordinary kriging model
from the SUMO Toolbox [3]. The parameters
of the supporting methods, e.g. the genetic al-
gorithm itself, were kept on their default values
provided by the implementation.

Because the EA itself is not deterministic,
each test was performed 20 times and the re-
sults we present are statistical measures of this
sample. As a performance measure we use the
number of true �tness evaluations used to reach a set goal in all tests. We also track the
proportion of the 20 runs that reached the goal before various limits (time, stall, etc.)
took e�ect.

5.1 Benchmark functions

Since the evolutionary algorithms and optimization heuristics in general are often used
on black-box optimization, where the properties of the objective function are unknown,
it is not straightforward to asses their quality on real world problems. It has therefore
become a standard practice to test optimization algorithms and their modi�cations on
specially designed testing problems.

These benchmark functions are explicitly de�ned and their properties and optima are
known. They are often designed to exploit typical weaknesses of optimization algorithms
in �nding the global optimum. We used three functions found in literature [7]: the De
Jong's function, the Rosenbrock's function and the Rastrigin's function. We performed
our tests in two dimensions.
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5.2 Model evolution
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Figure 3: Rosenbrock's function evalu-
ations and proportion of runs reaching
the goal with surrogate model

As the basic illustration of how the model
evolves during the course of the EA, let us
consider an example test run using the Rosen-
brock's function. For this experiment we set
the batch size of 15, estimated improvement
threshold of 0.001 and the target �tness value
of 0.001 as well. The target was reached at
the point (0.9909, 0.9824) using 90 true �tness
evaluations. A genetic algorithm without a sur-
rogate model needed approximately 3000 eval-
uations to reach the goal in several test runs.

The model evolution is shown in �gure 1.
The true �tness function is shown on the left,
the initial model is in the middle and the �nal
model on the right. The points where the true
�tness function was sampled are denoted with
circles an the optimum is marked with a star.

5.3 Batch size
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Figure 4: Rastrigin's function evalua-
tions and proportion of runs reaching
the goal using SM and normal initial
batch size

In order to study the batch size e�ect on the op-
timization, a number of experiments were per-
formed with di�erent batch sizes. The only
option to achieve a given batch size is to set
the population size in a standard GA, in our
method however, the settings are independent
so a population size of 30, which proved e�-
cient, was used in all of the tests.

For comparison, we also performed tests
with the standard genetic algorithm without a
model. Results of these simulations are shown
in table 1.

The results on the De Jong's functions show
that apart from small batch sizes (up to 10),
the optimization is successful in all runs. Our
method helps stabilize the EA for small batch
sizes and for batch sizes above 15 the algorithm
�nds the optimum using a single batch. For a

standard GA this strong dependence arises for batch sizes above 40 and the algorithm
reaches the goal in the second generation, evaluating twice as many points.

For the Rosenbrock's function we get the intuitive result that setting the batch size
too low leads to more evaluations or a failure to reach the goal, while large batch sizes do
not improve the results and waste true �tness evaluations. The comparison is shown in
�gures 2 and 3 (note the di�erent scales). Overall the method reduces the number of true
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evaluations from hundreds to tens for the Rosenbrock's function, while slightly reducing
the success rate of the computation.
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Figure 5: Rastrigin's function evalua-
tions and proportion of runs reaching
the goal using SM and double initial
batch size

The Rastrigin's function proved di�cult to
optimize even without a surrogate model. The
number of true �tness evaluations was reduced
approximately three times in the area of the
highest success rate with batch size of 70 (�gure
4). We attribute the method's di�culty opti-
mizing the Rastrigin's function to the fact that
the kriging model is local and thus it requires
a large number of samples to capture the func-
tion's complicated behavior in the whole input
space. When the initial sampling is misleading,
which is more likely for the Rastrigin's func-
tion, both the model prediction and estimated
improvement are wrong.

In order to prevent bad initial sampling a
subset of tests was conducted using an integer
multiple of batch size. Figure 5 shows results
for Rastrigin function with double initial batch

size. Larger initial batch size stabilizes the method. Success rate increased from around
30% to 60% even for smaller batch sizes, which is close to what a simple GA achieved,
while maintaining the number of true evaluations low. The fact that a larger initial
batch will be evaluated even in cases where a small batch would su�ce can be considered
a disadvantage of this approach.

The results suggest that the best batch size is highly problem-dependent. The experi-
mental results support the intuition that batches too small are bad for the initial sampling
of the model and batches too large slow down the model improvement by evaluating points
that it would not be necessary to evaluate with smaller batches. The proposed method is
also very sensitive to good initial sample selection, which is the most usual reason for it
to fail to �nd the optimum. Combining a larger initial batch with a smaller batch during
the optimization helps alleviate the problem.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a method for model-assisted evolutionary optimization with
a �xed batch size requirement. To decouple the sampling from the EA iterations and
support an individual-based approach while keeping a �xed evaluation batch size, the
method uses an evaluation queue. The candidates for true �tness evaluations are selected
by an active learning method using a measure of estimated improvement of the model
quality based on the model prediction error estimate.

The results suggest that small batch sizes perform better when the objective function
is simple, while causing bad initial sampling, which can be successfully solved using a
larger initial batch. The future development of this work should include experiments
with a di�erent initial sample distribution than random as well as comparison of the
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method with other ways of employing a surrogate model in the optimization and other
model-assisted optimization methods.

The method brings promising results, reducing the number of true �tness evaluations
to a large degree for some of the benchmark functions, however its success is highly
dependent on the optimized function and its initial sampling.
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Abstract. The COMPASS experiment at CERN laboratory employs the database service to

manage information about data taking process and about condition of detectors, triggers, and

beamline. During the year 2009, the database service experienced performance and stability

issues caused by increases of the data rates. This paper summarizes various optimization tech-

niques that have been proposed and implemented in order to guarantee requested high availa-

bility and high reliability of the service. At �rst, a new database architecture of the experiment

based on the proxy software, replication, regular backups, and continuous monitoring is pre-

sented. Then, various possible optimizations of the structure of tables and queries are analyzed.

Finally, several features of the new version of the database software that could be used to increase

scalability and reliability of the system are discussed.
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Abstrakt. Experiment COMPASS v laborato°i CERN vyuºívá databázovou sluºbu pro správu

informací o sb¥ru dat a o stavu detektor·, ter£e nebo svazku p°i m¥°ení. B¥hem roku 2009 zp·-

sobilo zvý²ení datového toku problémy s výkonem a se stabilitou databázové sluºby. V tomto

£lánku jsou shrnuty optimalizace databázové sluºby, které byly navrºeny a implementovány

s cílem zajistit poºadovanou vysokou spolehlivost a dostupnost sluºby. Nejprve je p°edstavena

nov¥ implementovaná databázová architektura zaloºená na proxy serveru, replikaci, pravidel-

ném zálohování a nep°etrºitém dohledu. Poté jsou analyzovány rozli£né techniky optimalizace

struktury tabulek a dotaz·. V záv¥ru £lánku jsou diskutovány vlastnosti nov¥ implementované

do databázového software a je navrºeno jejich moºné vyuºití pro dal²í navý²ení spolehlivosti

a ²kálovatelnosti sluºby.

Klí£ová slova: databáze, úloºi²t¥, COMPASS, vysoká dostupnost, vysoká spolehlivost

1 Introduction

COMPASS is a �xed target high energy physics experiment situated at the Super Proton
Synchrotron particle accelerator at laboratory CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. The scien-
ti�c program of the experiment was approved in 1997 by the CERN scienti�c council; it
includes studies of the gluon and quark structure and the spectroscopy of hadrons using
high intensity muon and hadron beams, [1]. After several years of preparations and com-
missioning, the data taking started in 2002. Currently, the experiment is already in its
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second phase known as the COMPASS-II that is designed to study Primako� scattering
or Drell-Yan e�ect, [2].

COMPASS experiment uses the MySQL database server software to manage infor-
mation about data taking process and about con�guration of the various equipment. At
�rst, the original database service of the experiment is presented. The service experienced
performance and stability issues caused by increases in trigger rates during the data ta-
king in 2009. Therefore, we have designed and implemented more robust architecture.
Then, we present results of optimizations of the database queries and database structure.
Finally, we propose a further improvements based on features included into the recent
version of the server software that should increase scalability and reliability of the service.

2 Optimization of the database architecture

MySQL server used by the COMPASS database service manages approximately 20 logical
databases, however the most important and the most frequently used data are stored in
the beamdb, the runlb, and the DATE_log databases. The beamdb database contains
information about state of triggers, detectors, and beamline. The runlb database stores
the data of the electronic logbook of the experiment. Finally, the DATE_log database
holds software messages produced by various components of the DATE data acquisition
system, [3].

In the original architecture, the database service was powered by two physical servers
called pccodb01 and pccodb02. These servers were synchronized using the master-master
replication, i.e. the pccodb01 server acted as a replication master of the slave server
pccodb02 and at the same time, the pccodb02 server also acted as a replication master of
the slave server pccodb01. Clients connected to the service through the virtual address
pccodb00 that normally pointed directly to the server pccodb01. A watchdog process
continuously monitored a health of the servers and in the case it detected a failure of one
server, it rewrote the virtual address to point to the remaining server.

After increase of the trigger rate in 2009, the database service experienced performance
issues. We have investigated the architecture and concluded that the issues had been
caused by combination of obsolete database software and outdated hardware. In [8], we
have shown that the amount of random access memory (RAM) is essential for optimal
performance of the database servers; the original servers were equipped only by 3GB
of RAM. Therefore, we have proposed to migrate the service to more powerful servers
equipped with multicore processors and 16GB of RAM and also to update database
software to the most recent stable version. Furthermore, the 64-bit operating system
would be used on the new servers. The new architecture consists of two new servers
pccodb11 and pccodb12 that are synchronized using the master-master replication. Third
machine pccodb10 is mainly used as a proxy, monitoring, and web server. In the new
architecture, the virtual address pccodb00 points to the proxy software on the pccodb10
server. By using the same virtual address, there was no need to recon�gure clients during
the migration to the new architecture.

The MySQL Proxy software deployed on the pccodb10 server can be used to log,
modify, or �lter both queries sent to server and result sets returned by the server. Fur-
thermore, the proxy software is able to change a backend server within active client
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connection. We have used this feature together with a monitoring system to implement
a failover solution. As a monitoring system, we have decided to use the Nagios software
that is designed to monitor state of services and resources on remote hosts. Besides the
reporting via the web interface, the Nagios is also capable of sending e-mail or SMS no-
ti�cation and of executing prede�ned action in the case it detects an accident. We have
con�gured Nagios to monitor the state of MySQL process, the state of replication, avail-
able RAM and disk space, temperature of CPU cores, or state of the system scheduler
cron on the servers pccodb11 and pccodb12. In the case Nagios detects failure of one of
the servers, it changes the address of the backend server of the MySQL Proxy. We use
the above mentioned scheduler to regularly create snapshots of the database that should
be used as a backup. Furthermore, during the replication, the statements that modify
data or structure are recorded into the binary log on the master server; this log can be
regarded as an incremental backup.

Figure 1: Deployment diagram of the newly implemented database architecture

We have presented the proposal to the COMPASS collaboration, [7] and after approval by
a technical coordinator of the experiment, we have successfully implemented it just before
the start of data taking in the year 2010, [6]. The issues solved during the migration to
the new architecture are summarized in [9].

3 Optimization of table structure and queries

During con�guration of the MySQL servers on the new machines, we have enabled logging
of the slow queries. Evaluation of the slow query requires time longer than a prede�ned
value. Knowledge of the slow queries is important as it can be used to identify improperly
designed table indexes which can cause performance issues. MySQL software contains
the EXPLAIN tool that analyzes the query evaluation plan of given query. The tool
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displays which (if any) index is used during query evaluation, number of rows that need
to be searched, whether a result set needs to be sorted, or whether a temporary �le is
required for this sorting. The output of the EXPLAIN tool should be used to design
proper table indexes or modify structure of the queries to reduce query evaluation time.

tbl_run

runnb MEDIUMINT

spills SMALLINT

starttime TIMESTAMP

endtime TIMESTAMP

Indexes

PRIMARY

tbl_spill

runnb MEDIUMINT

spillnb SMALLINT

eventcnt INT

time TIMESTAMP

datasize BIGINT

Indexes

PRIMARY

idx_time

fk_tbl_run_runnb

tbl_error

runnb MEDIUMINT

spillnb SMALLINT

errorid INT

facility TINYINT

ldcid TINYINT

slinkid TINYINT

srcid SMALLINT

time TIMESTAMP

errorcnt INT

Indexes

PRIMARY

idx_time

fk_tbl_spill_runnb_spillnb

tbl_gdc

runnb MEDIUMINT

spillnb SMALLINT

gdcid TINYINT

time TIMESTAMP

size INT

Indexes

PRIMARY

idx_time_gdcid

fk_tbl_spill_runnb_spillnb

tbl_trigger

runnb MEDIUMINT

spillnb SMALLINT

mask TINYINT

time TIMESTAMP

avgsize FLOAT

stddevsize FLOAT

eventcnt INT

Indexes

PRIMARY

idx_time_mask

fk_tbl_spill_runnb_spillnb

tbl_equipment

runnb MEDIUMINT

spillnb SMALLINT

srcid SMALLINT

time TIMESTAMP

avgsize FLOAT

stddevsize FLOAT

eventcnt INT

Indexes

PRIMARY

idx_time_srcid

fk_tbl_spill_runnb_spillnb

Figure 2: Schema of the daqmon database

We have been asked to develop a database part of the new application called daqmon
designed for monitoring of the performance of the various parts of the data acquisition
system. The database tables would be �lled by an online �lter process, the data would be
visualized by a custom graphical interface based on the ROOT framework, [4]. We have
used the MySQL Workbench tool to design a structure of the daqmon database. The
database consists of six tables: tbl_run and tbl_spill with information about periods of
data taking called runs and spills, tbl_gdc with information about global data collectors
(i.e. computers that gather data), tbl_trigger with information about occurrences of trig-
gers, tbl_equipment with information about subdetectors, and tbl_error with information
about errors.

We have used the EXPLAIN tool to propose proper indexes of the tables in the
daqmon database. The structure of the tbl_trigger table is shown in the following listing:

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `daqmon`.`tbl_trigger`(
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`runnb` MEDIUMINT NOT NULL COMMENT 'Run number' ,

`spillnb` SMALLINT NOT NULL COMMENT 'Spill number' ,

`mask` TINYINT NOT NULL COMMENT 'Trigger mask' ,

`time` TIMESTAMP NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP COMMENT 'Timestamp',

`avgsize` FLOAT NULL COMMENT 'Avg. event size for the mask in spill',

`stddevsize` FLOAT NULL COMMENT 'Standard deviation

of the event size for the mask in spill' ,

`eventcnt` INT NULL

COMMENT 'Number of times the mask appeared in spill',

PRIMARY KEY(`mask`, `runnb`, `spillnb`),

INDEX idx_time_mask(`time`, `mask`)) ENGINE = MyISAM;

Suppose that the monitoring application built on the daqmon database should display
the trigger mask, the timestamp, and the average size of all the records with given run
number (e.g. 85626) ordered by the time. The corresponding rows can be retrieved from
the table using the following query in the SQL language:

SELECT mask, time, avgsize FROM tbl_trigger WHERE runnb=85626

ORDER BY time;

The output of the Explain command is summarized in Table 1.

id select_type table type key rows Extra
1 Simple tbl_trigger ALL NULL 1127528 Using where; Using �lesort

Table 1: The result of the Explain command on an non�optimized table

The result of the Explain statement revealed several problems: the type All means
that all the 1127528 rows in the table must be searched, none key/index can be used.
Moreover, an additional pass is required to sort the result. The type Simple of the query
means that nor union nor subqueries are used during evaluation of the query. The primary
key of the table (mask, runnb, spillnb) cannot be used because the runnb is not its pre�x.
If the columns in the primary key are reorganized into the following order (runnb, spillnb,
mask), the primary key could be used to retrieve the desired rows. This assumption can
be con�rmed by the Explain command (see Table 2). This time, only 2383 records are
searched, though the �le sorting is still performed.

id select_type table type key rows Extra
1 Simple tbl_trigger ref idx_runnb_spillnb_mask 2383 Using where;

Using �lesort

Table 2: The result of the Explain command on the table with the optimized index

Under certain circumstances, it is possible to satisfy the Order By clause using the
index, thus eliminating the need of the �le sorting. According to the documentation [12],
this is valid for the queries with the following structure:
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SELECT * FROM table WHERE keypart1=constant ORDER BY keypart1;

Unfortunately, the examined query does not have this structure because the key that
retrieves the rows (Primary Key) is di�erent from the key that is used in the Order By
clause (the idx_time_mask).

The runnb in the Where clause can be replaced by the time interval between the
start and the end of the run. The information about the start and the end of the run is
stored in the table tbl_run described in the following listing:

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `daqmon`.`tbl_run` (

`runnb` MEDIUMINT UNSIGNED NOT NULL COMMENT 'Run number',

`spills` SMALLINT DEFAULT NULL COMMENT 'Number of spills in run',

`starttime` TIMESTAMP NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP

COMMENT 'Time when run started',

`endtime` TIMESTAMP NULL DEFAULT NULL COMMENT 'Time when run ended',

PRIMARY KEY (`runnb`)

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8;

The start time of the run X is returned using the following query:

SELECT starttime FROM tbl_run WHERE runnb=X;

In a similar fashion, one can also obtain the time when the given run ended. The runnb is
the Primary Key of the table, therefore at most one record with the given run number
can exist in the table. This means that only one record needs to be searched to return the
start/end time of the given run. By substituting the run number with the corresponding
time interval in the original query, we get the following query:

SELECT mask, time, avgsize

FROM tbl_trigger

WHERE time>=(SELECT starttime from tbl_run WHERE runnb=85626)

AND time<=(SELECT endtime from tbl_run WHERE runnb=85626)

ORDER BY TIME;

The results of the Explain (see table 3) statement con�rm that both subqueries are
indeed searching only 1 row in the tbl_run table as was expected. Additionally, the
�le sort is not needed anymore and the query is executed faster. However, the speed
improvement is not very signi�cant in this particular case. The result of the query
contains approximately 2 000 rows and the �le sort can be done in the memory bu�er so
it is reasonably fast. In case the size of memory bu�er is exceeded, a temporary table
must be created and sorted on the disk and the �le sorting is slow. The maximal size of
the memory bu�er is controlled by the variable sort_bu�er_size. To sum it up, the �le
sorting should be avoided, if possible.

We have been also asked to analyze the most frequently used queries over the ecal_-
mon table. The queries are regularly issued by the Detector Control System every 15
minutes. The ecal_mon table in the beamdb database contains information about state
of blocks that form the electromagnetic calorimeter. With over one billion rows, it is the
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largest table in the database, therefore proper indexing of the table is essential for the
smooth operation of the database service. Using the Explain tool, we have veri�ed that
the table indexes are correctly used during evaluation of the queries. Additionally, the
Explain tool contained the Select tables optimized away value in the Extra column for
several queries. This means that the query contains some aggregate function such asMin
or Max that can be resolved using the table index, therefore no rows are browsed and
only one row is returned.

id select_type table type key rows Extra
1 Simple tbl_trigger range idx_time_mask 1932 Using where;
2 Subquery tbl_run const Primary 1
3 Subquery tbl_run const Primary 1

Table 3: The result of the Explain command on the modi�ed query

We have also analyzed di�erent storage engines available in the MySQL. We have com-
pared performance of the InnoDB and MyISAM engines in the most frequently used
operations: row inserting, table indexing, and query evaluation. InnoDB is a transac-
tional engine (i.e. engine that supports fully ACID compliant transactions), therefore
transaction handling reduces speed of queries that modify data. On the other hand, the
engine o�ers better support for indexing, therefore retrieving rows is faster. MyISAM
engine does not support transactions, therefore it is faster on queries that modify data.
As the COMPASS database is characterized by frequent updates, we have decided to use
the MyISAM engine [8]. However, we also propose to convert tables with historical data
to the ARCHIVE engine to save disk space.

4 Proposal of the update of the database architecture

The newly implemented database architecture is in operation since year 2010. During
data taking in years 2010 and 2011 no serious problem occurred. However, the server
pccodb11 crashed due to a hardware failure in May 2012 during the shutdown of the
experiment. Monitoring system Nagios detected the incident and changed the address
of the backend server of the MySQL proxy to the pccodb12 server. Unfortunately, as a
result of the crash, the binary log on the pccodb11 server became corrupted and therefore,
it was not possible to restart the replication process. Thus, it was required to shutdown
the database service and manually resynchronize both servers.

Although no data were lost, the availability of the service was a�ected during the
recovery. Therefore, we recommend to add more database servers into the architecture
in order to increase the redundancy of the system. Additionally, we propose to change
the current master-master replication topology to the master-multiple slaves topology
and enable the load balancing mode of the MySQL Proxy software. The proxy supports
the read-only load balancing; in this mode all queries that modify data or structure (i.e.
INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, ALTER, DROP, TRUNCATE statements) are sent to
the master server by the proxy software. Queries that only retrieve data (i.e. SELECT
statement) are distributed between the replication slaves by the proxy. Load balancing
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contributes to the scalability of the architecture � if a higher performance of the service
is required, more replication slaves are added into the system.

The new database servers are powered by the MySQL software in version 5.1. We have
investigated new features implemented into the more recent version 5.6 of the MySQL.
This version improves the replication technology by implementing global transaction iden-
ti�ers (GTID) and introducing new mysqlfailover and mysqlrpadmin tools, [11]. GTIDs
are used to simplify tracking of replication progress between master and slave servers.
The mysqlfailover utility monitors the replication topology and in case it detects failure
of the master server, it automatically promotes the most updated slave to the master role;
the tool uses the GTIDs to ensure that no transaction is lost during failover. The mysql-
rpadmin utility provides slave discovery in the replication environment and replication
monitoring, it enables disconnection of the master server for the maintenance purposes.

The support for the partitioned tables has been added into MySQL 5.1. Partitioning
enables distribution of table data into several partitions. MySQL software supports ho-
rizontal partitioning, i.e. table is distributed into partitions by rows. Division of rows
into partitions is based on the value of the partitioning function which is based on se-
lected type of partitioning. Depending on the type, the partitioning function takes as a
parameter a column value, a set of column values, or a function of one or more column
values. MySQL supports range, list, hash, and key partitioning, each type is described in
the MySQL manual, [12].

Partitioned tables are used in the optimization technique known as a partition pruning.
The technique is based on a fact that the query evaluation engine only browses the
partition(s) that can contain the desired data instead of performing a scan of the full table.
We have conducted a simple test that would verify the bene�t of the partition pruning.
We have de�ned a simple test table employees1 with information about employees:

CREATE TABLE employees1 (

id INT NOT NULL,

salary int(11) NOT NULL);

The table employees2 has the same structure, however it is distributed into 4 partitions
by range on the salary column.

CREATE TABLE employees2 (

id INT NOT NULL,

salary int(11) NOT NULL

) PARTITION BY RANGE (salary)(

PARTITION p0 VALUES LESS THAN (25000),

PARTITION p1 VALUES LESS THAN (50000),

PARTITION p2 VALUES LESS THAN (75000),

PARTITION p3 VALUES LESS THAN MAXVALUE);

In the range partitioning, the database administrator needs to de�ne division of possible
values of given column (salary in this case) into several continuous, non-overlapping
intervals. The partitioning function takes a value of the given column as its parameters
and according to the value it places the row into the corresponding partition.
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We have �lled both tables with 10 000 000 random records using the script in the
Perl language. Then we have measured time required to calculate number of employees
with salary from the interval [26 000, 49 000]. The test have been performed in the qemu
virtual system and the laptop powered by Intel Core2 Duo T9600 processor (two cores
running at 2.8GHz) supported by 4GB of RAM. The results of the test are summarized
in Table 4. On the physical hardware, the execution of query is almost four times faster on
the partitioned table. This is caused by the fact that only the partition p1 that contains
approximately 1/4 of rows is searched whereas all 10 million rows must be browsed in
the non-partitioned table.

Con�guration employees1 employees2
Core2 Duo CPU T9600 @ 2.80GHz 0.92 s 0.26 s
QEmu 32.64 s 13.48 s

Table 4: Partition pruning in MySQL 5.1.42

At the COMPASS experiment, the range partitioning could be used for the messages
table in the DATE_log database. The table contains debug and information messages
produced by the Date software package. Very often, the data acquisition experts need
to know the behaviour of the system in a certain time period. Thus it would be possible
to de�ne range partitioning based on the values from the timestamp column. In fact, this
behaviour is emulated by a special cron job; the job creates a new table for messages
every day and puts older message into archive tables.

As the support for partitioning has been introduced in MySQL 5.1, we have decided
not to use it yet. However, in newer versions of MySQL server (5.5, 5.6) improvements
of the partitioning have been implemented.

5 Summary

After the increase of the trigger rates in 2009, the original database system of the COM-
PASS experiment experienced performance and stability problems. We have investigated
the system and concluded that the problems had been caused by old hardware and soft-
ware. We have proposed and implemented new database architecture based on more
recent software and more powerful hardware. The new architecture uses replication, con-
tinuous monitoring, regular backups, and proxy software to guarantee high availability
and high reliability of the service. Then, we have tested di�erent storage engines sup-
ported by the MySQL software and decided that the MyISAM engine is the most suitable
candidate for the needs of the experiment. We have also used the Explain tool to design
proper table indexes.

However, the redundancy of the database service is low as only two machines are
used as a database servers. Therefore, we recommend to add more servers and enable
the load balancing mode of the proxy software. We also propose to update the database
software to MySQL 5.6 that improves replication technology. During the update, several
tables should also be partitioned to make use of the partition pruning optimization.
The proposal needs to be discussed within the COMPASS collaboration and in case it is
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approved, it may be implemented during the planned shutdown of the CERN accelerators
in 2013.
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Abstract. This paper describes method of �nding systems of di�erential equations with pre-

scribed symmetries. It brie�y de�nes in�nitesimal symmetries and then present algorithm of

searching such systems. This method is subsequently used to obtain di�erential equation, whose

algebra of symmetries contain speci�c nilpotent Lie algebra, from certain in�nite series of alge-

bras.

Keywords: Lie algebras, series of algebras, solvable extensions, in�nitesimal symmetries

Abstrakt. Tento p°ísp¥vek popisuje jak nalézt diferenciální rovnice, po kterých poºadujeme,

aby m¥ly p°edepsané symetrie. Ve stru£nosti zade�nuje, co jsou in�nitezimální symetrie a potom

prezentuje metodu hledání t¥chto rovnic. Tato metoda je vzáp¥tí aplikována na nalezení systém·

rovnic, jejichº symetrie se uzavírají do jedné z algeber, jeº jsou £leny jisté nekone£né série

nilpotentních algeber.

Klí£ová slova: Lieovy algebry, série algeber, °e²itelná roz²í°ení, in�nitezimální symetrie

1 Úvod

Symetrie diferenciálních rovnic stály u zrodu teorie Lieových algeber [4] a není tedy divu,
ºe se stále zkoumají zp·soby, jak tyto dva obory propojit. Je to dáno i tím, ºe symetrie
jsou jedním z nejd·leºit¥j²ích nástroj· moderní fyziky. Vyuºívají se jak p°i konstrukci
model· mikrosv¥ta, tak p°i modelování r·zných d¥j· probíhajících v na²em kaºdodenním
ºivot¥.

Teorie Lieových algeber je velmi pestrá oblast sahající od diferenciální geometrie aº po
kvantovou mechaniku. Lieovy algebry jiº byly £áste£n¥ zklasi�kovány Cartanem a Levim
[2, 3], kte°í zklasi�kovali poloprosté Lieovy algebry a dokázali, ºe kaºdá Lieova algebra
jde rozloºit na sou£et poloprosté a °e²itelné. �e²itelné algebry ov²em nejsou doposud
klasi�kovány. Jejich úplná klasi�kace je známá jen pro nízké dimenze.

Rozdílný p°ístup pouºil Pavel Winternitz, Libor �nobl a dal²í auto°i v sérii prací (nap°.
[5�7]), ve kterých roz²i°ovali jistou posloupnost nilpotentních algeber na algebry °e²itelné
a zkoumali jejich vlastnosti. Tímto postupem získali pro libovoln¥ velké n ∈ N n¥kolik
algeber dimenze n, na nichº lze testovat r·zné hypotézy, které by m¥ly platit obecn¥.
N¥které z t¥chto algeber se také pouºívají ve fyzice (nap°íklad zobecn¥ná Heisenbergova
algebra).

∗Tato práce byla podpo°ena grantem SGS10/295/OHK4/3T/14
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Jak uº bylo °e£eno, Lieovy algebry byly objeveny p°i studiu symetrií diferenciálních
rovnic. Je znám algoritmický postup, jak pro daný systém (parciálních) diferenciálních
nalézt takzvané in�nitezimální symetrie, coº jsou jistá vektorová pole, které se uzavírají
pomocí komutátoru do Lieovy algebry. Tento postup má svá úskalí, ale je docela dob°e
prozkoumán a implementován v symbolických výpo£etních programech.

Tento p°ísp¥vek si klade za cíl opa£ný proces, t.j. pro dané in�nitezimální symetrie
nalézt co nejv¥t²í, ideáln¥ celou, t°ídu diferenciálních rovnic s t¥mito symetriemi. Tento
proces pak lze pouºít t°eba pro tvorbu fyzikálních model·, po kterých vyºadujeme n¥které
symetrie.

2 In�nitezimální symetrie, silné invarianty, realizace

V této sekci stru£n¥ zavedeme de�nice in�nitezimálních symetrií, prolongací a invariant·
vektorových polí. Abychom ned¥lali porozum¥ní de�nicí zbyte£n¥ sloºité, omezíme se na
p°ípad soustav oby£ejných diferenciálních rovnic se dv¥ma závislými prom¥nnými. Na
sloºit¥j²í p°ípady m·ºeme pouºité vzorce snadno zobecnit.

De�nice 2.1. M¥jme soustavu diferenciálních rovnic N -tého °ádu

Fa(x, y, z, y
′, z′, . . . , y(N), z(N)) = 0, (1)

kde a = 1, . . . , K.
R

2N+3 se sou°adnicemi x, y0, z0, . . . , yN , zN nazveme N-tý jetový prostor JN . Tuto
de�nici je výhodné intuitivn¥ roz²í°it aº na J∞. Díky tomu, ºe máme diferenciální rovnice
kone£ného °ádu, nenastanou ºádné komplikace s nekone£ným po£tem sou°adnic.

Na J∞ máme význa£né vektorové pole

Dx := ∂x +
∞∑
i=0

yi+1∂yi
+
∞∑

j=0

zj+1∂zj
, (2)

které nazveme operátor totální derivace

Poznámka 2.2. Na systém diferenciálních rovnic (1) se lze nyní dívat jako na systém
algebraických rovnic na JN .

Poznámka 2.3. Dx jde interpretovat jako zobrazení F(Jk) → F(Jk+1), t.j. zobrazení,
které vezme funkci na k. jetovém prostoru a vyrobí z ní funkci na k+1. jetovém prostoru.

Poznámka 2.4. Dx se °íká operátor totální derivace, protoºe jeho aplikací na funkci
F ∈ F(Jn) a vyhodnocením výsledku na zobecn¥ném grafu funkce (y(x), z(x)), t.j.
mnoºin¥ {(x, y(x), z(x), y′(x), z′(x), . . . , y(n)(x), z(n)(x))} dostaneme tentýº výsledek, jako
kdybychom zderivovali F ◦ y

d
dx
F (x, y(x), z(x), y′(x), z′(x), . . . ) = (DxF )(x, y(x), z(x), y′(x), z′(x), . . . ). (3)

Stejn¥ jako lze kaºdý graf funkce {(x, y(x), z(x))} pomocí zobecn¥ného grafu roz²í°it
na celé JN , m·ºeme na jetový prostor roz²í°it pomocí takzvané prolongace libovolné
vektorové pole z R3.
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De�nice 2.5. Bu¤ X = ξ(x, y, z)∂x + φy
0(x, y, z)∂y + φz

0(x, y, z)∂z vektorové pole na R3.
De�nujme rekurentn¥ funkce

φy
j := Dxφ

y
j−1 − yj(Dxξ),

φz
j := Dxφ

z
j−1 − zj(Dxξ).

(4)

N-tá prolongace vektorového pole X je vektorové pole

prN X := ξ∂x +
N∑

i=0

φy
i ∂yi

+
N∑

j=0

φz
j∂zj

. (5)

Nyní m·ºeme kone£n¥ p°istoupit k de�nici in�nitezimálních symetrií.

De�nice 2.6. M¥jme zadanou soustavu rovnic (1). In�nitezimální symetrie této sou-
stavy je vektorové pole na R3 spl¬ující podmínku

(prN X)Fa

∣∣
F=0

= 0,∀a ∈ K̂ (6)

tedy aby prolongovaná vektorová pole anihilovaly funkce Fa na mnoºin¥ °e²ení.

Takováto vektorová pole se automaticky uzavírají do Lieovy algebry.
Rovnice (6) je v de�nici pouºita v situaci, kde známe Fa a hledáme X. Na²ím cílem

bude pouºít ji opa£n¥, tedy dívat se na ní jako na rovnici ur£ující Fa pro zadaná vektorová
pole X. Ukazuje se, ºe v¥t²inou sta£í uvaºovat lépe °e²itelný tvar rovnice (6).

De�nice 2.7. M¥jme zadaná vektorová pole Xj ∈ X(R3). Funkce I : J∞ → R je silný
invariant, pokud spl¬uje rovnici

(prXj)I = 0,∀j. (7)

Nás zajímají p°edev²ím netriviální silné invarianty. Pokud existují, není t°eba hledat
takzvané slabé invarianty, podrobnosti lze najít v [1]. Navíc z charakteru rovnic (7) plyne,
ºe lze najít funkcionální bázi silných invariant·, to jest mnoºinu funkcionáln¥ nezávislých
silných invariant· I1, . . . , Ik, ze kterých lze pomocí n¥jaké funkce nakombinovat libovolný
dal²í invariant J °ádu N (obsahující nejvý²e N -té derivace). Tedy J = G(I1, . . . , Ik).
V²echny rovnice, které mají pole Xj jako své symetrie jdou pak zapsat práv¥ ve tvaru

Ga(I1, . . . , Ik) = 0. (8)

Poslední v¥c, jeº je t°eba de�novat je realizace Lieovy algebry pomocí vektorových polí.
Pro£ nás to vlastn¥ zajímá? Protoºe kdyº hledáme rovnice pro fyzikální model, jenº má
mít n¥jaké symetrie, obvykle nemáme zadaná vektorová pole, ale známe jen abstraktní
Lieovu algebru, t.j. komuta£ní relace. A pro hledání silných invariant· je pot°eba mít
vektorová pole.

De�nice 2.8. Realizací Lieovy algebry L pomocí vektorových polí na M nazveme
v¥rnou reprezentaci L do algebry vektorových polí na variet¥ M .

Na realizacích je de�nována relace ekvivalence pomocí bodových transformací variety
M .
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Na²e zadání je tedy následující: Pro zadanou abstraktní Lieovu algebru L najd¥te
v²echny diferenciální rovnice N -tého °ádu se dv¥ma závislými prom¥nnými, jeº mají
symetrie, které se uzavírají do algebry izomorfní s L.

Jako první krok p°i °e²ení provedeme klasi�kaci realizací zadané Lieovy algebry vek-
torovými poli na R3. Poté najdeme silné invarianty pro reprezentanta z kaºdé t°ídy rea-
lizací, a to pomocí rovnice (7). Hledané rovnice jsou pak funkcionální kombinace t¥chto
invariant· a to pro kaºdého reprezentanta zvlá²´.

3 Demonstrace metody

Metodu hledání rovnic s p°edepsanými symetriemi, kterou jsme popsali na konci p°edchozí
sekce budeme demonstrovat na sérii kone£n¥rozm¥rných nilpotentních Lieových algeber,
která byla podrobn¥ji zkoumána v [5]. Pro dané n ≥ 4 máme Lieovu algebru nn+4,3 s
dimenzí n+ 4, jejíº nenulové komuta£ní relace jsou

[ek, d1] = ek−1, pro k ∈ n̂,
[f, df ] = e0,

[df , d1] = f,

(9)

kde (e0, . . . , en, d1, f, df ) je báze nn+4,3. Bazické vektory jsou, v zájmu jednoduchosti
vzorc· a kv·li rozdílnému charakteru vektor· ei od ostatních, zna£eny trochu jinak neº
v [5].

První krok na²í metody je nalézt a klasi�kovat v²echny realizace nn+4,3 na R3. Díky
tomu, ºe je tato algebra nilpotentní, existuje v ní posloupnost do sebe vno°ených ideál·
s kodimenzemi jedna. Jednodimenzionální algebru lze vºdy realizovat pomocí pole ∂y.
Pak postupujeme induktivn¥. Nech´ máme realizovaný ideál Ji. P°idáme k n¥mu obecné
vektorové pole a zjistíme, v jakém tvaru musí být, aby m¥lo správné komuta£ní relace
a tím vznikla realizace ideálu Ji+1 s dimenzí o jedna v¥t²í. Pokud takové pole existuje,
je na²ím dal²ím úkolem zjistit, jak vypadají bodové transformace, jeº nechají invariantní
tvar vektorových polí realizujících Ji. Tyto transformace vyuºijeme ke klasi�kaci realizací
Ji+1. V zásad¥ se snaºíme co nejvíce zjednodu²it tvar p°idávaného vektorového pole.

Neekvivalentní realizace pro nn+4,3 jsou dv¥.

Realizace A

Ek = ρa(ek) =
xk

k!
∂y,

D1 = ρa(d1) = −∂x,

F a = ρa(f) = ∂z,

Da
f = ρa(df ) = z∂y + x∂z.

(10)

Realizace B

Ek =
xk

k!
∂y,

D1 = −∂x,

F b = z∂y,

Db
f = xz∂y − ∂z.

(11)
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Dal²ím krokem je napo£ítání prolongací. To se nemusí vºdy povést, obzvlá²´, kdyº ho
máme provést pro obecnou dimenzi algebry a pro prolongaci libovolného stupn¥. Ale v
pro ná² p°ípad to na²t¥stí jde.

Prolongace realizace A

prN Ek =
N∑

j=0

xk−j

(k − j)!
∂yj
,

prN D1 = −∂x,

prN F a = ∂z0 ,

prN Da
f = x∂z0 + ∂z1 +

N∑
j=0

zj∂yj
.

(12)

Prolongace realizace B

prN Ek =
N∑

j=0

xk−j

(k − j)!
∂yj
,

prN D1 = −∂x,

prN F b =
N∑

j=0

zj∂yj
,

prN Db
f = −∂z0 + xz∂y0 +

N∑
j=1

(xzj − jzj−1)∂yj
.

(13)

Te¤ kdyº máme napo£ítané prolongace jiº nám nic nebrání v hledání silných invari-
ant· °e²ením rovnice (7). Pouºívá se k tomu metody charakteristik nebo metody pohyb-
livých reper·1. Je výhodné postupovat v podobném po°adí ve kterém jsme konstruovali
pouºitou realizaci.

V následujícím seznamu je uvedena funkcionální báze silných invariant·. Pokud nás
zajímají konkrétní tvary obecných diferenciálních rovnic, sta£í vzít invarianty do N -tého
°ádu, vytvo°it z nich libovolnou funkci, poloºit ji rovnu nule a nakonec nahradit yi a zi

i-tými derivacemi.

Výsledky pro realizaci A

z2, z3, z4, . . .

yn+1 − zn+1z1, yn+2 − zn+2z1, yn+3 − zn+3z1, . . .
(14)

Výsledky pro realizaci B

z1, z2, z3, . . .

yn+1+j − zN+1+j
yn+1

zn+1

− (n+ 1)
znz

zn+1

+ (n+ 1 + j)z(n+j)z,
(15)

kde j ∈ N.
1Neplést s metodou pohyblivých rapper·.
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Pro ilustraci jen uve¤me, ºe jeden ze systému rovnic, mající za symetrie realizaci A
(pro n = 4) je t°eba

y(5) − z(5)z′ = z(4) sin(z′′ · z′′′),
z(5) = cos(z′′ · z′′′ + z(4)).

(16)

4 Záv¥r

V práci je po nezbytném úvodu, kde se de�nují základní v¥ci týkající se in�nitezimálních
symetrií, ve stru£nosti popsána metoda hledání diferenciálních rovnic s p°edepsanou alge-
brou symetrií. Uvedená metoda je vzáp¥tí úsp¥²n¥ demonstrována na sérii nilpotentních
algeber.

Dal²í potenciáln¥ zajímavé sm¥ry, kterými se m·ºeme z tohoto místa vydat a pro-
zkoumat je, jsou nap°íklad systémy diferen£ních rovnic, které potom lze pouºít na tvorbu
takzvaných diferen£ních schémat. To jsou diferen£ní rovnice, jeº jistým zp·sobem, který
respektuje symetrie, aproximuje jisté diferenciální rovnice. Diferen£ních schémat pak m·-
ºeme vyuºít pro numerické výpo£ty.
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Abstract. In this article a commonly used integration method named Verlet is introduced.

This numerical method frequently used to integrate Newton's equations of motion, and so to

calculate trajectories of particles in molecular dynamics simulations, o�ers great stability, is

time invariant, energy conserving and preserve the symplectic structure of the phase space. The

next step is to explore the possibility of using the modifying called the adaptive Verlet method.

This approach is based on a time reparametrization, which led to improvement in the behavior

of the numerical method. This method could be the proper scheme for numerical integration

of one-dimensional short-range thermodynamic partical gas called Dyson gas, used for tra�c

modeling.

Keywords: verlet integration, Dyson gas, tra�c modeling

Abstrakt. V tomhle p°ísp¥vku je p°edstavena b¥ºn¥ pouºívána metoda pro integraci nazývaná

Verlet. Tuhle numerickou metodu lze vyuºít na integraci Newtonových pohybových rovnic a vý-

po£et trajektorií £ástic p°i simulaci molekulární dynamiky. Nabízí dostate£nou stabilitu, £asovou

invariantnost, zachování energie a symplektické struktury fázového prostoru. Dal²ím krokem je

prozkoumání modi�kace metody nazývané adaptivní Verlet. Tenhle p°ístup je zaloºen na repa-

rametrizaci, která vede ke zlep²ení chování numerické metody. Tahle metoda m·ºe být správnou

moºností pro numerickou integraci jednodimenzionálného krátkodosahového termodynamického

£ásticového plynu nazývaného Dyson·v plyn vyuºívaný pro modelování dopravy.

Klí£ová slova: integrace Verlet, Dyson·v plyn a modelování dopravy

1 Úvod

Tato práce se zaobírá Verletovým algoritmem, který p°edstavuje £asto vyuºívanou me-
todu na numerickou integraci pohybových rovnic. Pojmenování získala po francouzském
fyzikovi Loupovi Verletovi, který tuhle metodu v roce 1967 zpopularizoval pomocí svého
slavného díla "Computer Experiments on Classical Fluids". Av²ak jiº p°edtím byla pouºí-
vána norským matematikem Carlem Stromerem k výpo£tu trajektorií £ástic pohybujících
se v magnetickém poli, a proto je také známá jako Stromerova metoda. Výhodou Ver-
letovy integrace je v¥t²í stabilita v porovnání s jednodu²²í Eulerovou metodou. Také
disponuje d·leºitými vlastnostmi jako £asová reverzibilita a zachování plochy.
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2 Základní Verlet

Základní Verlet·v algoritmus se pouºívá na integraci Newtonových pohybových rovnic
pro uzav°ený systém N £ástic

M ẍ(t) = F (x(t)) = −∇V (x(t))

kde x(t) je soubor polohových vektor·, V je skalární funkce pro potenciál, F je negativní
gradient potenciálu a M je hmotnostní matice. Po zjednodu²ení dostáváme rovnici

ẍ(t) = A(x(t)),

kde A reprezentuje vektorovou funkci zrychlení závislou na pozicích £ástic.
Ve v¥t²in¥ p°ípad· je dána po£áte£ní kon�gurace ~x0 = ~x(0) a po£áte£ní rychlosti ~v0 =
~̇x(0). Pak je vybrán vhodný £asový krok ∆t > 0 a pozice £ástic ~xn jsou po£ítány v
okamºicích tn = n∆t. Sekvence ~xn by pak m¥la nýt dostate£n¥ blízko p°esnému °e²ení
~x(tn).
Verletova metoda pouºívá centrální diference pro aproximaci druhé derivace, zatímco u
Eulerovy metody dop°ední diference aproximují první derivace.

A(~xn) =
∆2~xn
∆t2

=
~xn+1−~xn

∆t
− ~xn−~xn−1

∆t

∆t
=
~xn+1 − 2~xn + ~xn−1

∆t2
.

Tedy, pro Verlet·v algoritmus je pot°eba znát dva p°edchozí vektory pozic £ástic pro
spo£ítání nové kon�gurace.

~xn+1 = 2~xn − ~xn−1 + ~an∆t2, (1)

kde ~an je zkrácený zápis pro A(~xn). Základem je jednodu²e Taylor·v rozvoj do t°etího
°ádu

~xn+1 = 2~xn + ~vn∆t+
1

2
~an∆t2 +

1

6
~bn∆t3 + O(∆t4)

~xn+1 = 2~xn − ~vn∆t+
1

2
~an∆t2 − 1

6
~bn∆t3 + O(∆t4).

Je z°ejmé, ºe p°edchozí rovnice vznikla se£tením zmín¥ných Taylorových rozvoj· a lokální
chybový £len p°edstavuje O(∆t4).

2.1 Rychlostní Verlet

Základní Verlet·v algortimus nezahr¬uje výpo£et rychlostí. Av²ak £asto je vyhodnocení
rychlosti pot°eba, £emu vd¥£í za oblibu rychlostní Verletova metoda. Tenhle postup je
velice blízce p°íbuzný klasickému Verletov¥ algortimu.
Standardní implementace obsahuje £ty°i kroky

1. ~v(t+ 1
2
∆t) = ~v(t) + 1

2
~a(t)∆t

2. ~x(t+ ∆t) = ~x(t) + ~v(t+ 1
2
∆t)∆t
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3. calculate ~a(t+ ∆t) as a function of ~x(t+ ∆t) from the interaction potential

4. ~v(t+ ∆t) = ~v(t+ 1
2
∆t) + 1

2
~a(t+ ∆t)∆t.

Postup lze skrátit na

1. ~x(t+ ∆t) = ~x(t) + ~v(t)∆t+ 1
2
~a(t)∆t2

2. calculate ~a(t+ ∆t) as a function of ~x(t+ ∆t) from the interaction potential

3. ~v(t+ ∆t) = ~v(t) + 1
2
(~a(t) + ~a(t+ ∆t))∆t.

I kdyº je výpo£et rychlostí sou£ástí algoritmu, zrychlení ~a(t+ ∆t) je po°ád závislé pouze
na pozicích £ástic ~x(t+ ∆t).

3 Adaptivní Verlet

U popsané Verleté metody m·ºe docházet k problém·m v p°ípad¥ nelineárních systém·,
p°edev²ím v okolí singularit vektorového pole.
To bylo motivací pro pokusy vyvinout algoritmus, který by dovoloval zm¥nu £asového
kroku v závislosti na aktuáln¥ pot°ebné p°esnosti. V blízkosti �xních bod· a singularit
integrace vyºaduje velice krátký £asový krok. Velikost ²asového kroku m·ºe být korigo-
vána funkcí závisející na lokálním odhadu chyby. Takové schéma by navíc m¥lo zajistit
zachování geometrických struktur systému.
Zmín¥né pokusy p°inesli mimo jiné algoritmus nazvaný Adaptivní Verlet [1], metodu zalo-
ºenou na dynamickém p°e²kálování vektorového pole. Pro reparametrizaci £asu se pouºívá
vhodná hladká funkce R(u), p°i£emº 0 < m < R < M , kde m a M udávají minimální a
maximální pom¥r u zm¥ny £asového kroku.
Autonómní diferenciální rovnice v RN

d

dt
u = f(u)

je tedy zm¥n¥na pomocí reparametrizující funkce R(u) na

d

ds
u =

f(u)

R(u)
,
dt

ds
=

1

R(u)
.

Uvedená reparametrizace j irelevantní z pohledu orbit· fázového prostoru, protoºe tok za-
chovává v²echny integrální invarianty. Je moºné uvaºovat n¥kolik p°ístup· k volb¥ funkce
R. Jednou z intuitivních variant je výb¥r heuristiky R = ‖f‖, kde ‖.‖ p°edstavuje Eucli-
dovou normu. Jinou moºností je R zaloºeno na lokálním odhadu chyby nebo rozmístn¥ní
£ástic v mnoho£ásticovém systému.
Pro p°edvedení Adaptivní Verletovy metodyjsou obzvlá²´ vhodné systémy s odd¥leným

Hamiltoniánem H(p, q) =
1

2
ptM−1p+ V (q), kde pohybové rovnice mají tvar:

q̇ = M−1p, ṗ = −∇V.
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Po reparametrizaci se uvaºuje funkce pro zm¥nu £asového parametru ρ jako nová pro-
m¥nná s vlastní diferenciální rovnicí. To vede k systému

dq

ds
=

1

ρ
M−1p,

dp

ds
= −1

ρ
∇V (q),

ρ = R(q, p).

Diskretizace popsaného systému vede k postupu vyºadujícímu pouze jeden výpo£et−∇V (qn)
v kaºdém kroku.

qn+1 = qn +
∆s

ρn+ 1
2

M−1pn+ 1
2
,

pn+ 1
2

= pn− 1
2
− ∆s

2
∇V (qn)

(
1

ρn− 1
2

+
1

ρn+ 1
2

)
,

ρn+ 1
2

+ ρn− 1
2

= R(qn, pn+ 1
2
) +R(qn, pn− 1

2
),

tn+1 = tn +
∆s

ρn+ 1
2

.

4 Dysnon·v plyn

Dále se bude pozornost v¥novat moºnostem vyuºití zmín¥ných metod pro numerickou
integraci Dysnova plynu, který slouºí mimo jiné pro modelovaní dopravy. Jedná se o
jednodimenzionální termodynamický £ásticový plyn. Mikroskopická struktura vykazuje
stejné statistické rozd¥lení jako u reálné cestné dopravy, proto se pouºívá pro její mode-
lování.
Systém se skládá z N identických vozidel reprezentujících jednotlivé vozidla umístn¥né
na kruhu s obvodem L = N . Potenciální energie obecn¥ závisí na odpudivém potenciálu
V , p°i£emº v Dysonov¥ plyn¥ interakcím £ástic odpovídá Coulomb·v potenciál

V = −
∑

i=j+1,j+2,...,j+h

ln(|xi − xj|),

kde xi znamená sou°adnici ozna£ující polohu ité £ástice a h p°edstavuje po£et sousedících
£ástic. U klasického Dysonova modelu byl pouºitý dalekodosahový potenciál, coº zna£í,
ºe v²echny £ástice navzájem reagovali. Av²ak nedávné výzkumy zavádí trend preferovat
p°i modelování dopravy krátkodosahový potenciál, který lépe odpovídá reálným interak-
cím pozorovaným v dopravních vzorkách. zvolena bylo konkrétn¥ hodnota h = 1, £emu
odpovídá Hamiltonián tvaru

H =
1

2

N∑
i=1

(vi − v̄)2 + C

N∑
i=1

V (ri),
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kde vi ozna£uje rychlost ité £ástice a v̄ p°·m¥rnou rychlost ve vzorku. Funkce odpudivého
potenciálu je zjednodu²ena na V (ri) = − ln(ri), p°i£emº ri reprezentuje vzdálenost mezi
itou a p°edchozí £ásticí. Celý soubor je navíc umístn¥n v teplotné lázni s termodyna-
mickou teplotou T . Bylo dokázáno [2], ºe popsaný model má souvislost jak s dopravním
systémem tak i steorií náhodných matic.
Zajímat nás bude stav po dosaºení termální rovnováhy, konkrétn¥ rozd¥lení vzdáleností
sousedících £ástic (tzv. spacing distribution),které má tvar

Pβ(r) =
(β + 1)β+1

Γ(β + 1)
rβ exp [−(β + 1)r] ,

kde β je inverzní termodynamická teplota získaná pomocí vztahu β = 1
kT
, kde k repre-

zentuje Boltzmann·v faktor.

4.1 Numerická integrace

Numerické schéma pro integraci Dysonova plynu musí být £asov¥ invariantní, zachovávat
energii a symplektickou strukturu fázového prostoru. To spl¬ují zmín¥né verze Verletova
algoritmu. Jako nejvhodn¥j²í se jeví Adaptivní Verlet s funkcí pro reparametrizaci R(x).
Pak uvaºujeme rovnice

d

ds
x =

v

R(x)
,

d

ds
v = −∇V (x)

R(x)
,

d

ds
t =

1

R(x)
,

kde x je vektor pozic, v vektor rychlostí, V funkce odpudivého potenciálu a s nová £asová
prom¥nná.
Funkce reparametrizace je dána p°edpisem R(x) = maxi |ai(x)|, kde a(x) reprezentuje
zrychlení závislé na pozicích. Difernciální rovnice jsou p°evedeny na numerické schéma

xn+1 = xn +
∆s

ρn+ 1
2

vn+ 1
2
,

vn+ 1
2

= vn− 1
2
− ∆s

2
∇V (vn)

(
1

ρn− 1
2

+
1

ρn+ 1
2

)
,

ρn+ 1
2

= 2R(xn)− ρn− 1
2
,

tn+1 = tn +
∆s

ρn+ 1
2

,

kde ρn p°edstavuje zkrácený zápis pro R(xn).
K dosaºení rovnováhy je pot°eba p°idat termaliza£ní krok p°edstavující p°e²kálování rych-
lostí

v =
v√

2βEkin
,
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kde Ekin ozna£uje kinetickou energii vzorku a β je jiº zmín¥ná inverzní termodynamická
teplota.

5 Problematika po£áte£ních hodnot

Implementace popsaného postupu p°iná²í dal²í problém v podob¥ volby vhodných po£á-
te£ných hodnot.
K demonstraci téhle problematiky nám nejlíp poslouºí implementace rychostního Ver-
letova algoritmu. Je pot°eba de�novat po£áte£né rozmístn¥ní pomocí vektoru pozic x0,
dále vektor po£áte£ných rychlostí v0 a £asový krok ∆t.

5.1 �asový krok ∆t

�asový krok má v porovnání s ostatními po£áte£nými hodnotami veli£in vet²í váhu.
Krátký £asový krok znamená víc vy£íslení hodnot veli£in a v¥t²í výpo£etní náro£nost.
na druhou stranu p°íli² dlouhý £asový krok m·ºe zp·sobit p°edbíhání, ke kterému v
uvaºovaném systému nemá docházet. Zm¥na po°adí £ástic navíc zp·sobí nestandardní
situaci a algoritmus neobsahuje postupy pro její zvládnutí. P°edbíhaní tedy zp·sobí, ºe
ob¥ £ástice, které zm¥nily po°adí, dramaticky zvý²í svou rychlost a p°edbíhající £ástice se
bude pohybovat ve sm¥ru pohybu ostatných £ástic zatímco p°edb¥hnutá £ástice se za£ne
pohybovat opa£ným sm¥rem a ob¥ budou protínat trajektorie dal²ích vozidel. Stejný
efekt nastane v p°ípad¥ implementace Adaptivní Verletovy metody, kdy je zvolený p°íli²
dlouhý po£áte£ný £asový krok, který zp·sobí p°edbíhání.
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Trajektorie £ástic v p°ípad¥, ºe dojde k p°edjíºd¥ní

5.2 Po£áte£né rychlosti v0

Díky termaliza£nímu kroku, který p°e²káluje rychlosti, odeznívá vliv po£áte£ných rych-
lostí obzvlá²t¥ rychle, vet²inou hned po prvním p°e²kálování. proto k problém·m zp·-
sobeným volbou po£áte£ních rychlostí m·ºe prakticky dojít pouze v pr·behu prvního
kroku, neº jsou p°e²kálovány termaliza£ním krokem. U po£áte£ných rychlostí není ani
tak d·leºitá jejich absolutní hodnota, jak jejich rozd¥lení. Velký rozdíl v po£áte£ných
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rychlostech dvou sousedících £ástic m·ºe vést k p°edbíhání a pak dal²ímu nep°íznivému
vývoji popsanému v predchozím odstavci.

5.3 Po£áte£ní kon�gurace x0
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Vývoj p°i nevyváºené po£áte£ní kon�guraci s konstantními £asovými rozestupy.

Jelikoº systém sp¥je k termální rovnováze je z°ejmé ºe algoritmus se spí² vyrovná s
po£áte£ní kon�gurací bliº²í rovnováºnému stavu. zajímavé je tedy podívat se, jestli si
poradí s vysoce nevyváºenou kon�gurací.
Vhodným kandidátem, kde leze lehce vypozorovat onu nevyváºenost je situace, kde jsou
v²echny £ástice umístn¥né pouze na jedné polovin¥ uvaºovaného kruhu. Jak se m·ºeme
p°esv¥d£it provedením odpovídající simulace, i v tomhle p°ípad¥ systém konverguje k
rovnováºnému stavu. �ástice se budou vzájemn¥ odpuzovat co zp·sobí jejich p°esun na
druhou polovinu kruhu dokud se jejich koncentrace výrazn¥ nezvý²í, pak dojde k opa£-
nému pohybu a dal²í �uktuaci £ástic z jedné poloviny kruhu na druhou a zpátky, av²ak
s klesající tendencí aº nakonec �uktuace úpln¥ vymizí a systém p°ejde do rovnováºného
stavu.
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Trajektorie £ástic p°i nevyváºené po£áte£ní kon�guraci.

6 Záv¥r

Jak klasická Verletova metoda, tak Adaptivní Verlet p°edstavují ú£inné nástroje pro nu-
merickou simulaci pohybu £ástic Dysonova plynu. Tahle simulace má analogii s pohybem
reálných vozidel v dopravním vzorku a proto m·ºe slouºit k modelování dopravy. Jediným
úskalým je problematika volby vhodných po£áte£ných parametr·.
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Abstract. This article deals with the use of modern graphics cards for numerical computations,

speci�cally with the means of acceleration of iterative solvers for sparse matrices. The �rst

part is devoted to graphics cards in general, their advantages and reasons why they should

be suitable hardware architecture for numerical problems. Following are described the main

aspects of graphics cards, that distinguish them from other parallel architectures and which

should be taken into account for e�ective parallelization on GPUs. In the rest of the article

two speci�c numerical problems, their implementation on the GPU, and achieved speed-ups are

presented. The �rst one is the problem of image segmentation on structured mesh using level set

method, where the resulting linear system is solved by the SOR method. The second problem is

concerned with simulation of 2D incompressible air �ow governed by the Navier-Stokes equations

and solved by multigrid method. The results show that in both problems GPU implementation

achieved signi�cant speed-up compared to CPU version.

Keywords: GPU, Multigrid, Red-Black Gauss Seidel, Red-Black SOR

Abstrakt. Tento £lánek se zabývá vyuºitím moderních gra�ckých karet k numerickým výpo£t·m,

konkrétn¥ moºností zrychlení itera£ních °e²i£· pro °ídké matice. První £ást se v¥nuje gra�ckým

kartám obecn¥ jejich p°ednostem a d·vod·m, pro£ by m¥ly být vhodný hardware pro numerické

vypo£ty. Následn¥ jsou popsány hlavní speci�ka gra�ckých karet, jeº je odli²ují od ostatních

paralelních architektur a která je pot°eba vzít v potaz pro efektní paralelizaci na GPU. Ve

zbytku £lánku jsou pak rozebrány dva konkrétní numerické problémy, jejich implementace na

GPU a dosaºené zrychlení. První problém je segmentace obrazu na strukturované síti pomocí

level set metody, kde výsledný lineární systém je °e²en SOR metodou. Druhý problém se potom

zabývá simulací 2D nestla£itelného proud¥ní tekutin pomocí Navierových-Stokesových rovnic

a po diskretizaci je °e²en metodou multigridu. Nam¥°ené výsledky ukazují, ºe pro oba °e²ené

problémy se implementací na GPU poda°ilo dosáhnout zna£ného urychlení.

Klí£ová slova: GPU, Multigrid, Red-Black Gauss Seidel, Red-Black SOR

1 Introduction

Graphics cards are special piece of hardware designed to improve visual quality of com-
puter games. Their architecture di�ers signi�cantly from that of a normal processors and
due to their highly parallel nature, they are expected to outperform CPUs by an increas-
ing margin in parallelizable calculations [10] [7]. At �rst their capabilities were limited
to few �xed types of graphical computations, but nowadays graphics cards contain fully
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programmable graphical computation units (GPUs) and can be used for a large range of
problems.

Main advanteges of graphics cards compared to standard CPUs are:

• More processing units

• Faster arithmetic computations

• Higher memory bandwidth

• Faster growth of computational power

Our goal, is to �nd whether graphics card can be used to speed-up computation of nu-
merical problems leading to large system of linear equations with sparse matrix. Solution
of such problems is typically limited by computational power and memory bandwidth.
Since graphics cards greatly outperform processors in both these parameters, they should
be very suitable for this tasks.

2 GPU programming

GPU is shared memory parallel architecture so all threads that run on it use the same
memory. Unlike multi-core programming where there are typically 2-32 computational
cores running at once, GPU can spawn hundreds of concurrently running threads. These
threads are, however, not completely independent and all run the same function (called
kernel) so it is the SIMD (simple instruction multiple data) architecture.

There are several technologies, that lets programmer create application for GPU but
most important are [6]:

• OpenGL - It is cross-platform graphical API so basic knowledge about computer
graphics is needed and general problems have to be inconveniently masked as a
graphical ones. This was the �rst way how graphics card can be used to solve
general problems, but nowadays this isn't commonly used any more.

• CUDA - Is a technology from NVidia company designed speci�cally for general
purpose computing on graphics card, main disadvantage is that it only works for
NVidia graphics cards. Pluses are that it is quickly developed and there exist a lot
of example and documentation for it.

• OpenCL - Newest technology for general computation on graphics card, same as
OpenGL, it is an industry standard and so it can be used for almost all new devices
ranging from graphics cards to cell phones.

In our programs we use CUDA rather than OpenCL. However core parts of both these
technologies are very similar, in essence, the main di�erence is naming of the functions.

Compared to other types of parallel programming (i.e. OpenMp, MPI), programming
for graphics cards have some speci�cs given by the type of calculations graphics cards
were designed for. It is important to know them and keep them in mind when creating
program for GPU in order to fully utilize it's potential. In rest of this section the most
important ones will be point out.
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2.1 Limited communication

Computational threads form a two layer hierarchy. On �rst one threads are grouped to
blocks, and on second all blocks create the so called grid. Number of blocks in the grid
is completely up to the programmer and it should match the size of the solved problem.
Size of the block can be also chosen, however it must be less than 513. The reason for
this two level hierarchy is that only threads that are in the same block can communicate
between each other. This means that blocks have to be completely independent.

2.2 Branching

Threads on the GPU aren't completely independent, groups of 32 threads in the same
block forms the so called warp. Threads in the warp has to always execute same instruc-
tion at the same time or wait, so if the kernel contains divergent branches and not all
threads in the warp take the same one, complete computational time for each thread will
be equal to the sum of all taken branches.

2.3 Coalescing

Very important feature for numerical computation on GPU is the coalescing. Graphics
card have much bigger bandwidth than standard RAM when reading blocks of data.
More precisely when half warp (16 consecutive threads) try to read or write continuous
block of data it can be coalesced into single operation and so whole block can be loaded
more than ten times faster. Since most numerical applications are limited by memory
accesses, utilizing this feature is absolutely crucial when implementing numerical problems
on GPU. There are several ways how coalescing can be achieved even when data aren't
naturally read in right order:

• Best solution, if it is possible, is to reorder data so that access to them will be
coalesced. One classic example is to use structure of arrays instead of array of
structures (i.e. group data by type, not by the thread they belong to).

• Threads in the same block can pre-fetch data to shared memory (shared within
block), even random accesses to this memory are very cheap. This is especially
usefull when needed data form a continuous region, but are accessed randomly.

• If data are needed to be ordered di�erently in di�erent kernels they can be dupli-
cated (unless memory is a strong concern) this can be especially useful in case of
constant data (for example data describing mesh on which problem is solved).

2.4 Transports between GPU and CPU memory

GPU don't use same memory as CPU, it has its own video RAM (VRAM). This isn't
issue when problem is completely solved on GPU, but in case of converting only most
computational demanding parts on GPU and doing rest of the work on processor, constant
copying can cause a signi�cant slow-down.
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3 Image segmentation

First problem, that we will present is considered with image segmentation, which is one
of the main parts of image recognition. It deals with the problem of dividing image to
the number of non-overlapping regions corresponding to the objects in input image.

One of the possibilities, how to compute segmentation of an image is the so called
Level Set Method (�rst introduced in [9]). This method represents solution of the problem
as zero level set of some implicit functions which's development in time is governed by
the level set equation. Main advantages of this method is no need for parametrization
of segmented area and ability to change topology, main drawback is great computational
complexity, since the equation has to be solved for every pixel of the image.

3.1 Linear system

Level set problem has the form of

ut =
√
ε2 + |∇u|2∇ ·

(
g0 ∇u√

ε2 + |∇u|2

)
na (0, T 〉 × Ω,

u(0, x) = u0(x) = |s− x| −R na Ω,

u(t, x) = u0 pro (0, T 〉 × ∂Ω, (1)

Where u is the level set function, ε is small regularization constant, g0 is edge function
of input image and Ω is the area the input image is de�ned on.

By the time discretization of this equation, we obtain

h2
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which can be altered to the form of h2
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which is a linear system with solution un. This system has same number of rows as there
are values un

i,j and each row has only 5 non-zero elements (one on diagonal and one for
each neighbouring pixel). We will denote matrix of this system A diagonal, elements
(belonging to pixel with coordinates (i, j)) Ai,j

i,j, and non-diagonal elements Ai′,j′

i,j . Right
hand side will be denoted b and its elements bi,j. All these values can be computed as:

Ai′,j′

i,j = −τ g0
T

|∇ui′,j′

i,j |n−1
pro (i′, j′) ∈ Ci,j,
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bi,j =
h2

|∇ui,j|n−1
un−1

i,j ,

Matrix A is sparse, symmetric, and diagonally dominant.
This scheme is semi-implicit because solution from the previous time-step is used to

create values of A. It is also possible to recompute A from current solution during each
iteration of matrix solver and so proceed to implicit scheme. Such a version needs more
computations but less memory bandwidth.

3.2 SOR method

For solving this linear system standard SOR method was used. Each iteration of this
method starts with approximate solution ~xk and �nds new better one ~xk+1 via the formula

xk+1
i = (1− ω)xk

i +
w

Aii

(
bi −

∑
j>i

Aijx
k
j −

∑
j<i

Aijx
k+1
j

)
,

where ω is a chosen constant (relaxation factor), i = 1, 2, ..., n and n is the size of ~x.
This iterations are repeated until the solution error is su�ciently small. Squared error

after l-th iteration is given by

Rl =
n∑

i=1

(
n∑

j=1

Aijx
l
j − bi

)2

.

3.3 Parallelization

Issue with SOR method is that it is inherently sequential and so it can't be used on
GPU. Therefore we had to switch to the so called Red-Black SOR[3] method. This
method consist in dividing SOR iteration to two steps (red and black). During each step
only elements which's actualizations are independent (and so can be done in parallel)
are processed. Because in our problem only neighbouring elements a�ect each other
during actualization, the �nal splitting must ful�l the condition that no two neighbouring
elements can be in the same group. On structured square grid this can be easily achieved
by dividing elements based on the sum of their indices to odd and even.

Implementation of this algorithm on GPU wasn't particularly complicated, but there
were some issues with memory coalescing and border communication that needed to be
taken into account. Our �nal implementation works like this (example is given only for
the red step, the black one would be similar):

1. Because our system represents 2D domain we will use 2D coordinates.

2. Launch SOR kernel with blocks of 16x16 threads and grid with enough blocks to
have one thread per red element (or little more if number of elements isn't multiple
of 256).

3. Each block will load 34x18 (32x16 active area with margin of one element) values of
xk to shared memory, because this region is compact whole read can be coalesced.
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4. Following instructions are given for each thread

5. Compute coordinates of red element from 32x16 area belonging to this thread.

6. Fetch(semi-implicit) or compute(implicit) values of A for this element. In semi-
implicit case this data can be ordered, so that this operation will be coalesced.

7. Compute new value of xk+1 for this element.

8. Save the new value, this won't be coalesced because value for only red elements
don't form continuous block.

3.4 Results

The results were obtained on computer equipped with AMD 2.4GHz processor, 4GB
RAM, and GeForce GTX 480 graphics card. First we will compare the speed of CPU
vs GPU for both methods. Where CPU version uses standard SOR method, and GPU
version uses Red-Black SOR method.

Semi-implicit 64x64 px 128x128px 256x256px 512x512px
GPU time 4 s 4 s 11 s 33 s
CPU time 18 s 87 s 349 s 1438 s
Speed-up 4,5 21,75 31,72 43,5

Table 1: Comparison of semi-implicit version on CPU and GPU for di�erent image sizes.

Implicit 64x64 px 128x128px 256x256px 512x512px
GPU time 6 s 9 s 22s 67 s
CPU time 239 s 1097 s 4454 s 17832 s
Speed-up 39,8 121,8 202,2 266

Table 2: Comparison of implicit version on CPU and GPU for di�erent image sizes.

And then we will compare all the version together.
From tables 1 a 2 it is apparent, that GPU has better speed-up for larger problems.

From table 3 it can be also seen that implicit method is much slower than semi-implicit
method, even though the di�erence on GPU isn't that large. This shows that GPU is
extremely well suited for tasks which's bottleneck is computational power.

4 Air�ow simulation

The second problem, which's implementation on GPU will be presented, is the simulation
of air �ow over urban canopy governed by the system of viscous incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations (taken from [1]).
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64x64 px 128x128px 256x256px 512x512px
CPU Semi-implicit 1 1 1 1
GPU Semi-implicit 4,5 21 32 43

CPU Implicit 0,075 0,079 0,078 0,080
GPU Implicit 3 9,66 15,86 7 21,46

Table 3: Relative speed-up of all methods.

4.1 Problem

The problem is given by the system:

∂u(t,x)

∂t
+ u(t,x) · ∇u(t,x)− ν4u(t,x) +∇p(t,x) = 0, (3a)

∇·u(t,x) = 0. (3b)

where x = (x, y), u stands for the �ow velocity and p for pressure.
The semi-implicit Oseen scheme is used for the time discretization of (3).

un − un−1

τ
+ un−1 · ∇u(t,x)− ν4u(t,x) +∇p(t,x) = 0, (4)

where τ > 0 is the time step, un(x) = u(nτ,x) and pn(x) = p(nτ,x).
In space, the problem is discretized by the non-conforming Crouzeix-Raviart �nite

elements and the convective term is stabilized through upwinding. At each time level
linear system of the form (

A B
BT 0

)(
u
p

)
=

(
f
g

)
(5)

is solved.

4.2 Geometric multigrid

Final system is solved by geometric multigrid method. Term multigrid covers group
of methods for solving systems of partial di�erential equations with use of hierarchical
structure of grids with di�erent numbers of elements.

They are typically used for numerical solution of partial di�erential equations of ellip-
tic type in two or more dimensions. They are compatible with all common discretization
techniques and can be used for unbalanced and non-linear systems of equations, such as
our system of Navier-Stokes equations.

Conventional iterative methods quickly eliminate the oscillatory components of the er-
ror (high frequencies), while the smooth components have low reduction rate of 1−O(h2),
this renders them ine�cient for large systems. To overcome this issue multigrid methods
solve problem simultaneously on smaller grids, where former smooth components become
more oscillatory and thus can be easily eliminated by conventional solvers (referred to as
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smoothers in the context of multigrid algorithms). This makes multigrid methods much
faster than standard solvers.

But to formulate problem on coarser grids and use solution from them to improve
solution on the �ner grids the so called transition operators will be needed. The exact
appearance of these operators depends on the chosen discretization.

4.3 Parallelization

First part that was implemented on GPU was smoother, because most of the computa-
tional time was spent in it. We used block Gauss-Seidel type smoother in our original
program which, same as SOR method, is inherently sequential. So again we have used
the red-black version. However since this problem is solved on unstructured triangular
grid, which couldn't be generally coloured by two colors, this imposed a restriction on
type of grids we can use. This is quite an issue mainly for meshes that are unevenly
re�ned, and we are currently trying to solve it, but this is beyond the scope of this arti-
cle. Other issue was related to the updates of velocities which are stored for edges not
for triangles. Since the smoother is parallelized over triangles, each velocity is actualized
by two threads (related to to two triangles, sharing the given edge). In order to prevent
possible clashes, both red and black part of the smoother had to be divided to two steps,
�st parallelized over triangles to compute and save all actualization values and second
parallelized over edges to sum these values and actualize respectful velocities.

Next step was to convert transition operators, because they became slower than
smoothing part, and moreover constant transfers of data from and to VRAM created
quite an overhead. Implementation of these operators was straightforward, only issue
being again actualization of edge values.

Unfortunately, after implementing whole multigrid part on the GPU creating the
system between each steps became slowest and most limiting part of the computation.
So in order to achieve best possible results we had to also implement system creation on
GPU. Although it wasn't very complicated, since there were no parallel issues, it makes
further modi�cation of the program more problematic because now very large portion of
the code has to be implemented on both CPU and GPU.

4.4 Results

The computations were done on system equipped by two CPUs AMD Opteron 6172 each
having 12 cores running on 2.1 GHz. We have tested our GPU implementation on two
cards. One was Nvidia Geforce GTX480 with 1.5 GB RAM and the other was Nvidia
Tesla C2070 with 6GB RAM and ECC turned o�. All simulations were computed in
double precision.

Comparison of GPU and single core computation is in Table 4. The card GTX480
performs better but it is equipped with rather small amount of global memory. It did not
allow us to run the largest simulation on this card. Tesla C2070 is a bit slower. However,
on larger meshes the speed-up 25 can be achieved as well.

Table 5 presents speed-up of the GPU solver versus parallel multicore one. The
multicore algorithm is very similar to the GPU one. The red-black colouring was applied
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DOF CPU GTX 480 Tesla C2070
Time Time Speed-up Time Speed-up

310,848 59.7 3.4 17.5 4.4 13.5

1,244,288 393 14.9 26.4 19.26 20.4

4,978,944 2390 out of memory 96.2 24.8

Table 4: Performance comparison of the solver running on single core and on the GPU
on three di�erent meshes.

Cores 310,848 DOFs 1,244,288 DOFs 4,978,944 DOFs
Time GPU Speed-up Time GPU Speed-up Time GPU Speed-up

1 83.3 18.9 561 29.1 3230 33.5
2 45.7 10.4 308 15.9 1770 18.4
4 25.5 5.8 175 9.1 1100 11.4
8 16.4 3.7 111 5.8 677 7

16 12.1 2.7 82.3 4.3 518 5.4
24 11.3 2.5 75.4 3.9 484 5

Table 5: Comparison of the computation time on GPU (Tesla C2070) and multicore
Opteron. The times for 8 cores are in bold font because for more cores the e�ciency is
smaller than 0.5.

as well and the data were reorganised in memory with respect to the color of each triangle
so that di�erent cores do not compete for the same piece of memory. The code was
parallelised by the OpenMP pragmas. Our code scales well only up to 8 cores. The
reason is that the algorithm does not exhibit high arithmetic intensity and mainly the
memory bandwidth is the limiting factor. The speed-up 7 was attained on 8 cores and
if we omit the fact, that the parallel multicore algorithm has low e�ciency on 24 cores,
the speed-up here is 5. We also would like to comment di�erent times measured with one
core computation in Table 5 and Table 4. The reason is that in Table 5 the red-black
colouring is used. This shows us impact of the colouring on the solver e�ectivity.

5 Summary

This article presented key principles of GPU programming and demonstrated them on two
numerical problems. Both these problems were successfully implemented on GPU with
signi�cant speed-up. Therefore, conclusion of this article is that modern graphics cards
are very suitable hardware for solving numerical problems and it can be very expedient to
use them, even though they di�er from standard parallel architectures and this di�erences
has to be taken in account, when designing optimal algorithms.
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Abstract. This contribution is an extended abstract of the paper [10]. This paper presents a 3D
(2D+time) segmentation of the real cardiac MRI data using an algorithm based on a numerical
solution of the partial di�erential equation of the level set type. The algorithm is derived from the
level set equation using a semi-implicit complementary volume numerical scheme approximation.
To apply the algorithm the correct set up of algorithm parameters is provided. In particular,
the application is focused on the segmentation of the heart ventricles from the cine MRI data.

Keywords: cardiac MRI, co-volume method, image segmentation, level set method, PDE

Abstrakt. Tento p°ísp¥vek je roz²í°eným abstraktem £lánku [10]. Tématem tohoto £lánku
je segmentace 3D (2D+t) obrazových dat pomocí parciální diferenciální rovnice vrstevnico-
vého typu. Algoritmus je odvozen z vrstevnicové rovnice p°i pouºití semi-implicitníhí £asové
diskretizace. K prostorové diskretizaci je pouºito schéma duálních objem·. Práce se dále zabývá
vhodným nastavením výpo£etních parametr· k dosaºení co nejlep²ích výsledk· p°i segmentaci
levé a pravé srde£ní komory na snímcích získaných pomocí magnetické rezonance.

Klí£ová slova: metoda duálních objem·, segmentace obrazu, vrstevnicová rovnice

1 Introduction

In this paper we focus on the segmentation of the heart ventricles from cardiac MRI
(CMR) data. CMR is a highly specialized imaging technique to examine the heart.
In comparison with MR imaging of other organs, the CMR has to take into account
the motion of the heart, breathing motion and the blood �ow in the heart cavities.
The images are usually acquired over several cardiac cycles triggered by the patient's
ECG (Electrocardiography). There are several Cardiac MRI sequences used in clinical
practice. The image data, we are focusing on, are obtained by the Cine MRI referring
to an examination of the heart kinematics. The heart is covered by 2D planes with the
spatial resolution about 2× 2× 10mm. Therefore, the ventricles can be entirely covered
by 10�15 slices. The temporal resolution ranges between 20ms and 60ms, i.e. the cardiac

∗This work was supported by the project "Advanced Supercomputing Methods for Implementation
of Mathematical Models" of the Student Grant Agency of the Czech Technical University in Prague No.
SGS11/161/OHK4/3T/14 and the HPC-EUROPA2 project (project number: 228398) with the support
of the European Commission � Capacities Area � Research Infrastructures.
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cycle is usually covered by 15�50 time frames. For a detailed information about MRI and
the heart ventricles segmentation from a medical point of view see [3], [5].

In terms of the CMR data dimension, there are three possibilities to segment this
data. First, the data can be segmented separately each of other (see [1], [2], [8], [14],
[16]). Second, we can join 2D images for a given time phase to get a 3D image of the
ventricle. As we mentioned above, it means the resolution in the third dimension ranges
between 10�15. On the other hand, we can join 2D images for a given slice to get a 3D
(2D+t) image of the resolution in time between 15�50 (see [6], [12]). Last, we could join
all 2D images together to get 4D (3D+t) image ([9], [13]).

A natural way to proceed the CMR data is to segment the data separately. One of the
drawbacks of the 2D approach is a time discontinuity of the segmentation results. This
problem could be solved using a 3D (2D+t) segmentation. Speci�cally, the 3D image is
built of the time sequences of 2D images. This approach ensures the time continuity in
the segmented data.

2 Mathematical model

The detection of image object edges belongs to main tasks in image segmentation. Edges
in the input image I0 : Ω → {0, 1, 2 . . . , Imax}, represented by the matrix nx × ny × nz,
where the third direction corresponds to the time of the processed data

Ω = (0, nx/n)× (0, ny/n)× (0, nz/n) , n := max{nx, ny, nz} ,
can be recognized by the magnitude of its spatial gradient. We will use the following
format of the CMR data size: nx× ny × nz × ns, where ns denotes number of slices. The
level set equation operating in Ω can be modi�ed as follows

∂tu = |∇u|ε∇ ·
(
g
(∣∣I0 ∗ ∇Gσ

∣∣) ∇u
|∇u|ε

)
− g

(∣∣I0 ∗ ∇Gσ

∣∣) |∇u|εF , (1)

where g : R+
0 → R+ is a non-increasing function for which g(0) = 1 and g(s) → 0 for

s → +∞. This function was �rst used by P. Perona and J. Malik ([17] in 1987) to
modify the heat equation into a nonlinear di�usion equation which maintains edges in
an image. Consequently, the function g is called the Perona-Malik function. We put
g(s) = 1/(1 + λs2) with λ ≥ 0. Gσ ∈ C∞(R3) is a smoothing kernel, e.g. the Gauss
function with zero mean and variance σ2

Gσ(~x) =
1

(2π)3/2 σ3
xσ

3
yσ

3
z

exp

(
− x2

2σ2
x

− y2

2σ2
y

− z2

2σ2
z

)
, (2)

which is used to pre-smoothing (denoising) of image gradients by convolution

(I0 ∗ ∇Gσ)(~y) =

∫
R3

Ī0(~y − ~x)∇Gσ(~x) ~dx , (3)

where Ī0 is the extension of I0 to R3 by, e.g., mirroring, periodic prolongation or zero
padding. Let us note that equation (1) can be rewritten into the advection-di�usion form

∂tu = g0|∇u|ε∇ ·
(
∇u
|∇u|ε

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(D)

+∇g0 · ∇u︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A)

− g0|∇u|εF︸ ︷︷ ︸
(F )

. (4)
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Right ventricle segmentation: (a) the segmentation surface after 20 time itera-
tions, (b) �nal shape of the segmentation surface after 200 time iterations.

For convenience, the abbreviation g0 = g(|I0 ∗ ∇Gσ|) is used. (D) in (4) denotes the
di�usion term, (A) the advection term and (F ) the external force term. The term g0 is
called the edge detector. The value of the edge detector is approximately equal to zero
close to image edges (high gradients of input image). Consequently, the evolution of the
segmentation function slows down in the neighbourhood of image edges. On the contrary,
in parts of the image with constant intensity the edge detector equals one. The advection
term attracts the segmentation function to the image edges.

3 Results

Given the extent of this contribution, the data for a single patient are chosen as an
example of the segmentation results. The size of CMR data for this patient equals
128× 128× 26× 12.

The result of the right ventricle segmentation is depicted in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1a we
can see the shape of the segmentation surface after 20 time iteration. Stopping criterion
terminated the segmentation process after 200 time iteration; Fig. 1b presents the result
of segmentation process.

In the same way as we presented the results of the right ventricle segmentation, the
results of the left ventricle segmentation is shown. The �nal shape of the segmentation
surface after 250 time iteration shows Fig. 2a. The patient, we chose to present the result,
has low contractility of myocardium. To see the di�erence between the �nal shapes of the
segmentation surfaces for hearts with low and high contractility we apply our algorithm
on a healthy volunteer. The result is depicted in Fig. 2b. We can clearly see that
a shape of the segmentation surface is similar to the �cylinder� for a heart with low
contractility, whereas the shape for the heart with high contractility could be compared
to the �hourglass�.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Left ventricle segmentation: (a) result of segmentation for the patient (250 time
iterations), (b) �nal shape of the segmentation surface for the healthy volunteer after 300
time iterations (data size: 128× 128× 80× 1).
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Abstrat. In this paper a brief introdution into requirements for a omputational network

in the High Energy Physis experiment STAR is done. The main part of the text desribes a

development of ahe management for suh a system. Di�erent ahing poliies are disussed.

The data aess pattern was studied. Results of a omputer simulation of ahe performane

for several poliies are presented. In the end of the paper, the future diretion of projet is

desribed.

Keywords: data transfer, ahe, optimization, grid

Abstrakt. V tomto £lánku je krátký úvod do poºadavk· na výpo£etní sít¥ v experimentu

STAR. Hlavní £ást textu popisuje p°ípravu °ízení mezipam¥ti pro takový systém. Dále p°ed-

stavime n¥kolik r·znýh algoritm· ovládání mezipam¥ti a analýzu p°ístupu k dat·m. Výsledky

po£íta£ové simulae n¥kolik algoritm· pro prai s mezipam¥tí jsou prezentovány. Na koni tohoto

£lánku je nastin¥n budouí sm¥r projektu.

Klí£ová slova: p°enos dat, mezipam¥´, plánování, grid

1 Introdution

The inreased volume of data (up to an order of magnitude) provided by a new data

aquisition system (DAQ1000), ombined with the needs of an inreasingly omplex,

resoure hungry analysis and simulation planned for the future, lead to a projeted storage

need of 6482 TB and 117605 of CPU's for STAR experiment at RHIC by 2015. To meet

these needs within the funding guidane of the BNL mid-term plan, areful optimization

of the use of resoures is required [1℄.

Researh and implementation have been seldom in the �eld of e�ient data distribu-

tion over the Wide Area Network (WAN). For data-intensive appliations (as one used

in High Energy Physis) e�etive use of available storage, omputational and network

resoures is ruial for end-to-end appliation performane. Furthermore, in the advent

of new distributed omputing paradigms suh as Cloud omputing, the harvesting of

widely �utuating and volatile resoures, aessible through Cloud providers, has been

∗
This work has been supported by the grant SGS12/198/OHK4/3T/14

†
Nulear Physis Institute ASCR
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hindered by the lak of integration of suh resoures in a global planning strategy. In

other words, a planner that takes into aount the available CPU resoures, storage and

the interonnetion between elements before the data proessing, is a key to the best use

of widely distributed resoures.

During the previous period of work in the ollaboration of the experiment STAR at

Brookhaven National Laboratory (USA) with Nulear Physis Institute of Aademy of

Siene of Czeh Republi, the software for optimization of data transfer in a distributed

system was implemented [2℄, and the priniples for fair-share sheduling of requests were

developed [3℄. These approahes an be applied to the data proessing to �ll the knowl-

edge and availability gap in the area of global planning by extending the existing researh.

The �nal result will be the realization of a global data management system able to funtion

independently and reason based on the available resoures as well as adapt to �utuations

(suh as network downtime or addition of loud resoures in a global resoure pool).

The Reasoner for Intelligent File Transfer (RIFT) is software whih allows optimiza-

tion of data transfer in a omputational network with the use of available transfer meh-

anisms (FDT [4℄, HPSS [5℄, Xrootd [6℄, et.). It was developed in ollaboration between

NPI and BNL by PhD student Mihal Zerola [2℄. It onsists of several omponents

running at a entral server and loally at eah server partiipating in the network.

The system works in the following way:

1. Users submits requests for �le transfers.

2. The entral omponent (sheduler) proesses requests and generate a transfer plan.

3. The omponents installed at eah server perform transfers aording to the plan.

The optimization of resoure usage is due to the plan generated by the sheduler. This

is the main omponent of the system. It is based on onstrain programming. It takes a

bunh of requests, data about network on�guration and speed from a entral database

and generates an optimal plan.

2 Opened questions

Although RIFT has shown good performane in testing evaluation [2℄, there are several

improvements to be done in order to inlude RIFT into prodution. These improvements

are: ahing, fair-share algorithms and oupling with CPU's.

After a �le has been transferred by RIFT, its opy remains in ahe at eah server on

the transfer path. These opies an be used after as a soure for the next transfers. But

sine the ahe spae on a partiular server is limited, it has to be periodially leaned.

The dediated algorithms whih selets �les to delete or to remain in ahe an improve

the e�ieny of ahing and the performane of the whole system.

Fair-share poliy prevents users subsribing many requests from bloking other users.

But fair-share poliy in some ases is in ontradition with the requirement for the opti-

mizing utilization of the resoure. Some balane between fair-share and utilization should

be found.

In real world, users of omputing failities do not usually transfer �les to the server

where the proessing takes plae. Instead, they submit a job on some dataset to the
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Figure 1: A shema of the watermarking onept.

job-sheduling system, the system alloates CPU for the job and then transfers data to

it. This means RIFT should be either oupled with the existing job-sheduling software,

or the logi for reasoning about the CPU alloation should be added.

In order to be appliable in the real world, the software should ful�l three more

requirements: it must be salable, automati and �exible. The salability means that new

nodes (servers) an be added without rebuilding the system. The automation means that

it an provide it's funtionality without human intervention after the software is installed

and on�gured . Lastly, the �exibility means that omponents of software running on a

partiular server an be on�gured for that partiular server. The RIFT was developed

on the basis of these priniples and all further development also needs to ful�l them.

3 Cahe study

The main reent improvement done to the RIFT is the addition of ahing. The basi

priniples of ahing, ahe performane simulation and its implementation are disussed

in this setion.

3.1 Introdution to ahing

The ahe leaning algorithms an be applied to keep the ahe of data-transfer tools

within de�ned limit or for leaning loal data storages. In the �rst ase, the size of ahe

is small (several perent of the entire dataset) and the lean up has to take plae regularly.

In the seond ase, the task an be, for example, to delete a part of loal data replia.

In this ase, the amount of data an sale up to the size of the entire dataset. In both

ases, the problem is to selet and delete �les whih are the least probable to be used.

An investigation to �nd the most appropriate algorithm is required.

The water-marking is an approah dediated for setting up the threshold when the

ahe lean-up starts and stops. It onsiders the urrent disk spae oupied by ahe. A

high-mark and low-mark for ahe size are externally set up. When the ahe size exeeds

the high-mark, the ahe lean-up starts, and �les are deleted until the ahe size gets

below the low-mark. The �gure 1 illustrates the water marking onept.

The following ahe algorithms were studied:
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Least-Used (LU): evits the set of �les whih were requested less times sine they

entered ahe.

Least-Reently-Used (LRU): evits the set of �les whih were not used for the

longest period of time.

Most-Reently-Used (MRU): evits the set of �les whih were used most re-

ently. This algorithm an bring bene�t for ertain aess patterns. For example, if

�les are requested sequentially, the last aessed �le is the least likely to be requested

next.

Least-Frequently-Used (LFU): evits the set of �les whih were used least often.

Most Size (MS): evits the set of �les whih have the largest size. It is preferable

to keep smaller �les in the ahe in the ase when retrieving a �le from a storage

produes an overhead whih does not depend on the �le size. A tape storage is an

example.

Least Size (LS): evits the set of �les whih have the smallest size. This poliy

an be e�ient if larger �les are being requested more often.

The seletion of ahe poliy depends on user aess pattern and disk spae available.

The e�ieny of ahing an be estimated with ahe hits and ahe hits per megabyte

of data (ahe data hits). The de�nition of parameters used for ahe performane eval-

uation is given below.

3.2 Cahe performane simulation

Let us onsider a number of users requests Nreq for �les (possibly repeated) within a

ertain time window. Let eah request have a ount j, time of submission tj and request

for a �le fj of size Sj . Then the total size of requested �les is

Sreq =

Nreq∑

j=1

Sj (1)

Sine many requests an ask for the same �le, a set of Nset unique �les an be seleted.

Let i be a ount of eah �le in this set, Si be a size of this �le and Ri be the number of

times the �le was requested. Then the following equality takes plae

Nreq =
Nset∑

i=1

Ri (2)

The total size of a dataset is

Sset =

Nset∑

i=1

Si (3)

Let us assume that the system has a single ahe of size Dcache. Then for eah request j a

binary variable bj an be assigned in a way that bj = 1 (ahe hit) if the �le fj appeared
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Table 1: Average parameters of the aess pattern in the experiment STAR in a period

from 07.06 to 05.09.2012.

Number of requests 33 × 106

Amount of data transferred 49 × 1015
bytes

Maximal number of requests for one �le 192
Minimal number of requests for one �le 1
Average number of requests for one �le 19

in ahe at the time of request tj and bj = 0 (ahe miss) if not. Then the total number

of ahe hits is

Ncache =

Nreq∑

j=1

bj (4)

and the total size of �les transferred from ahe is

Scache =

Nreq∑

j=1

bj × Sj (5)

Let us assume that at the initial moment the ahe is empty. This means that �les

have to be requested for the �rst time before they an appear in the ahe. Therefore,

we an onlude, that the �rst request for the �le should not be taken into aount when

evaluating ahe performane. Then ahe hits ratio (H) an be de�ned in a following

way:

H =

∑Nreq

j=1
bj

∑Nset

i=1
(Ri − 1)

=
Ncache

Nreq − Nset

(6)

where equality 2 was applied. The ahe hits ratio (H) de�ned this way an get values

in [0,1℄. We an also de�ne ahe data hits ratio (Hd) in a similar way:

Hd =

∑Nreq

j=1
bj × Sj

∑Nset

i=1
(Ri − 1) × Si

=
Scache

Sreq − Sset

(7)

Cahe data hits ratio is a parameter to measure ahe e�ieny from the point of view

of data �ow, it an be explained as the ratio of data �ow from ahe to overall data �ow.

Sine �les in the set have di�erent size, the ahe hits ratio (H) and the ahe data hits

ratio (Hd) are not equal.

3.3 Aess pattern

A real aess pattern obtained from the experiment STAR was used for the simulation of

ahe performane. This pattern was extrated from the aess log of the entire dataset.

The aess log of a period of 3 months was studied. Relevant parameters of the user

aess pattern are listed in table 1. The average number of requests per �le is 19, whih

is promising for implementation of ahe algorithm. We an also make a onlusion that
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Table 2: Average parameters of the set of aessed �les in the experiment STAR in a

period from 07.06 to 05.09.2012.

Number of �les 1.8 × 106

Total size 1.45 × 1015
bytes

Minimal �le size 296 bytes

Maximal �le size 5.3 × 109
bytes

Average �le size 815 × 106
bytes
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Figure 2: The set of aessed �les in the experiment STAR in a period from 07.06 to

05.09.2012. Distribution of �les by the logarithm of size.

requests are not distributed uniformly among �les. This means there are �les requested

muh more often than average, and that the algorithm whih is able to keep those �les

in ahe an deliver high ahe performane.

From the list of all aessed �les, a unique set of �les an be subtrated. In a simulation

this set plays the role of storage. Charateristis of the dataset obtained from the aess

pattern are presented in table 2. The distribution of �les by size is presented on histogram

in �gure 2.

The aess pattern an be represented as a ontour plot (�gure 3 ) where the axes are

the number of requests for a partiular �le and the size of that �le. Colour represents the

number of �les with the same oordinates on a plot. From the hot spots on this ontour

plot we an onlude that the most of the �les in the set are small �les that have been

aessed only several times. Other hot spots of the ontour plot are presented in table 3.

The further analysis of aess pattern has shown that a subset of �les that is 6.5% of

the storage size an be seleted in a way that 20% of requests are for the �les from this

subset. In the same time, this requests make 18% of the data tra�. In other words,

with a ahe size of 6.5% of the storage size a ahe hit of 20% and a ahe data hit of
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Figure 3: The aess pattern in the experiment STAR in a period from 07.06 to 05.09.2012

as a ontour plot. The olour represents the number of �les with same oordinates on a

plot. Several hot spots an be observed.

Table 3: Hot spots of the data aess pattern. Several groups of �les an be seleted

from the entire dataset to represent the most typial ases. The values are averaged.

Size Requests Number of �les Total size Total requests Total data �ow

(×10
9bytes) - (% of the data set) ( % of requests )

0.1 10 58 8 16 1

0.1 40 15 6 32 4

3 110 0.8 3 5 10

3.6 15 1.5 7 1 3

4.8 40 6 37 15 46

18% an be ahieved.

All the above mentioned makes it possible to onlude that implementation of ahe

into data-transfer system for high-energy physis an be e�ient.

3.4 Results of simulation

A omputer simulation of basi ahe algorithms for the aess pattern of high-energy

physis data-proessing was made. A ahe hit ratio and a ahe data hits ratio were

obtained for di�erent on�gurations of ahe size and low mark (water marking) for

di�erent algorithms. The results of the simulation are presented in �gures 4 and 5.

There is a set of plots for di�erent low marks (as ratio to the ahe size) in this �gures.

The ahe size is given as ratio to the size of storage (unique set of �les).

There are two trivial ases whih an help to verify results: if the ahe size is lose
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Figure 4: Results of simulation for 6 di�erent algorithms. Cahe hits as a funtion of

ahe size. Plots are given for di�erent values of low mark: a) 25%, b) 50%, ) 75%.
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to 0 the ahe hit is also lose to 0, and if the ahe size is 100% the ahe hit is also

lose to 100% for all algorithms. It an be also observed on plots that when the low mark

is larger, the di�erene between algorithms is more notable. That is beause between

lean-ups, the ahe is being populated by �les aording to the aess pattern, and it

does not depend on the ahe algorithm. With the larger low mark, lean-up takes plae

more often, whih means the ahe ontent is more ontrolled by the algorithm.

From the results of the simulation we an onlude:

• LFU and LRU algorithms have lose e�ieny both in terms of ahe hits and ahe

data hits.

• LU has better e�ieny than the two algorithms named above for small ahe (up

to 30%) but worse for larger.

• MS algorithm has the highest ahe hit but the lowest ahe data hits. This is

appropriate for repliating data from storages with high latenies not dependent on

�le size (e.g. HPSS).

• MRU is less e�ient than all named algorithms in all ases. Therefore we an

onlude that this algorithm is not suitable for the studied aess pattern.

3.5 Cahe implementation

A ahe algorithm was implemented to RIFT in a manner that the poliy an be hanged

aording to available ahe spae, aess pattern and other parameters. This algorithm

alulates a value of utility funtion for eah �le and then evits �les with the smallest

value. By hanging the utility funtion, the di�erent poliies an be applied.

A tool for ahe management was implemented as a part of a omponent alled

wather, whih runs loally at eah node in order to have atual information on ahe

status and be able to remove �les. The tool also uses onnetion to the entral database

to use it's information, and to provide information to other omponents of the system.

It sends requests to the entral database in order to perform the following tasks:

• updates reords in the database when new �les appear in ahe.

• deletes reords from the database when �les are deleted from ahe.

• veri�es that the ontent of the ahe orresponds to reords in the database, and if

not, noti�es what �les or reords are missing.

• before the deletion of seleted �le, veri�es that this �le is not being urrently trans-

ferred. This prevents from deletion of required �les.

• reeives the data for the utility funtion alulation.
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4 Conlusion and further plans

A data aess pattern at the high-energy physis experiment STAR was analysed. The

analysis showed a potential for implementation of ahing for data transferring.

Based on the log �les of aess for the entire dataset, the omputer simulation of

ahe performane was done. The ahe hit for several algorithms was measured as a

funtion of ahe size and low mark setting. The omparison of existing algorithms and

their suitability for the study ase was made grounded on results of simulation.

Obtained results an also be applied to managing loal data storages ontaining repli-

ation of the main dataset.

The ahe management was implemented into RIFT. It allows to use the disk spae

whih is available at servers in omputational network, in order to derease waiting time

for data requests and to redue network load. The ahe management inludes water-

marking onept. The ahe algorithm was implemented in a way that the ahe poliy

an be seleted depending on available ahe spae, aess pattern and other parameters.

The �nal goal of the projet is to develop a omplete end-to-end global optimiza-

tion system for data-proessing, that automatially submits requested jobs to CPUs and

delivers data to that CPUs.

In order to ahieve this, the following steps should be taken: resolve the optimization

problem with onstrained programming method for alloating CPU's, integrate RIFT

with job submitting environment, implement a fair-share algorithm and to ontinue de-

velopment on priniples of salability, �exibility and automation.
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Abstrat. Fatigue rak growth rate may be explained using linear regression to model the

relationship between fatigue rak growth rate and frature surfae textural features. It may be

useful to add to the model non-linear transformations of the basi linear features. However, the

resulting extended model will probably be signi�antly more omplex. Therefore an optimization

heuristi, whih is proposed in this paper, ould be utilized to evaluate quality of di�erent sub-

sets of these explanatory variables using statistial tests or information riteria. As a onlusion

of ross-validation analysis on our experimental results we are providing a list of evaluation

methods that ould be generally used.

Keywords: Sub-model, fratographi analysis, linear regression, heuristis, statistial testing,

information riterion, ross-validation

Abstrakt. Rýhlos´ ²írenia únavovej trhliny m�ºe by´ vysvet©ovaná lineárnou regresiou modelu-

júou vz´ah medzi rýhlos´ou rastu trhliny a texturálnymi vlastnos´ami povrhu trhliny. Mohlo

by by´ prínosné prida´ do modelu nelineárne transformáie p�vodnýh lineárnyh vlastností,

av²ak výsledný roz²írený model bude pravdepodobne podstatne zloºitej²í. Preto m�ºe by´

pouºitá v publikáii navrhovaná optimaliza£ná heuristika na hodnotenie kvality r�znyh sub-

modelov vysvet©ujúih premennýh vyuºívajú ²tatistiké a informa£né kritériá. Ako záver

kríºovej validáie na experimentálnyh dátah ponúkame zoznam hodnotiaih metód, ktoré by

mohli by´ v²eobene pouºite©né.

K©ú£ové slová: Submodel, fraktogra�a, lineárna regresia, heuristika, ²tatistiké testovanie, infor-

ma£né kritérium, kríºová validáia

1 Introdution

One of the tasks of quantitative fratography onsists in modelling of the relation be-

tween fatigue rak growth rate (veloity, CGR) and textural features of images of fatigue

frature surfaes [10℄. For this purpose, either a multilinear regression model or a neural

network may be used. Of these two possibilities the latter allows us to analyze the stru-

ture of the model obtained and to desribe and better imagine the textural subset whih

is mutually related with the CGR.

The parameters of respetive regression model may be estimated using the least

squares method. However, in real-world appliations the basi linear model is not �exible
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enough to �t the data. This an be solved by adding terms de�ned by non-linear fun-

tions of basi features, e.g. logarithm, seond root, et. However, adding suh features is

soon limited by the given number of images.

Aording to [10℄ one possible way around this limitation is a two-phase stepwise

regression with the �rst stage being a bottom�up stepwise regression beginning with

onstant model and terminating at a given over-�tting level p0. In eah iteration a new

explanatory variable is inluded - the one whih maximally dereases the sum of squares

of residui. The seond stage is top�down stepwise regression beginning with the �nal

sub�model from the �rst stage and terminating at given �nal over-�tting level pF . In

this proedure, an explanatory variable is seleted for the elimination via Wald test on a

seleted ritial level.

While keeping in mind the relevant motivation to this problem, we suggest that instead

of the stepwise regression, an alternative statistial approah ould be based on the

method of sub-model multiple testing. There is a vast set of possible riteria that evaluate

the quality of a given sub-model and are to be minimized. Seletion and assessment of

some of them, whih are interesting in the fratographi ontext, but may be applied

generally in multi-parametri reognition, et., is elaborated further in this paper.

2 Linear model

Let denote vj the rak growth rate assigned to the j-th image of the frature surfae,

and fuj the set of image features. The simplest form of a multilinear model is

log10vj ≈ c0 +
∑

u

cufuj . (1)

Parameters cu an be estimated by the least squares method. Sine the linear model

is not �exible enough to �t the data we may add di�erent non-linear funtions of basi

features and therefore modify the model to the following form:

log10vj ≈ c0 +
∑

q

cqhq . (2)

where h's are seleted from an extended set of features ontaining the features fu and a

seletion of basi non-linear funtions of them, e.g.

{hi} ⊂ {fu, log10fu, f
−1
u , f 1/2

u , f 2
u} . (3)

The next task will onsist of de�ning a spei� methodology how to selet and assess

a distint ombination of explanatory variables from the extended feature set, or a sub-

model.

3 Sub-model seletion

The sub-model should be regarded as a nested subset of the full model inluding all the

explanatory variables from the entire set of extended features. The are two extreme ases

- �rst is the full model and the seond one orresponds to onstant model.
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Let n ∈ N be the length of the vetor v (the number of observations), m ∈ N

the ardinality of the extended feature set and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} the number of ex-

planatory variables from the extended feature set used in the sub-model. Moreover, let

c = (c0, c1, . . . , ck) be the vetor representing oe�ients of sub-model alulated solving

eq. (2), cred = (c1, c2, . . . , ck) its signi�ant part and c0 = (c0) the oe�ient of the

onstant term.

Then, we may denote SSQ the sum of squares for the optimum c of given sub-model

and SSQ0 the sum of squares for c0. Last, but not least, we will make use of the error

of sub-model de�ned as follows:

s2
e =

SSQ

n − k − 1
. (4)

At this point, we should hoose some of the many possibilities for testing a sub-model

quality. We have seleted a few of them, that an be divided in two sets, based on the

onepts they are based on. The �rst one omprises traditional statistial tests and the

riterion that will re�et the quality of a sub-model will be logarithm of the pvalue. On

the other hand, the seond set ontains di�erent statistial information riteria regarding

model seletion. In the latter ase, we are simply minimizing the value of the respetive

information riterion.

3.1 Sub-model testing

In this ase we will be testing signi�ane of the vetor cred representing the given sub-

model. Corresponding hypotheses may be de�ned as:

• H0 : cred = 0

• H1 : cred 6= 0

and we will be using the MFadden R-square test and Wald test and their testing riteria.

MFadden R-square test

Should we use the MFadden R

2
test to analyse sub-model and onstant model aording

to variane analysis [4℄, we should de�ne a stohasti variable F as follows:

F =
SSQ0 − SSQ

SSQ
· n − k − 1

k
. (5)

Variable F has distribution Fk,n−k−1 and the orresponding pvalue is then alulated as

pvalue = 1 − Fk,n−k−1(F ).

Wald test

Alternatively, if we deide to inorporate the Wald test to ompare distint sub-models

[7℄, following variable Z is to be onsidered:

Z =
1

k s2
e

· cT
W

−1c . (6)
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Matrix W represents the matrix resulting from (XT
X )−1

without both the �rst row

and �rst olumn. Then, the variable Z has distribution Fk,n−k−1 and the pvalue = 1 −
Fk,n−k−1(Z).

Finally, for both of the tests, the resulting value of sub-model quality riterion to be

minimized an be de�ned as

CRIT = log10pvalue . (7)

Sine the values of pvalue may get very lose to one, it is neessary to handle potential

numerial problems and express pvalue in terms of inomplete gamma distribution.

3.2 Information riteria

A di�erent approah to omparing the sub-model quality is based on statistial informa-

tion riteria. The riteria we have seleted are sorted from the least stringent to the most

one.

Wilks Information Criterion

Ralston [2℄ aording to Wilks [8℄ reommends to searh for a sub-model with minimal

error s2
e . Corresponding logarithmi form, whih will enable us to ompare the riterion

with the following ones, an be de�ned as:

WIC = n lns2
e . (8)

It is obvious that k, the number of explanatory variables inluded in sub-model, is already

indiretly penalizing the information quality in this basi riterion .

Akaike Information Criterion

Furthermore, an additional penalty for adding explanatory variables is inluded in the

Akaike riterion whih measure of the relative goodness of the sub-model [3℄ may be

denoted as:

AIC = 2k + WIC . (9)

Bayesian Information Criterion

Under the assumption of n ≥ 8 the Bayesian riterion [1℄ generates stronger penalty

for extra explanatory variables, thus preventing over-�tting even more. Following the

previous terminology, the riterion may be de�ned as:

BIC = k lnn + WIC (10)

As opposed to the logarithm of pvalue, the �nal riterion CRIT to be minimized will be

diretly equal to the value of respetive information riterion.
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4 Data desription

For image textural features, energies of 2D disrete wavelet transform were taken [10℄.

Deomposition using the Type 3 Daubehies wavelet at 8 levels was omputed by Matlab

funtion wavede2. Energy is the mean square of wavelet oe�ients for a given level

and diretion.

The basi sequene of features, x1, x2, . . . , x24, may be regarded as a set of H1, V1, D1, . . . ,

H8, V8, D8 where Hj, Vj , Dj are wavelet deomposition energies at j-th level in horizontal,

vertial and diagonal diretions. The vetor y represents deimal logarithm of rak

growth rate y = log10v.

To minimize potential numerial errors when working with the data, input data stan-

dardization was implemented as follows:

xk =
hk − E h√

D h
, (11)

using E h and D h as mean value and dispersion of the explanatory data.

Last, but not least � apart from the signi�ane of the data we an make use also

of physial distribution of the data in given data set. Due to the fat that data are

representing fatigue rak growth rate of three di�erent materials the data set is divided

into three separate groups. This will be espeially useful when dealing with the ross-

validation.

5 Seletion heuristi

Searhing for the best available sub-model is a binary optimization task that an be

de�ned as minimization of the objetive funtion f: D→ R where

D = {x ∈ {0, 1}m | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1} (12)

is binary domain. Here, the binary vetor x is diretly representing utilization of the

extended feature set, i.e. its omponents that are equal to �one" are inluded in the

orresponding sub-model. Therefore 0 means the onstant model and 1 the full model.

Furthermore, let's suppose that we have an aeptable value of the objetive funtion f ∗
.

Then we an de�ne a set of solutions, the goal set, as

G = {x ∈ D | f(x) ≤ f ∗} (13)

where

f ∗ ≥ min{ f(x) | x ∈ D } . (14)

For that purpose, we may utilize some of the well-known heuristi algorithms. We

have hosen physially motivated Fast Simulated Annealing (FSA) [5℄ with reputable

e�ieny in the ase of integer optimization tasks. FSA performs mutation on the ring

neighbourhood

N(x) = {y ∈ D | ||y − x||1 = 1} . (15)
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Beginning with k = 0, Tk > 0 and initial solution vetor generated by uniform distribution

x0 ∼ U(D) we perform FSA mutation as uniformly generated random binary vetor

yk ∼ U(N(xk)). Using ηk ∼ U([−1, +1]) we set

xk+1 =

{

yk f(yk) < f(xk) + Tktan(πη
2

)
xk f(yk) ≥ f(xk) + Tktan(πη

2
)

(16)

until a solution from the goal set is found or the pre-de�ned number of objetive funtion

evaluations is exhausted. The ooling strategy is represented by non-inreasing sequene

of positive temperatures Tk.

We were slightly inspired the by inreased e�ieny of hybrid heuristis in the ase

of ombination of di�erential evolution and steepest desent [6℄ and sine the previously

de�ned set of optimization problems has many loal minima, we have enhaned the FSA

algorithm by a hybrid part - steepest desent, whih may inrease the probability of

reahing the global optimum.

In our approah to hybrid heuristi optimization, instead of f(x) optimization we were

optimizing g(x) = f(h) where x = x0, h = xH are the �rst and last members of any

series {xk}H
k=0 satisfying xj ∈ N(xj−1), f(xj) < f(xj−1) for j = 1, . . . , H . I.e. h is the

best solution, in terms of steepest desent heuristi. Before any problem solution vetor

is evaluated, its nearest loal neighbourhood is iteratively searhed for a better solution,

until no further advane in terms of objetive funtion value an be made (or until a

pre-de�ned maximum number of loal evaluations is exeeded).

This way we were able to set a higher temperature T0 and to use more benevolent

ooling strategy. In other words, the algorithm was able to prevent getting stuk in a

loal minimum and still not loose the ability to �ne-tune a given solution. Thus the FSA

performane, on this spei� task, was improved.

6 Cross-validation

As aforementioned, we have the data divided into three groups aording to the material

being analysed. This allows us to perform a rather strong ross-validation to assess how

the results of a spei� riterion will generalize to an independent data set.

We will perform the optimization on two out of three groups (training group) and val-

idate the analysis on the remaining third group (veri�ation group). To improve overall

onsisteny, multiple rounds of ross-validation will performed using di�erent permuta-

tions of the data sets and the veri�ation results will be averaged over the rounds.

As the goodness of �t measure we propose to use R as the orrelation oe�ient

between the original data and the data proposed by respetive sub-model. However, when

optimizing, we will be still using the original objetive funtion based on the minimization

of CRIT value.

7 Experimental results

Analysed data onsisted of n = 162 observations and a total of 120 features in the

expanded feature set. That means the standard, linear, features and four non-linear
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transformations, as stated in (3).

To be able to ompare results gained with the hybrid heuristi, mentioned in the

previous setion, against a stepwise approah, we have implemented a simple stepwise

approah. Starting from the onstant model the algorithm was trying to improve the sub-

model quality by adding or removing one feature at a time until no further improvement

was possible. Despite having multiple methods, stepwise approah was always outper-

formed by hybrid heuristi in terms of quality of the best found sub-model (CRIT ) [9℄.

Furthermore, the traditional greedy stepwise approah generates sub-models with less

explanatory variables, kopt, beause of the stop ondition that is e�etive too soon [9℄.

Aggregated results may be found in Tab. 1. In here, olumn R represents orrelation

oe�ient between the original data and the data proposed by respetive sub-model.

Also, basi performane measures, suh as mean number of evaluations (MNE), standard

deviation of the number of evaluations (SNE) and reliability (REL - number of runs

during whih the algorithm found a solution from the goal set before exeeding 1 500 000

evaluations, ompared to the total number of runs), of the implemented heuristi that

led to the stated results may be found in Tab. 2.

Table 1: Optimal sub-model quality and features using hybrid heuristi

Level Diretion Term

Method CRIT R kopt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 H V D fu f 1/2 f 2 f−1 log10fu

R

2
test -106.43 0.9850 23 0 2 1 0 4 8 4 4 8 5 10 4 4 7 4 4

Wald test -93.26 0.9765 11 0 2 1 0 2 2 3 1 3 6 2 3 0 3 3 2

WIC -865.20 0.9971 89 14 15 12 9 7 12 14 6 28 29 32 16 16 18 19 20

AIC -679.29 0.9908 41 3 5 4 0 13 9 1 6 14 8 19 9 7 7 11 7

BIC -585.11 0.9771 12 0 2 1 1 2 2 3 1 3 6 3 0 2 6 2 2

Table 2: Hybrid heuristi performane measures

Method MNE SNE REL

R

2
test 717 056.38 120 582.41 0.81

Wald test 385 850.75 49 034.88 0.42

WIC 1 254 669.71 99 941.24 0.77

AIC 638 683.60 113 380.11 0.56

BIC 596 040.33 102 196.46 0.70

As far as the ross-validation is onerned, the full data set was divided into three

groups of data, eah having 59 (I. group), 53 (II. group) and 50 (III. group) observations.

For eah permutation of training and veri�ation groups the hybrid heuristi did optimize

the sub-model to make the model �t the training data as well as possible aording to

respetive method. Same settings and onditions were used as in the ase of full data set

without ross-validation. Detailed results are organized in Tab. 3. The most important

results are in the olumn of orrelation oe�ient Rverify whih measures the quality of

�t on the veri�ation data set.

These results are aggregated using mean of respetive methods and furthermore ex-

panded by omparing the data omposed from distint veri�ation data sets to the original

one in Tab. 4. Also, the outomes of omposed veri�ation data are depited in Fig. 1.
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Table 3: Cross-validation detailed results

Method Training & veri�ation grp. CRIT Rtrain Rverify kopt

R

2
test I.+II. & III. -77.33 0.9880 0.8857 17

R

2
test I.+III. & II. -72.26 0.9868 0.9356 18

R

2
test II.+III. & I. -71.20 0.9832 0.6472 7

Wald test I.+II. & III. -67.73 0.9849 0.8788 13

Wald test I.+III. & II. -63.00 0.9829 0.9193 13

Wald test II.+III. & I. -67.46 0.9804 0.5729 4

WIC I.+II. & III. -706.90 0.9991 0.2966 67

WIC I.+III. & II. -680.31 0.9992 0.6961 73

WIC II.+III. & I. -746.96 0.9997 0.2073 78

AIC I.+II. & III. -557.82 0.9989 -0.2424 66

AIC I.+III. & II. -437.49 0.9873 0.9386 19

AIC II.+III. & I. -472.67 0.9917 -0.1066 23

BIC I.+II. & III. -420.31 0.9869 0.8633 16

BIC I.+III. & II. -387.14 0.9829 0.9193 13

BIC II.+III. & I. -431.81 0.9804 0.5729 4

Table 4: Cross-validation summary

Method Mean R Composed R

R

2
test 0.8228 0.7745

Wald test 0.7903 0.7375

WIC 0.4000 0.0773

AIC 0.1965 -0.0297

BIC 0.7852 0.7336

8 Conlusion

The bene�ts of heuristi approah to sub-model testing in fratographis desribed above

are onsiderable. Nearly an unlimited set of explanatory variables may be o�ered without

any respet to the original number of observations in a given ase. Very good models were

obtained also in previously unsolvable ases with a very small number of observations.

Of ourse, the �nal result is mostly dependent on the sub-model seletion approah.

As it is apparent from the results of ross-validation and also based on our experiene we

are reommending BIC, Wald test and potentially also MFadden R-square test and WIC.

Nevertheless, there are signi�ant di�erenes between these four and more spei�ally we

are suggesting:

• BIC as an universal riterion,

• Wald test as a well balaned riterion, similar to the BIC, but only as far as linear

regression models are onerned,
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• MFadden R-square test as a legitimate riterion with respet to the variane anal-

ysis approah,

• WIC as a riterion that leads to onsiderable adherene to the data, however, as

opposed to aforementioned riteria, laks the ability to generalize.
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Figure 1: Composed veri�ation data (markers used: ross for I. group, plus sign for II.

group, irle for III. group)
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Abstract. In 1996 was invited videokymography as high-speed medical imaging method to

visualize the human vocal cords vibrations in voice disorders. This method provides a good

visualization of vocal fold vibration, frequency and amplitude of oscillation, the duration of each

phase of the cycle-opening and closing of the glottis, or propagation of mucosal waves. Manual

data extraction is time-consuming and depends on the correct identi�cation of the features of

physician. We proposed a new segmentation method base on thresholding for detection rima

glottidis. A proper search for glottis is very important for further analysis of the features.

Keywords: medical imaging, vocal chords, videokymography, segmentation, thresholding

Abstrakt. V roce 1996 byla navrºena videokymogra�e jako vysokorychlostní lékarská zobra-

zovací technika k vizualizaci poruch vibrací lidských hlasivek. Tato metoda dobre zobrazuje

kmitání hlasivek, frekvenci a amplitudu kmitu, trvání jednotlivých fází cyklu-otevírání a za-

vírání glotis, nebo ²írení sliznicních vln. Rucní extrakce dat je casove nárocná a závisí na

správné identi�kaci príznaku doktorem. My zde predstavujeme novou segmentacní metodu k

detekci hlasivkové ²terbiny zaloºenou na prahování. Správné nalezení této ²terbiny je velmi

duleºité pro dal²í analýzu príznaku.

Klí£ová slova: medicínské zobrazování, hlasivky, Videokymogra�e, segmentace, prahování

1 Introduction

The quality of voice is critically determined by vibration of the vocal folds. Revealing
small changes in the vibration can help early detection of various diseases, including can-
cer of the larynx. Therefore the objective evaluation and quanti�cation is an important
issue.
In general, the frequency of vocal folds vibrations varies within the range of 100 to 500 Hz
in males and 130 to 1,000 Hz in females (extreme position is reached only when singing).
This speed can not be captured with cameras used current television standard, which
rate is 25-60 frames per second (fps). To capture so fast phenomena are primarily used
two techniques:

• The Stroboscopy : Vibrating vocal cords are illuminated by a �ashing light source.
It looks like they were motionless when synchronizing light �ashes with the vibrations
of vocal cords. If we illuminate the vocal chords in a di�erent phase of the vibration we

177
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(a) Videokymographic examination (b) Vocal folds & Videokymogram

Figure 1: The videokymographic examination

reach apparent slowdown oscillations. This allows us to observe the oscillations of the
vocal cords also with the help of slow cameras working with the television standard.
Although the stroboscopy is good for recording fast processes, it has a serious limitation.
It works only with periodic vibration, therefore every frequency disturbance of the vibra-
tion also disturbs the resulting stroboscopic output and irregular vibrations of the vocal
folds cannot be studied at all.

• The Ultra High-Speed Photography : This method is time-consuming and these de-
vices is very expensive. The rate is from 1,000 to 100,000 fps. It means, if we have this
camera with 50,000 fps and the examination will takas 5 second, we have 250,000 frames.
Normal video playback speed is 32 frames per second, this means that the �ve-second
examination of the patient produces approximately 2 hour video. It is not feasible for
most laboratories.

In 1996 Dr. �vec et al. [5] suggested a new method of recording the vocal cords, which he
called videokymography (VKG). Here is used standard camera operates in two modes.
In standard mode, the camera works as well as standard TV cameras, recording 50 fps
with a resolution of 768x576 pixels. In the second videokymographic mode, the camera
captures only one line (top) and the frequency reaches 7812.5 lines per second with a
resolution of 768 pixels.

2 Dataset

Dr. �vec gave �fty pictures taken from di�erent patients. This data set consists mainly of
records with some vocal defect. Thanks this was achieved the great variability of records
and were covered major damage to the vocal cords.

3 Videokymogram and its characteristics

The scheme examination with videokymographic camera is shown in Figure 1a. The thin
white horizontal line in Figure 1b(left) indicates the position of the recording line. The
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(a) Vocal fold vibration recorded by the
videokymographic mode of the system. We can
detect the opening and closing movement of the
glottis, the frequency and other features

(b) Irregular vibration of vocal folds. We rec-
ognize the left-right asymmetry in he vibration
as well as the uncomplete closing

Figure 2: Examples of Videokymography Examination

Videokymographic image (Videokymogram) in Figure 1b(right) is two-dimensional image
composed of this line captured in time sequence.

The Figure 2 shows regular and irregular vocal fold vibrations of another patients
scanned in the middle of the glottis. After analyzing VKG images, Dr. �vec[6] created
a collection of features for characteristic of patients vocal folds. Here is their list with a
brief description, taken from [6]:

Absence of Vibration of Vocal Fold: We distinguish completely absent vibration of
the vocal fold or only partly, shown in Figure 3a.

Interference of Surroundings With Vocal Folds: We can divided this into two cat-
egory: 1) co-vibrations of the ventricular folds or other laryngeal tissues with the vocal
folds and 2) co-vibration of �uids with the vocal folds.

Cycle-to-Cycle Variability: This characteristic refers to dissimilarity of consecutive
vibration cycles in duration, amplitude, and overall shape, shown in Figure 3b.

Duration of Glottal Closure: The duration of closure divided by the duration of the
glottal cycle.

Left-Right Asymmetry: It is caused by any di�erence in the oscillation, but the most
serious behavioral expression of asymmetry are frequency di�erences, in which the left
and right vocal folds vibrate with di�erent, shown in Figure 3c. frequencies,

Shape of Lateral Peaks: Sharpness of the lateral peaks is a sign of vertical phase dif-
ferences, ie. a delayed movement of the upper margin behind the lower margin of the
vocal fold, shown in Figure 3d.
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Figure 3: (a)Absence of vocal fold vibration. (b) Large left-right synchronous cycle-to-
cycle variability. (c) Phase di�erences and axis shift. (d) Sharp lateral peak.

Laterally Traveling Mucosal Waves: These can be de�ned as the lateral movements
on the vocal folds that occur during the medial movement of the glottal edge.

Opening Versus Closing Duration: This characteristic compares the time during which
the vocal fold edge moves in the lateral direction (opening) to the time during which it
moves in the medial direction (closing).

Shape of Medial Peaks: Similar to the lateral peaks, the shape of the medial peaks
was found to occur in two types: rounded or sharp.

Cycle Aberrations: This is feature that disturb the simple shape of the vibratory cycle
of the vocal fold while not necessarily disturbing the periodicity of the vibration.

4 Analysis of the Basic Features

To extract all properties of the vocal folds mentioned in the previous section, we �rst
have to �nd correctly the rima glottidis. Thanks to various voice disorders this task very
di�cult, although at the �rst glance it seems easy. During work, we tried a number of
methods that did not lead to the goal:

Classical Thresholding: The rima glottidis is on all frames very well recognized with
human eye, due to its contrast to the vocal chords, which is lightened. Despite this it
is impossible to �nd a global threshold for all tested images, which could be applied to
segmentation. This is caused by di�erent brightness and high-noise images. The Otsu's
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Figure 4: Rima Glottidis Segmentation via Graph Cuts. Analyzed images (a, c, e, g)
and their segmentations (b, d, f, h).

method gave also poor results. This algorithm assumes that the processed image contains
two classes of pixels or bi-modal histogram and this condition is not ful�lled.

Level Set: The level set method was developed in the 1980s and is widely used for
segmentation. We implemented it according to this Approach [2]. Unfortunately, on our
data does not work quite well .

Graph Cuts: Very good method implemented according to the approach Boykov, Kol-
mogorov and Zabih [1]. On our data works well, but time-consuming computation is
large (minutes on a single picture). The resulting segmentation using graph cuts we can
see in the Figure 4.

During testing, we found the method of adaptive threshold searching based on minimizing
the graph cut. Its description is in the following section.

4.1 Thresholding Using Graph Cuts

In 2008Wenbing Tao [4] introduced a novel thresholding algorithm. The proposed method
uses a normalized graph cut measure as thresholding principle to distinguish an object
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from background.
Consider a weighted undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices, E is the
set of edges. Each edge has its weight w(u, v) describing the similarity between two nodes
u and v. The graph cut means the division this graph into two disjoint complementary
sets A and B = V − A. We can quantify this distribution as a total weight of the edges
connecting the two parts

cut(A, B) =
∑

u∈A,v∈B

w(u, v). (1)

The goal is to �nd the optimal bipartitioning of a G. In 2000 Shi and Malik [3] proposed
a new measure of disassociation between two sets. They named normalized cuts (Ncut)

Ncut(A, B) =
cut(A, B)

asso(A, V )
+

cut(A, B)

asso(B, V )
(2)

, where asso(A, V ) =
∑

u∈A,t∈V w(u, t) is the total connection from nodes in A to all
nodes in the graph.

4.1.1 Algorithm Construction [4]

• Let V = {(i, j) : i = 0, 1, ..., nh − 1; j = 0, 1, ..., nw − 1}, L = {0, 1, ..., 255}, where
nh and nw are the height and width of the image.

f(x, y) ∈ L ∀(x, y) ∈ Vk = {(x, y) : f(x, y) = k, (x, y) ∈ V } k ∈ L (3)

255⋃
k=0

Vk = V Vj ∩ Vk = Φ k 6= j j, k ∈ L (4)

• Construct undirected weighted graph G = (V, E), where nodes are pixels and weight
is de�ned as follows

w(u, v) =

{
e
−[
‖F (u)−F (v)‖22

dI
+
‖X(u)−X(v)‖22

dX
]
, if ‖X(u)−X(v)‖2 < r

0, otherwise
(5)

where dI and dX are positive scaling factors de�ning the relationship of w(u, v) to the
intensity di�erence or spatial location two nodes, r ∈ R+ determines the number of
neighboring nodes, and ‖.‖ denotes the vector norm. These parameters are set to dI =
625, dX = 4, and r = 2.

• For all t ∈ L we have a unique bisection V = A, B of the graph G = (V, E), where
A and B is de�ned as follows

A =
t⋃

k=0

Vk, B =
255⋃

k=t+1

Vk, k ∈ L. (6)

Then the graph cut by de�nition (1) becomes

cut(A, B) =
t∑

i=0

255∑
j=t+1

cut(Vi, Vj), (7)
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Figure 5: Rima Glottidis Segmentation (a) Analyzed image. (b) Center of the vocal
chords. (c) Threshold found using 4.1.1. (d) Morphological Operations.(d) Complete
segmentation with opening and closing of rima glottidis.

where cut(Vi, Vj) =
∑

u∈Vi,v∈Vj
w(u, v) is the sum of the weights of the total connection

between all nodes with gray level i and all nodes with gray level j. Similarly, we can
write the following relations

asso(A, A) =
t∑

i=0

t∑
j=i

cut(Vi, Vj) and asso(B, B) =
255∑

i=t+1

255∑
j=i

cut(Vi, Vj) (8)

and also asso(A, V ) = asso(A, A)+cut(A, B) and asso(B, V ) = asso(B, B)+cut(A, B).
Then �nally

Ncut(A, B) =
cut(A, B)

asso(A, A) + cut(A, B)
+

cut(A, B)

asso(B, B) + cut(A, B)
, (9)

which we minimize with respect to t.

For a more detailed description of the algorithm we refer to [4].

5 Rima Glottidis Segmentation

In this section we describe our algorithm to �nd the rima glottidis and its segmentation
step by step.

a Analyzed Image

b Find Center by Deviation First we have to �nd the approximate center of rima
glottidis. This can by achieved by counting the standard deviations in column of the
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Figure 6: Rima Glottidis Segmentation with our method - well (a, b, c, d, e, and f) and
poorly analyzed (g, h).

image and �nding the greatest. This calculation marks the column, where it appears
both two extremal values of light and dark, which is exactly our opening and closing of
the vocal cords. Vocal cords is approximately in the middle of all the images and takes
at most one quarter, so we crop both edges of the image.

c Thresholding Now we �nd the threshold by the algorithm described in 4.1.1 and
we do the thresholding with this value.

d Morphological Operations These operations are a necessary step to remove un-
wanted artifacts (holes and false response) after thresholding.We use morphological op-
erations namely opening and closing.

e Opening and Closing of the Rima Glottidis There are two situation that may
occur. First and easier way the cycles vocal cords are separated, so there is completely
closing movement of vocal cords. The second is a little bit complicated, there is no closure
of the vocal cords. We solved this issue by analyzing the function of the row sum, where
we are looking for local minima, which means the end of the cycle without vocal cord
closure.

In the Figure 5 are shown individual steps of the above described algorithm. The whole
segmentation takes average 0.1796 second with resolution of 350 x 550 pixels.
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6 Conclusion

Rima Glottidis Segmentation via thresholding was studied in this paper. The experimen-
tal results in the Figure 6 show good ability to detect a variety of vocal cords. For �fty
test images ill patients were correctly detected 84 percent. 8 images were falsely detected
mainly due to the poor quality of the images, or abnormal vocal chords.
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Abstract. A new approach to quasi-convex analysis is proposed here with a clear relation to the

general variational analysis. The basic idea is to deal with the sublevel mapping instead of the

epigraph of a quasi-convex function. Such approach leads to a notion of the normal operator,

which, however, lacks continuity for a general quasi-convex function. Here, we resolved this

problem by introducing limiting variant of the normal operator, which is outer-semicontinuous.

Moreover, the basic properties of the limiting normal operator are examined together with its

relation to the limiting subdi�erential.

Keywords: variational analysis, quasi-convex function, limiting normal operator

Abstrakt. V této práci prezentujeme nový p°ístup ke kvazi-konvexní analýze, jeº úzce souvisí s

obecnou varia£ní analýzou. Základní my²lenkou je vy²et°ovaní tzv. sublevel zobrazení namísto

zkoumání epigrafu kvazi-konvexní funkce. Tento p°ístup vede k pojmu normalového operátoru,

který v²ak pro obecnou kvazi-konvexní funkci není spojitý. To je vy°e²eno p°echodem k limitní

verzi normálového operátoru, která je zvn¥ polospojitá (outer-semicontinuous). V £lánku jsou

p°edstaveny i dal²í zakladní vlastnosti limitního normalového operátoru spolu s jeho vztahem k

limitnímu subdiferenciálu.

Klí£ová slova: varia£ní analýza, kvazi-konvexní funkce, limitní normálový operátor

1 Introduction

This work aims at obtaining a tool of generalized di�erentiation adopted for the class
of quasi-convex functions. Since the general notion of limiting subdi�erential [1, 4] does
not bene�t from convexity of sublevel sets of quasi-convex functions, there is a need to
�nd an alternative way. The sublevel approach was pioneered in [2] where the notion of
normal operator and strict normal operator was introduced. The �rst operator is outer-
semicontinuous and the other quasi-monotone, however, none of them has both these
important properties together. On that account, an unifying approach of adjusted normal
operator was developed in [3], which is outer-semicontinuous and quasi-monotone at the
same time. Moreover, it is capable of full characterization of the optimality conditions for
quasi-convex optimization. Albeit these qualities, it is hard to �nd proper calculus rules
for adjusted normal operator. The reason is its non-local nature, which is inherited from
strict normal operator used in the de�nition of the adjusted normal operator. Therefore,

∗The presented research is a result of the joint PhD programme co-supervised by Professor Didier

Aussel, Lab. PROMES, University of Perpignan, France
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we decided to follow a di�erent way here. The lack of outer-semicontinuity of the normal
operator may be untangled using the far-reaching idea of Mordukhovich [4]. This way we
obtain limiting normal operator which is outer-semicontinuous and quasi-monotone at the
same time. Further, the relation of limiting normal operator and limiting subdi�erential
is established at the end of this article.

2 Elements of Variational Analysis

First, we introduce basic elements of modern variational analysis which we then adopt to
quasi-convex setting. The full motivation of the following notions is out of scope of this
article, an interested reader is referred to excellent monograph [1]. We deal with �nite-
dimensional case only, extensions to in�nite dimensions may be developed by following
[4].

A generalized di�erentiation is based on the notion of a cone, which may contain
directional derivatives or normal vectors, for instance.

De�nition 2.1 (Cone). A set C ⊂ Rm is called a cone if 0 ∈ C and for all λ ≥ 0 we
have λC ∈ C.

This is the �rst time we used the so-called Minkowski notation for basic set operations.
For a general sets A,B ⊂ Rm we denote

A+B ≡ {a+ b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B} (1)

and considering any λ ∈ R also

λA ≡ {λa : a ∈ A}. (2)

The smallest cone containing set C is its positive hull pos{C}.

De�nition 2.2 (Positive hull). For a set C ⊂ Rm, a positive hull pos{C} is de�ned as

pos{C} ≡ {0} ∪
⋃
λ>0

λC. (3)

For a convex hull of set A ⊂ Rm, conv{A} is used. Next, there exists an important
dual representation of closed convex cones, which is based on the notion of a polar cone.

De�nition 2.3 (Polar cone). For C ⊂ Rm we de�ne a (negative) polar cone Co as

Co ≡
{
y ∈ Rm : ∀

x∈C
〈y, x〉 ≤ 0

}
. (4)

For any set C ⊂ Rm, its polar set Co is a convex closed cone. Especially, for a closed
convex cone K ⊂ Rm we have Koo = (Ko)o = K.

For the subject of variational analysis, the cone-valued mappings are fundamental.
Thus, we have to develop several notions of set-valued analysis. First to say, we denote
M [Rm ⇒ Rn] a multivalued mapping from Rm to Rn, i.e. M(x) ⊂ Rn for x ∈ Rm. Then,
the following concept of outer-semicontinuity of such mappings is of high importance.
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De�nition 2.4 (Outer limit of multivalued mapping). For a multivalued mappingM [Rm ⇒ Rn]
we de�ne outer limit as

limsup
x→x̄

M(x) =

{
y ∈ Rn : ∃

xm→x
∃

ym∈M(xm)
ym → y

}
. (5)

De�nition 2.5 (Outer-semicontinuous multivalued mapping). We say that a multivalued
mapping M [Rm ⇒ Rn] is outer-semicontinuous at x̄ ∈ Rm if

limsup
x→x̄

M(x) ⊂M(x̄), (6)

or, equivalently, limsupx→x̄M(x) = M(x̄).

The following lemma will be helpful in the next section.

Lemma 2.6 (Outer limit of linear images). For a linear mapping L[Rm → Rn] and
cone-valued outer-semicontinuous multi-mapping M [Rk ⇒ Rm] it holds

L(M(x̄)) ⊂ limsup
x→x̄

L(M(x)). (7)

This inclusion is an equality if L−1(0) ∩M(x̄) = {0}.

Proof. This statement follows directly from [1, Theorem 4.26] applied to arbitrary se-
quence xn → x̄ with condition of equality adopted to the case of linear mapping L and
cone-valued outer-semicontinuous mapping M .

Now, we may continue with local analysis of sets. For a closed set K ⊂ Rm and x ∈ K
we de�ne tangent cone TK(x) as follows

De�nition 2.7 (Tangent cone). For a closed set K ⊂ Rm and x ∈ K we de�ne tangent
cone TK(x) at point x as

TK(x) ≡ limsup
λ↘0

K − x
λ

. (8)

Tangent cone TK(x) contains such directional vectors v ∈ TK(x) that a point x remains
within the set K when moving in the direction of v, at least in the sense of outer limit.
A dual concept to tangent cone is regular normal cone.

De�nition 2.8 (Regular normal cone). For a closed set K ⊂ Rm and x ∈ K we de�ne

regular normal cone N̂K(x) at point x as

N̂K(x) ≡ TK(x)o. (9)

We see that for a general set K the regular normal cone N̂K(x) is convex by de�ni-

tion. However, N̂K(x) is not outer-semicontinuous, which complicates its calculation in
applications. On that account, the limiting normal cone NK(x) was introduced, see [4]
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De�nition 2.9 (Limiting normal cone). For a closed set K ⊂ Rm and x̄ ∈ K we de�ne
limiting normal cone NK(x̄) at point x̄ as

NK(x̄) ≡ limsup
x→

K
x̄
N̂K(x). (10)

The limiting normal cone is outer-semicontinuous by de�nition, nonetheless, on gen-
eral it is no more convex.

Further, various notions of subdi�erentials follows inheriting properties of the closely
related normal cones.

De�nition 2.10 (Regular subdi�erential). For any lower-semicontinuous function f [Rm → R]
we may de�ne regular subdi�erential ∂̂f(x) using regular normal cone to the epigraph of
f at the point in question

∂̂f(x) ≡ (Rm × {−1})
⋂

N̂epif (x, f(x)). (11)

Therefore, regular subdi�erential ∂̂f is convex-valued owning to convexity of N̂f .

De�nition 2.11 (Limiting subdi�erential). For any lower-semicontinuous function f [Rm → R]
we may de�ne limiting subdi�erential ∂f(x) via limiting normal cone to the epigraph of
f at the point in question

∂f(x) ≡ (Rm × {−1})
⋂

Nepif (x, f(x)). (12)

Similarly to normal cones, limiting subdi�erential ∂f(x) allows more practicable cal-
culus rules at the price of not being convex-valued in opposite to ∂̂f(x). For analysis of
non-Lipschitz function, another notion of subdi�erential is necessary.

De�nition 2.12 (Singular subdi�erential). For any lower-semicontinuous function f [Rm → R]
we may de�ne singular subdi�erential ∂∞f(x) using limiting normal cone to the epigraph
of f at the point in question

∂∞f(x) ≡ (Rm × {0})
⋂

Nepif (x, f(x)). (13)

Even though subdi�erentials play a primary role in applications, here we preferably
deal with normal cones since they may be more easily applied to sublevel sets of quasi-
convex functions in the next section. Therefore, the following lemma is useful.

Lemma 2.13 (Subdi�erentials as projection of normal cone). For any x ∈ dom(f) for f
lower-semicontinuous we have

pos{∂f(x)} ∪ ∂∞f(x) = Projdomf [Nepif (x, f(x))], (14)

where Projdomf is a canonical projection on domain of function f .

Proof. This follows directly from (12) and (13).
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3 Limiting Normal Operator

In this section we adapt the general notions of variational analysis to the class of quasi-
convex functions. We decided to borrow the notation from [1] to stress the newly es-
tablished relation of quasi-convex analysis and modern variational analysis. For some
terms, it was unavoidable to change the notation usual in quasi-convex analysis, we will
comment on such cases. We analyse a quasi-convex function in terms of its sublevel set.

De�nition 3.1 (Sublevel set). For function f(x) we de�ne sublevel set Sf (x) for any
x ∈ dom(f) as

Sf (x) ≡ {y ∈ dom(f) : f(y) ≤ f(x)}. (15)

We note that function f(x) is quasi-convex if and only if Sf (x) is convex for all
x ∈ dom(f). Moreover, since we are interested in lower-semicontinuous functions, we see
that sublevel set Sf (x) is closed for all x ∈ dom(f). On that account, we de�ne even the
strict sublevel set as a closed set to ease further notation.

De�nition 3.2 (Strict sublevel set). The (closed) strict sublevel set S̄<f (x) is de�ned as
follows

S̄<f (x) ≡ {y ∈ dom(f); f(y) < f(x)}. (16)

Whatever sublevel set we use, we may de�ne tangent operator for a quasi-convex
function f at point x as follows.

De�nition 3.3 (Tangent operators). Tangent operator Tf [X ⇒ X] and strict tangent
operator T<f [X ⇒ X] to a quasi-convex lower-semicontinuous function f at point x ∈
dom(f) are de�ned as

Tf (x) ≡ pos{Sf (x)− x}, (17)

T<f (x) ≡ pos
{
S<f (x)− x

}
.

In this article, tangent operator Tf substitute tangent cone to epigraph Tepif used for
analysing general lower-semicontinuous functions in variational analysis. Following this
analogy, we de�ne regular normal operator and strict normal operator.

De�nition 3.4 (Normal operators). For a quasi-convex lower-semicontinuous function f

we de�ne regular normal operator N̂f [Rm ⇒ Rm] and strict normal operator N<
f [Rm ⇒ Rm]

at point x ∈ dom(f) as

N̂f (x) ≡ Tf (x)o, (18)

N<
f (x) ≡ T<f (x)o.

We note that regular normal operator N̂f was originally called `normal operator' and
denoted Nf , see [2]. We decided to reserve this name and notation for a normal operator
introduced further to establish and emphasize relation to modern variational analysis [1].

Next, we show basic properties of N̂f and N<
f .
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De�nition 3.5 (Quasi-monotone operator). We say that a set-valued operator N [Rm ⇒ Rm]
is quasi-monotone if implication

〈x?, y − x〉 > 0⇒ 〈y?, y − x〉 ≥ 0 (19)

holds for all x, y ∈ X, x? ∈ N(x), y? ∈ N(y).

Lemma 3.6 (Quasi-monotonicity of N̂). Regular normal operator N̂f is quasi-monotone
for all quasi-convex lower-semicontinuous functions f .

Proof. See [3].

Lemma 3.7 (Outer-semicontinuity ofN<). Strict normal operator N<
f is outer-semicontinuous

for all quasi-convex lower-semicontinuous functions f .

Proof. According to [2, Proposition 2.1], gphN<
f is closed, which is equivalent to outer-

semicontinuity, see [1, Theorem 5.7].

There are, however, well-known examples of lower-semicontinuous quasi-convex func-
tions where N̂ is not outer-semicontinuous andN< is not quasi-monotone, see [2, Example
2.2] and [3, Example 2.1], respectively. The �rst normal operator satisfying both these
properties is adjusted normal operator Na de�ned in [3]. However, it lacks calculus rules
because of its non-local nature. This was the ultimate motivation for introducing the
new notion of limiting normal operator in a way similar to the limiting normal cone, see
De�nition 2.9.

De�nition 3.8 (Limiting normal operator). For a quasi-convex function f(x) we de�ne
the limiting normal operator Nf [Rm ⇒ Rm] at point x̄ ∈ dom(f) as

Nf (x̄) ≡ limsup
x→x̄

N̂f (x). (20)

This variant of normal operator possesses both important properties of quasi-monotonicity
and outer-semicontinuity. Indeed, Nf is outer-semicontinuous by de�nition, and at the

same time it attains quasi-monotonicity of N̂f .

Theorem 3.9 (Quasi-monotonicity ofNf ). Limiting normal operator Nf is quasi-monotone
for any quasi-convex lower-semicontinuous function f .

Proof. Take any x, y ∈ X and x? ∈ Nf (x), y? ∈ Nf (y). There exist sequences xm → x,

respective yn → y, such that x? ∈ N̂f (xm) for all m, respective y? ∈ N̂f (yn) for all n.
Next, we assume 〈x?, y − x〉 > 0 and we need to show that 〈y?, y − x〉 ≥ 0. For m and

n large enough, we have 〈x?, yn − xm〉 > 0 with x? ∈ N̂f (xm) and y? ∈ N̂f (yn), and thus

we may apply quasi-monotonicity of N̂f . This way we obtain 〈y?, yn − xm〉 ≥ 0 and so
the proof is �nished if we consider limit n,m→∞.

Next, we establish relation of the newly introduced Nf (x) to limiting and singular
subdi�erentials ∂f(x) and ∂∞f(x), respectively. To this end, several auxiliary statements
are necessary. First, we introduce a concept of the attentive convergence.
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De�nition 3.10 (Attentive convergence). For function f [Rm → R] we say that xn
converges to x f -attentively, xn →

f
x, if xn → x and limn→∞ f(xn) = f(x).

For a continuous function f , the topology of f -attentive convergence coincides with
the topology generated by norm, i.e. xn → x is equivalent to xn →

f
x. On general,

however, norm topology is �ner.
We will see that the concept of f -attentive convergence is helpful in subsequent anal-

ysis of limiting notions.

Theorem 3.11 (Attentiveness of Nf ). For any lower-semicontinuous quasi-convex func-
tion f , limiting normal operator Nf may be de�ned using f -attentive convergence only,
i.e. the following equation holds

Nf (x̄) = limsup
x→

f
x̄
N̂f (x). (21)

Proof. First, we �x point x̄ and denote

A = limsup
x→

f
x̄
N̂f (x). (22)

By the de�nition of Nf (x̄), it holds A ⊂ Nf (x̄). Thus we have to show that y ∈ Nf (x̄)
implies y ∈ A to fully prove our statement. For such y there exist xn → x̄ and yn → y
satisfying yn ∈ N̂f (xn). We may assume that f(xn) 6→ f(x̄), for otherwise y ∈ A
directly by the de�nition. Now, we denote σ = limsupn f(xn). Then, according to the
lower-semicontinuity of f , one has σ > f(x̄). Indeed, either σ ≥ liminfn f(xn) > f(x̄)
or liminfn f(xn) = f(x̄) and then, since the sequence f(xn) doesn't converges to f(x̄),
limsupn f(xn) > liminfn f(xn) = fx̄). Thus, we may take subsequence of xn such that
f(xn)→ σ and f(xn) > f(x̄) for all n. It implies Sf (x̄) ⊂ Sf (xn) and so

yn ∈ N̂f (xn) = (Sf (xn)− xn)o ⊂ (Sf (x̄)− xn)o . (23)

Further, we take any z ∈ Sf (x̄) and rewrite the previous inclusion as

〈yn, z − xn〉 ≤ 0. (24)

Now, letting n→∞ we obtain 〈y, z − x̄〉 ≤ 0 for any z ∈ Sf (x̄) and so

y ∈ (Sf (x̄)− x̄)o = N̂f (x̄). (25)

Thus, the proof is �nished since N̂f (x̄) ⊂ A by the de�nition.

Since we need to to clarify the relation of Nf and ∂f , the previous lemma is of no use
until we obtain a similar result for limiting normal cone.

Lemma 3.12 (Attentiveness of Nepif ). For a lower-semicontinuous function f it holds

Nepif (x̄, f(x̄)) = limsup
x→

f
x̄
N̂epif (x, f(x)). (26)
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Proof. We denote the right-hand side of (26) as A

A = limsup
x→

f
x̄
N̂epif (x, f(x)). (27)

From the de�nition of Nepif (x̄, f(x̄)) it follows that A ⊂ Nepif (x̄, f(x̄)). Thus, we need
to show that y ∈ Nepif (x̄, f(x̄)) implies y ∈ A to prove the statement. For such y

there exists (xn, zn) →
epif

(x̄, f(x̄)) and yn ∈ N̂epif (xn, zn) satisfying yn → y. Observing

limsupn→∞ f(xn) ≤ f(x̄) implied by f(xn) ≤ zn, we have also xn →
f
x̄ using lower-

semicontinuity of f . We �nish the proof establishing yn ∈ N̂epif (xn, f(xn)). We observe
epif − (xn, f(xn)) ⊂ epif − (xn, zn) and thus Tepif (xn, f(xn)) ⊂ Tepif (xn, zn). In other

words, N̂epif (xn, f(xn)) ⊃ N̂epif (xn, zn) and so y ∈ A.

Now, we may state and prove the �nal theorem of this article.

Theorem 3.13 (Relation of Nf (x) and ∂f(x)). For a lower-semicontinuous function f
we have

pos{∂f(x̄)} ∪ ∂∞f(x̄) ⊂ Nf (x̄), (28)

where equality holds provided 0 6∈ ∂f(x̄).

Proof. Inclusion (28) may be veri�ed directly. We observe that

(Sf (x)− x)× R+ ⊂ epi(f)− (x, f(x)). (29)

Thus also Tf (x) × R+ ⊂ Tepif (x, f(x)) and so N̂f (x) × R− ⊃ N̂epif (x, f(x)). Applying
outer limit with respect to f -attentive convergence x→

f
x̄ on both sides we have

Nf (x̄)× R− ⊃ Nepif (x̄, f(x̄)) (30)

using Theorem 3.11 and Lemma 3.12. Projection on dom(f) together with Lemma 2.13
completes the proof of (28).

The opposite inclusion is more di�cult. For any lower-semicontinuous f we have

N̂f (x) = N̂Sf (x)(x) ⊂ NSf (x)(x), (31)

and so we may adopt [1, Proposition 10.3] to our notation obtaining

N̂f (x) ⊂ pos{∂f(x)} ∪ ∂∞f(x) (32)

valid whenever 0 6∈ ∂f(x) and thus also for all x near x̄. We rewrite the right hand side
of (32) according to Lemma 2.13

N̂f (x) ⊂ Projdomf [Nepif (x, f(x))], (33)

where Projdomf is a canonical projection from Rm × R to Rm. Further, we have also

Nf (x̄) = limsup
x→

f
x̄
N̂f (x) ⊂ limsup

x→
f
x̄

Projdomf [Nepif (x, f(x))]. (34)
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Since Projdomf is linear and Nepif (x, f(x)) outer-semicontinuous and cone-valued, we may
apply Lemma 2.6 holding with equality as

Proj−1
domf (0) ∩Nepif (x̄, f(x̄)) = {0} (35)

owning to the assumption 0 6∈ ∂f(x̄). Then

Nf (x̄) ⊂ Projdomf [Nepif (x̄, f(x̄))], (36)

which proves our statement regarding Lemma 2.13 again.

Theorem 3.13 is important as it indicates to which extent Nf may bring some novelty
when compared with ∂f and ∂∞f . We see that outside stationary points, 0 6∈ ∂f(x),
both approaches are equivalent in a sense. The next example shed a more light upon this
relation.

Example 3.14 (Necessity of 0 6∈ ∂f(x)). Consider f(x) = x3 at x = 0. Then, Nf (0) =
[0,∞) whereas ∂f(0) = ∂∞f(0) = {0}. Therefore, the equality in Theorem 3.13 does not
hold. Strict inclusion ∂f(0) ( Nf (0), however, does not mean that Nf is less informative
than ∂f . In this example it indicates non-stationarity of f(x) at 0 in opposite to ∂f(0).

Finally, we note that conditions for equality in Theorem 3.13 are substantially weaker
than in the case of regular normal operator N̂f , see again [1, Proposition 10.3].

4 Conclusion

We introduced a new notion of the limiting normal operator and shown its outer-semicontinuity
and quasi-monotonicity. Then, also a clear relation to limiting subdi�erential was estab-
lished. However, the calculus rules, which truly verify the real usability of the limiting
normal operator, are to be developed in the future. Nonetheless, such program should be
feasible owning to the local nature of the limiting normal operator.
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Abstract. In this work, we used the density gradient theory (DGT) combined with the cubic
equation of state (EoS) by Peng and Robinson (PR) and the perturbed chain (PC) modi�cation
of the SAFT EoS developed by Gross and Sadowski [1]. The PR EoS is based on very simpli�ed
physical foundations, it has signi�cant limitations in the accuracy of the predicted thermody-
namic properties. On the other hand, the PC-SAFT EoS combines di�erent intermolecular
forces, e.g., hydrogen bonding, covalent bonding, Coulombic forces which makes it more accu-
rate in predicting of the physical variables. We continued in our previous works [2, 3] by solving
the boundary value problem which arose by mathematical solution of the DGT formulation and
including the boundary conditions. Achieving the numerical solution was rather tricky; this
study describes some of the crucial developments that helped us to overcome the partial prob-
lems. The most troublesome were computations for low temperatures where we achieved great
improvements compared to [2]. We applied the GT for the n-alkanes: n-heptane, n-octane,
n-nonane, and n-decane because of the availability of the experimental data. Comparing them
with our numerical results, we observed great di�erences between the theories; the best results
gave the combination of the GT and the PC-SAFT. However, a certain temperature-dependent
deviation was observed that is not satisfactorily explained by the present theories.

This work will be presented at Experimental �uid mechanics 2012 in Liberec (20.11.2012
- 23.11.2012) and whole text subsequently published in The European Physical Journal.

Keywords: Density gradient theory, nucleation, PC-SAFT, Cahn-Hilliard theory

Abstrakt. V této práci jsme zkombinovali gradientní teorii s Pengovou-Robinsonovou (PR)
stavovou rovnicí a stavovou rovnicí PC-SAFT vytvo°enou Grossem a Sadowskou [1]. Rovnice
PR je zaloºena na jednoduchých fyzikálních zákonitostech, takºe p°esnost, s jakou je schopna
p°edpov¥d¥t termodynamické vlastnosti je tedy omezená. Rovnice PC-SAFT na druhou stranu
kombinuje r·zné mezimolekulární síly jako vodíkové m·stky, kovalentní vazby, £i Coulombovy
síly, které ji d¥lají daleko p°esn¥j²í. Navázali jsme na na²e p°edchozí práce [2, 3] tím, ze jsme
°e²ili okrajovou úlohu, která vznikla matematickým vy°e²ením problému formulovaného gradi-
nentí teorií a p°i zahrnutí okrajových podmínek. Dosáhnout numerického °e²ení bylo pon¥kud
komplikované; tato studie popisuje n¥které zásadní invence, které nám pomohly p°ekonat díl£í
problémy. Nejobtíºn¥j²í byly výpo£ty pro nízké teploty, kde jsme dosáhli velkých zlep²ení oproti
[2]. Aplikovali jsme gradientní teorii pro n-alkany: n-heptan, n-oktan, n-nonan a n-dekan. Tyto

∗The project has been supported by grants GA ASCR No. IAA200760905, GACR Nos. 101/09/1633
and GPP101/11/P046 and MSMT LA09011.
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látky byly zvoleny proto, ºe jejich experimentální data jsou k dispozici. Kdyº jsme je porovnali
s numerickými výsledky, objevili jsme velké rozdíly mezi ob¥ma teoriemi. Nejlep²ího výsledku
dosáhla kombinace gradientní teorie a rovnice PC-SAFT. V porovnání dat se ov²em vystkytla
odchylka závislá na teplot¥; tato odchylka není sou£asnými teoriemi vysv¥tlena.

Tato práce bude prezentována na konferenci Experimental �uid mechanics 2012 v
Liberci (20.11.2012 - 23.11.2012) a celý text následn¥ publikován v ºurnálu The European

Physical Journal.

Klí£ová slova: Gradientní teorie, nukleace, PC-SAFT, Cahn-Hilliardova teorie
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Abstract. The paper deals with the numerical modeling of compressible two-phase �ow of
a mixture composed of several components in a porous medium. The mathematical model is
formulated by means of extended Darcy's law, components continuity equations, constitutive
relations, and appropriate initial and boundary conditions. The problem is solved numerically
using a combination of the mixed-hybrid �nite element method for the total �ux discretization
and the �nite volume method for the discretization of the transport equations. A new approach to
�ux approximation is proposed, allowing us not to determine the corresponding phases between
elements. This approach provides exact local mass balance. The time discretization is carried
out by the backward Euler method. The resulting large system of nonlinear algebraic equations
is solved by the Newton-Raphson iterative method. Methane injection into a homogeneous 2D
reservoir �lled with propane in two phases is simulated in a horizontal and vertical cut.

Keywords: mixed-hybrid �nite element method, �nite volume method, Newton-Raphson method,
two-phase compressible multicomponent �ow, miscible displacement

Abstrakt. �lánek pojednává o numerickém modelování stla£itelného dvoufázového proud¥ní
sm¥si o n¥kolika sloºkách v porézním prost°edí. Matematický model je formulován pomocí roz²í-
°eného Darcyho zákona, rovnic kontinuity pro sloºky sm¥si, konstitutivních vztah· a vhodných
po£áte£ních i okrajových podmínek. Úloha je °e²ena numericky kombinací smí²ené hybridní me-
tody kone£ných prvk· pouºitou pro diskretizaci celkového toku a metody kone£ných objem· pro
diskretizaci transportních rovnic. K aproximaci tok· navrhujeme vlastní upwind p°ístup, který
odbourává ur£ování korespondujících fází mezi elementy. Tento p°ístup poskytuje p°esnou lokální
bilanci hmoty. �asová diskretizace je provedena zp¥tnou Eulerovou metodou. Výsledná soustava
nelineárních algebraických rovnic je °e²ena Newtonovou-Raphsonovou itera£ní metodou. Na zá-
v¥r je simulováno vtlá£ení metanu do homogenního 2D rezervoáru napln¥ného propanem ve dvou
fázích v horizontálním a vertikálním °ezu.

Klí£ová slova: smí²ená hybridní metoda kone£ných prvk·, metoda kone£ných objem·, Newto-
nova-Raphsonova metoda, dvoufázové stla£itelné vícekomponentní proud¥ní, mísitelné proud¥ní
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1 Úvod

Spolehlivá simulace dvoufázového transportu vícekomponentní sm¥si v podzemním po-
rézním prost°edí je d·leºitá p°i °e²ení °ady problém·, jako je nap°. t¥ºba ropy nebo
sekvestrace CO2. Klí£ové pro tento druh proud¥ní je správné rozhodnutí o po£tu fází a
jejich sloºení na kaºdém výpo£etním elementu. Dále je to pak správné provázání fázových
tok· mezi jednotlivými elementy tak, aby bylo spln¥no zachování hmoty mezi elementy.
Tradi£ní p°ístupy [3] se snaºí na základ¥ jistých vlastností zkoumané sm¥si sloºit¥ propo-
jovat jednotlivé fáze mezi elementy. Tento postup v²ak £asto selhává (nap°. v nadkritické
oblasti p-V diagramu nelze rozli²ovat mezi fázemi).

V této práci se zabýváme numerickým modelováním stla£itelného dvoufázového prou-
d¥ní sm¥si sloºené z n¥kolika komponent v porézním prost°edí. Navrhujeme vlastní p°ístup
postavený na kombinaci smí²ené hybridní metody kone£ných prvk· (MHFEM) a metody
kone£ných objem· (FVM) s pouºitím upwind metody pro diskretizaci tok· na hranách
element· triangulace. Výsledné numerické schéma pak zaru£uje lokální bilanci hmoty a
korektní o²et°ení fázových tok· mezi elementy. Odpadá tak nutnost sloºitého ur£ování
korespondujících fází mezi jednotlivými elementy. Tlak a rozd¥lení sm¥si mezi fáze je
ur£eno prost°edky rovnováºné termodynamiky.

2 Matematická formulace

Nech´ Ω ⊂ R2 je omezená oblast s porozitou φ [-] a (t0, τ) je £asový interval [s]. Uvaºujme
dvoufázové stla£itelné proud¥ní tekutiny o nc sloºkách v oblasti p°i konstantní teplot¥ T
[K]. P°i zanedbání difúze je transport jednotlivých sloºek v oblasti Ω a £ase (t0, τ) (dle
[10]) popsán následujícími rovnicemi

∂(φci)

∂t
+∇ · qi = Fi , i = 1, . . . , nc , (1)

qi =
∑
α

cα,i vα , (2)

vα = −λαK(∇p− %αg) , (3)

kde neznámé veli£iny cα,i , jsou molární koncentrace fáze α komponent sm¥si [molm−3].
V rovnici (1) je φ porozita [-] a Fi zdrojový £len [molm−3s−1]. V roz²í°eném Darcyho
zákon¥ (3) je λα = λα (Sα) mobilita fáze α závislá na saturaci Sα , K ∈ [L∞(Ω)]2×2 vlastní
permeabilita [m2] (obecn¥ symetrický stejnom¥rn¥ eliptický tenzor [9]), ∇p gradient tlaku
p [Pa], g vektor gravita£ního zrychlení [m s−2] a %α =

∑nc

i=1 cα,iMi hustota tekutiny ve fázi
α [kgm−3] (Mi je molární hmotnost komponenty i [kgmol−1]) . Pomocí Darcyho zákona
(3) m·ºeme spo£ítat fázový tok qα a celkový tok q jako

q =
∑
α

qα =
∑
α

cαvα . (4)
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Rozd¥lení komponent mezi fáze je dáno následujícími termodynamickými vztahy∑
α

cα,i Sα = ci ,
∑
α

Sα = 1 , (5a)

p (T, cα,i , . . . , cα,nc) = p (T, cβ,i , . . . , cβ,nc) , ∀α 6= β , (5b)
µi (T, cα,i , . . . , cα,nc) = µi (T, cβ,i , . . . , cβ,nc) , ∀α 6= β , ∀i ∈ n̂c . (5c)

Rovnice (5a) vyjad°ují bilanci hmoty a objemu, (5b) mechanickou rovnováhu, kde je tlak
dán Pengovou-Robinsonovou stavovou rovnicí (PR EOS) [13]. Rovnice (5c) p°edstavuje
chemickou rovnováhu, p°i£emº µi je chemický potenciál i-té komponenty. P°esný tvar (5c)
a zp·sob °e²ení (5) je popsán v [11]. Postup jak ur£it po£et fází lze nalézt v [12].

Po£áte£ní a okrajové podmínky jsou následující

ci(x, 0) = c0
i (x) , x ∈ Ω , i = 1, . . . , nc , (6a)

p(x, t) = pD(x, t) , x ∈ Γp , t ∈ (t0, τ) , (6b)
q(x, t) · n(x) = 0 , x ∈ Γq , t ∈ (t0, τ) , (6c)

kde n je jednotkový vektor vn¥j²í normály k hranici ∂Ω . Rovnice (6b), (6c) ur£ují Di-
richletovy a Neumannovy okrajové podmínky na £ástech hranice Γp , resp. Γq, p°i£emº
platí Γp ∪ Γq = ∂Ω a Γp ∩ Γq = ∅ .

3 Numerické °e²ení

Systém rovnic (1)�(6) je °e²en numericky kombinací MHFEM aplikovanou na celkový tok
(4) a FVM aplikovanou na transportní rovnice (1). �asová diskretizace je provedena zp¥t-
nou Eulerovou metodou a výsledné schéma získáno linearizací Newtonovou-Raphsonovou
metodou (NRM).

Uvaºujme 2D polygonální oblast Ω s hranicí ∂Ω , která je rozd¥lena triangulací TΩ

na trojúhelníky. Ozna£me K prvek triangulace TΩ s plo²ným obsahem |K|, E je hrana
trojúhelníku o délce |E|, nk pak po£et v²ech element· triangulace a ne po£et hran troj-
úhelníkové sít¥.

3.1 Diskretizace celkového toku

Celkový tok q lze aproximovat v Raviartov¥-Thomasov¥ prostoru nejniº²ího °ádu (RT0
K)

nad elementem K ∈ TΩ jako
q =

∑
E∈∂K

qK,EwK,E , (7)

kde koe�cient qK,E vyjad°uje tok vektorové funkce q p°es hranu E elementu K vzhledem
k vn¥j²í normále a wK,E po £ástech lineární bazickou funkci prostoru RT0

K p°íslu²ející
hran¥ E (viz [1, 2, 10]).

Po dosazení z rovnice (3) do (4) m·ºeme vyjád°it gradient tlaku jako

∇p = − K−1q∑
α cαλα

+ %g , % =

∑
α cαλα%α∑
α cαλα

, (8)
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kde % je celková hustota. Vynásobením vztahu (8) pro ∇p bazickou funkcí wK,E , integrací
p°es K, vyuºitím vlastností prostoru RT0

K , vztahu (7), Greenovy v¥ty a v¥ty o st°ední
hodnot¥ odvodíme diskrétní tvar celkového toku

qK,E =
∑

α∈Π(K)

cα,Kλα,K

(
αKE pK −

∑
E′∈∂K

βKE,E′pK,E′ + γKE %K

)
, E ∈ ∂K. (9)

V rovnici (9) zna£í Π(K) v²echny fáze na elementu K; αKE , β
K
E,E′ a γKE jsou koe�cienty

závisející na geometrii sít¥ a lokálních hodnotách permeability; pK , pK,E′ je pr·m¥rná
hodnota tlaku na elementu K, resp. na hran¥ E ′ ; cα,K , λα,K , %K zna£í st°ední hodnotu
koncentrace fáze α, mobility fáze α a celkové hustoty na trojúhelníku K.

Ve smí²ená formulaci poºadujeme spojitost normálové sloºky toku a tlaku na hran¥
E mezi sousedícími elementy K,K ′ ∈ TΩ , coº lze zapsat jako

qK,E + qK′,E = 0 , (10)
pK,E = pK′,E =: pE . (11)

Okrajové podmínky (6b), (6c) vyjád°ené v diskrétním tvaru jsou

pK,E = pD(E) , ∀E ⊂ Γp , (12a)
qK,E = 0 , ∀E ⊂ Γq , (12b)

kde pD(E) je p°edepsaná hodnota tlaku p na hran¥ E.
Tok m·ºeme eliminovat dosazením qK,E ze vztahu (9) do rovnic (10) a (12b). Pro dal²í

odvození ozna£me £asov¥ závislé veli£iny v £ase tn+1 horním indexem n+ 1. Pak rovnice
(9)�(12) p°ejdou na následující soustavu ne lineárních algebraických rovnic

FE ≡



∑
K:E∈∂K

( ∑
α∈Π(K)

cn+1
α,K λ

n+1
α,K

)(
αKE p

n+1
K −

∑
E′∈∂K

βKE,E′pn+1
K,E′ + γKE %

n+1
K

)
= 0 ∀E 6⊂ ∂Ω ,

∑
α∈Π(K)

cn+1
α,K λ

n+1
α,K

(
αKE p

n+1
K −

∑
E′∈∂K

βKE,E′pn+1
K,E′ + γKE %

n+1
K

)
= 0 ∀E ⊂ Γq ,

pn+1
K,E − pD(E) = 0 ∀E ⊂ Γp .

(13)

Zde symbol
∑

K:E∈∂K zna£í s£ítání p°es elementy obsahující hranu E . Podobný postup
vedoucí ke smí²ené hybridní formulaci lze nalézt v [9].

3.2 Aproximace transportních rovnic

Transportní rovnice (1) s po£áte£ními a okrajovými podmínkami (6) jsou diskretizovány
pomocí FVM [8]. Integrací (1) p°es libovolný element K ∈ TΩ a pouºitím Greenovy v¥ty
dostaneme

d

dt

∫
K

φ(x)ci(x, t) +

∫
∂K

qi(x, t) · n∂K(x) =

∫
K

Fi(x) , i = 1, . . . , nc . (14)
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Aplikováním v¥ty o st°ední hodnot¥ a ozna£ením φK , ci,K , Fi,K pr·m¥rných hodnot φ, ci ,
Fi (i = 1, . . . , nc) p°es element K, p°ejde rovnice (14) na

d(φKci,K)

dt
|K|+

∑
E∈∂K

∫
E

qi · nK,E = Fi,K |K| , (15)

kde qi lze dosazením z (8) do (3) a vzniklého výrazu pak do (2) vyjád°it jako

qi =

(∑
β

cβ λβ

)−1∑
α

cα,i λα

(
q−

∑
β

cβ λβ (%β − %α)Kg

)
. (16)

Integrál v (15) m·ºeme pomocí (16) aproximovat (upwind) jako∫
E

qi · nK,E ≈
∑

α∈Π(K,E)+

qα,i,K,E −
∑

β∈Π(K′,E)+

qβ,i,K′,E , ∀E /∈ ∂Ω , (17)

kde K ∩K ′ = E , Π(K,E)+ = {α ∈ Π(K) : qα,i,K,E > 0} a

qα,i,K,E =
cα,i,K λα,K∑

α′∈Π(K)

cα′,K λα′,K

(
qK,E −

∑
β

cβ,K λβ,K (%β,K − %α,K) γKE

)
. (18)

Vzhledem k okrajovým podmínkám (6b), (6c) (a neuvaºováním úlohy s vtokovou £ástí
hranice) lze vztah (17) roz²í°it i na hrany z hranice, vynecháme-li v n¥m druhý £len.

�asová derivace ci,K v (15) je aproximována £asovou diferencí s £asovým krokem ∆tn .
P°i pouºití zp¥tné Eulerovy metody [8], máme pro kaºdé n , v²echny elementy K ∈ TΩ a
komponenty i = 1, . . . , nc

FK,i ≡ φK |K|
cn+1
i,K − cni,K

∆tn
+
∑
E∈∂K

 ∑
α∈Π(K,E)+

qα,i,K,E −
∑

β∈Π(K′,E)+

qβ,i,K′,E

n+1

− Fi,K |K| = 0 ,

(19)
kde qα,i,K,E je dáno (18). Poznamenejme, ºe schéma je pln¥ implicitní.

Po£áte£ní podmínku (6a) v diskrétním tvaru m·ºeme psát jako

c0
i,K = c0

i (K) , ∀K ∈ TΩ , i = 1, . . . , nc . (20a)

3.3 Linearizace schémat z MHFEM a FVM

V rovnicích (13) a (19) jsme ozna£ili FE a FK,i , (pro hranu E ∈ {1, . . . , ne} , element
K ∈ {1, . . . , nk} a komponentu i ∈ {1, . . . , nc}) výrazy, které budou tvo°it sloºky vektoru
F . Pouºitím NRM pak °e²íme nelineární soustavu algebraických rovnic o nk × nc + ne
rovnic

F = [F1,1, . . . ,F1,nc , . . . ,Fnk,1, . . . ,Fnk,nc ;F1, . . . ,Fne ]
T = 0 (21)
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pro neznámé � molární koncentrace cn+1
1,K , . . . , c

n+1
nc,K

, K ∈ {1, . . . , nk} a tlaky na hranách
pn+1
E , E ∈ {1, . . . , ne}. Jacobiho matice J linearizované soustavy je °ídká, av²ak nesyme-
trická. Je rozd¥lena na 4 bloky, jejichº prvky lze napo£ítat analyticky podle následujících
vztah·

(JK,K′)i,j =
∂FK,i
∂cn+1

j,K′
, (JK,E)i =

∂FK,i
∂pn+1

E

, (JE,K)j =
∂FE
∂cn+1

j,K

, JE,E′ =
∂FE
∂pn+1

E′
, (22)

kde JE,E′ je prvek matice JE,E′ , i, j = 1, . . . , nc; K,K
′ = 1, . . . , nk ; E,E ′ = 1, . . . , ne .

Vektor neznámých obsahuje korekce molárních koncentrací δci,K a tlak· na hranách δpE ,
které jsou spo£tené v kaºdé iteraci NRM a p°i£teny k hodnotám pn+1

E , cn+1
i,K z p°edchozí

iterace. Itera£ní procedura kon£í p°i spln¥ní podmínky

‖F‖ < ε (23)

pro zvolené ε > 0 (viz [14]).

4 Numerické výsledky

Uvaºujme 2D £tvercovou oblast 50 × 50m2 reprezentující °ez propanovým rezervoárem
o porozit¥ φ = 0.2 a izotropní permeabilit¥ K = k = 10−14 m2 p°i po£áte£ním tlaku
p = 6.9 · 106 Pa a teplot¥ T = 311K. V levém dolním rohu rezervoáru je vtlá£en metan
a v pravém horním rohu sm¥s metanu a propanu odtéká (obr. 1). Hodnota vtlá£ení F1,K

je 42.5m2/den p°i tlaku 1 atm a teplot¥ 293K. Fyzikáln¥-chemické vlastnosti sm¥si jsou
shrnuty v tab. 1. P°i tomto nastavení se sm¥s b¥hem proud¥ní m·ºe nacházet ve dvou-
fázovém stavu. Hranice oblasti je nepropustná krom¥ odtokového rohu, kde je udrºován
tlak p = 6.9 · 106 Pa. Struktura výpo£etní sít¥ o 2× 10× 10 elementech je zobrazena na
obr. 1. Parametr ε z konvergen£ního kritéria NRM (23) byl zvolen 10−6. K °e²ení soustavy
lineárních rovnic byla pouºita knihovna UMFPACK [4, 5, 6, 7].
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Obrázek 1: Schéma simulovaného rezervoáru a struktura výpo£etní sít¥.
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i (sloºka sm¥si) pci [Pa] Tci [K] Vci [m3mol−1]
1 (CH4) 4.58373 · 106 1.89743 · 102 9.897054 · 10−5

2 (C3H8) 4.248 · 106 3.6983 · 102 2.000001 · 10−4

i (sloºka sm¥si) Mi [kgmol−1] ωi [-] δi1 [-] δi2 [-]
1 (CH4) 1.62077 · 10−2 1.14272 · 10−2 0 0.0365

2 (C3H8) 4.40962 · 10−2 1.53 · 10−1 0.0365 0

Tabulka 1: P°íslu²né parametry PR EOS pro metan CH4 a propan C3H8.

4.1 Úloha bez gravitace

V první úloze budeme simulovat vtlá£ení metanu do horizontálního rezervoáru (tj. s nulo-
vou gravitací) napln¥ného propanem. Na obr. 2 jsou zobrazeny izo£áry molárního zlomku
c1

c1+c2
v r·zných £asech. Nejblíºe k vtlá£ecímu vrtu je vºdy hodnota molárního zlomku 0.9

a s kaºdou dal²í izo£árou sm¥rem k odtokovému rohu se hodnota zmen²í o 0.1. Výpo£et
byl proveden na síti 2× 40× 40 element·.

(a) τ = 2 · 107 s (b) τ = 4 · 107 s

(c) τ = 6 · 107 s (d) τ = 8 · 107 s

Obrázek 2: Molární zlomky metanu c1/(c1 +c2) na síti 2×40×40 . Izo£áry jsou rozloºeny
rovnom¥rn¥ mezi dv¥ma zobrazenými hodnotami.
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4.2 Úloha s gravitací

Ve druhé úloze budeme simulovat vtlá£ení metanu do vertikálního rezervoáru (tj. s gra-
vitací) napln¥ného propanem. Na obr. 3 jsou zobrazeny izo£áry molárního zlomku c1

c1+c2
v r·zných £asech. Nejblíºe k vtlá£ecímu vrtu je vºdy hodnota molárního zlomku 0.9 a
s kaºdou dal²í izo£árou sm¥rem k odtokovému rohu se hodnota zmen²í o 0.1. Výpo£et byl
proveden na síti 2× 40× 40 element·.

(a) τ = 0.5 · 107 s (b) τ = 1 · 107 s

(c) τ = 1.5 · 107 s (d) τ = 2 · 107 s

Obrázek 3: Molární zlomky metanu c1/(c1 +c2) na síti 2×40×40 . Izo£áry jsou rozloºeny
rovnom¥rn¥ mezi dv¥ma zobrazenými hodnotami.

5 Záv¥r

V této práci jsme popsali numerické schéma zaloºené na kombinaci MHFEM a FVM
pro °e²ení dvoufázového stla£itelného proud¥ní sm¥si v porézním prost°edí. Oproti tra-
di£ním p°ístup·m nemusíme sloºit¥ ur£ovat odpovídající si fáze na hran¥ mezi dv¥ma
elementy, protoºe to navrºená upwind technika ani diskretizace numerických tok· nevy-
ºaduje. P°esto ná² p°ístup zaru£uje lokální bilanci hmoty, která je d·leºitá zejména p°i
°e²ení problém· v heterogenním prost°edí. Numerický model jsme pouºili pro simulaci
dvousloºkové sm¥si � metan, propan proudící dvoufázov¥ v horizontálním nebo vertikál-
ním rezervoáru.
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Abstract. Refactoring is widely utilized by programmers to improve the existing code. How-
ever, this process, if performed manually, consumes much time; this is the reason why automated
refactoring tools appeared in many integrated development environments during the last decade.
Refactoring of a code of some programming language requires previous syntactic analysis of the
code. Therefore, refactoring of a C++ code is a complex issue with regard to hardly recognizable
context of C++. This paper summarizes main refactoring methods then focuses primarily on
the process of syntax analysis with respect to the C++ language. At the end of the paper the
current progress in refactoring tool development is described.

Keywords: C++, refactoring, syntactic analysis

Abstrakt. Refaktorování je proces, který je programátory ²iroce vyuºíván ke zlep²ení vlast-
ností jiº existujícího zdrojového kódu. Pokud je refaktorování provád¥no ru£n¥, m·ºe trvat
pom¥rn¥ dlouhou dobu. Z tohoto d·vodu se v posledních letech stávají automatické refak-
torovací nástroje b¥ºnou sou£ástí vývojových prost°edí. Refaktorování kódu ve zvoleném jazyce
je závislé na p°ede²lé syntaktické analýze tohoto kódu. Proto není vytvo°ení refaktorovacího
nástroje pro jazyk C++ jednoduchou záleºitostí, zejména kv·li jeho obtíºn¥ rozpoznatelnému
kontextu. Tento £lánek shrnuje hlavní refaktorovací techniky, následn¥ se zam¥°uje p°edev²ím
na proces syntaktické analýzy jazyka C++. V záv¥ru £lánek dokumentuje pr·b¥h práce na
refaktorovacím nástroji.

Klí£ová slova: C++, refaktorování, syntaktická analýza

1 Introduction

Refactoring is a process during which internal structure of software is changed, but be-
haviour (functionality) of refactored software remains unchanged [5]; in other words,
during refactoring is a poorly-designed code transformed into a well-designed [5] form
which is easily readable, maintainable and which does not contain duplicated parts.

1.1 Code smells and refactoring methods

In order to distinguish between the badly designed code and the good one a term code

smell has been introduced [5]. There are various kinds of code smells; each kind refers
to a speci�c design issue. Moreover, each type of smell is connected with one or more

∗This work has been supported by the grant SGS 11/167
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refactoring techniques that are used to �x the related issue. In Table 1 the most common
refactoring techniques are listed together with brief description; Table 2 shows a list
of frequent code smells together with refactoring techniques that should be used for
their removal. More sophisticated taxonomy of code smells was introduced by Mäntylä
and Lassenius [10] who divided code smells into �ve groups with respect to negative
contributions of each smell.

Table 1: Common refactoring techniques
Name Description Reverse

1 Encapsulate �eld Creates setter and getter for a selected attribute
of a given class.

2 Extract class Extracts selected attributes and methods into a
new class.

8

3 Extract interface In C++ this is equivalent to extracting a super-
class with virtual methods.

4 Extract superclass Extracts selected attributes and methods into a
new parent class.

5 Extract method Extracts reusable part of some method into a
new one.

9

6 Form template Creates template for a given method or class.

7 Hide delegate Hides given class to user and makes its methods
available through �middle man� class.

11

8 Inline class Moves all its attributes/methods into another
class and deletes it.

2

9 Inline method Puts the method's body into the body of its
callers and remove the method.

5

10 Move method Moves a method from one class to another one.

11 Remove middle man Makes methods of given class available to user
directly without the �middle man�.

7

12 Rename Changes the name of a selected class, method,
or variable in all its occurences.

13 Replace conditional
logic with polymor-
phism

Replaces a conditional with a call of virtual
method of a polymorphic object.

14 Replace temp with
query

Replaces a read-only temporary variable in a
method with a query function (getter) call.

1.2 The state of the art

The detection of smells is upon a programmer who is expected to discover smells in the
code and then to �x them. Transformation of code via refactoring techniques may be
performed manually by the programmer, or with utilization of automated tools o�ered
by many present-day integrated development environments (IDE). Despite the fact that
large portion of present-day IDEs contain advanced refactors, so far, there is no non-
proprietary IDE or tool which allows full refactoring of the C++ language [8].
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Table 2: Frequent code smells
Name Related techniques

Alternative Classes with Di�erent
Interfaces

Extract interface

Divergent Change Extract class

Duplicated code Extract class/superclass/method, Form template

Conditional complexity Replace conditional logic with polymorphism

Large class Extract class, Move method

Lazy class Inline class

Long method Extract method

Long parameter list Extract class

Message chains Hide delegate

Middle man Remove middle man

Uncommunicative name Rename

2 Decomposition of refactoring tool

To perform the automated refactoring of a selected part of code, the original code has
to be transformed into a form of abstract syntax tree (AST) [1]; as shown in Figure
1, mentioned transformation, often referred to as parsing, consists of two steps: lexical
analysis and syntactic analysis. Once the syntax analysis of the code is completed and
AST is produced, the refactoring process may start.

2.1 Lexer

During the lexical analysis [1] a stream of characters is read from the input. Consequently
individual characters are grouped into meaningful sequences (lexemes). Finally, for each
lexeme an output token [1] is created. Application or module which performs the lexical
analysis is referred to as Lexer. Each lexer has to be provided with a list of valid tokens
so as the input stream can be split into them.

2.2 Syntactic analyser

Within the syntax analysis [1], performed by syntactic analyser, a sequence of tokens is
taken as the input and a tree-like representation of code (syntax tree) is created to show
the grammatical structure of the token stream. The input token stream is transformed
into the syntax tree on the basis of a grammar.

2.2.1 Grammar

A formal grammar (grammar) [3, 9] is de�ned as (1) where T is a �nite set of terminal
symbols, N is a �nite set of nonterminal symbols, P represents a �nite set of production
rules and S denotes an unique nonterminal start symbol.

G = (T,N, P, S) N ∩ T = ∅ S ∈ N (1)
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Figure 1: Activity diagram of the refactoring tool

Terminals are elementary symbols (keywords and literals) of the analysed language;
they are represented by tokens and often marked by lowercase letters.

Nonterminals , by convention marked by capital letters, are sometimes aptly called
syntactic variables, suggesting that nonterminal is a variable that substitutes other non-
terminals and terminals; this �substitution� is performed via production rules.

Production rules (rules) are described in the form of α → β which means that left-
hand side string α is going to be replaced by right-hand side string β. The form of rules
di�ers based on the type of the grammar; four types are recognized in so-called Chomsky

classi�cation. They are listed together with corresponding form of rule in Table 3 where
symbol ∗ is a Kleene star (zero or more occurences) and symbol | is an acronym for �or�.

Table 3: Chomsky classi�cation of grammars
Type Grammar name Rule form

0 Unrestricted any form
1 Context-sensitive α1Aα2 → α1βα2 A ∈ N α1, α2, β ∈ (N ∪ T )∗

2 Context-free A→ β A ∈ N β ∈ (N ∪ T )∗

3 Regular A→ aB|a A,B ∈ N a ∈ T
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Grammar is a language generator; the language L that is generated by the grammar G
is de�ned as (2) where symbol + is a Kleene plus (one or more occurences) and S ⇒+

G ω
means that after one or more subsequent derivations [9] of the starting symbol S a string
ω will be produced.

L(G) = {ω ∈ T ∗ : S ⇒+
G ω} (2)

2.3 Refactor

When the syntax tree is constructed, it can be used in the refactor which has to be able
to search in this tree. Moreover, since the refactoring process changes the original code,
a mechanism that rewrites AST and projects it back to the source code has to be present
in the refactor. Last but not least, the tool has to be provided with user interface which
will allow to choose a refactoring method and to select a portion of the code on which the
method will be applied. An interesting way of searching through the XML representation
of AST via XQuery language as well as the rewriting of AST was introduced in [13].

3 Parsing C++ language

3.1 Grammar of C++ language

As mentioned in [4] C++ is the context-sensitive language; the following code will be
used as example.

void function(int b) {

(a) (b);

}

If literal a was previously declared as a type then expression (a)(b) would be rec-
ognized as a cast expression. On the other hand, if a was declared as a function then
same expression would be recognized as a function call. Other ambiguities are for exam-
ple: A*B; (dynamic type declaration vs multiplication) or vector<vector<T>> matrix;

(templated type declaration1 vs comparison).
In contrast to other context-sensitive languages, in the case of C++, it can sometimes

be very di�cult to determine the right context [4]. Let us consider the following example
in which the context depends on template instantiation.

template <unsigned N>

struct A : A<N-2> {

};

template <>

struct A<0> {

1Since the introduction of C++11 standard, empty space is no longer necessary to separate individual
characters within >>.
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enum { a };

};

template <>

struct A<1> {

typedef int a;

};

void function() {

int x(A<42>::a);

int y(A<41>::a);

}

As can be seen in the above code x and y have the di�erent meaning with regard to
whether the template parameter N is even or odd; x is a variable initialized with a value
of the enumeration literal a, while y is a nested function declaration.

Because there are a number of tools for lexical and syntactic analysis that would be
pointless to re-create, it was decided to use an existing analysis tool.

3.2 Tools for lexical and syntactic analysis of C++

A search for tools capable of lexical and syntactic analysis was performed. The most inter-
esting alternatives were examined in order to choose the most suitable one for subsequent
analysis of C++ language.

3.2.1 Considered alternatives

GNU G++ compiler, which source code is available to public, contains highly opti-
mized lexical and syntax analysers of C++ language. Moreover, if G++ were utilized for
parsing of C++, it would guarantee that the top level refactoring tool would meet the
contemporary C++ standards. On the other hand G++ source code is little structured
and badly readable. However, in 2004 a team from the University of Sannio conducted
research [2] about extracting syntax tree from GCC compiler which resulted into creation
of tool XOGastan; unfortunately this tool is no longer being developed.

ANTLR (acronym of Another Tool for Language Recognition) [11] is one of the tools
that allow to generate source code of the lexical and syntactic analyser based on the
provided grammar and token speci�cation. Furthermore, it allows to choose the language
in which will be source codes of analysers generated. Last but not least, ANTLR is used
by a large group of users, so that many user-de�ned input grammars, including C language
grammar, are available. The disadvantage of ANTLR is that the generation is one-way
process and each change in grammar requires a new generation. Moreover, the generated
code is not too easy to read. These two facts make it di�cult for the programmer to
manually intervene in the parser code.
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Eclipse CDT is plugin for Eclipse, the widely known Java IDE, representing an en-
vironment for the C++ language with built-in code-insight or simple refactor. Part of
CDT module is C++ parser with object representation of AST; both the Parser and the
AST structure are written in Java and used by CDT internally.

Boost Spirit is a part of Boost a large extension library for C++ language. Spirit [6]
comprises both lexical and syntactic analyser. The grammar rules can be described in
the modi�ed2 Extended Backus Normal Form (EBNF) [12] and embedded to the syntax
analyser directly in C++, so they can mix freely with other C++ code; due to this fact
the programmer is allowed to write a clear, easily changeable and immediately executable
parser without the need to constantly re-generate the badly readable code. Character
input is not limited to 8-bit ASCII, but 16-bit and 32-bit characters are supported such
as Unicode. Spirit also provides macros that allow to turn on a detailed debugging of the
syntax analysis process.

3.2.2 Chosen alternative

The Boost Spirit library was chosen for further implementation of the parser. The main
reason was that the parser together with rules can be written directly in C++, so both
can be constantly improved over the time without delays with the re-generation of the
parser. Moreover, a library that provides automated unit tests may be included to the
parser project. Regardless of fact that Spirit allows to describe rules in approximate
EBNF form, in which only context-free rules can be formulated [12], it allows to inject
semantic actions to the syntactic analyser via C++ function pointers or function objects.

4 Development progress

According to the decomposition in the section 2 the development process was divided
into three major phases. First, the lexer and syntax analyser are going to be developed
as a single module. Next, the basic refactor module is planned to be created. During the
third step, both modules are going to be continuously improved in order to implement
the largest possible number of refactoring methods.

4.1 Parser construction

The parser is developed in the C++ language. CMake [7] is utilized for automated
generation of platform dependent make�les.

So far two C++ structures were created CppLexer and CppGrammar; CppLexer is the
instance of lexer structure which contains de�nitions of tokens and information about
order in which they should be matched; CppGrammar is the instance of grammar structure
and contains de�nitions of rules. Rules were divided into six groups according to individ-
ual C++ statements: block, selection, iteration, jump, declaration, expression. Currently

2The symbols has been changed in order to be expressed by C++ operators.
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rules for block statement and several types of expression (assignment, unary, post�x, pri-
mary) are created and remaining expression rules are developed. By this time semantic
actions are not utilized and the code is parsed without the context disambiguation.

4.2 Parser testing

As the grammar evolves with the growing number of rules during the development process,
the parser has to be constantly tested to make sure that newly developed rules are valid
and old ones has not been negatively a�ected by the current changes in the grammar.
With regard to these reasons, it was decided that unit tests will be utilized. For unit
testing QTest framework from Qt library [14] was chosen and included to the project; a
separate module test was also created in the project. This module contains expression
strings and source �les that are iteratively passed to the parser in order to test it.

5 Conclusion

In this paper basic refactoring techniques were summarized together with corresponding
code smells. Next, the refactoring tool was decomposed into three parts: lexer, syntax
analaser and refactor. Moreover, the process of syntax analysis was discussed in more
detail with respect to di�culties with analysing of the C++ language presented in the
next section. Subsequently, the paper devoted to choosing a suitable tool for syntactic
and lexical analysis of C++; individual alternatives were described; and �nally, the Boost
Spirit library was chosen. In the last section the current state of the work on the refac-
toring tool was described. Further work will focus primarily on formulation of rules for
declaration statements and disambiguation of C++ context via semantic actions.
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Abstract. The article is about the method of data modeling BORM, which is very popular

among developers, analysts and consultants due its complexity and understandability. Attention

is given to the lambda-calculus, which this method, unlike other methods of data modeling

supports by built in an interpreter of language C.C. These enable to solve many problems of

simulations, transformation of models and others, which allow a better understanding of reality.

Keywords: data modelling, BORM method, lambda-calculus

Abstrakt. P°ísp¥vek je v¥nován metod¥ datového modelování BORM, která je pro svoji kom-

plexnost a zárove¬ snadnou srozumitelnost velmi oblíbena mezi vývojá°i, analytiky i konzultanty.

Pozornost je v¥nována zejména lambda-kalkulu, který tato metoda na rozdíl od ostatních me-

tod datového modelování podporuje prost°ednictím zabudovaného interpretu jazyka C.C. Díky

tomu je moºno vy°e²it °adu problém· simulace, transformace model· a dal²ích, coº umoº¬uje

lépe pochopit realitu.

Klí£ová slova: datové modelování, metoda BORM, lambda-kalkul

1 Úvod

Existuje celá °ada metod datového modelování (BPMN, EPC, IDEF, UML...) které umoº-
¬ují uºivatel·m a vývojá°·m co nejlépe porozum¥t modelovanému sv¥tu. Kaºdá z t¥chto
metod má svoje výhody i nevýhody. V tomto p°ísp¥vku se budu zabývat metodou BORM,
která je pro svoji komplexnost velmi oblíbena mezi analytiky, konzultanty i vývojá°i. Po-
zornost budu v¥novat zejména lambda-kalkulu, který tato metoda, resp. CRAFT.CASE,
který je nej£ast¥ji pouºívaným softwarovým CASE nástrojem pro tuto metodu, na rozdíl
od v¥t²iny ostatních metod podporuje.

2 Metoda BORM

Metoda BORM (Business Object Relation Modeling) je vyvíjena od roku 1993. Od po-
£átku je orientována na podporu tvorby objektov¥ orientovaných softwarových systém·
zaloºených na £ist¥ objektov¥ orientovaných programovacích jazycích a vývojových pro-
st°edích (nap°íklad prost°edí Smalltalku - VisualWorks, VisualWave, VisualAge, ...) a ob-
jektových databázích (Gemstone, Artbase, ...). Metoda je podporována i CRAFT.CASE

∗Tato práce byla podpo°ena grantem SGS2012
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nástrojem vyvíjeným �rmou e-FRACTAL, s.r.o. CRAFT.CASE implementuje i funk£ní
programovací jazyk C.C, který je zaloºený na lambda kalkulu.

BORM pokrývá v²echny fáze vývoje softwaru. Základní odli²nosti metody od ostatních
podle V. Merunky [3] jsou:

• V¥t²ina metod je zaloºena na analýze textového popisu zadání a odvozování objekt·
a jejich operací z podstatných jmen a sloves ve v¥tách. UML poskytuje malou
podporu pro identi�kaci objekt· ze zadání. U v²ech diagram· se p°edpokládá, ºe
objekty a t°ídy jsou jiº rozpoznány.

• BORM pro kaºdou jednotlivou fázi ºivotního cyklu vyuºívá v diagramech omezenou
sadu pojm· - p°edpokládá se, ºe b¥hem projektování dochází k postupným p°em¥-
nám objekt· na jiné. Nap°. pojmy jako stav, p°echod nebo asociace jsou pouºívány
jen b¥hem analýzy, pojmy jako agregace nebo d¥di£nost se pouºívají jen ve fázi
implementace.

• Nevyºaduje odd¥lování od sebe statických a dynamických pohled· na systém do
r·zných typ· diagram· s rozdílnou notací, je moºno je v jednotlivých diagramech
kombinovat.

Fáze ºivotního cyklu podle BORM [3, 5]

1. Strategická analýza - de�nice problému, stanovení jeho rozhraní, rozpoznání zá-
kladních proces· odehrávajících se v systému a jeho okolí.

2. Úvodní analýza - rozpracování problému, mapování proces· v systému a vlast-
ností základních objekt·.

3. Podrobná analýza - detailní rozpracování analýzy jednotlivých objekt·, vazeb
mezi nimi a jejich ºivotních cykl·. Toto je poslední analytická fáze, na jejímº konci
by v²e m¥lo být rozpoznáno.

4. Úvodní návrh - první fáze, ve které se snaºíme upravit systém pro softwarovou
implementaci.

5. Podrobný návrh - dochází k p°em¥n¥ prvk· existujícího modelu do podoby pod-
°ízené cílovému implementa£nímu prost°edí. Zohled¬ují se vlastnosti konkrétních
programových jazyk·, databází apod.

6. Implementace - vlastní vytvá°ení poºadovaného software programováním nebo
generováním z CASE nástroje.

Výhody metody BORM:
Metoda je zaloºená na postupné transformaci modelu a v kaºdé fázi se pracuje jen s

ur£itou omezenou a konzistentní podnoºinou BORM návrhu, coº umoº¬uje její snadné
osvojení analytiky, konzultanty i vývojá°i. Pracuje rovn¥º s hierarchií objekt· (polymor-
�smus, is-a vztah, závislost objekt·).
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Metoda BORM umoº¬uje v jednom grafu zachytit vývoj objekt· ú£astnících se pro-
cesu, jejich stavy a akce, na kterých participují. Velké obdélníky jsou objekty ú£astnící
se proces·, malé obdélníky stavy objekt·, ovály p°edstavují aktivity objekt·. �ipky mezi
aktivitami p°edstavují komunikaci, která m·ºe obsahovat datový tok [4].

Obrázek 1: �ivotní cyklus projektu podle metody BORM podle V. Merunky [3]

3 Lambda kalkul

Lambda kalkul (ozna£ovaný také jako λ-kalkul) je formální systém a výpo£etní mo-
del pouºívaný v teoretické informatice a matematice pro studium funkcí a rekurze. Jeho
autory jsou Alonzo Church a Stephen Cole Kleene. Lambda kalkul je teoretickým zákla-
dem funkcionálního programování a p°íslu²ných programovacích jazyk·, obzvlá²t¥ Lispu.
Analyzuje funkce nikoli z hlediska p·vodního matematického smyslu zobrazení z mnoºiny
do mnoºiny, ale jako metodu výpo£tu [6].

Základem syntaxe λ-kalkulu je výraz. Ukáºeme si pro srovnání jednoduchý výraz za-
psaný v λ-kalkulu, Smalltalku a Jav¥:

λ-kalkul Smalltalk Java
(λx | x + 2) [:x | x + 2] x += 2

(λx | x + 2)C:12 [:x | x + 2] value: 12 x = 12;
x += 2

Tabulka 1: Srovnání zápisu výrazu v λ-kalkulu, Smalltalku a jav¥
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Kaºdý λ-výraz je sloºen ze dvou £ástí, odd¥lených n¥jakým znakem, nap°. |. První
£ást se nazývá hlavi£ka a obsahuje seznam v²ech prom¥nných pouºitých ve výrazu uvo-
zený znakem λ, druhá £ást je vlastní t¥lo, které se zapisuje i chová stejn¥ jako b¥ºný
matematický zápis.

3.1 α-konverze

se pouºívá tam, kde by p°i skládání více λ-výraz· mohlo dojít k zám¥n¥ stejn¥ pojmeno-
vaných prom¥nných a "λ-po£íta£" ji vykonává automaticky:
(λx | x + 2)C:(λx λy | x + y)
⇒ (λx = (λx λy | x + y) | x + 2)
⇒ ???

V tomto p°ípad¥ je nutno v jednom výrazu prom¥nnou p°ejmenovat, nap°.:
(λx | x + 2) ⇒ (λz | z + 2)
a nyní uº lze bez problém· aplikovat druhý výraz:
(λz | z + 2)C:(λx λy | x + y)
⇒ (λz = (λx λy | x + y) | z + 2)
⇒ ((λx λy | x + y) + 2).

3.2 η-redukce

M¥jme výraz (λx | (výrazC: x)), kde výraz ozna£uje libovolný jiný λ-výraz. P°i aplikaci
jakékoli hodnoty do tohoto výrazu postupn¥ dostaneme:
(λx | (výrazC: x))C:hodnota
⇒ (λx = hodnota | (výrazC: x))
⇒ výrazC:hodnota.
M·ºeme tedy prohlásit, ºe (λx | (výrazC: x)) = výraz. Toto zjednodu²ení se nazývá
η-redukce.

3.3 Objektov¥ orientovaný p°ístup v λ-kalkulu

Základem Objektov¥ orientovaného p°ístupu (OOP) je objekt. Objekt p°edstavuje n¥ja-
kou £ást reálného sv¥ta, obvykle je moºno ji v popisu modelu identi�kovat jako podstatné
jméno (nap°. auto, °idi£...).

3.3.1 Atributy a metody objektu

Objekty mají hodnoty (atributy) nap°. zna£ka auta, objem, výkon... a dokáºí reagovat na
poºadavky, které jsou jim zasílány pomocí zpráv.

Data, která objekt uchovává m·ºeme nap°. pro objekt auto zapsat:
∆(auto = [model : Renault Clio III, objem: 1598, výkon: 65, SPZ : 1AC2889, ...]
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P°i zaslání zprávy auto stá°í dostaneme £íselnou hodnotu udávající stá°í automobilu.
Tato hodnota nebude v systému uloºena, protoºe by bylo nutné zajistit pravidelné ak-
tualizace, ale bude vypo£ítávána pomocí metody. Metoda se skládá ze dvou £ástí, které
ozna£ujeme <hlavi£ka, t¥lo>. Metoda pro výpo£et stá°í automobilu m·ºe být nap°íklad
<stá°í, (dne²ní datum - σdatum výroby) / 365.2422>.
Symbolem σ ozna£ujeme objekt, kterém tato metoda pat°í.

Funkce Meth ozna£uje moºinu v²ech metod daného objektu. Fakt, ºe metoda stá°í
pat°í objektu auto m·ºeme zapsat jako <stá°í, (dne²ní datum - σdatum výroby) / 365.2422>
ε Meth(auto).

λ-kalkul Smalltalk Java
autoCobjem auto objem auto.objem()

autoCobjem:1598 auto objem: 1598 auto.objem(1598)
autoCobjem ⇒ 1598 auto objem auto.objem()

Tabulka 2: Srovnání zápisu zaslání zprávy objektu auto λ-kalkulu, Smalltalku a jav¥

3.3.2 Protokol objektu

Protokolem objektu rozumíme mnoºinu v²ech zpráv, které je moºné p°íslu²nému objektu
poslat. Pro ná² objekt auta to je nap°íklad:
Π(auto) = [model, objem, výkon, SPZ, stá°í, VIN ].

3.3.3 D¥di£nost

Funkce super ozna£uje nadt°ídu k dané t°íd¥. Nap°. fakt. ºe nadt°ídou t°ídy osobní auto
je t°ída motorové vozidlo m·ºeme zapsat jako super(OsobniAuto) = MotoroveVozidlo.
Symbolem Ω ozna£me mnoºinu v²ech objekt· v systému.

D¥d¥ní nyní m·ºeme zapsat jako
∀ a, b ε Ω a = super(b) → Meth(a) ⊆ Meth(b), resp.
∀ a, b ε Ω a = super(b) → Π(a) ⊆ Π(b).

3.3.4 Polymor�smus

Polymor�smus v OOP znamená, ºe stejná zpráva m·ºe vyvolávat r·zné operace, které
se z pohledu toho, kdo zprávu poslal jeví jako stejné, i kdyº samy o sob¥ stejné nejsou.
Nap°íklad u vozidel máme metodu SPZ, která vrací SPZ vozidla. U p°ípojných vozidel
bez SPZ pak vrací SPZ vozidla, za které je p°ípojné vozidlo p°ipojeno. Fakt, ºe p°ípojné
vozidlo bez SPZ pat°í k n¥jakému vozidlu m·ºe být uloºen v objektu p°ípojné vozidlo s
VIN 239KI4959EBK398O jako [SPZtaha£: 1AC2889 ] ⊂ ∆(239KI4959EBK398O).

Zápis polymorfní metody SPZ v λ-kalkulu vypadá
<SPZ, σSPZtaha£CSPZ> ε Meth(239KI4959EBK398O).
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3.3.5 Kolekce objekt·

V programovacích jazycích jako je Java nebo Smalltalk je více neº 100 druh· kolekcí.
Základní jsou 3 druhy:

• Set - neuspo°ádané prvky bez duplicit,

• Bag - neuspo°ádané prvky, mohou obsahovat duplicitní hodnoty

• List - uspo°ádané prvky, mohou být duplicitní hodnoty.

Typ kolekce lze pomocí konverzí m¥nit. Konverze zapisujeme jako

• Set(A) - p°em¥ní kolekci A na Set

• Bag(B) - p°em¥ní kolekci A na Bag

• List(A) - p°em¥ní kolekci A na List

• List(A, Λ) - p°em¥ní kolekci A na List s prvky set°íd¥nými podle hodnoty dané
λ-výrazem Λ.

Set°íd¥ní seznamu auta podle objemu zapí²eme pomocí λ-výrazu jako
List(Auta, (λx | xCobjem)).

4 Λ-kalkul v metod¥ BORM

Sou£ástí nejroz²í°en¥j²ího softwarového nástroje CRAFT.CASE pro metodu BORM je
programovací jazyk C.C, který implementuje λ-kalkul. CRAFT.CASE provádí transfor-
mace model· prost°ednictvím interpreteru C.C, který umoº¬uje nejen tvorbu skript· a
implementaci pravidel. C.C interpreter umoº¬uje navíc vykonávat v²echny operace nad
modelem v£etn¥ simulace, refactoringu, tvorby nových diagram·...) [2].

V C.C m·ºeme funkce zapisovat jako λ-výrazy ve sloºených závorkách - (λx λy | x2 +
y) v C.C zapí²eme jako {:X, :Y | X2 + Y}. Argumenty m·ºeme funkci p°edat v kulatých
závorkách: {:X, :Y | X2 + Y}(5, 10).

Selekci a projekci v C.C m·ºeme pomocí λ-výraz· zapsat jako
[100, 200, 300, 400, 500] // {:X | X > 200} = [300, 400, 500].
[100, 200, 300, 400, 500] � {:X | X + 1} = [101, 201, 301, 401, 501].

Pomocí λ-výraz· m·ºeme v C.C zapisovat i t¥la cykl·:
for [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] do {:X | console:print-nl(X)}.
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Obdobn¥ je moºné zapsat i rekurzivní funkce, nap°. funce pro výpo£et faktoriálu m·ºe
vypadat takto:
| Faktorial |
Faktorial := {:X | if X = 0

then {1}
else {X * Faktorial(X - 1)}}.

Výb¥r instan£ních prom¥nných, které mají být p°esunuty z p·vodní t°ídy do nové:
JmenaAtributu := dialog:choose-multiple
("Vyberte atributy pro p°esun...", OldClass → 'Composition' � {:X | X[name]}).

5 Záv¥r

Λ-kalkul, který je sou£ástí jazyka C.C v softwarovém nástroji CRAFT.CASE umoº¬uje
uºivateli vytvá°et vlastní funkce umoº¬ující práci s daty a funkcemi systému. Díky tomu
je moºno vy°e²it nap°. mnoho problém· simulace business proces·, transformace model·,
ov¥°ování model· apod., coº umoº¬uje lépe pochopit modelovanou realitu. Tyto moºnosti
budou p°edm¥tem dal²ího výzkumu.
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Abstract. This paper presents a problem of bacterial colony evolution in the neighborhood of
another evolving bacterial body of the same species. The research shows that the colony shape
and pattern are in�uenced in a way that point out at advanced communication capabilities.
A reaction-di�usion model of bacterial colony interactions is introduced. Example of a model
implementation in a newly created domain-speci�c language is given and simulation results are
presented.
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Abstrakt. P°ísp¥vek p°edstavuje problematiku vývoje bakteriální kolonie v blízkosti jiného
vyvíjejícího se bakteriálního t¥lesa stejného druhu. Výzkum ukazuje, ºe zp·sob, jakým je
ovlivn¥n tvar a povrchový vzor kolonie, je d·sledkem pokro£ilých komunika£ních schopností,
které £lov¥k u takto jednoduchých organism· ne£ekal. �lánek p°edstavuje reak£n¥ difúzní model
vzájemných interakcí jednotlivých kolonií a jeho implementaci v nov¥ vytvo°eném doménov¥
speci�ckém jazyce.

Klí£ová slova: simulace bakteriální kolonie, objektová databáze, Java, Groovy

1 Introduction

Bacterial colony of gram-negative, facultative anaerobic, rod-shaped bacteria Serratia

rubidaea growing on an agar plate shows a variety of complex patterns of color and struc-
ture. Patterns are in�uenced by both colony-autonomous developmental and regulatory
processes and by environmental in�uences [1]. Modeling of relationship between external
in�uences and colony evolution is quite a common task in the �eld of microbiology, see
Zwietering [13, 12], Wijtzes [11] and Houtsma [2].

This paper presents a reaction-di�usion model that describes a distribution of two
substances (bacteria and signal � will be explained later). The distribution is in�uenced by
two related processes: chemical reactions, which express the transformation of substances
into each other, and di�usion which induces the substances to spread out over the agar
plate [4]. The colony is then modeled as heterogeneous body (heterogeneous within the
meaning of local concentrations of bacteria).

∗Creation of the paper was supported by the grant SGS 11/167.
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1.1 Modeled Experiments

Several phenotypes of wild-type strain of Serratia rubidaea are recognized in [1]. Ex-
periments modeled in this paper were carried out with R (red) phenotype which forms
circular red glossy colonies, see Fig. 1. Despite the fact, that colonies in Fig. 1 are

Figure 1: A colony formation example of R phenotype of Serratia rubidaea bacterium.
Two sets of images � the �rst and the �fth day is captured in each set.

monoclonal, some kind of behaviour that resembles some sort of communication is ob-
served. How bacteria, in some cases, recognize that neighborhood identical colony is
not the same bacterial body? This behaviour could be explained by unknown chemical
substance, so-called signal, that is di�using in the substrate and in the air. An excess
of the concentration level has impact on metabolism of bacteria. Consider the following

tt

CC

xx

Figure 2: The �rst test scenario (left) � two foundations of the future colonies are placed
on the agar near each other. Observations: the two colonies blend together and both are
considerable smaller. The second test scenario (right) � two foundations of the future
colonies are placed at a greater distance then in the �rst case. Observations: clearly
visible border is formed between colonies. Colonies have shape of letter D.

test scenario, two foundations of the future colonies are placed on the agar near each
other (see Fig. 2 left). After some time, the two original independent colonies blend
together. This can be explained by the concentration of the signal substance that did
not manage to reach the critical level (due to the distance). On the other hand (see Fig.
2 right), when there is a greater distance between the two colony foundations, clearly
visible border between two colonies is formed. This can be explained by the exceeding
concentration of the signal that inhibits bacteria division ability.
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2 Di�usion-reaction Model

If the colony is addressed as a multicellular body, the model may cover only the processes
observable from a macro view and does not have to deal with the processes on a micro scale
level as in the already presented individual-based model [8]. Changes in the assumptions
are:

• Only the local concentrations of substances (bacteria, signal) are modeled.

• As colony is evolving on rich medium, the in�uence of nutrients supply can be
ommited.

A core of the model is based on a system of two reaction di�usion equations [10],
where the Eq. 1 expresses the di�usion and division of bacteria and the Eq. 2 describes
di�usion and production of the signal substance.

∂B

∂t
= D1

(
∂2B

∂x2
+
∂2B

∂y2

)
+RB(B,G) (1)

∂G

∂t
= D2

(
∂2G

∂x2
+
∂2G

∂y2

)
+RG(B) (2)

This system of partial di�erential equations can be approximated by �nite di�erence
method and simpli�ed to be more suitable for the simulation.

∆BSij
= c1

 ∑
s∈O(Sij)

B̄s − 4B̄Sij

+RB(.) (3)

∆GSij
= c2

 ∑
s∈O(Sij)

Gs − 4GSij

+RG(.) (4)

Coe�cients ci are rates of di�usion and are equal to Di∆t
(∆x)2

. Original equation 1 is trans-

formed into delayed variation, where the B̄Sij
is increment of bacteria concentration in

the previous generation. To complete the model formulation, the function of bacteria
growth RB(B,G) and function of signal production RG(B) have to be de�ned.

2.1 Bacteria Growth

Model of bacteria growth is based on a curve of exponential and logistic growth [13, 9].
The equation 5 characterizes increase of bacteria concentration in the location Sij in
dependence on bacteria and signal concentration in neighborhood.

RB(B,G) = r1
∆t

Tc

(1− g)b1b2BSij
(5)

g =
G(Sij) +G(O3(Sij)

Gmax(Sij) +Gmax(O3(Sij)

b1 = 1− B(Sij)

Bmax(Sij)

b2 =
B(Sij) +B(O(Sij)

Bmin(Sij) +Bmin(O(Sij)
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The r1 is random variable from N(cb, σ
2
b ), where cb is calibration coe�cient of bacteria

reproduction and Tc is a length of cell-division cycle. Member (1− g) represents ratio of
inactive bacteria due to the exceeding signal concentration in the neighborhood. The b1

is a reduction in growth rate due to the high concentration in Sij and the b2 is a reduction
in growth rate due to the low concentration in O(Sij). Coe�cient b2 is signi�cant for the
colony shape.

2.2 Signal Production

The signal production model just exhibits dependency between bacteria concentration in
location Sij and signal generation. This dependency is described by Eq. 6, where r2 is
random variable from the normal distribution with mean equal to signal production of
one bacteria in time ∆t.

RG(B) = r2g2B
g1

Sij
(6)

3 Model Implementation and Simulation

For the purpose of simulation, specialized software written in the Java programming
language and with the help of the SWT library was created. A core of the simulator
consists of simple in-memory object database system with optional �le-based persistence
for storing the simulation state. The database contains an implementation of quadtree
which serves as spatial grid index for fast grid locations access. In order not to delay the
simulation during the evaluation with allocation of new objects, system of object pools
(as in Object Pool design pattern) with su�cient initial capacity was proposed [6]. To
work with the object database specialized query API based on Groovy is exposed.

3.1 Query Language Introduction

The query language, through the object database is accessed, is based on the Groovy
language. For a better understanding of presented statements, it is necessary to embrace
class diagram in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: UML class diagram of simulation model core classes.

All entities stored in the database are derived from the abstract class DatabaseEntity
which implements basic interface DenotedEntity, so every entity in the system can be
addressed by its name. Every instance of any database entity is associated with instance
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of so-called Space; it is something like database schema in classic relational database.
The grid is composed of set of locations (instances of class Location). Every location
can contain set of substances (support for di�usion-reaction models) and set of agents
(support for individual-based models).

Let us take a look at query example [7] � implementation of the di�usion part from
Eq. 3.

def S = { L, w -> return d.s.loc(L.x+w?.x?:0, L.y+w?.y?:0)?.subst(p.signal)

?: 0.0}

def SD = { L ->

def SI = SP * (p.moore.sum {w -> S(L, w)} - 4 * S(L, null))

L.add(p.signal, SI)

}

d.s.loc.each{L -> SD(L)}

The query itself is just an application of de�ned closure (lambda expression in fact)
SD to all the locations in the grid. The �rst line is a closure de�nition for getting signal
concentration in the speci�ed direction. Respective location in a grid is obtained with a
help of spatial index, which is accessed by the loc method of the current space s in the
database d. The location is addressed by x and y coordinates, which are evaluated as
a sum of position of the current location L and a speci�ed way w, which can be null.
Note the use of Safe Navigator Operator ?. to avoid NullPointerException when accessing
property on a null object and the Elvis Operator ?: to shorten the classic ternary operator
if one of the results is null. The value of the concentration is returned by the subst method
for the speci�ed substance instance p.signal. The second closure SD deals with the signal
concentration in the actual location L. The variable SI is the signal �uctuation in the
location [7].

4 Results

State of the simulation of di�usion-reaction model, stored in the object database, was
rendered using simulator graphical output and saved as an image in prede�ned points of
time (1st day, 3rd day, 5th day). Those images were then compared to experimental data
in the form of camera pictures. The Fig. 5 compares experimental data and the model
output. Results are complemented by Fig. 4 which shows the 7th day of colony evolution
in the second scenario to show the predicted behaviour � colonies has shape of letter D.

The presented method of model implementation based on lambda expressions serves
as an intermediate language for the future development of end-user declarative language
for bacteria simulation description.

5 Discussion

The previously presented individual-based model [8], although it seemed like a natural
choice at �rst, proved to be very di�cult to estimate. The reasons might be substantial
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Figure 4: Comparison of an experiment and the reaction-di�usion model. The simulation
was performed with the following parameters' setting: ∆t = 20min, ∆x = 1mm, c1 =
0.18, c2 = 0.16, r1 ∈ N(0.35, 0.15), Tc = 40min, r1 ∈ N(1, 0.3), g1 = 0.11 and g2 = 0.25.
The seventh day of colonies evolution.

greater number of parameters and also the level of detail that must be modeled. The
gap between the level of detail of experimental data and modeled processes then results
in di�culty veri�able model. On the other hand, reaction-di�usion model proved to be
the appropriate selection. The model output shows characteristics observable during the
experiments.

6 Conclusion

The paper introduced the model of bacteria interactions through the signal substance.
The presented reaction-di�usion model is based on the statement that a colony can be
viewed as multicellular body. Results of reaction-di�usion model simulation were com-
pared to experimental data and presented. The future work consists of more research in
individual-based model and development of declarative language for simulation descrip-
tion as well as in extension of the models to cover more complicated situations.
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Figure 5: Comparison of an experiment and the reaction-di�usion model. The simulation
was performed with the following parameters' setting: ∆t = 20min, ∆x = 1mm, c1 =
0.18, c2 = 0.16, r1 ∈ N(0.35, 0.15), Tc = 40min, r1 ∈ N(1, 0.3), g1 = 0.11 and g2 = 0.25.
The top part corresponds to the �rst test scenario as in Fig. 2. The bottom part
corresponds to the second test scenario as in Fig. 2.
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Abstrat. This ontribution is a review on modeling tehniques used for hydrogen fuel ells'

researh. At the beginning, the basi priniples and the detailed struture of a fuel ell will

be desribed in order to see the proesses, that an our there. Deep understanding of these

proesses is neessary for improving fuel ell design. Three di�erent simulation methods are

presented: methods based on ontinuum models, moleular dynamis and methods using quan-

tum mehanis for desribing proesses on an atomi level. Some results obtained by ontinuum

models are presented, but the highest attention will be given to the methods based on quantum

mehanis.

Keywords: hydrogen fuel ells, modeling, ab initio models

Abstrakt. Tento p°ísp¥vek je p°ehledový £lánek o modelovaíh tehnikáh vyuºívanýh p°i

studiu vodíkovýh palivovýh £lánk·. Na za£átku budou popsány základní prinipy fungování

palivovýh £lán· a jejih detailní struktura, abyhom vid¥li, jaké jevy v palivovýh £láníh

nastávají. Pohopení t¥hto jev· je nutným p°edpokladem pro prái na vylep²ení palivovýh

£lánk·. Budou p°edstaveny t°i r·zné simula£ní metody: metody zaloºené na mehanie kon-

tinua, molekulární dynamika a metody, které vyuºívají kvantovou mehaniku pro popis jev· na

atomární úrovni. Budou prezentovány n¥které výsledky získané pomoí mehaniky kontinua, i

kdyº nejv¥t²í pozornost bude v¥nována metodám zaloºeným na kvantové mehanie.

Klí£ová slova: vodíkové palivové £lánky, modelování, ab initio modely

1 Introdution

Hydrogen fuel ells are onsidered as one of the most promising power soures, that an

replae internal ombustion engines in automotive industry. But their usage is not limited

only to replaement of engines. They are used as power bak-up systems and ombined

heat and power systems for households.

Apart from almost unlimited soures of hydrogen, hydrogen fuel ells have many

other advantages over ombustion engines. They are not limited by Carnot e�ieny and

they onvert hydrogen and oxygen energy into eletriity without ombustion, so their

resulting e�ieny is 50 � 60%, almost double of ombustion engine's e�ieny.

They are muh more silent than ombustion engines, beause fuel ell has no moving

parts inside. Their silent operation make them perfet bakup power in hospitals or

hotels, that are plaed in quiet loations.

∗
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There are no pollutant emissions exept water, if the hydrogen is pure. We, of ourse,

do not have to forget, that if we want to use hydrogen, we �rst have to generate it

from some hemial omponent ontaining it. We an never produe pure hydrogen

and these small impurities from the prodution of hydrogen an reat in fuel ell and

thus also produe environment pollution. More serious problem is, that exhaustion gases

are produed while generating hydrogen and the amount of exhaustion gases an be

sometimes higher than the amount of exhaustion gases, when using lassial ombustion

engines. The best option how to produe hydrogen is by eletrolysis, when the eletriity

is produed by wind or solar power plants. Unfortunately, this method is inredibly

expensive at the present time.

And the last, but not one reason for using hydrogen fuel ells is, that they are modular,

they an provide power over a large range, from a few watts to megawatts.

The widespread ommerialization of fuel ells as soures of eletrial energy is pri-

marily limited by two fators: high ost and bad performane. In order to �ght against

these limitations, we need to optimize fuel ell design and introdue heaper materials

(without loss of e�ieny and durability). But the design optimization and the introdu-

tion of new materials signi�antly depend also on the development of physial models,

that reliably simulate all proesses in fuel ells under realisti onditions.

Within last 20 years, high attention was given to the fuel ell modeling. Fuel ell mod-

els helped engineers to predit the behavior of fuel ell with given geometri parameters,

materials and operating onditions. These models have many advantages over experi-

mental methods. Their ost is not so high and time onsuming. Moreover experiments

are limited only to urrently used designs. Also the environment in fuel ells is very

reative and it is di�ult to measure important parameters like temperature, pressure or

speies onentration in the ell, so we would like to have models, that an predit these

parameters.

A review of modeling tehniques used in fuel ells and important results obtained in

last 20 years will be presented. But �rst, all parts of fuel ells will be desribed in a

detail, beause deep knowledge of fuel ell struture and proesses, that our inside, is

neessary for hoosing the best modeling proedure.

2 Basi priniples of hydrogen fuel ells

The basi operation of hydrogen fuel ell is quite simple. It is a reversed eletrolysis of

water. Hydrogen gas is driven to the anode, where it ionizes to eletrons and protons.

2H2 → 4H+ + 4e−

While protons migrate to the athode through eletrolyte, the produed eletrons pass

there through external eletrial iruit, reating thus required eletrial urrent.

The athode is fed by oxygen, usually in the form of humidi�ed air. Oxygen and

hydrogen reat there and produe water and heat.

O2 + 4H+ + 4e− → 2H2O
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The hydrogen fuel ell onsists of a urrent olletor with gas hannels, gas di�usion

layer (GDL) and atalyst layer (CL) on the anode and athode sides as well as a proton

onduting polymer membrane in the middle of the ell, whih serves as an eletrolyte.

Air and hydrogen enter the ell through gas hannels and travel to the gas di�usion

layers. GDLs have to uniformly distribute reatants on the surfae of the atalyst layers

and provide strutural support for CLs. GDLs also have to transport water to or from

CLs and to provide an eletrial onnetion between atalyst layers and urrent olletors.

The ommon materials for GDLs are arbon paper or arbon loth, porous materials with

typial thikness of 100�300 µm. GDLs are usually oated with Te�on to redue �ooding,

that unable reatant gases to travel to CL.

The atalyst layers are the plae, where the eletrohemial reations our, so it has to

be designed in order to transport well protons, eletrons, as well as gaseous reatants. The

thikness of the atalyst layer is typially between 5 and 20 µm and the most ommonly

used atalyst is platinum.

Sine the ativity of the atalyst ours on the surfae, we need to inrease it. The

typial proedure is to spread platinum onto the surfae of larger partiles of arbon

support.

Oxidation of hydrogen at the anode produe protons, that are transported through

ion onduting polymer within the atalyst layer to the membrane, and eletrons, that

travel through the eletrially ondutive part of the atalyst layer to the gas di�usion

layer, then to the olletor plates and �nally through the load to the athode. Di�usion

and advetion through pores are the main ways of transport of gaseous reatants in the

atalyst layers. Water produed at the athode may be liquid or gaseous. Mehanism

similar to apillary �ow is ause of the liquid water transport through the pores in CL

and GDL. When water reahes gas hannels, it is dragged out by gas �ow.

Membrane plays a vital role in fuel ells. The membrane has to prevent mixing of

reatant gases and provide good transport of protons from the anode to the athode. To

minimize losses, the membrane should be very bad eletroni ondutor. It also has to

have high hemial and thermal stability and low prodution ost.

Although there was developed a plenty of alternative polymer eletrolytes, the most

ommon material used for the membrane is still material known under its ommerial

name Na�on, whih was developed by DuPont ompany in the late 1960s. Na�on onsists

of a polytetra�uoroethylene bakbone and per�uorinated side hains ending by a sulfonate

ioni group. The bonds between the �uorine and the arbon make Na�on very durable and

hemial-resistant. The ondutivity of Na�on depends almost linearly on water ontent,

so we need to keep membrane fully and uniformly humidi�ed at all times. The thikness of

the membrane is also ruial fator for optimum fuel ell performane. Thinner membrane

has lower ohmi losses, on the other hand, if the membrane is too thin, hydrogen will ross

over it to the athode and reat with the oxygen without reating a required eletrial

urrent.

Typially, the thikness of the membrane lies in the range of 50-300 µm.
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2.1 Proesses in fuel ells

We have familiarized ourselves with basi priniples and detailed struture of fuel ells.

Now we would like to desribe transport proesses inside the heart of the ell � the

membrane.

As we have said, su�ient water ontent inside the membrane is neessary for good

proton ondutivity. There are four main auses of water transport inside the mem-

brane: di�usion, eletro-osmoti drag and transport aused by pressure and temperature

gradients, but the last two are negligible in omparison with di�usion and drag.

Water is reated at the athode and it di�uses to the anode due to the onentration

gradient. Protons travel from anode to the athode and when a proton meets a water

moleule, it bounds it by hydrogen bridges forming thus H3O
+
. The higher ions H5O

+
2

and H9O
+
4 an be also reated. These ions ontinue in the earlier proton diretion to

the athode. The average number of water moleules dragged by proton is alled eletro-

osmoti drag oe�ient and its value is obtained from the experiments. The problem is,

that di�erent experimental tehniques gives us signi�antly di�erent values of this oe�-

ient (between one and �ve water moleules per proton)[3℄. So in this ase, using modeling

tehniques for determining eletro-osmoti drag oe�ient is more than welomed.

At higher urrent densities, the produed protons do not allow the water to reah

the anode and although the athode side of membrane is �ooded, the anode side an be

ompletely dry. Insu�ient water level inside the membrane leads to the poor proton

ondutivity and thus to lower fuel ell performane. Dry membrane is also more prone

to pinhole formation and the degradation proess is more fast. Humidifying of the anode

is not so easy solution, beause exessive liquid water (on both sides) an blok the pores

in CL or GDL and limited mass transport leads to signi�ant voltage losses. Therefore

good water management is one of the main goals in fuel ells design.

Good proton ondutivity is a result of the fat that Na�on is a ombination of

highly hydrophobi polytetra�uoroethylene and highly hydrophili sulfoni aid. These

aid groups are attrated to eah other and they form nanosale hydrophili domains

inside Na�on. If Na�on is su�iently hydrated, these domains reate something like

'water hannels,' that allow protons to travel through the membrane, while hydrophobi

domains gives the membrane its morphologial stability.

It is expeted, that there are two main ways, how protons an move within these

hannels: Grotthuss mehanism and vehiular mehanism.

The vehiular mehanism is a di�usion of hydrated proton (H+(H2O)x) due to gra-

dient of eletrohemial potential.

Grotthuss mehanism is also known under the name proton hopping. Proton produed

at the anode stiks to the water moleule presented in the atalyst-membrane interfae

reating thus H3O
+. When this ion is lose to another water moleule, proton hops to it.

Original ion turns again into water moleule and water moleule hanges to hydronium

ion. This way, proton hopping ontinues until it reahes athode.

The dominane of one the mehanism against the other depends on water level and

the preise modeling of all steps of these proesses still has to be done.
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3 Fuel ell models

This setion provides a very brief desription of methods and models, that are used

for understanding the detailed struture of materials used in fuel ells and transport

phenomena inside them.

Fuel ell modeling is a multi-sale problem. To respet this, three di�erent methods in

ollaboration are used: ab initio models based on quantum mehanis, lassial moleular

dynamis and ontinuum models.

The aim of ab initio models is to �nd the solution of Shrödinger equation

H(~ri, ~Rj)ψ(~ri, ~Rj) = E( ~Rj)ψ(~ri, ~Rj), (1)

where the wave funtion ψ, whih desribes the state of a moleular system, depends on

3n oordinates ~ri of n eletrons and 3N oordinates

~Rj of N nulei.

Born-Oppenheimer approximation, whih separates slow nulear motion from fast

eletroni motion, is used and the Hamiltonian H(~ri, ~Rj) is separated to two e�etive

Hamiltonians orresponding to eletroni (Hel) and nulear (Hnuc) part.

Hel =
n

∑

i=1

[

−
~

2m

∂2

∂~r2
i

+
N

∑

j=1

Vel−ion(~ri, ~Rj)
]

+
n

∑

i,j=1;i>j

e2

|~ri − ~rj |
, (2)

Hnuc =
N

∑

j=1

[

−
~

2Mj

∂2

∂ ~R2
j

+
n

∑

i=1

Vion−ion(~ri, ~Rj)
]

+ Etot(~Rj), (3)

where m is the mass of the eletron, Mj mass of the jth ion, Vel−ion, Vion−ion is potential,

whih desribes diret eletron-ion, ion-ion interation respetively and Etot is total energy

of eletrons in the �eld reated by ions.

But solving the partial di�erential equation (1) with Hamiltonian (2) with 3n un-

knowns is still impossible to do exatly, therefore some other approximation has to be

made.

To simplify the equations, as �rst Hartree-Fok approximation is widely used. Be-

ause Pauli priniple is valid, wave funtion under this approximation is written as an

antisymmetrized produt of n moleular orbitals (MO). The hoie of optimal MOs is

made by variationally minimizing E(~Rj).
In this approximation, the wave funtion, whih solves (1), is redued to n funtions

alled moleular orbitals(MO). Eah moleular orbital desribe the probability distribu-

tion of a single eletron moving in a average �eld of the other eletrons.

Often these unknown MOs are written as a linear ombination of a �nite set of well

known funtions, usually Gaussians.

Solving Hartree-Fok equations is still time-demanding and di�ult problem, therefore

density funtion theory (DFT) is used very often nowadays. The basis of DFT are famous

Hohenberg-Kohn theorems. These theorems laim, that the total energy E of many

eletron system in an external potential Vex(~r) is a unique funtional of the eletron

density n(~r) and this funtional has a minimum at the ground-state density n0(~r).

E[n(~r)] =

∫

Vex(~r)n(~r)d~r + f [n(~r)], (4)
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E[n(~r)] ≥ E[n0(~r)]. (5)

The funtional f has a form

f [n(~r)] = T [n(~r)] +

∫

n(~r)n(~r′)

|~r − ~r′|
d~rd~r′ + Exc[n(~r)], (6)

where T [n(~r)] is the kineti energy, the seond term (often alled Hartree term) orre-

sponds to energy of Coulombi repulsion and Exc[n(~r)] represents exhange orrelation

energy.

The eletron density is only funtion of 3 variables, so the alulations are dramatially

simpli�ed, whih is the reason, why DFT is now the preferred method for treating large

moleules. But there is still a great hallenge in determining the funtional (6).

Moleular dynamis desribes the motion of the moleular system with Newton's

seond laws. The potential of the moleular system is not a funtion of eletroni wave

funtions like in ab initio models, but it is a funtion of the positions of nulei U(~Rj).

These funtions U(~Rj) are evaluated by methods of quantum mehanis or empirially.

Atoms and moleules are onsidered as lassial partiles moving in this potential �eld.

mi

d2~ri

dt2
= ~Fi = −▽U (7)

The good hoie of potential U (often alled as a fore �eld) is a ruial point in

moleular dynamis and it is determined by the bond types, desired auray and of

ourse our omputational resoures. Also omparison with measurements on thermo-

physial properties and vibration frequenies is neessary for hoosing the most suitable

fore �eld.

The fore�elds use a ombination of internal oordinates (bond distanes, bond angles,

torsions, et.) for overing the part of the potential energy onneted with interations

between bonded atoms and non-bond terms for desribing the van der Waals, eletrostati

and other interations between atoms. Fore�elds an ontain famous Morse potentials,

Lennard-Jones potentials, et.

Continuum models ompletely ignore the mirosopi struture of the substane and

assume that the matter ontinuously �lls the spae it oupies. On the length sales

muh greater than that of inter-atomi distanes, these models are generally very au-

rate. Equations, that are able to desribe marosopi behavior of objets, are derived

from fundamental physial laws suh as the onservation of mass, the onservation of mo-

mentum and the onservation of energy. Some other information about objet of study

is added through onstitutive relations.

Ab initio models an reveal us the detailed struture of used materials and miro-

sopi properties and their auray depends on approximations we made and on our

omputational resoures and time, we are willing to wait for the results. But the prie

for auray and detailed information about mirosopi struture is really high. We are

able to analyze only small lusters of few nanometers size within only few pioseonds,

so ab initio models are unable to represent real-world marosopi phenomena.

Unlike ab initio methods, the omputational requirements of moleular dynamis are

not so high. We are able to investigate systems up to 100 nm length sale and few

nanoseonds time sale with still quite good preision. So although moleular dynamis
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an display trajetories of atoms and moleules in mirosopi system, it is unable to

show us the olletive behavior of all atoms in real world time sale (1s), beause the

apaity of urrently used omputers is insu�ient and the prognosis about possibility

to model a moleular system of marosopi size (1024
atoms) and time (103s) within the

visibility range of future is not optimisti at all.

If we will summarize it, ab initio models are suitable for understanding breaking and

formation of hemial bonds and preise desription of hemial reations. Moleular

dynamis an reveal the details of mass transport inside fuel ells and show the proton

transport as a funtion of temperature, water ontent and other parameters. Continuum

models are very good in desribing water management and voltage losses in fuel ells.

3.1 Obtained results in last 20 years

The major issue, that sientists interested in fuel ells are faing, is the atalysis of oxygen

redution in athodi atalyst layer. The oxygen redution is about 6 orders slower than

hydrogen oxidation. This slow reation rate limits the overall e�ieny of the fuel ell.

The transport proesses and the reation path in the spei� interfae struture between

the polymer and atalyst partiles order the eletrohemial ativity of the atalyst layer.

Exatly the lak of understanding of atalyst layer struture is the main ause, that

despite 30-years' e�ort, the development of better atalyst did not resulted in a desired

progress. There were presented growing number of ab initio studies about oxygen redu-

tion on metals and alloys during last 10 years, they helped with better understanding

these mehanisms, but still ab initio modeling did not sueed in providing the detailed

reation desription with all of its steps and also did not reveal the struture of interfae

between hydrated membrane and arbon supported platinum partiles.

The oxygen di�usion is �rst neessary step before the reation an proeed. So it is

essential to understand, how is oxygen transported through this interfae, espeially how

is its transport in�uened by the water and polymer lusters distribution at the interfae,

by arbon support and �nally by the eletrial �eld at the interfae. The seond step

is adsorption/desorption of oxygen to atalyst partiles. It is ommonly aepted, that

these proesses determine the rate of oxygen redution. The last step of the reation is the

forming of water and its transport out of atalyst layer (both to GDL and to membrane).

So detailed understanding of the interfae struture and onsequently all reation steps

is a great hallenge for ab initio modeling, beause so far the presented ab inito models

were able to model the interfae only as a sheet of atalyst with a water layer, no polymer

was involved, although the role of polymer on the reation is signi�ant.

Moleular dynamis enables to alulate with more atoms than ab initio models,

therefore there were attempts to model the interfae between CL and polymer eletrolyte

with it. Currently existing moleular dynamis interfae models involve platinum atalyst

with its arbon support, water and polymer lusters and these models an give us reliable

piture of this interfae. These models showed very well, how the presene of polymer

luster hanges the water distribution in CL and how is their presene a�eting oxygen

adsorption. But there is a problem with an eletrial double layer and eletrode potential,

beause the piture given by moleular dynamis is not orret. The e�et of polymer

side groups on eletrial double layer and the shape of eletrode potential is not desribed
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properly.

We have said, that the proton ondutivity is due to Grotthuss or vehiular meh-

anism. These mehanisms were found, while trying to understand, why is the proton

ondutivity in water 5− 8 times higher than the ondutivity of other ations. The si-

entists suessfully applied these mehanism also for explaining the proton ondutivity

of Na�on. Ab initio methods were found very useful for proving these mehanisms in

Na�on.

Moleular dynamis an reate very realisti model of proton di�usion in Na�on,

beause in last deade, there was published a series of paper desribing new fore �elds,

that proved themselves very suitable for modeling of transport proesses in Na�on. The

movement of proton was studied by traking the trajetories of protons in the membrane.

These new fore �elds also revealed the formation of water lusters around Na�on side

hains and their hanging to water hannels with a growing water ontent. The simulation

data were onsistent with experimental results in a large range of water ontent. So

moleular dynamis an serve as a guide for optimizing Na�on properties or in better

ase, it an show us the way for developing new heaper materials, that an replae

Na�on in the future.

There are many ommerial numerial programs based on ontinuum mehanis. And

beause fuel ells beame very popular between sientists, there was naturally demand

also for software suitable for modeling fuel ells. One of the ompanies, that satis�ed this

demand, was COMSOL AB. They reated Battery and fuel ell module suitable for mod-

eling transport proesses inside fuel ells [2℄. This module is suitable for modeling mass

transport, urrent-density distribution on the eletrode surfaes or the in�uene of the

gas hannels in urrent olletors on the urrent-density distribution and the distribution

of reatant gases over atalysts.

We are interested in proesses in CL, so it was naturally to use COMSOL for modeling

the mass transport through atalyst layer. It is assumed, that mass transport an be

desribed by Maxwell-Stefan di�usion and the eletrohemial reations at the athode

are expeted to be Tafel-like. The details about all assumptions an be found in [2℄.

Figure 3.1 shows a geometry of athode, where the pink volume orresponds to the

small domain, we will model. The holes in the olletors represent the plaes, where

humidi�ed oxygen enters the modeling domain. The reative layer has a porous struture

and it is a mixture feed-gas, arbon support arrying platinum atalyst and eletrolyte.

The eletrolyte layer represents Na�on, no reation an our there, it is also not allowed

oxygen and eletrons to go to the eletrolyte. Both layers are 75µm thik.

It is obvious from Figure 3.1, that oxygen onentration along thikness of reative

layer is almost onstant, but it is signi�antly dereasing while moving apart from the

hole. Beause of this, the reation rate is nonuniform in the reative layer. This non-

uniformity has an in�uene also on the urrent density distribution. The urrent density

is also highly nonuniform, as an be seen in Figure 3.1.

4 Conlusions

The aim of this paper was to familiarize myself with a urrent state of the art in the

fuel ell modeling. This review should help me to �nd a partiular problem I should
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Figure 1: Hydrogen fuel ell athode. [2℄

Figure 2: Oxygen onentration.

Figure 3: Produed urrent density.
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onentrate on. The problem of hemial reation in the atalyst layers o�ers too many

interesting problems to solve. I made very simple model of hemial reations in COMSOL

and I would like to make more detailed model in order to be in orrespondene with our

measurement data. But I am mainly interested in modeling methods based on quantum

mehanis, so I would like to use them for modeling the hemial reations in the atalyst

layers and gain thus muh more reliable data then from simple modeling based only on

ontinuum mehanis.
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Abstract. In the model of repeated interaction quantum systems, a reference system interacts

successively with a chain of identical quantum systems and its long-time behavior is studied.

Mathematically, the asymptotic state of the reference system corresponds to the states invariant

with respect to certain operator describing the dynamics of the composed system. Such states

were found in previous works, however, in this paper we give a simple way how to obtain them

only from the knowledge of quantities that commute with the total Hamiltonian.
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Abstrakt. Kvantové systémy s opakovanou interakcí modelují situaci, kdy ur£itý referen£ní sys-

tém interaguje postupn¥ s °et¥zcem identických kvantových systém· a zkoumá se jeho chování v

limit¥ dlouhého £asu. Matematicky asymptotický stav refern£ního systému odpovídá stav·m in-

variantním v·£i jistému operátoru popisujícímu dinamiku sloºeného systému. Hledáním takových

stav· se zabývala jiº °ada prací, av²ak v tomto £lánku navrhujeme jednoduchý zp·sob, jak invari-

antní stavy najít pouze na základ¥ znalosti veli£in, které komutují s celkovým Hamiltoniánem.
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1 Introduction

Motivated by the setup of �one-atom maser� experiment [5], repeated interaction quantum
systems (RIQS) have been studied mathematically in the last years. In this model, we
consider a �reference� or �small� system S that interacts successively with the elements
E of a chain C of independent quantum systems, and the state of S after great number
of such interactions is studied.

In [1], so called �repeated interaction asymptotic state� of the small system was found
for the general setting and this state was proved to be independent of the initial state of
S. It was shown that the asymptotic state corresponds to the eigenvalue 1 eigenstate of
certain operator describing the dynamics, i.e. the state that is invariant under the action
of this operator. The speed of the convergence to the asymptotic state was determined
to be exponential when S is �nite-dimensional. To extend these results, in [2] the ran-
domness in interaction time and state of incoming atoms was taken into account, while
in [3] the environment was interacting with the small system besides the atoms.

∗This work was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Technical University in Prague, grant
No. SGS11/132/OHK4/2T/14.
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In papers [1], [2], and [3], particular examples of the small system, the atoms, and
their interaction are given and the particular formula for the asymptotic state is found.
However, only �nite-dimensional small systems are considered, hence the case of maser
cavity from [5] being the small system is not included, as the electromagnetic �eld is
usually modeled by the harmonic oscillator, i.e. an in�nite-dimensional quantum system.
Furthermore, for most of the interactions considered in the papers above, the perturbation
regime for the small coupling constant has to be used. On the contrary, [4] deals with
harmonic oscillator as a small system from the beginning and since the interaction is
described by simple Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, the asymptotic state can be found
without using the perturbation theory.

Our paper deals with the following result of [4] on the thermalization of the small
system. If the atoms in the chain are assumed to be �thermal� (i.e. to be in stationary
states that are parameterized by an inverse temperature β > 0) the asymptotic state
of S was proved (under some non-resonance condition on the system) to be a thermal
state with respect to a certain temperature β∗. We will show that the last result does
not hold for more general systems since if the Hamiltonian of the small system is slightly
perturbed, then the asymptotic state is no more the thermal one. On the other hand, we
show that the asymptotic state is closely related to the quantities that are conserved in
the interaction.

In Theorem 1, we state that the relation mentioned above appears in general; we state
that if a quantity M of certain form is conserved in the interaction (i.e. if M commutes
with the total Hamiltonian H), then there is an invariant state of the dynamics which can
be expressed by means of the conserved quantity. The proof is very simple, however, this
statement may be very useful for studying the RIQS. The assumptions of the theorem
may be even weakened, it is enough for M to commute with eiτH for all τ ∈ R (see
Theorem 4). Subsequently, we apply the theorems mentioned above to examples.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 the general setup of the repeated
interaction quantum systems (RIQS) is given and the importance of invariant state is
explained. As an example of RIQS, we describe the model for one-atom maser in Section
2.2 and we add several results on the behavior of this system obtained in [4]. As our main
result, a theorem on the relation between conserved quantities and invariant states is given
and proved in Section 3.1, where it is also explained how this theorem works in the case
of the atom-�eld interaction. In Section 3.2 we summarize the results on the example
of perturbed atom-�eld interaction: in Theorem 3, we give all the diagonal invariant
states, which is a result obtained by explicit calculations. Then we state Theorem 4
which also enables us to �nd all the diagonal invariant states, however, in much simpler
way. In Section 3.3, the example of spin-spin interaction is studied. Finally, the results
are summed up and commented on in Section 4.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 General setup of RIQS

Let us consider a small system S interacting with a chain C of identical elements E . The
states of S, resp. E are represented by vectors from the Hilbert space HS , resp. HE . We
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suppose that the elements of the chain interact with the small system successively, the
m-th element interacting with the small system in the time interval ((m− 1)τ,mτ), and
we do not consider any direct interaction between di�erent elements of the chain. The
dynamics of the system composed of S and arbitrary element E is given by Hamiltonian
H acting on the Hilbert space HS ⊗HE where H includes the free dynamics of S and E
and the interaction of these two systems.

Let ρ0 ∈ J1(HS) (a trace one operator on HS) be an initial state of the small system
(state in time t = 0) and let ρE ∈ J1(HE) be the state of incoming elements of the chain.
We assume that ρE is invariant with respect to the free evolution of E . Using this fact
and basic rules of quantum mechanics we �nd that the state ρn of the small system after
interaction with n elements of the chain (state in time nτ) is given by ρn = Ln(ρ0) where

L(ρ) := TrHE
(
e−iHτ (ρ⊗ ρE)eiHτ

)
(1)

(for detailed derivation see [1]). Notice that this means that the system is Markovian,
i.e. that the state ρn depends only on the state ρn−1.

We say that ρ∗ ∈ J1(HS) is invariant with respect to L if

L(ρ∗) = ρ∗. (2)

Looking for invariant states is the main topic of this paper, so let us explain why they
are important for the dynamics of RIQS.

In the special case when there is unique invariant state of L and when HS is �nite
dimensional, it is easy to show that Ln(ρ0) converges to ρ∗ when n → ∞ (i.e. ρ∗ is the
asymptotic state of the small system), the speed of the convergence is exponential (i.e.
‖Ln(ρ0)−ρ∗‖ ∝ e−γn for some constant γ > 0), and this holds independently of the initial
state ρ0.

In [4] HS = `2(N) is in�nite dimensional, but still invariant states play important role
for the asymptotics. If there exists unique invariant state then the relation

lim
N→∞

1

N

N−1∑
n=0

(Ln(ρ0))(A) = ρ∗(A) (3)

holds for any initial state ρ0 and any observable A ∈ B(HS) due to the ergodic theorem
and we say that the small system converges to ρ∗ in the ergodic sense.

2.2 Example: atom-�eld interaction

As an example of RIQS, the setup of [4] is described in this section and also a few results
of this paper are given as we will work with them later.

In the model of �one atom maser�, the elements of the chain are two-level atoms,
hence their states are described by vectors from Hilbert space HE = C2 and the free
Hamiltonian reads

HE = ω0b
∗b =

(
0 0
0 ω0

)
. (4)
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Here b, resp. b∗ read the annihilation, resp. creation operators and ω0 is the di�erence of
the two energy levels of the atoms. We will denote the ground and excited atom states
by

|−〉 =

(
1
0

)
, |+〉 =

(
0
1

)
, (5)

in this notation

b =

(
0 1
0 0

)
= |−〉〈+|.

The role of the small system is played by a single mode of electromagnetic �eld in a
cavity tuned to the excitation energy of the atoms. Hence S is a harmonic oscillator of
frequency ω ≈ ω0 (more precisely ∆ := ω − ω0 is assumed to satisfy |∆| � min(ω0, ω)),
i.e. the Hilbert space is HS = `2(N) and

HS = ωN = ωa∗a =
∞∑
n=0

ω|n〉〈n| (6)

is the free Hamiltonian written in terms of number operator N , creation and annihilation
operators a∗ and a, or in the bra-ket formalism in the energy representation, respectively.

So called �rotating wave approximation� is used to describe the coupling of the �eld
and the atoms, hence the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian describes the dynamics of the
coupled system:

H = HS ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗HE + λV, (7)

V =
1

2
(a⊗ b∗ + a∗ ⊗ b)

From mathematical point of view, H is convenient since it commutes with the �total
number operator�

M = a∗a⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗ b∗b (8)

which allows the explicit diagonalization of H. Moreover, the relation [M,H] = 0 will be
important for application of our Theorem 1.

The incoming atoms are in the thermal state

ρβE =
e−βHE

Tre−βHE
(9)

and we de�ne the operator analogous to (1), Lβ(ρ) := TrHE

(
e−iHτ (ρ⊗ ρβE)eiHτ

)
where H

reads (7). Lβ can be written down explicitly due to the simple form of the Hamiltonian
and also correspondent invariant states can be found just by algebraic computations,
without any perturbation expansion. In this way it was obtained in [4] that if

τ

2

√
λ2n+ ∆2 6= kπ ∀k, n ∈ N (10)

then there exists unique invariant state

ρβ
∗

S =
e−β

∗HS

Tre−β∗HS
(11)
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where β∗ = β ω0

ω
. The model with constants satisfying (10) is said to be �non-resonant�

and for such setup the �eld in the cavity converges to the state (11) in the ergodic sense.
It may be said that the small system is drown to a thermal state by the interaction

with the thermal atoms. However, we will see in the following that this thermalization will
not occur if the Hamiltonian of the small system is slightly perturbed and that the form
of the invariant state corresponds rather to the quantity (8) conserved by the dynamics
of the composed system then to the free Hamiltonian of the small system which has here
by accident the same form as the part of M acting on HS , i.e. multiple of a∗a.

In case when (10) is not satis�ed (simply resonant, resp. fully resonant systems),
there exist two, resp. in�nite number of invariant states, but (11) is always included.

3 Results

3.1 Invariant states induced by conserved quantities

In this section a general theorem on the connection between the conserved quantities
(i.e. quantities that commute with the Hamiltonian) and the invariant states is stated,
a simple proof is given and the theorem is then applied on the example from Section 2.2.

Theorem 1. Let M be a self-adjoint operator on HS ⊗HE that satis�es [M,H] = 0, and
that can be written in the form M = MS ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗ME . Let α ∈ R be a constant such

that both Tr(eαME ) <∞ and Tr(eαMS ) <∞. If we put

Lα(ρ) := TrHE
(
e−iHτ (ρ⊗ ραE ) eiHτ

)
where ραE = eαME

TreαME
then ρα∗ := eαMS

TreαMS
is an invariant state of Lα.

Proof. Since

eαM = exp [α (MS ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗ME)] =
(
eαMS ⊗ 1E

) (
1S ⊗ eαME

)
= eαMS ⊗ eαME ,

and since M and H commute, we get

Lα
(

eαMS

TreαMS

)
= TrHE

(
e−iHτ

(
eαMS

TreαMS
⊗ eαME

TreαME

)
eiHτ

)
=

1

TreαMSTreαME
TrHE

(
e−iHτeαMeiHτ

)
=

1

TreαMSTreαME
TrHEe

αM =
eαMS

TreαMS
.

Let us go back now to the example of atom-�eld interaction from Section 2.2 where
the conserved quantity M in the desired form really occur (see (8)). If we realize that
HS = ωMS and HE = ω0ME holds (see (6) and (4)), and if we put α = −βωE then

ραE = e−βHE

Tre−βHE
which corresponds to (9) and we get by the Theorem 1 an invariant state

ρα∗ =
e−βω0MS

Tre−βω0MS
=

e−β
ω0
ω
HS

Tre−β
ω0
ω
HS
.
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This is exactly the formula for ρβ
∗

S from (11).
In conclusion we have found an invariant state of Lβ in very simple way in comparison

with the computations from [4]. Of course, the uniqueness can not be proved in this way.
On the other hand, we will see in the next section (where we study a model which
includes the setup of Section 2.2 as a special case) that it is possible to �nd all the
diagonal invariant states using (slightly modi�ed version of) Theorem 1.

3.2 Example: Perturbed atom-�eld interaction

Let us now consider a small perturbation of the dynamics in the following way:

H ′S =
∞∑
n=0

(nω + δn)|n〉〈n| (12)

V ′ =
1

2

[(
∞∑
n=0

λn
√
n+ 1|n+ 1〉〈n|

)
⊗ b+

(
∞∑
n=1

λn
√
n|n− 1〉〈n|

)
⊗ b∗

]
,

δn, λn ∈ R. Here {|n〉}∞n=0 are the eigenstates of H ′S , which are assumed to form an
orthogonal basis of HS . The total Hamiltonian is given by H ′ = H ′S ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗HE + V
and we de�ne

L′β(ρ) := TrHE

[
e−iτH

′
(ρ⊗ ρβE)e

iτH′
]
, ρ ∈ J1(HS) (13)

(ρβE was de�ned in (9)). We again look for states ρ∗ satisfying

L′β(ρ∗) = ρ∗. (14)

It can be seen that the operator

M ′ =
∞∑
n=0

n|n〉〈n| ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗ b∗b = M ′
S ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗M ′

E , (15)

analogous to (8), commutes with H ′, hence the state

e−βω0M ′S

Tre−βω0M ′S
(16)

is again an invariant state of the dynamics according to Theorem 1.

Remark 2. Notice that due to the change in the Hamiltonian of the small system, the

relation H ′S = ωM ′
S does not hold and the invariant state can not be interpreted as the

thermal state of the small system.

By now, the question if (16) is a unique invariant state remains open. That is why,
we looked for the invariant states explicitly by solving equation (14), and in the theorem
below we summarize the results. The proof closely follows the procedure of [4], and we do
not give it in this paper. To state the theorem, we have to start with several de�nitions.
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As in non-perturbed case, the number of solutions of (14) (at least among diagonal
matrices) depends on condition similar to (10). Hence we de�ne

R :=

{
n ∈ N

∣∣∃k ∈ N,
τ

2

√
(∆ + δ̃n)2 + nλ2

n = kπ

}
(17)

which is analogue of the set of Rabi resonances from [4]. Similarly as in [4] we decompose
N0 according to set R = {n1, n2...} as

I1 = {0, ..., n1 − 1}, I2 = {n1, ..., n2 − 1}, ...

If we denote H(k)
S = `2(Ik), then we can decompose the the Hilbert space of the small

system as HS =
⊕r

k=1H
(k)
S where r− 1 is the number of integers in the set R (of course,

this number may be in�nite). We denote by Pk the orthogonal projection on H(k)
S and

we use the notation N =
∑∞

n=0 n|n〉〈n|(= M ′
S).

Theorem 3. Let β > 0. Then all the diagonal invariant states of L′β are

ρ(k)
∗ =

e−βω0NPk
Tre−βω0NPk

, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., r}. (18)

Moreover, let ρ∗ satisfy (14). Then the diagonal of ρ∗ is a linear combination of states

(18).

For simplicity we restricted here to the case β > 0, however, the case β ≤ 0 may be
included easily.

All the invariant states (18) may be found using following modi�cation of Theorem 1.

Theorem 4. Let M be a self-adjoint operator on HS ⊗HE that satis�es
[
M, eiτH

]
= 0

for any τ ∈ R, and that can be written in the form M = MS ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗ME . Let α ∈ R
be a constant such that both Tr(eαME ) <∞ and Tr(eαMS ) <∞. If we put

Lα(ρ) := TrHE
(
e−iHτ (ρ⊗ ραE ) eiHτ

)
where ραE = eαME

TreαME
then ρα∗ := eαMS

TreαMS
is an invariant state of Lα.

The proof is identical as the proof of Theorem 1, however, this modi�ed version enables
us to consider the observables Mk =

∑nk−1
n=nk−1

n|n〉〈n| ⊗1E +1S ⊗ b∗b that commute with

eiτH but not with H. Using Theorem 4, we come to all the invariant states (18).

3.3 Example: Spin-spin interaction

In this section we apply Theorem 1 to the example mentioned in Section 3.3 of [1].
In [1], explicit calculations were made and the asymptotic state was found for general
case, whereas here we obtain some results in special cases only. On the other hand, the
computation becomes much simpler.

In this model, the small system as well as the incoming atoms are just two-level
systems, hence HS = HE = C2 and the Hamiltonians read

HS =

(
0 0
0 ES

)
, HE =

(
0 0
0 EE

)
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respectively (for simplicity, we do not introduce any new notation for the quantities like
HS or M in this section). In [1], the initial state of incoming atoms was assumed to be

ρβE =
e−βHE

Tre−βHE
=

( 1
1+e−βEE

0

0 1
1+e+βEE

)
for some inverse temperature β, however, by applying Theorem 1 we may get also di�erent
initial state (however, we will see that it will not happen). The coupling acting on the
total Hilbert space H = HS ⊗HE reads in general:

V = I ⊗ a+ I∗ ⊗ a∗. (19)

Here I is a general complex matrix, and a, resp. a∗ are annihilation, resp. creation
operators of the atoms:

I =

(
A B
C D

)
, a =

(
0 1
0 0

)
.

The total Hamiltonian (for interaction of the small system with one atom) reads H =
HS ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗HE + V and to apply Theorem 1 we will look for general matrices

M =

(
xS zS
z∗S yS

)
⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗

(
xE zE
z∗E yE

)
xS , yS , xE , yE ∈ R; zS , zE ∈ C (20)

that satisfy
[M,H] = 0. (21)

While solving this equation, we assume that EE , ES 6= 0.
In the following we give all the solutions of equation (21). The solution exists

only for particular choices of the coupling Vj (given by (19) with appropriate constants
A,B,C,D), hence we divide the analysis into several cases. For each coupling Vj the

solution of (21) Mj is given, and the corresponding form of incoming atoms ρ
(j)
E and

invariant state ρ
(j)
∗ is derived.

Case 1. General values of A,B,C,D ∈ C.

For coupling of this form the only solution is

M1 =

(
xS 0
0 xS

)
⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗

(
xE 0
0 xE

)
xS , xE ∈ R

which corresponds to the case

ρ
(1)
E = ρ(1)

∗ =

(
1
2

0
0 1

2

)
.

Hence for any coupling of form (19), it holds that if atoms with �in�nite temperature�
(β → 0) interact with the small system, then the small system comes also to the thermal
state corresponding to the in�nite temperature.
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Case 2. B = C = 0, A,D ∈ C

Here the total Hamiltonian commutes with any matrix

M2 =

(
xS 0
0 yS

)
⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗

(
xE 0
0 xE

)
xS , yS , xE ∈ R.

This suggests that the incoming atoms �with in�nite temperature� leave the small system
invariant in any diagonal state, i.e.

ρ
(2)
E =

(
1
2

0
0 1

2

)
, ρ(2)

∗ =

(
t 0
0 1− t

)
, t ∈ (0, 1).

Let us note that the coupling V2 has the property [V2, HS ] = 0, hence it is quite
natural that the state of S is preserved. On the other hand, the coupling is not trivial as
[V2, HE ] 6= 0.

Case 3. A = C = D = 0, B 6= 0 ∈ C.

This coupling generalizes the toy-model Jaynes-Cummings coupling (where B ∈ R)
and the matrix that commutes with the Hamiltonian is then

M3 =

(
xS 0
0 xS + yE − xE

)
⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗

(
xE 0
0 yE

)
xS , xE , yE ∈ R

This admits the �thermal� incoming atoms. If we denote yE − xE =: EE and use the
parametrization by the inverse temperature β as the parameter −α from Theorem 1,
then

ρ
(3)
E =

1

1 + e−βEE

(
1 0
0 e−βEE

)
. (22)

Corresponding invariant states are then identical with the incoming atoms, which may
be interpreted as thermal state of the small system with inverse temperature β∗ = EE

ES
β:

ρ(3)
∗ =

1

1 + e−βEE

(
1 0
0 e−βEE

)
=

1

1 + e−β∗ES

(
1 0
0 e−β∗ES

)
.

Case 4. A = B = D = 0, C 6= 0 ∈ C.

In the last case where a solution of (21) exists we get

M4 =

(
xS 0
0 xS − yE + xE

)
⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗

(
xE 0
0 yE

)
xS , xE , yE ∈ R.

If we again parameterize the state of incoming atoms as in (22), i.e. ρ
(4)
E = ρ

(3)
E , then

ρ(4)
∗ =

1

1 + eβEE

(
1 0
0 eβEE

)
which suggests that in this case it would hold β∗ = −EE

ES
β. Hence the thermalization works

in a sense �upside down�. For example if all the incoming atoms are excited (β → −∞),
then β∗ → +∞ and the the small system stays in the ground state.
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4 Conclusion

As we explained in Section 2.1, invariant states are important for the long time behavior
of the repeated interaction quantum systems. By Theorem 1 (or its improved version,
Theorem 4) we suggested a method for obtaining an invariant state of the dynamics
when the total Hamiltonian commutes with an observable in a certain form. In case of
the perturbed atom-�eld interaction, it follows from Theorem 3 that we were able to
�nd all the diagonal invariant states using this simple method. Of course, the whole
problem of the long time behavior is solved only after proving that we have found all the
invariant states, which needs di�erent techniques. On the other hand, our approach may
give an insight into the origin of invariant states. This is demonstrated in the example
from Section 3.2, where the invariant states are not thermal states of the small system
as it was the case in [4], but in both examples the invariant states are generated by the
conserved total number operator (8), resp. (15).

In the Section 3.3, we looked for the invariant states for the model of spin-spin inter-
action only on the basis of the Theorem 1. We were looking for quantities that commute
with the total Hamiltonian, i.e. we were solving the equation (21). Unfortunately, the so-
lution exists for special choices of the interaction only, hence we have found the invariant
states only for these particular examples.

As a task for future, it would be interesting to apply the method from Section 3.3 on
more complicated examples. The inverse problem could be also studied, we might try to
determine if the invariant states induce a conserved quantity for the dynamics.
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Abstract. For certain class of orthogonal polynomials de�ned via three-recurrence rule, we
derive the orthogonality relation formula in terms of a function F. The de�nition and basic
properties of F are summarized in [8, 7, 9]. In the case under investigation, the measure of
orthogonality is discrete and is supported by the point spectrum of a Jacobi operator which cor-
responds to the class of orthogonal polynomials. Further, a new class of orthogonal polynomials
related to regular Coulomb wave function is introduced. These polynomials are generalization
of the well known Lommel polynomials. Several identities together with a description of the
measure of orthogonality for these polynomials are presented.
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Abstrakt. Pro jistou t°ídu rekurentn¥ zadaných orthogonálních polynom· odvodíme tvar míry
ortogonality. Formule je popsána pomocí funkce F, která je de�nována a studována v [8, 7,
9]. Ve zkoumaném p°ípad¥ je tato míra vºdy diskrétní a jejím nosi£em je bodové spektrum
odpovídajícího Jacobiho operátoru. Dále zavedeme novou t°ídu ortogonálních polynom·, která
souvisí s regulární Coulombovou funkcí. Tato t°ída je zobecn¥ním dob°e známých Lommelových
polynom·. Odvodíme pro ni °adu identit, v£etn¥ formule pro vztah ortogonality.

Klí£ová slova: ortogonální polynomy, Jacobiho matice, Lommelovy polynomy, Coulombova vl-
nová funkce

1 Introduction

Results of this paper are based on some author's work concerning spectral analysis of
certain Jacobi operators that have been published in [8, 7, 9]. As it is well known (see
[2, 3]), Jacobi matrices are closely related with the theory of orthogonal polynomials
(=OPs), and thus some of our results have consequences also in the theory of OPs.

At the start we recall our main algebraic tool, called function F, that have already
been introduced in the last Doctoral Days proceeding [8] as well as the notion of the
characteristic function for a Jacobi operator. Further, an important formula for the Weyl
m-function in terms of F is stated.

In Section 3, we provide a formula for the characteristic function with concrete choice
of a compact Jacobi matrix. This formula involves a function from a decomposition of
regular Coulomb wave function that has the same roots with the only possible exception
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being 0. Consequently, the spectrum of the Jacobi matrix can be described in terms of
nonzero roots of regular Coulomb wave function.

Next, we recall general OPs and the Favard's theorem. We show that any OPs can
be expressed by F applied on a special truncated sequence. In the second part of Section
4 we state the main theorem that gives a description for the measure of orthogonality in
terms of F for certain class of OPs.

As an application, we de�ne a new class of OPs in Section 5. These OPs generalize
Lommel OPs, the deeply investigated polynomials in the theory of Bessel functions.
We reveal several identities for these OPs, mostly involving Coulomb wave functions.
Finally, under certain assumption, we provide a description of the respective orthogonality
measure which is discrete and supported by the set of reciprocal values of nonzero roots
of regular Coulomb wave function.

This text serves as an overview of the author's recent progress in the theory of OPs.
Several things are only indicated and longer proofs are omitted. There are still few aspects
that wait for completion, however, results presented here will provide a core for a future
publication.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we give a review of results which have already been presented in [8] (and
with much more details in [9]) and which are essential for nowadays development.

2.1 Main tool

First of all, we extensively use a function, called F which have been introduced in [7] for
the �rst time. The de�nition is as follows,

F(x) = 1 +
∞∑
m=1

(−1)m
∞∑
k1=1

∞∑
k2=k1+2

. . .
∞∑

km=km−1+2

xk1xk1+1xk2xk2+1 . . . xkmxkm+1. (1)

This function is de�ned on domain

D =

{
{xk}∞k=1 ⊂ C;

∞∑
k=1

|xkxk+1| <∞

}
.

For a �nite number of complex variables we identify F(x1, x2, . . . , xn) with F(x) where
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, 0, 0, 0, . . . ).

Function F possesses many nice algebraic and combinatorial properties. Recall here,
for example, the recurrence rule

F(x) = F(x1, . . . , xk) F(T kx)− F(x1, . . . , xk−1)xkxk+1F(T k+1x), k = 1, 2, . . . (2)

which holds for any x ∈ D. T denotes the truncation operator from the left. Other useful
identity reads

F(x1, x2, . . . , xd)F(x2, x3, . . . , xd+s)− F(x1, x2, . . . , xd+s)F(x2, x3, . . . , xd)

=

(
d∏
j=1

xjxj+1

)
F(xd+2, xd+3, . . . , xd+s) (3)
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where d, s ∈ Z+. Formula (3) is a special case of a more general identity, see [9, Subsection
2.3]. By sending s→∞ in (3), one arrives at the equality

F(x1, . . . , xd)F(Tx)− F(x2, . . . , xd)F(x) =

(
d∏

k=1

xkxk+1

)
F(T d+1x) (4)

which is true for any d ∈ Z+ and x ∈ D.

2.2 Characteristic function

In [9] we introduce characteristic function FJ for Jacobi matrix J which is given by
formula

FJ(z) := F

({
γ2
n

λn − z

}∞
n=1

)
,

provided that there exists z0 ∈ C such that

∞∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣ w 2
n

(λn − z0)(λn+1 − z0)

∣∣∣∣ <∞. (5)

Sequence {γn}∞n=1 is de�ned recursively by equations γ1 = 1 and γnγn+1 = wn. Further
λ := {λn}∞n=1 ⊂ C denotes the diagonal sequence of J , and w := {wn}∞n=1 ⊂ C \ {0}
stands for the o�-diagonal sequence of J . Hence J has the form

J = J(λ,w) =


λ1 w1

w1 λ2 w2

w2 λ3 w3

. . . . . . . . .

 .

We show in [9] that, under assumption (5), zeros of the characteristic function coincide
with the point spectrum of J . More precisely, we prove equalities ([9, Theorem 14])

spec(J) \ der(λ) = specp(J) \ der(λ) = Z(J ) (6)

where we denote by

Z(J ) :=
{
z ∈ C \ der(λ); lim

u→z
(u− z)r(z)FJ(u) = 0

}
, (7)

an extended zero set for FJ . Symbol der(λ) stands for the set of all �nite accumulation
points of the sequence λ and

r(z) :=
∞∑
k=1

δz,λk

is the number of members of the sequence λ coinciding with z.
Moreover in [9, Subsection 3.3], we introduce a vector-valued function

ξ(z) := (ξ1(z), ξ2(z), ξ3(z), . . .)
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where we put

ξk(z) := lim
u→z

(u− z)r(z)

(
k∏
l=1

wl−1

u− λl

)
F

({
γ 2
l

λl − u

}∞
l=k+1

)
, (w0 := 1). (8)

This function has the property that for z ∈ Z(J) it coincides with the corresponding
eigenvector to the eigenvalue z (see [9, Proposition 11]).

Finally, in [9, 8], we express the Green function for J in terms of F. Especially, for
the Weyl m-function m(z) we �nd

m(z) =

F

({
γ2

j

λj−z

}∞
j=2

)
(λ1 − z)F

({
γ2

j

λj−z

}∞
j=1

) , (9)

for z /∈ spec(J).

3 Example with regular Coulomb wave function

Recall that regular Coulomb wave function FL(η, ρ) is one of two linearly independent
solutions of the second-order di�erential equation

d2u

dρ2
+

[
1− 2η

ρ
− L(L+ 1)

ρ2

]
u = 0

where ρ > 0, η ∈ R, and L ∈ Z+ (see [1, chap. 14]). These ranges for parameters ρ, η,
and L are, however, too restrictive and can be generalized. FL(η, ρ) can be decomposed
as follows,

FL(η, ρ) = CL(η)ρL+1φL(η, ρ),

where

CL(η) =

√
2πη

e2πη − 1

√
(1 + η2)(4 + η2) . . . (L2 + η2)

(2L+ 1)!!L!

and
φL(η, ρ) = e−iρ1F1(L+ 1− iη, 2L+ 2, 2iρ),

see [1, 14.1.3]. 1F1 denotes con�uent hypergeometric series.
Let us now consider a concrete Jacobi matrix J with

wn :=

√
(n+ 1)2 + η2

(n+ 1)
√

(2n+ 1)(2n+ 3)
and λn :=

η

n(n+ 1)
. (10)

In this case one can compute the characteristic function FJ . For n ∈ Z+, η, ρ ∈ C,
ηρ 6= −k(k + 1), k ≥ n+ 1, the formula reads

F

({
γ2
k

λk + 1/ρ

}∞
k=n+1

)
=

Γ
(

3
2

+ n− 1
2

√
1− 4ηρ

)
Γ
(

3
2

+ n+ 1
2

√
1− 4ηρ

)
n!(n+ 1)!

φn(η, ρ). (11)
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The proof of this equality is based on three-recurrence rule [1, 14.2.3] for FL(η, ρ), and it
will be published in a future paper.

By using general results summarized in Subsection 2.2 one �nds out the matrix

JL =


−λL+1 wL+1

wL+1 −λL+2 wL+2

wL+2 −λL+3 wL+3

. . . . . . . . .

 (12)

where {λn}∞n=L+1 and {wn}∞n=L+1 are de�ned in (10), is a compact operator (since λ and
w have zero limit) which nonzero eigenvalues are reciprocals of roots of φL(η, ρ). This is
the same set as reciprocals of nonzero roots of FL(η, ρ). Hence the spectrum of JL can
be expressed as follows,

spec(JL) = {1/ρ : φL(η, ρ) = 0} ∪ {0} = {1/ρ : FL(η, ρ) = 0} ∪ {0}. (13)

Moreover, the formula for the respective eigenvector (multiplied by a constant) to the
eigenvalue 1/ρ reads

v(1/ρ) =
(√

2L+ 3FL+1(η, ρ),
√

2L+ 5FL+2(η, ρ),
√

2L+ 7FL+3(η, ρ), . . .
)T

.

These results are, however, known. They have been published by Ikebe in [5].

4 Orthogonal polynomials with discrete measure of ortho-

gonality

4.1 Orthogonal polynomials

Orthogonal polynomials (=OPs) are de�ned as a family of polynomials {Pn}∞n=1 that
obey an orthogonality relation∫

R
Pn(x)Pm(x)dµ(x) = δmn

with respect to a positive measure µ on R. The theory of OPs is deeply developed and
there are plenty of books written on the topic. Let us mention at least monographs [2, 3].
Any family of OPs satis�es a three recurrence

xPn(x) = wn−1Pn−1(x) + λnPn(x) + wn+1Pn+1(x) (14)

where {λn}∞n=1 is a real sequence and {wn}∞n=1 is a positive sequence (one sets here P0 = 0
and w0 arbitrary).

However, due to the well known Favard's theorem, the opposite statement is also true.
Any family of polynomials that ful�lls recurrence (14) forms OPs. OPs are related to F

through identities

Pn+1(x) =
n∏
k=1

(
x− λk
wk

)
F

({
γ2
l

λl − x

}n
l=1

)
, n = 0, 1 . . . , (15)

which can be veri�ed by using property (2). Formula (15) determines the solution of (14)
with initial conditions P0 = 0 and P1 = 1.
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4.2 Orthogonality relation

Having OPs of the �rst kind Pn(x) de�ned via recurrence rule, i.e., via identity (15),
a crucial question is how does the measure of orthogonality looks like? The following
theorem gives the answer for a certain class of OPs.

Theorem 1. Let (5) holds for some z0 ∈ C. Next, let Jacobi operator J be self-adjoint
and either J has discrete spectrum or it is an invertible compact operator. Then, for
m,n ∈ N, the orthogonality relation reads∫

R
Pn(x)Pm(x)dµ(x) = δmn (16)

where dµ is purely discrete positive measure supported by the set Z(J ). The step function
µ(x) has jumps of magnitude

F

({
γ 2
l

λl − x

}∞
l=2

)[
(x− λ1)

d

dx
F

({
γ 2
l

λl − x

}∞
l=1

)]−1

(17)

at x ∈ Z(J ).

Proof. Let {en : n ∈ N}, stands for the standard basis in `2(N). Then one easily veri�es
equality

en = Pn(J)e1, (18)

holds for any n ∈ N. The proof proceed by mathematical induction in n.
Further let λ denotes a non-degenerate isolated eigenvalue of J and EJ(λ) stands for

the corresponding Riezs spectral projection, i.e.,

EJ(λ) = − 1

2πi

∮
|λ−z|=ε

(J − z)−1dz

where ε > 0 such that {z ∈ C : |λ− z| ≤ ε} ∩ spec(J) = {λ}. For the Weyl m-function it
holds m(z) = (e1, (J − z)−1e1). Hence, according to the Residue Theorem, one has

(e1, EJ(λ)e1) = − 1

2πi

∮
|λ−z|=ε

m(z)dz = −Res(m,λ), (19)

since m(z) has a simple pole in λ. Finally, due to identity (9), one can express the
residuum as

Res(m,λ) = F

({
γ 2
l

λl − λ

}∞
l=2

)[
(λ1 − λ)

d

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=λ

F

({
γ 2
l

λl − x

}∞
l=1

)]−1

.

The rest then follow from the Spectral Theorem applied on the self-adjoint operator J ,

δmn = (em, en) = (e1, Pm(J)Pn(J)e1) =

∫
R
Pm(λ)Pn(λ)d(e1, EJ(λ)e1).

Remark 2. If J is self-adjoint compact but not invertible, i.e., 0 ∈ specp(J), the step
function µ(x) has one more jump at 0 of magnitude(

∞∑
n=1

|Pn(0)|2
)−1

.
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5 Generalized Lommel polynomials

In this section we introduce a new class of OPs related to the Coulomb wave function
that can be viewed as a generalization of Lommel OPs.

5.1 Well known facts on Lommel polynomials

Recall the Lommel �polynomials� arise in the theory of Bessel function (see [10, �9.6-
9.73]). They may be given explicitly in the form

Rn,ν(x) =

[n/2]∑
k=0

(
n− k
k

)
(−1)k

Γ(ν + n− k)

Γ(ν + k)

(
2

x

)n−2k

.

One can easily check the identity

Rn,ν(x) =

(
2

x

)n
Γ(ν + n)

Γ(ν)
F

({
x

2(ν + k)

}n−1

k=0

)
(20)

holds for n = 0, 1, . . . . Alternatively, Lommel OPs can be expressed in terms of Bessel
functions,

Rn,ν(x) =
πx

2
(Y−1+ν(x)Jn+ν(x)− J−1+ν(x)Yn+ν(x)) ,

or equivalently,

Rn,ν(x) =
πx

2 sin(πν)
(J1−ν(x)Jn+ν(x) + (−1)nJ−1+ν(x)J−n−ν(x)) .

Another well known property of Lommel OPs is that they play a role of coe�cients in
the formula

Rn,ν(x)Jν(x)−Rn−1,ν+1(x)Jν−1(x) = Jν+n(x) (21)

where n ∈ N, ν, x ∈ C, see again, for instance, [10, Chp. 9.6 ].
The explicit orthogonality relation for the Lommel polynomials have been determined

in terms of zeros of the Bessel function of order ν−1, which one can �nd, for example, in
[4]. This relation can be rederived by using Theorem 1, however, we only state the result
since we obtain a more general formula below. The orthogonality relation for Lommel
OPs reads ∑

k∈±N

j−2
k,νRn,ν+1(jk,ν)Rm,ν+1(jk,ν) =

1

2(n+ 1 + ν)
δmn (22)

where jn,ν denotes the n-th nonzero root of Jν , ν > −1 and m,n ∈ Z+.

5.2 Orthogonal polynomials related to FL(η, ρ)

Let us denote {P (L)
n (η; z)}∞n=1 OPs given by three-recurrence (14) with coe�cients from

matrix (12), i.e.,

zP (L)
n (η; z) = wn−1+LP

(L)
n−1(η; z)− λn+LP

(L)
n (η; z) + wn+LP

(L)
n+1(η; z)
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with P
(L)
0 (η; z) = 0 and P

(L)
1 (η; z) = 1. These polynomials are not included in the

Askey-scheme [6]. Further let us denote

R(L)
n (η; ρ) := P (L)

n (η; ρ−1)

for ρ 6= 0, n ∈ Z+. According to (15), for n ∈ N, we have the expression

P (L)
n (η; z) =

(
n−1∏
k=1

z + λk+L
wk+L

)
F

({
γ 2
l+L

λl+L + z

}n−1

l=1

)
. (23)

Alternatively, polynomials can be expressed in terms of Coulomb wave functions,

R(L)
n (η; ρ) =

√
(L+ 1)2 + η2

L+ 1
(FL(η, ρ)GL+n(η, ρ)− FL+n(η, ρ)GL(η, ρ)) (24)

where GL(η, ρ) is irregular Coulomb wave function (see [1, Chp. 14]). To verify this
identity it su�ces to check the RHS ful�lls the same recurrence rule as R(L)

n (η, ρ) (see [1,
14.2.3]) with the same initial conditions. One needs the formula for the Wronskian [1,
14.2.5], which reads

FL−1(η, ρ)GL(η, ρ)− FL(η, ρ)GL−1(η, ρ) =
L√

L2 + η2
.

Further, polynomials R(L)
n (η; ρ) can be viewed as a generalization of Lommel polynomials

Rn,ν(x) since, by setting η = 0 and L = ν − 1/2, it holds

R(ν−1/2)
n (0; ρ) =

√
ν + n

ν + 1
Rn−1,ν+1(ρ) (25)

where n ∈ N and ρ 6= 0.
Next, one obtains a generalization of formula (21) by using identity (4) together with

(11) and (23). This formula reads

R
(L−1)
n+1 (η, ρ)FL(η, ρ)−

√
2L+ 3

2L+ 1

L+ 1

L

√
η2 + L2√

η2 + (L+ 1)2
R(L)
n (η, ρ)FL−1(η, ρ)

=

√
2L+ 2n+ 1

2L+ 1
FL+n(η, ρ)

where n ∈ Z+, L ∈ N, η ∈ R, ρ 6= 0.
Even one more identity is to be presented. By setting d = L− 1, s = n, and

xk =
γ2
k

λk + z

into (3) and taking into account (23), one �nds the identity

P
(0)
L (η; z)P

(1)
L+n−1(η; z)− P (0)

L+n(η; z)P
(1)
L−1(η; z) =

w1

wL
P (L)
n (η; z) (26)
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holds for any n ∈ Z+.
Finally, we use Theorem 1 to obtain the orthogonality relation for R(L)

n (η, ρ) that is
the generalization of (22). However, we have to assume JL to be invertible since it is an
assumption of Theorem 1. Till now, we have not been able to determine whether JL is
invertible and if so, for what parameters η and L? This problem still remains open. In
the special case of Lommel OPs, i.e., if η = 0 and L = ν − 1/2, it is quite easy to verify
that zero is not an eigenvalue of the corresponding Jacobi matrix by solving respective
eigenvalue equations. The zero diagonal simpli�es the case signi�cantly.

Thus let us assume JL to be invertible. Let ρn = ρn(η, L), n ∈ N (arbitrarily indexed)
stands for roots of φL(η, ρ), i.e., nonzero roots of FL(η, ρ). They are in�nite (and even
simple with no �nite accumulation point) by the Hilbert-Schmidt Theorem, for example.
According to [1, 14.2.2], regular Coulomb wave function FL(η, ρ) ful�lls identity

(L+ 1)∂ρFL(η, ρ) =

(
(L+ 1)2

ρ
+ η

)
FL(η, ρ)−

√
(L+ 1)2 + η2FL+1(η, ρ). (27)

Consequently, one has

∂ρφL(η, ρn) = − (L+ 1)2 + η2

(2L+ 3)(L+ 1)2
ρnφL+1(η, ρn)

and the weight function (17) in the orthogonality relation simpli�es considerably,

FJL+1
(ρ−1
n )(

ρ−1
n + η

(L+1)(L+2)

)
∂
∂ρ
FJL

(ρ−1
n )

=
(2L+ 3)(L+ 1)2

(L+ 1)2 + η2

1

ρ2
n

. (28)

Hence the orthogonality relation now reads

∞∑
k=1

ρ−2
k R(L)

n (η; ρk)R
(L)
m (η; ρk) =

(L+ 1)2 + η2

(2L+ 3)(L+ 1)2
δmn (29)

where m,n ∈ N, η ∈ R, and L ∈ Z+. By setting η = 0 and L = ν− 1/2 in (29) and using
(25) together with [1, 14.6.6], one easily checks (29) coincides with (22).
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Abstrat. The problem of funtional analysis of medial image sequenes is studied. The

obtained images are assumed to be a superposition of images of underlying biologial organs.

This is ommonly modeled as a Fator Analysis (FA) model. However, this model alone allows

for biologially impossible solutions. Therefore, we seek additional biologially motivated as-

sumptions that an be inorporated into the model to yield better solutions. In this paper, we

review additional assumptions suh as onvolution of time ativity, regions of interest seletion,

and noise analysis. All these assumptions an be inorporated into the FA model and their

parameters estimated by the Variation Bayes estimation proedure. We ompare these assump-

tions and disuss their in�uene on the resulting deomposition from diagnosti point of view.

The algorithms are tested and demonstrated on real data from renal sintigraphy; however, the

methodology an be used in any other imaging modality.

Keywords: Blind Soure Separation, Fator Analysis, Convolution, Regions of Interest, Image

Sequene

Abstrakt. V p°ísp¥vku je studován problém funk£ní analýzy obrazovýh sekvení v mediín¥.

Získaný obraz je tvo°en superpozií obrázk· jednotlivýh orgán· ve snímané oblasti, oº je typ-

iky modelováno jako model faktorové analýzy, který v²ak v základním tvaru dovoluje biolog-

iky nesmysluplná °e²ení. Proto je studována moºnost zavést do modelu biologiky motivované

p°edpoklady. V tomto p°ísp¥vku je uveden p°ehled dosavadníh p°edpoklad·, konkrétn¥ kon-

volu£ního modelu £asovýh k°ivek, automatiký výb¥r oblastí zájmu a analýza ²umu. Tyto

p°edpoklady jsou zabudovány do modelu faktorové analýzy, jehoº parametry jsou odhadovány

pomoí Varia£ní Bayesovy metody. Jednotlivé modely jsou porovnány a je diskutován vliv p°ed-

poklad· z hlediska diagnostiky. Algoritmy jsou testovány na reálnýh sintigra�kýh dateh,

nimén¥ mohou být pouºity i v jinýh zobrazovaíh modalitáh.

Klí£ová slova: Slepá Separae, Faktorová Analýza, Konvolue, Oblasti Zájmu, Obrazová Sekvene

1 Introdution

In many imaging modalities, the original organs are not observed diretly but only via

observing the ativity of radioative partiles and san of their superposition. In this

paper, we are onerned with modalities, where the images are superposed in all observed

∗
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pitures in the series. The task of soure separation is to reover the original images of

the biologial organs (soures) from the observed images.

One of the �rst methods of soure separation is Fator Analysis (FA). It has been

used in funtional medial imaging suh as sintigraphy, Positron Emission Tomography,

or funtional Magneti Resonane Imaging [8℄. The fator analysis model is based on

a simple assumption that the observed image is a linear ombination of the underlying

fator image weighted by its time-ativity urves. This model is also the basis of other

methods, suh as the Independent Component Analysis (ICA). The FA and ICA as

methods have the same basi model but di�er in additional assumptions.

The additional assumptions has potential to hange the results signi�antly. If they

are justi�ed for the studied problem, they improve the results of separation. In medial

imaging, the additional assumptions are needed to reover biologially meaningful solu-

tions of the separation problem. One of the �rst additional assumptions was positivity

of the images and the time-ativity urves [9℄. It omes from the physial meaning of

measurements of radioative partiles. However, even with this restrition, the model al-

lows for biologially impossible solutions. Therefore, we seek additional assumptions and

onstraints that restrit the spae of possible solutions to those with biologial meaning.

However, the assumption must be also very general to allow for a great variability that

is exhibited by a living body.

All assumptions are translated into parameters of a mathematial model, whih needs

to be estimated from the data. We are onerned with Bayesian estimation, spei�ally by

an approximate solution provided by the Variational Bayes approximation [11℄. It o�ers

a reasonable ratio between possibilities of mathematial modeling and omputational

di�ulties.

2 Mathematial Models

The objetive is to analyze a sequene of n images obtained at time t = 1, . . . , n and stored

in vetors dt with pixels staked olumnwise. The number of pixels in eah image is p, thus

dt ∈ R
p
. The important assumption is that every observed image is a linear ombination

of r fator images, stored in vetors aj ∈ R
p
, j = 1, . . . , r, using the same order of pixels

as in dt. The dimensions of the problem are typially ordered as r < n ≪ p. Eah

fator image has its respetive time-ativity urve stored in vetor xj ∈ R
n
, j = 1, . . . , r,

xj = [x1,j , . . . , xn,j ]
′
, x

′
denotes transpose of vetor x. With these assumptions, the model

of Fator Analysis is:

dt =

r
∑

j=1

ajxt,j + et, (1)

where vetor et denotes the noise of the t-th observed image. Note that vetors aj and

xj , are unknown and must be estimated from measurements dt so as the variane of a

noise, ω.

For the purpose of medial image analysis we already imposed restritions on the

elements of the probabilisti model of FA (1): (i) all elements of the observed vetors

dt∈1,...,n are positive, (ii) all elements of the fator images aj∈1,...,r and the fator urves

xj∈1,...,r are also positive, and (iii) the number of relevant fators, r, is unknown. These
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assumptions are translated into probabilisti model as follows [11℄: the positivity in (i)

and (ii) is imposed using trunation of priors of the parameters, i.e. d, a, and x, to the

positive numbers; and (iii) the number of fators is estimated using Automati Relevane

Detetion (ARD) proedure via hyper-parameters, see [2℄.

Additional assumptions that are known about the problem are: (i) The time ativity

urves represent �ow of �uids in the human body. The �ow is a result of di�erent

pressures on the input and output of a biologial organ. The output �ow is then modeled

as onvolution of the input �ow and onvolution kernel of the biologial organ. (ii)

The biologial organ is overs only an area in the full image. When seleted manually,

these areas are alled regions-of-interest. (iii) The noise within the observed image is not

isotropi. Good model of the noise properties is required.

These assumptions will be now desribed as parameters of mathematial models.

Disussion of lassial methods for their estimation is also provided.

2.1 Regions of Interest

The FA assumption of linear ombination (1) are typially not valid over the full size

of the images but only in a limited area. This an be modeled by an indiator variable

for eah pixel of the fator image. Spei�ally, eah pixel of the jth fator, ai,j , has its

indiator variable ii,j whih is 1 if the ith pixel belongs to the jth fator and 0 if the ith

pixel does not belong to the jth fator. One again, the indiator variable is unknown

and must be estimated from the data.

This task is also standard and the estimation of the indiator variable is known as

seletion of Regions of Interest (ROI). This is often done manually and it is onsidered

to be a neessary preproessing step of fator analysis after whih it yields muh better

results [7℄. Several automati and semi-automati methods were proposed, however, the

ROI seletion is almost exlusively done by speialists in linial pratie. The inorret

seletion of the ROI has signi�ant impat on the following fator analysis. Often, the

ROI must be seleted iteratively until an aeptable solution is found. This proedure

is very time onsuming and strongly depends on the experiene of speialists and hosen

method [4℄.

2.2 Convolution Model

The assumption that fator urve is a result of onvolution of an input funtion and a

kernel is well established [6℄. The kernels are organ-spei� and are useful in diagnosti

parameters estimation [5℄. Illustration of the assumption is displayed in Fig. 1.

Mathematially formulated, the time-ativity urve of the fth fator, xf , is modeled

as

xt,f =
t

∑

m=1

bt−m+1um,f , (2)

where b is the input ativity, ommon to all fators, and uf is the onvolution kernel of

the fator. Following [6℄, we onsider the kernel elements um,t to be dereasing, hene

they are modeled by a sum of non-negative inrements.
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Figure 1: Illustration of assumed shapes of urves in onvolution.

Parameters of the model uj∈1,...,r and input urve b are unknown and must be esti-

mated.

Traditional methods of deonvolution are well established method in analysis of dy-

nami medial image sequenes analysis [6℄. However, these methods require to know the

input urve b whih must be done manually.

2.3 Noise Model

Properties of the noise et in (1) determine the quality of separation of the signal. Esti-

mation of the noise properties and its elimination is a ruial step in medial imaging,

[3℄.

The noise may vary aross pixels, as well as in time. The noise et is assumed to

be generated from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variane σi,t whih may

be di�erent for eah pixel i and time t. The typial assumption of isotropi noise is

σi,t = ω−1
, where ω is known as preision. However, it is unrealisti in many modalities.

In general, the noise variane is also unknown and should be estimated from the observed

data.

Classial methods estimate the noise properties using asymptoti analysis. An exam-

ple is the orrespondene analysis approah [1℄, where

σi,t = ω−1

√

√

√

√

n
∑

τ=1

di,τ

p
∑

j=1

dj,t (3)

with unknown preision ω. Correspondene analysis an be interpreted as preproessing

of the data before the fator analysis algorithm.

3 Variational Soure Separation

Estimation of parameters of the models desribed above an be ahieved using Bayesian

approah. The main advantage of this approah is its ability to determine also the

number of relevant fators, r. In suh a ase, probabilisti formulation of the measurement

model (1) must be omplemented by prior probabilities of all model parameters. The

estimates are obtained by appliation of the Bayes rule. Exat evaluation of the posterior

distribution is however intratable. Therefore, we use an approximate tehnique known

as the Variational Bayes method [11℄.
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We will illustrate the method on the basi model of the fator analysis (1). This model

an be written in matrix form D = AX ′ + E, where D = [d1, . . . ,dn], A = [a1, . . . , ar],
and X = [x1, . . . ,xr]. The unknown parameters are matries A, X and salar ω. The

intratable posterior distribution is

f(A, X, ω|D) =
f(D|A, X, ω)f(A, X, ω)

f(D)
. (4)

where f(A, X, ω) is the prior distribution.
The Variational Bayes approximation is based on restrition of the posterior density

to the lass of onditionally independent distributions:

f(A, X, ω|D) ≡ f(A|D)f(X|D)f(ω|D). (5)

Under this assumption, neessary onditions for approximate posterior distributions f(A|D),
f(X|D), and f(ω|D) minimizing Kullbak-Leibler divergene to the true posterior an

be found analytially [11℄. The posterior distributions are solutions of a set of impliit

equations, typially obtained by an iterative algorithm.

The Variational Bayes method has been applied to the FA model with positivity

restritions in [11℄, and also extended for unknown noise properties. Extension of the

method using the onvolution kernels is published in [12℄. The Variational solution for

the FA model with unknown ROI is presented in [10℄. These methods will be now

ompared on real data and their results will be disussed from diagnosti point of view.

4 Results

The methods will be tested on representative linial data sets from renal sintigraphy.

At �rst, we brie�y desribe sintigraphy and biologial aspets of dynamis of kidneys.

Then, we will disuss the results of the proposed models.

4.1 Renal Sintigraphy

Sintigraphy is a well established and important diagnosti method in nulear mediine.

We are onerned with planar dynami sintigraphy where the measurements are in the

form of a sequene of images of the same sanned region of a body. Eah pixel in the

sequene is a summation of radioative partiles oming from a whole part of the body

under the detetor. Therefore, eah pixel aumulates ativity from potentially many

fators. The fators has to be separated using a soure separation method suh as fator

analysis.

A healthy kidney is omposed of two main strutures, parenhyma and pelvis. There

are two important spei� properties of a struture and dynami of these strutures: (i)

the parenhyma is typially surrounding the whole kidney inluding the pelvis, and (ii)

only the parenhyma is ative at the �rst 100− 180 seonds (depending on the patient's

state) [5℄; this time is alled uptake. After the uptake time, the ativity passes from

parenhyma through pelvis to urinary bladder. Diagnosti parameters related to the

uptake time are:
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PTT Parenhymal Transit Time (PTT) is the time from the beginning of the sequene

to that when pelves are ativated.

RRF Relative Renal Funtion (RRF) an be estimated from an ativity in the left (L)

and in the right (R) parenhyma as relL = L
R+L

× 100. Historially, the ativity is

taken only from the uptake time.

If the assumptions (i) and (ii) are not satis�ed, the fator separation is inomplete

and ould ause signi�ant error in diagnostis. There ould be some exeptions in ase

of abnormal or harmed kidney, this ase must be arefully onsidered by physiians.

4.2 Fator Analysis

The basi model of fator analysis from setion 2 was applied to a seleted linial data

set from dynami renal sintigraphy. The sequene is omposed of 180 images taken after

eah 10 seonds. The size of eah image is 128 × 128 pixels.

Four fators were found to be relevant using ARD; however, we shown six fators for

following omparison. The results are shown in Fig. 2, on the left side.

The estimates of blood and tissue bakground, the �rst and the third fators, are rea-

sonable. The main issue of these results is in a bad separation of parenhyma and pelves,

the seond fator. There are pelves, dark strutures in the inner bound of parenhyma,

mixed with the whole parenhyma overing the whole kidneys. Consequently, fator

urves of parenhyma and pelves are superposed in this fator too.

Due to the bad separation of the most important strutures in our task, we are not

able to estimate the PTT.

4.3 Fator Analysis with Regions of Interest

The fator analysis with integrated estimation of regions of interest (FAROI), setion 2.1,

is applied to the same sequene as in the previous setion. The results are shown in Fig.

2, right. The fators are displayed in the same order as in ase of the FA.

The main di�erene between the FA and FAROI algorithms is in separation of parenhyma

and pelves. In ontrast to the FA algorithm, the FAROI algorithm separated pelves as

an independent fator. The assumption of the zero plateau in the beginning of the urve

is well satis�ed; hene, the diagnosti oe�ient PTT ould be easily estimated from this

result. In this ase, PTT = 130 seonds.

The seond fator, parenhyma, is well separated from pelves; however, the resulting

fator image su�er from bad separation from the tissue bakground. This fat is due to

the similar shape of ativities of the strutures. The sixth fator seems to be an artifat,

a residual ativity of the urinal proess.

We stress that FAROI algorithm, in general, provides omparable or better result

then the basi FA algorithm without additional assumptions.

4.4 Fator Analysis with Convolution

The assumption of the onvolution model from setion 2.2 is not valid for the whole se-

quene but well satis�ed for the uptake part of a sequene, where only blood, parenhyma,
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Figure 2: Results from the FA (left) and FAROI (right) models. In the ase of FA

model, there are (from the top): heart, parenhyma mixed with pelves, lungs and tissue

bakground, dummy fator, urinary bladder, and dummy fator. Estimated fator images

are in the �rst olumn and estimated fator urves are in the seond olumn. Results from

the FAROI algorithm, setion II.A., are in the right. There are (from the top): heart,

parenhyma, lungs and tissue bakground, pelves, urinary bladder, and tissue artifat.

Estimated parameters are: ROI in the left olumn, fator images in the middle olumn,

and fator urves in the right olumn.

and tissue bakground are ativated. This limitation is due to the assumed shape of the

onvolution kernel of biologial strutures. The shape in Fig. 1, right, is valid only

for strutures ativated from the beginning of the sequene, e.g. not for the pelves and

urinary bladder. Hene, we applied the FA ombined with onvolution model of fator

urves (CFA) only on uptake part of the sequene. The number of images in the up-

take part an be estimated using FA or FAROI algorithms automatially. This task is

very important part of diagnosis. Here, the parenhyma should be separated from the

blood and the tissue bakgrounds. After that, the Relative Renal Funtion (RRF) an

be estimated, see setion 4.1.
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Figure 3: Results from the FA (left), CFA (middle), and FAROI (left) models are shown

on the uptake part of the sequene (data set IM3). Estimative proedures estimated in

eah ase three fators (from the top): blood bakground, parenhyma, and tissue bak-

ground. In olumns are shown (from the left to the right): FA: fator images and fator

urves; CFA: fator images, fator urves, and estimated onvolution kernels; FAROI:

estimated ROI, fator images, and fator urves.

Table 1: Comparison of estimates of RRF oe�ient of the left kidney obtained by expert,

FA, CFA and FAROI algorithms.

data expert FA CFA FAROI

IM1 28%-31% 34% 29% 30%

IM2 69%-76% 93% 75% 81%

IM3 48%-51% 48% 49% 49%

The RRF determination is typially performed by an expert using various sets of tools

inluding manually ROI seletion, deonvolution, or FA. For our experiment, we roughly

seleted retangular ROI around the kidneys and then ran the FA, CFA, and FAROI

algorithms on this narrow sequenes.

We applied the CFA model on three seleted linial data sets from renal sintigraphy:

one set with healthy kidneys (IM3) and two data sets with pathologial kidneys (IM1 and

IM2). The sequenes are omposed of images taken after every 10 seonds. Here, the size

of eah image is 64 × 64 pixels.

Results of the methods are shown in Tab. 1. For the healthy kidneys (data set IM3),

all methods provide omparable estimates orresponding to expert values. Results are

di�erent in the ase of pathologial kidneys (data sets IM1 and IM2). Here, the CFA

algorithm provides more reasonable results then the FA and FAROI algorithms due to

better bakground separation from parenhyma, espeially for very harmed kidneys (e.g.

data set IM2).

An example of results of the algorithms is shown in Fig. 3. For illustration, there

are shown results from the whole images, not only for retangular parts. The ARD

proedures estimated in eah ase three fators. Fator urves are slightly di�erent and
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as we an see on omparison of the seond fator, the ativity of parenhyma by the CFA

algorithm su�er from the non-zero start. It is aused by inaurate parametrization of

the onvolution kernels, Fig. 1. Fator images are omparable; however, a di�erene is

in separation of parenhyma from tissue bakgrounds. The bakground ativity is well

estimated by the CFA algorithm in ontrast to the FA or FAROI algorithms where the

ativity is slightly oversubstrated.

A omparison of the FA and CFA algorithms was given in [12℄. Generaly, the CFA

algorithm provides more relevant estimations of the RRF oe�ient then the FA algo-

rithm due to the better separation of parenhyma and blood bakground. The FAROI

algorithm gives promising results, the estimates of the RRF is lose to that from an ex-

pert; however, the issue with bakground separation is still not orreted. Note that the

di�erene between the algorithms is more signi�ant espeially by harmed kidneys.

4.5 Notes on Noise Estimation

Correspondene analysis from setion 2.3 is used in presented algorithms as a preproess-

ing step. Without this step, there are inorretness of the bakground separation.

Various method for online noise-parameters estimation were studied [11℄; however, the

results are not so di�erent from the used orrespondene analysis on typial data sets.

Hene, we reommend it for its reasonable results and omputational low ost.

5 Conlusion

In this ontribution, we summarize various extensions of the model of the fator analysis

(FA) for medial image sequenes analysis. The extensions of noise, the onvolution

assumption, and the regions of interest estimation were studied. It is shown that fator

analysis provides more physiologially reasonable results with additional, biologially-

motivated, extensions.

We disussed the estimation of two diagnosti parameters: parenhymal transit time

(PTT) and relative renal funtion (RRF). For the purpose of PTT estimation, we om-

pared the basi model of FA and the model of FA with regions of interest estimation

(FAROI). The FAROI algorithm provides more biologially reasonable results then the

FA algorithm. The main di�erene an be seen on separation of parenhyma and pelves

where the FAROI outperforms the FA algorithm. In the ase of RRF estimation, we om-

pared FA, FA with onvolution (CFA), and FAROI algorithms with estimates provided

by an expert. It is shown that the results are similar for healthy kidneys; however, the

CFA algorithm provides better results then the other methods on harmed kidneys. Note

that all proposed algorithms exploit orrespondene analysis as a preproessing step and

automati relevane determination for signi�ant fators seletion. Moreover, we stress

that all proposed proedures provide results automatially, without exessive intervention

of an expert.

The models were tested on the data from renal sintigraphy; however, the resulting

algorithms an be applied in other imaging modalities.
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Abstract. Fluctuation of EEG signal is an useful symptom of EEG quasi-stationarity. Linear

predictive models of three types and their prediction error are studied via traditional and ro-

bust measures. Resulting EEG characteristics are applied to diagnosis of Alzehimer's disease.

The aim is to decide between: foward, backward, and predictive models, EEG channels, and also

robust and non-robust variability measures, and then to �nd statistically signi�cant measures,

which should be useful in Alzheimer's disease classi�cation from EEG.

Keywords: Alzheimer's disease, EEG, linear predictive model, quasi-stationarity, robust statis-

tics, multiplestesting, FDR.

Abstrakt. Fluktuace signálu EEG je uºite£ným p°íznakem EEG kvazistacionarity. Pomocí

tradi£ních a robustních m¥r jsou studovány lineární prediktivní modely t°í typ· a jejich chyba

predikce. Výsledné charakteristiky EEG jsou aplikovány v diagnostice Alzheimerovy choroby.

Cílem je rozhodnout se mezi: dop°ednou predikcí, zp¥tnou predikcí a vyhlazováním spolu

s výb¥rem EEG kanál· a mezi robustními a nerobustními mírami. Pak je t°eba najít stati-

sticky signi�kantní míry, které by mohly být uºite£né p°i klasi�kaci Alzheimerovy choroby na

základ¥ EEG.

Klí£ová slova: Alzheimerova choroba, EEG, lineární prediktivní model, kvazistacionarita, ro-

bustní statistiky, mnohonásobné testování, FDR.

1 Introduction

Biological rest is an endogenously dynamic process. Transient EEG events identify and
quantify brain electric microstates as time epochs with quasi-stable �eld topography.
We can hypothesised better predictability inside microstates, lower predictability dur-
ing changes between microstates. Higher �uctuations of the EEG predicability may be
connected with higher frequency of microstates changes.

2 Models

The main hypotesis of this work is that predictability of brain activity di�ers between
groups of patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) and normal controls (CN). The ac-
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tivity of human brain is measured via multichannel EEG which produces time series.
Respecting the quasi-stationarity of EEG signal, the time series were decomposed into
nonoverlaping segments of constant length. Every segment of given EEG channel and
individual patient produced a short time series whose properties were studied via linear
autoregressive models of three types.

2.1 Predictive model

Let m and n be length of segment and model size as number of parameters respectively.
Let x1, ..., xm be EEG [1] data segment. The linear predictive model has the form

xk =
n∑

i=1

aixk−i + ek, (1)

for k = n + 1, ..., m where ek is model error in k -th measurement and ai is model
parameter for i = 1, ..., n. Formula (1) represents traditional AR (autoregressive) model
[2].

2.2 Back-predictive model

The predictive AR model (1) can be also used in opposite time direction. The resulting
model is

xk =
n∑

i=1

aixk+i + ek, (2)

where ek is again the model error but for k = 1, ..., m � n.

2.3 Symmetric model

The third AR model is symmetric and thus with lower prediction error for smooth signals.
Supposing n is even, the adequate model is

xk =

n/2∑
i=1

aixk−i +

n/2∑
i=1

an/2+ixk+i + ek, (3)

where ek is model error for k = n/2 + 1, ..., m � n/2.

2.4 Model error

The three AR models above are easily comparable because they produce an overdeter-
mined system of M = m � n linear equations for n unknown variables a1, ..., an. The
unknown parameters a1, ..., an were estimated by the method of least squares (LSQ) [3]
and the residues r1, ..., rM are determined. The estimate of prediction error inside given
segment is

se =

√∑M
i=1 ri

2

M − n
. (4)
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3 Fluctuation of model error

Three basic characteristics were used to characterize EEG �uctuations: standard devia-
tion (STD), mean of absolute di�erences from mean value (MAD1), and mean of absolute
di�erences from median value (MAD2), which are too sensitive to outlier values. We
preferred robust measures of EEG �uctuations: median of absolute di�erences from me-
dian (MAD3), interquartile range (IQR), and �rst quartile of absolute mutual di�erences
(MED).

Let N be the number of EEG signal segments. Let s = (s1, s2, ..., sN) be vector of
errors [4] in all segments. Let Q1, Q2, Q3, E be the �rst, second, and third quartile and
mean value functions. The �uctuation criteria are de�ned as

STD = (E(s− E(s))2)1/2 (5)

MAD1 = E(|s− E(s)|) (6)

MAD2 = E(|s−Q2(s)|) (7)

MAD3 = Q2(|s−Q2(s)|) (8)

IQR = Q3(s)−Q1(s) (9)

MED = Q1(|si − sj|). (10)

We obtained STD,MAD1,MAD2,MAD3, IQR, andMED values of model �uctuations
of every channel for all AD and CN patients. Null hypothesis H0: µAD = µCN was tested
via two-sample t-test [4] against alternative HA: µAD 6= µCN. Here, µAD = E ln �uctuation
(5-10) for AD group and µCN = E ln �uctuation (5-10) for CN group.

4 Experimental part

Groups of 26 AD and 139 CN patients were used for testing. Every patient was measured
on 19 channels with sampling frequency 200 Hz. Predictive model (1), back-predictive
model (2), and symmetric model (3) were identi�ed and model errors (4) and their �uc-
tuations were studied for m = 150, n = 50. The number of EEG segments varies patient
by patient and satistis�es the inequality 352 ≤ N ≤ 762.

The testing was performed on signi�cance level α = 0.001. The hypoteses of mean
equity were tested on 19 EEG channels, three predictive models, and six �uctuation
characteristics. It is a kind of multiple testing with 342 potentially dependent tests. The
standard methodology of False Discovery Rate (FDR) [5] was used to eliminate the false
hypothesis acceptance.

The corrected critical value was determined as αFDR = 4.8347×10−6. The numerical
results are collected in Tabs. 1, 2, 3. The results show p-values of all three models which
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describe ability to separete AD and CN patients. The hypothesis was rejected only on
channels 2, 3, 4 which correspond to the frontal domain of human brain. Only three
�uctuation characteristics are signi�cant: ln MAD3, ln IQR, and ln MED. The best pvalue

= 1.8885×10−7 was obtained on the third channel for symmetric model and ln MAD3

criterion.
The second channel is signi�cant only for lnMED or symmetrical prediction. The third

channel is signi�cant only for ln MED, ln MAD3 or symmetric prediction. The fourth
channel is signi�cant only for ln MAD3 together with symmetrical prediction. These
results are collected in Tab. 4.

5 Discussion

While autoregressive model is linear and require stationary signal, higher �uctuation of
model error in Alzheimer's subject may re�ect di�erent structure of brain microstates
comparing healthy subjects. It may re�ect alterations in brain anatomical cortical con-
nectivity in resting-state networks.

6 Conclusion

Using the symmetric predictive model of EEG signal and robust measures MAD3, IQR,
and MED of predictive error �uctuations, I recognize signi�cant di�erences between AD
and CN groups in the case of frontal electrodes, which are represented by second, third,
and fourth channel of EEG. This result is directly aplicable to the diagnosis of Alzheimer's
disease.
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Table 1: Separation ability (p-value) of predictive model

Traditional Robust

Ch STD MAD1 MAD2 MAD3 IQR MED

1 0.1027 0.0402 0.0314 0.0029 0.0265 0.0018
2 0.0065 0.0016 6.52×10−4 6.9×10−6 6.2×10−5 4.8×10−6

3 0.0121 0.0038 0.0014 3.5×10−6 6.5×10−5 3.5×10−6

4 0.1408 0.0612 0.0337 2.4×10−4 0.0019 2.2×10−4

5 0.2551 0.1906 0.1277 0.0017 0.0124 0.0022
6 0.0643 0.0476 0.0275 2.9×10−4 0.0047 4.1×10−4

7 0.0279 0.0192 0.0103 2.4×10−4 0.0025 1.9×10−4

8 0.0917 0.1619 0.1290 0.0478 0.0787 0.0390
9 0.1780 0.2093 0.1512 0.0159 0.0490 0.0127
10 0.6823 0.8572 0.8429 0.8614 0.6785 0.7914
11 0.2358 0.1763 0.1203 0.0038 0.0227 0.0034
12 0.0910 0.0598 0.0467 0.0054 0.0182 0.0082
13 0.1183 0.2376 0.1806 0.0177 0.0722 0.0212
14 0.1027 0.1964 0.1744 0.0713 0.1341 0.0873
15 0.2297 0.2925 0.2539 0.0877 0.1351 0.0791
16 0.4478 0.5942 0.5282 0.2547 0.2882 0.2583
17 0.0680 0.1197 0.1094 0.0307 0.0740 0.0359
18 0.0418 0.0634 0.0595 0.0511 0.1400 0.0317
19 0.2875 0.3889 0.3288 0.0491 0.1666 0.0492
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Table 2: Separation ability (p-value) of back-predictive model

Traditional Robust

Ch STD MAD1 MAD2 MAD3 IQR MED

1 0.0711 0.0338 0.0270 0.0035 0.0236 0.0021
2 0.0031 0.0012 5.06×10−4 1.0×10−5 5.1×10−5 4.8×10−6

3 0.0141 0.0035 0.0013 1.7×10−6 4.2×10−5 3.7×10−6

4 0.1470 0.0540 0.0308 6.6×10−4 0.0026 3.4×10−4

5 0.2573 0.1690 0.1141 0.0038 0.0170 0.0025
6 0.0647 0.0391 0.0223 2.9×10−4 0.0039 3.2×10−4

7 0.0232 0.0166 0.0086 1.7×10−4 0.0019 1.7×10−4

8 0.0947 0.1474 0.1152 0.0495 0.0679 0.0406
9 0.1815 0.1797 0.1308 0.0130 0.0387 0.0123
10 0.7739 0.8309 0.8136 0.8522 0.6462 0.7958
11 0.2218 0.1540 0.1046 0.0021 0.0151 0.0031
12 0.0924 0.0545 0.0446 0.0066 0.0201 0.0121
13 0.0953 0.2120 0.1607 0.0201 0.0730 0.0219
14 0.1114 0.1779 0.1595 0.0676 0.1056 0.0885
15 0.2363 0.2521 0.2174 0.0581 0.0994 0.0631
16 0.4009 0.5395 0.4806 0.2338 0.2464 0.2512
17 0.0437 0.1070 0.0965 0.0277 0.0676 0.0338
18 0.0545 0.0694 0.0654 0.0451 0.1313 0.0375
19 0.2483 0.3431 0.2868 0.0448 0.1625 0.0439
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Table 3: Separation ability (p-value) of symmetric model

Traditional Robust

Ch STD MAD1 MAD2 MAD3 IQR MED

1 0.0503 0.0131 0.0074 2.6×10−4 0.0025 2.3×10−4

2 0.0015 2.16×10−4 6.00×10−5 3.9×10−7 3.0×10−6 5.1×10−7

3 0.0172 0.0010 2.24×10−4 1.8×10−7 1.6×10−6 3.0×10−7

4 0.0635 0.0081 0.0029 4.8×10−6 4.6×10−5 9.1×10−6

5 0.2063 0.0867 0.0441 1.4×10−4 0.0015 2.1×10−4

6 0.0417 0.0165 0.0064 2.4×10−5 2.4×10−4 3.2×10−5

7 0.0288 0.0214 0.0091 2.9×10−4 0.0014 2.6×10−4

8 0.0572 0.0908 0.0664 0.0174 0.0384 0.0204
9 0.1862 0.0832 0.0504 0.0013 0.0066 0.0023
10 0.6093 0.6226 0.5553 0.3281 0.2948 0.3613
11 0.1234 0.0527 0.0255 1.8×10−4 0.0015 2.4×10−4

12 0.0359 0.0285 0.0216 0.0051 0.0100 0.0083
13 0.0997 0.1113 0.0602 7.0×10−4 0.0085 6.9×10−4

14 0.0706 0.0827 0.0558 0.0040 0.0180 0.0053
15 0.1673 0.1517 0.0985 0.0028 0.0139 0.0050
16 0.3636 0.3136 0.2170 0.0131 0.0368 0.0195
17 0.0288 0.0304 0.0175 4.3×10−4 0.0038 4.7×10−4

18 0.0296 0.0299 0.0219 0.0032 0.0257 0.0033
19 0.1506 0.1568 0.1025 0.0017 0.0253 0.0021

Table 4: Signi�cant channels

MAD3 IQR MED

Predictive 3 2, 3
Back-predictive 3 2, 3
Symmetric 2, 3, 4 2, 3 2, 3
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1 Assumptions and statement of the problem

Singular stochastic control problem is an important and challenging class of problems in
control theory. It appears in various �elds like mathematical �nance (where, for example,
it allows to formulate in an elegant way the problem of optimal consumption and portfolio
selection with proportional transaction costs), physical models etc. Stochastic maximum
principle for singular controls was considered by many authors (for the survey of results
see the paper).

The main objective of the paper is to establish necessary as well as su�cient conditions
for near-optimal singular control for SDEs where the control domain is not necessarily
convex. These conditions are given in terms of second-order adjoint processes correspond-
ing to the controlled SDEs and nearly maximum conditions on the Hamiltonian function.
Moreover in a second step, we prove that under additional concavity condition on the
Hamiltonian function, these necessary conditions of near-optimality are also su�cient.

In the paper, the singular stochastic control problem for the systems governed by non-
linear controlled di�usion of the following type is considered{

dxt = f (t, xt, ut) dt+ σ (t, xt, ut) dWt +Gtdηt, t ∈ [s, T ]
xs = y,

(1)

where T > 0 is a �xed time horizon, y ∈ Rn, (Wt)t∈[s,T ] is a standard Rl−valued Brown-
ian motion starting at some �xed time s ∈ [0, T ] de�ned on a �ltered probability space
(Ω,F , (Ft)t∈[s,T ] ,P) satisfying the usual conditions.

The set of admissible controls is de�ned as follows. Let A1 be a closed convex subset of
Rm and A2 := ([0,∞))m = (R+)m for m ∈ N. We denote the set of stochastic processes

U1 ([s, T ]) = {u : [s, T ]× Ω→ A1|u is jointly measurable and Ft − adapted} ,
U2 ([s, T ]) = {η : [s, T ]× Ω→ A2|η is jointly measurable and Ft − adapted} .

De�nition 1. An admissible control is a pair (ut, ηt)t∈[s,T ] ∈ U1 ([s, T ])×U2 ([s, T ]) such
that

1. η(·) is of bounded variation, nondecreasing, continuous on the left with right limits
and ηs = 0.

2. E
[
supt∈[s,T ] |ut|

2 + |ηT |2
]
< +∞.

The set of all admissible controls is denoted as U ([s, T ]) .

Since dηt may be singular with respect to Lebesgue measure dt, we call η(·) the singular
part of the control and the process u(·) its absolutely continuous part.
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Further, we denote by L2
F ([s, T ] ; Rn) the Hilbert space of Ft−progresivelly measurable

processes (xt)t∈[s,T ] with values in Rn such that E
∫ T
s
|xt|2 dt < +∞.

The criteria to be minimized associated with the state equation (1) is de�ned by the
functional

J (s, y, u(·), η(·)) = E
[
h (xT ) +

∫ T

s

` (t, xt, ut) dt+

∫ T

s

ktdηt

]
, (2)

and the associated value function is de�ned as

V (s, y) = inf
(u(·),η(·))∈U([s,T ])

J (s, y, u(·), η(·)) . (3)

1.1 Optimality and near-optimality

The usual goal in control theory is to �nd the optimal control (u∗(·), η∗(·)) ∈ U ([s, T ])
so that the in�mum in (3) is attained, i.e. V (s, y) = J (s, y, u∗(·), η∗(·)) .

In this place it is worth mentioning that optimal (not only singular) controls may not exist
in many (even trivial) situations, while the following concept, the near-optimal singular
controls, always exist.
De�nition 2. For a given ε > 0 the admissible control (uε(·), ηε(·)) is called near-optimal
if

|J (s, y, uε(·), ηε(·))− V (s, y)| ≤ O (ε) , (4)

where O (·) is a function of ε satisfying limε→0O (ε) = 0. The estimator O (ε) is called
an error bound.
If O (ε) = Cεδ for some δ > 0 independent of the constant C > 0 then (uε(·), ηε(·)) is
called near-optimal control of order εδ.
If O (ε) = ε the admissible control (uε(·), ηε(·)) called ε−optimal.

1.2 Standing assumptions

Throughout the paper we assume the following:

(H1) f : [s, T ]× Rn×A1→ Rn, σ : [s, T ]× Rn × A1→Rn×l and ` : [s, T ]× Rn × A1 → R
are measurable in (t, x, u), twice continuously di�erentiable in x and there exists a
constant C > 0 such that for ϕ = f, σ, ` :

|ϕ(t, x, u)− ϕ(t, x′, u)|+ |ϕx(t, x, u)− ϕx(t, x′, u)| ≤ C |x− x′| , (5)

|ϕ(t, x, u)| ≤ C (1 + |x|) . (6)

(H2) h : Rn→ R is twice continuously di�erentiable in x and there exists a constant
C > 0 such that

|h(x)− h(x′)|+ |hx(x)− hx(x′)| ≤ C |x− x′| . (7)

|h(x)| ≤ C (1 + |x|) . (8)
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(H3) G : [s, T ]→ Rn×m, k : [s, T ]→ A2. G is continuous, bounded and k is continuous.

It is a classical result that under the assumptions (H1)-(H3) the following SDE

dx̃t = f (t, x̃t, ut) dt+ σ (t, x̃t, ut) dWt, t ∈ [s, T ]

x̃s = y,

has a unique strong solution (x̃t)t∈[s,T ] for each u(·) coming from an admissible control

(u(·), η(·)). Then the solution to SDE (1) is obtained as xt = x̃t +
∫ t
s
Grdηr, ∀t ∈ [s, T ].

1.3 Hamiltonian and adjoint equations

For any (u(·), η(·)) ∈ U ([s, T ]) and the corresponding state trajectory (xt), we de�ne the
�rst-order adjoint processes (Ψt, Kt) and the second-order adjoint processes (Qt, Rt) as
the solution to the following two backward SDEs respectively

dΨt = − [f ∗x (t, xt, ut) Ψt + σ∗x (t, xt, ut)Kt + `x (t, xt, ut)] dt

+KtdWt,
ΨT = hx (xT ) ,

(9)

and 
dQt = − [f ∗x (t, xt, ut)Qt +Qtf

∗
x (t, xt, ut) + σ∗x (t, xt, ut)Qtσ

∗
x (t, xt, ut)

+σ∗x (t, xt, ut)Rt +Rtσx (t, xt, ut) + Γt] dt+RtdWt,
QT = hxx (xT ) ,

(10)

where

Γt = `xx (t, xt, ut) +
n∑
i=1

(
Ψi
tf
i
xx (t, xt, ut) +Ki

tσ
i
xx (t, xt, ut)

)
.

As it is well known that under conditions (H1), (H2) and (H3) the �rst-order adjoint
equation (9) (the second-order adjoint equation (10) respectively) admits a unique solu-
tion pair (Ψt, Kt) ∈ L2

F ([s, T ] ; Rn)× L2
F
(
[s, T ] ; Rn×l) (a unique solution pair (Qt, Rt) ∈

L2
F ([s, T ] ; Rn×n)× L2

F
(
[s, T ] ; Rn×n×l) respectively).

Now we de�ne the usual Hamiltonian function

H (t, x, u, p, q) := −pf (t, x, u)− qσ (t, x, u)− ` (t, x, u) , (11)

for (t, x, u, p, q) ∈ [s, T ] × Rn × A1 × Rn × Rn×l. Furthermore, we de�ne the so called
H-function corresponding to a given admissible pair (xt, ut) as follows

H(x,u)(t, x, u) = H (t, x, u,Ψt, Kt −Qtσ (t, x, u))

−1

2
σ∗ (t, x, u)Qtσ (t, x, u) ,

for (t, x, u, p, q) ∈ [s, T ]× Rn × A1 × Rn × Rn×l, where Ψt, Kt and Qt are determined by
adjoint equations (9) and (10) corresponding to (xt, ut).
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2 Main results

2.1 Necessary conditions for near-optimal singular control

The necessary conditions for near-optimality for singular controls is given by the following
theorem. The interpretation of the condition is that every near-optimal control has to
'near-maximize' the H function in some integral sense.

Theorem 1. Let (H1)-(H3) hold and let (uε(·), ηε(·)) be an arbitrary near-optimal con-
trol to the singular control problem (1),(2) and (3) for some arbitrary but �xed ε > 0.
Further, let (Ψε

t , K
ε
t ) and (Qε

t , R
ε
t ) be the solution of adjoint equations (9) and (10) re-

spectively corresponding to (xεt , (u
ε
t , η

ε
t )).

Then for any δ ∈ (0, 1
3
] there exists a positive constant C = C (δ) such that for each

admissible control (u(·), η(·)) ∈ U ([s, T ]) it holds


−Cεδ ≤ E

∫ T
s

{
1
2

(σ (t, xεt , ut)− σ (t, xεt , u
ε
t))
∗Qε

t (σ (t, xεt , ut)− σ (t, xεt , u
ε
t))

+Ψε
t (f (t, xεt , ut)− f (t, xεt , u

ε
t)) +Kε

t (σ (t, xεt , ut)− σ (t, xεt , u
ε
t))

+ (` (t, xεt , ut)− ` (t, xεt , u
ε
t))} dt,

and

−Cεδ ≤ E
[∫ T

s

(kt +G∗tΨ
ε
t)d (ηt − ηεt )

]
.

Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 we have

E
∫ T

s

H(xε,uε)(t, xεt , u
ε
t)dt ≥ sup

u(·)∈U1([s,T ])

E
∫ T

s

H(xε,uε)(t, xεt , ut)dt− Cεδ,

and

E
∫ T

s

(kt +G∗tΨ
ε
t)dη

ε
t ≤ inf

η(·)∈U2([s,T ])
E
∫ T

s

(kt +G∗tΨ
ε
t)dηt + Cεδ.

2.2 Su�cient condition for near-optimality

Under (H1)-(H3) and some additional assumptions on di�erentiability and concavity the
condition of near-maximality of the Hamiltonian function is in fact a su�cient one. Let
us further assume that

(H4) The functions f, σ and ` are di�erentiable in u and there is a constant C > 0 such
that for each t, x, u, u′

|ϕ(t, x, u)− ϕ(t, x, u′)|+ |ϕu(t, x, u)− ϕu(t, x, u′)| ≤ C |u− u′| , (12)

where ϕ = f, σ, `.
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Theorem 2. Let (ũ(·), η̃(·)) be an arbitrary admissible control and let
(

Ψ̃t, K̃t

)
and(

Q̃t, R̃t

)
be the solutions to adjoint equations (9)-(10) associated with (ũ(·), η̃(·)). Fur-

ther, let us assume that the function H
(
t, ·, ·, Ψ̃t, K̃t

)
is concave (in (x, u)) for a.e.

t ∈ [s, T ], P− a.s and that h is a convex function.
If for some ε > 0 and for any admissible control (u(·), η(·)) the following near-maximality
conditions hold

E
∫ T

s

H(x̃,ũ)(t, x̃t, ũt)dt ≥ sup
u(·)∈U1([s,T ])

E
∫ T

s

H(x̃,ũ)(t, x̃t, ut)dt− ε
1
2 ,

and

E
[∫ T

s

ktd (ηt − η̃t)
]
≥ −Cε

1
2 ,

with C being a positive constant independent of ε, then (ũ(·), η̃(·)) is in fact near-optimal
control for the control problem (1),(2) and (3), i.e.

J (s, y, ũ(·), η̃(·)) ≤ V (s, y) + Cε
1
2 .

3 Proofs and References

All the proofs as well as a full list of references can be found in the original paper.
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Abstrakt. Roytenbergova závorka je Courantovým algebroidem, který lze získat "twistováním"

Courant-Dorfmanové závorky uºitím polí pozadí na variet¥. Ukazujeme podobnou proceduru,
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algebry pro akci p-brány. Toho je dosaºeno pomocí výsledk· Ekstranda a Zabzina. Znalost
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1 Introduction

It is a well known fact that a tangent bundle TM of any smooth manifold M is naturally
equipped with the bracket of its smooth sections:

[·, ·] : Γ(TM)× Γ(TM)→ Γ(TM).

Of course it is a Lie bracket of smooth vector �elds commutator. This bracket is crucial
for the integrability of tangent distributions in M , via the famous Frobenius theorem.
In the study of non-regular Lagrangian mechanics, there emerged the need of similar
integrability condition in the more general vector bundle, namely TM ⊕ T ∗M . Ted
Courant in [3] introduced a new bracket of the sections of this vector bundle:

[V + ξ,W + η]C = [V,W ] +
1

2

(
LV (η)− LW (ξ) + iV (dη)− iW (dξ)

)
, (1)

for all V,W ∈ Γ(TM) and ξ, η ∈ Γ(T ∗M). This again is a canonical structure for any
manifold M . However; the cost was a violation of the Jacobi identity and Leibniz rule.

∗Excerpts from the paper written with Branislav Jur£o.
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In fact, this bracket appeared to be an example of so called Courant algebroid, which
was �rst axiomatized in [9]. Although this skew-symmetric version was nicely related
to strongly homotopy algebras by Dmitry Roytenberg and Alan Weinstein in [12], the
anomalies in Jacobi identities and Leibniz rule are di�cult to handle. Fortunately, in
his thesis [10] Dmitry Roytenberg proved that to every Courant algebroid there exists its
non-skew-symmetric version, for which Jacobi identity and Leibniz rule holds, and vice
versa. This notion of Courant algebroid, related closely to Leinbniz algebroids, is now
widely accepted as more convenient de�nition. The non-skew-symmetric version of the
original Courant bracket is called Dorfman bracket or Courant-Dorfman bracket.

This bracket can be twisted in various ways, incorporating the background structures
of the manifold M , without spoiling the Courant algebroid properties. The most general
way was discussed by Dmitry Roytenberg in [11], which explains the origin of the name
Roytenberg bracket.

In [1], Anton Alekseev and Thomas Strobl observed that Courant bracket can be
derived using so called worldsheet algebra, the algebra of Noetherian charges in theory
of sigma models with respect to canonical Poisson bracket. For more general charges (of
more general sigma models), the same procedure was done by Nick Halmagyi in [6], to
obtain the Roytenberg bracket.

A situation becomes more complicated when one tries to work on a more general
vector bundle, E = TM ⊕ΛpT ∗M , for p > 1. There exists straightforward generalization
of Courant bracket, using the same formula (1), or its non-skew-symmetric version. This
bracket again has very convenient properties, and was studied by Yoshuke Hagiwara in
[5] or by Yanhui Bi and Yunhe Sheng in [2]. However; it is still unclear how to axiomatize
such brackets, �nding some "higher analogues" of Courant algebroids.

In this paper we present the generalization of Roytenberg bracket. We derive it using
the worldvolume algebra of lately proposed p-brane action (or Nambu sigma model),
which was introduced by Branislav Jur£o and Peter Schupp in [7]. We show how they
can be applied to calculate the conditions for the conservation of the Noetherian charges.

2 Higher Roytenberg bracket

Let E = TM ⊕ ΛpT ∗M . We de�ne a non-degenerate and C∞(M)-bilinear pairing 〈·, ·〉 :
Γ(E)× Γ(E)→ Ωp−1(M) as

〈V + ξ,W + η〉 = iV (η) + iW (ξ), (2)

for vector �elds V,W ∈ X(M) and p-forms ξ, η ∈ Ωp(M). We de�ne the anchor map
ρ : E → TM as the projection onto the �rst direct summand of E, and denote by the
same character also the induced map of sections ρ(V + ξ) = V . The higher Dorfman
bracket is the R-bilinear bracket on sections [·, ·]D : Γ(E)× Γ(E)→ Γ(E), de�ned as

[V + ξ,W + η]D = [V,W ] + LV (η)− iW (dξ), (3)

for all V,W ∈ X(M) and ξ, η ∈ Ωp(M). This bracket is a particular example of a Leibniz
algebroid bracket, see [2]. If we de�ne D : Ωp−1(M) → Γ(E) as D = j ◦ d, where
j : Ωp(M) ↪→ Γ(E) is the inclusion, we have the following properties of higher Dorfman
bracket:
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1.
[e1, [e2, e3]D]D = [[e1, e2]D, e3]D + [e2, [e1, e3]D]D, (4)

for all e1, e2, e3 ∈ Γ(E).

[e1, fe2] = f [e1, e2] + (ρ(e1).f)e2, (5)

for all e1, e2 ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C∞(M).

2. 〈·, ·〉 is E-invariant in the following sense:

Lρ(e1)(〈e2, e3〉) = 〈[e1, e2]D, e3〉+ 〈e2, [e1, e3]D〉, (6)

for all e1, e2, e3 ∈ Γ(E).

3. Higher Dorfman bracket is skew-symmetric up to "coboundary", that is

[e1, e1] =
1

2
D〈e1, e1〉, (7)

This bracket can be easily modi�ed in two ways. First, assume that on M we have a
closed (p+2)-form H ∈ Ωp+2(M). Then we can de�ne H-twisted higher Dorfman bracket
on E as

[V + ξ,W + η]
(H)
D = [V,W ] + LV (η)− iW (dξ) + iW iVH. (8)

The form H has to be closed to keep the property (4), all the other properties of higher
Dorfman bracket are valid also for the H-twisted case.

Now, assume that we have an arbitrary C∞(M)-linear map of sections Π# : Ωp(M)→
X(M), for example the map induced by a (p + 1)-vector Π on M . De�ne new anchor
ρ : E → TM as

ρ(V + ξ) = V + (−1)p+1Π#(ξ), (9)

and the "twisted" inclusion of Ωp(M) into Γ(E) as

j(ξ) = ξ + (−1)pΠ#(ξ). (10)

Denote as pr2 the projection onto the second summand of E. Using this notation, one
can de�ne new non-degenerate pairing 〈·, ·〉R:

〈e1, e2〉R = iρ(e1)(pr2(e2)) + iρ(e2)(pr2(e1)), (11)

for all e1, e2 ∈ Γ(E). Finally, we de�ne the following bracket on Γ(E):

[e1, e2]R = [ρ(e1), ρ(e2)]+ (12)

+j
(
Lρ(e1)(pr2(e2))− iρ(e2)(d(pr2(e1))) + iρ(e2)iρ(e1)H

)
,

for all e1, e2 ∈ Γ(E). We refer to [·, ·]R as higher Roytenberg bracket. This bracket
together with the anchor (9) de�nes again a Leibniz algebroid, that is it satis�es (4) and
(5). More interestingly, it also satis�es (6) and (7) with respect to the pairing (11). All
of the properties are straightforward to check.
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3 A p-brane action, basic properties

Let us consider a (p+1)-dimensional worldvolume Σ with set of local coordinates (σ0, . . . , σp).
We assume that σµ are Cartesian coordinates for Lorentzian metric h of signature (−,+, . . . ,+)
on Σ .

Next, we consider an n-dimensional target manifoldM , equipped with a (p+1)-vector
Π and a (p+ 1)-form B. We also choose some local coordinates (y1, . . . , yn) on M . Lower
case Latin characters will always correspond to these coordinates. We will use upper
case Latin characters to denote strictly ordered multi-indices (mostly p-indices), that is
I = (i1, . . . , ip), where i1 < · · · < ip.

For a smooth map X : Σ → M we will use the notation X i = yi(X), dXI =

dX i1 ∧ . . . ∧ dX ip , and ∂̃X
I

= (dXI)1...p for the 1 . . . p component of the worldvolume
form dXI .

We will also assume that M is equipped with a metric tensor �eld G with local
components Gij, and a �berwise metric G̃ on the vector bundle ΛpTM with components

G̃IJ in local section basis ∂I ≡ ∂
∂yi1
∧· · ·∧ ∂

∂yip . Metric matrices with upper indices denote

as usually the corresponding inverses.
The action is the following one:

S[η, η̃, X] :=

∫
dp+1σ

[
− 1

2
(G−1)ijηiηj +

1

2
(G̃−1)IJ η̃I η̃J + ηi∂0X

i+ (13)

+η̃I ∂̃X
I
− ΠiJηiη̃J −BiJ∂0X

i∂̃X
J]
,

where ηi, η̃J ∈ C∞(Σ) are the auxiliary �elds, which transform under change of local
coordinates on M accordingly to their index structure.

Canonical momenta corresponding to the �elds X i are

Pi = ηi −BiJ ∂̃X
J
. (14)

Going to the canonical Hamiltonian Hcan[X,P, η̃] =
∫
dpσPi∂0X

i − L(X,P, η̃), and
substituting the Lagrange-Euler equation for η̃J , we obtain the Hamiltonian

H[X,P ] =
1

2

∫
dpσ
[
(G−1)ijKiKj + G̃IJK̃

IK̃J
]
, (15)

where
Ki := ηi = Pi +BiK ∂̃X

K
, (16)

K̃I = ∂̃X
I

+ (−1)p+1ΠImKm. (17)

Here an in the rest of the paper, the integration over dpσ means the integration over the
space-like coordinates (σ1, . . . , σp) of Σ.

4 Charge algebra

The canonical Poisson bracket is

{X i(σ), Pj(σ
′)} = δijδ(σ − σ′),
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where by σ, σ′ we mean the space-like p-tuples of coordinates, and all the Poisson brackets
are the equal time ones.

We consider the following generalized charges, corresponding to the currents Ki and
K̃J appearing explicitly in the Hamiltonian:

Qf (V + ξ) =

∫
dpσf(σ)[V iKi + ξJK̃

J ], (18)

where V + ξ ∈ Γ(E), and f ∈ C∞(Σ) is a test function.

The appearance of Courant algebroid structures in the current algebra was �rst ob-
served by Anton Alekseev and Thomas Strobl for p = 1 in [1]. Here we follow the idea of
Joel Ekstrand and Maxim Zabzine, who integrated the currents to generalized charges,
and calculated their algebra for p ≥ 1. We consider more general charges, involving back-
ground �elds Π and B. This can be done in a straightforward way; however it is easier
to use the results of [4]:

Let Q̃f (V + ξ) be de�ned as

Q̃f (V + ξ) =

∫
dpσf(σ)

[
V iPi + ξJ ∂̃X

J]
. (19)

Then for their Poisson bracket we get

{Q̃f (V + ξ), Q̃g(W + η)} = −Q̃fg([V + ξ,W + η]D)− (20)

−
∫
dpσg(σ)(df ∧X∗(〈V + ξ,W + η〉))1...p,

where [·, ·]D is the higher Dorfman bracket (3) and 〈·, ·〉 is the pairing (2).

We can use this result to �nd the Poisson brackets for charges Q. The key is the
following relation between charges Q and Q̃:

Qf (V + ξ) = Q̃f

(
V + (−1)p+1Π#(ξ) + ξ + iV+(−1)p+1Π#(ξ)(B)

)
. (21)

The calculation is tedious but straightforward and we omit it here. For the Poisson
bracket of the charges (18) we have:

{Qf (V + ξ), Qg(W + η)} = −Qfg([V + ξ,W + η]R)− (22)

−
∫
dpσg(σ)(df ∧X∗(〈V + ξ,W + η〉R))1...p,

where [·, ·]R is the higher Roytenberg bracket (12) and 〈·, ·〉R is the pairing (11).

Let us note that choosing f = g = 1, one �nds that the charge algebra (22) closes and
it is described by higher Roytenberg bracket. This was already observed by Halmagyi [6]
for p = 1.
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5 Applications

Using this result, we can determine conditions for conservation of such charges. To get
rid of anomalous term in (22), we consider only the charges

Q(V + ξ) := Q1(V + ξ), (23)

that is choosing f = 1. Hence we would like to obtain the conditions on V + ξ ∈ Γ(E),
which would guarantee that

{Q(V + ξ), H} = 0, (24)

where H is the Hamiltonian (15). The left hand side of this condition can be conveniently
rewritten using the Leibniz rule for Poisson bracket as

{Q(V + ξ), H} = (25)

=
1

2
{Q(V + ξ), QKi

((G−1)ij∂j)}+
1

2
{Q(V + ξ), Q(G−1)ij∂j

(∂i)}+

+
1

2
{Q(V + ξ), Q eKI (G̃IJdy

J)}+ {Q(V + ξ), Q eGIJ
eKJ (dyI)}.

Now we can use the (22) to carry out the calculation. After a tedious, but straightfor-
ward calculation, one arrives to the following result. Put W = V + (−1)p+1Π#(ξ). The
charge Q(V + ξ) conserves, if the following set of (su�cient) conditions is satis�ed:

LW (G)ij = (−1)p+1GinΠLn
(
(dξ)jL −WmdBmjL

)
+ (i↔ j). (26)

LW (G̃)IJ = (−1)p+1G̃ILΠLn
(
(dξ)nJ −WmdBmnJ

)
+ (I ↔ J). (27)

LW (Π)Ik = (−1)p
(
ΠInΠLk − (G̃−1)IL(G−1)kn

)(
(dξ)nL −WmdBmnL

)
. (28)

Here G̃ is viewed as 2p-times covariant tensor �eld on M . Let us note that there exists
a particular simpli�cation of the these conditions; if one assumes

dξ = iW (dB), (29)

all the right-hand sides vanish, and we get the set of conditions

LW (G) = LW (G̃) = LW (Π) = 0. (30)

The assumption (29) can be rewritten as

LW (B) = d(ξ − iW (B)). (31)

Obviously, the particular solution (30) to the more general conditions (26-28) says that

the image of V + ξ under the anchor (9) preserves the background �elds G, G̃,Π and
preserves B up to an exact term.

Conditions (26-28) have interesting geometrical meaning. Let (·, ·) be a �berwise
metric on TM ⊕ ΛpT ∗M given by

(V + ξ,W + η) :=

(
V
ξ

)T (
G GΠT

ΠTG G̃−1 + ΠTGΠT

)(
W
η

)
. (32)
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Note that this is in fact the inverse of the matrix in the Hamiltonian, where we put B = 0.
Let e = V + (−1)p+1Π#(ξ) + ξ. The conditions (26 - 28) are equivalent to the equation

pr1(e).(e1, e2) = ([e, e1]
(dB)
D , e2) + (e1, [e, e2]

(dB)
D ), (33)

for all e1, e2 ∈ Γ(TM ⊕ ΛpT ∗M), [·, ·](dB)
D is a dB-twisted higher Dorfman bracket (8),

and pr1 is a projection onto TM . In the other words, Q(V + ξ) conserves, if e = V +
(−1)p+1Π#(ξ) + ξ is a "Killing section" of the �berwise metric (·, ·) (32) w.r.t. to dB-
twisted higher Dorfman bracket.

6 Coordinate expressions for the higher Roytenberg

bracket

Here we recall the local form of the higher Roytenberg bracket. Let (y1, . . . , yn) be a set
of local coordinates on M . Denote ∂k = ∂

∂yk and dyK = dyk1 ∧ . . . ∧ dykp . Then, one has

[∂k, ∂l]R = Fkl
m∂m +HklLdy

L, (34)

[∂k, dy
J ]R = QJ

k

m
∂m +DJ

k Ldy
L, (35)

[dyI , dyJ ]R = RIJm∂m + SIJLdy
L. (36)

Structure functions have the following form:

Fkl
m = (−1)pdBklJΠJm, (37)

HklJ = dBklJ , (38)

QJ
k

m
= (−1)p+1ΠJm

,k − dBklLΠLmΠJl, (39)

DJ
k L = (−1)p+1ΠJldBklL, (40)

RIJm = ΠInΠJm
,n − ΠJnΠIm

,n −
p∑
r=1

ΠIjr
,kΠ

j1...k...jpm + (−1)pΠIkΠJlΠLm(dB)klL, (41)

SIJL = (−1)p+1

p∑
r=1

ΠIjr
,kδ

j1...k...jp
L + ΠIjΠJl(dB)klL. (42)

7 Conclusion

We have shown how can be the higher Roytenberg bracket obtained by twisting the
ordinary higher Dorfman bracket. This approach simpli�es the proofs of the properties,
which will be quite impossible using the coordinate expressions (see section 6). Similar
formula was derived by Yvette Kosmann-Schwarzbach in [8] for p = 1 case.

We have derived this bracket using the generalized charges of the p-brane action,
where we have used the calculation in [4]. Appearance of higher Roytenberg bracket in
the Poisson algebra of the charges is very useful for many calculations. We show how
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it can be used to �nd the su�cient conditions for the charge conservation and we have
given them a geometrical meaning.

We would like to �nd a su�cient axiomatization for higher Roytenberg bracket, possi-
bly �nding more interesting examples of higher Courant-like structures. Moreover, usual
Courant algebroids come as derived brackets of symplectic supermanifolds, which should
be more or less generalizable to the p > 1 case. The formulation using supermanifolds
could possibly help us with the AKSZ formulation of p-brane actions.

Anomalies present in the bracket (22) lead to the discussions of possible secondary
constraints. We have recently partially solved this problem.

We would like to thank Noriaki Ikeda, for his helpful comments and discussion.
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Abstract. This article explains the motivation and design decisions behind a new general-

purpose mesh library. The library provides a uni�ed interface for traversing unstructured meshes

of di�erent dimensions and types, such as triangular, tetrahedral and hexahedral. It is designed

in the C++ language using templates. Placing the emphasis on the ability to customize the

internal representation of meshes, the library is particularly suitable for porting to systems with

small memory, e.g., GPUs.
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Abstrakt. Tento p°ísp¥vek popisuje návrh nové knihovny pro práci se sít¥mi a objas¬uje

motivaci pro její vývoj. Knihovna poskytuje jednotné rozhraní pro procházení nestrukturovaných

sítí r·zných dimenzí a typ·, nap°. trojúhelníkových, £ty°st¥nových nebo ²estist¥nových. Je

navrºena v jazyku C++ s vyuºitím ²ablon. Vzhledem k moºnosti p°izp·sobit interní reprezentaci

sítí je knihovna vhodná pro adaptaci na systémy s omezeným mnoºstvím pam¥ti, jako nap°.

gra�cké procesory.

Klí£ová slova: Nestrukturovaná sí´, C++

1 Introduction

We are involved in the development of a multigrid solver for the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations [2, 3]. The solver is a C/C++ implementation of a geometric multi-
grid method. It relies on the mixed �nite element discretization of the two-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations on a hierarchy of unstructured triangular grids. A parallel im-
plementation of the solver for shared-memory systems was developed using OpenMP. In
addition, a GPU version of the solver was created.

Our plans for a further development of the solver include its extension into 3D so that
it could also handle unstructured tetrahedral grids. However, the triangular grid is an
essential component of the solver, and there is no simple way to replace the triangular
grid with another grid. Adding a new grid would basically mean that a new solver, similar
to the original one, would have to be created. Since maintaining two similar solvers for

∗This work has been supported by the grant No. SGS11/161/OHK4/3T/14 of the Student Grant
Agency of the Czech Technical University in Prague and the project No. TA01020871 of the Technological
Agency of the Czech Republic
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one problem is unfavorable, we would prefer to use a library providing a uni�ed C++
interface for accessing grids of di�erent types. Such library would allow us to concentrate
on the implementation of the algorithms independently of the grid type.

The main functionality we expect from the library is the ability to store and traverse
arbitrary triangular and tetrahedral meshes in a uni�ed manner. Additionally, we would
like the same functionality to be also available on the GPU. To our best knowledge, there
is no such freely available GPU library, with OP2 [7] being the sole exception. Neverthe-
less, the OP2 framework seems to be rather experimental. It is poorly documented and
provides a low-level C-style API only.

Another possibility is to modify an existing CPU library by adding GPU support.
GPU devices are substantially di�erent from CPU-based systems. To utilize GPUs ef-
fectively, the library to be modi�ed to support GPUs should meet several requirements.
First, the library should allocate memory in contiguous blocks so that, on GPUs, coa-
lesced memory accesses can be achieved by reordering data in memory [10], which in-
creases GPU memory bandwidth. Second, the library should provide a mechanism for
adjusting the internal representation of meshes in order not to store unnecessary data
because the size of memory available might be a limiting factor on GPUs. Furthermore,
the library must be released under an open source license. A brief overview of existing
open-source libraries is presented in Section 1.1.

Since no library we are aware of is, without further modi�cations, suitable for adapting
to GPUs, we decided to create a new mesh library with GPU friendliness being the main
goal of its design.

1.1 Existing mesh libraries

We only consider libraries written in C++. Besides libMesh, all the following libraries
make full use of C++ templates.

ViennaGrid [8]
ViennaGrid is a library for the handling of unstructured meshes. It almost satis�es
the requirements. However, it does not store all relevant mesh data in contiguous
blocks of memory, and it relies on the Standard Template Library containers, which
are not supported on GPUs.

GrAL [4]
GrAL is a similar library to ViennaGrid. Similarly, it uses the STL containers
and, furthermore, containers of containers. Such storage scheme is inconvenient
considering the need for data reordering.

dune-grid [1]
The dune-grid library is one of the core modules of DUNE, a template library for the
numerical solution of partial di�erential equations. From our point of view, the most
important drawback of the library is its complexity and the lack of documentation.
This makes modifying dune-grid challenging. Moreover, dune-grid does not allow
the internal representation of meshes to be tailored for a speci�c purpose.
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libMesh [9]
The libMesh library provides a whole framework for the numerical solution of
PDEs. It allocates memory for each mesh vertex, edge, etc. separately and accesses
them using pointers. Thus, data reordering to increase memory throughput on the
GPU would be di�cult to implement.

OpenMesh [5]
The OpenMesh library supplies a generic data structure for manipulating polygon
meshes. It is based on the halfedge data structure with the focus on surface meshes.
Volumetric meshes are not supported.

CGAL [6]
The CGAL library aims at providing easy access to e�cient and reliable geometric
algorithms, e.g., triangulations, convex hull algorithms and geometry processing.
Similarly to OpenMesh, it uses halfedge data structures. CGAL is not designed for
the purpose of the numerical solution of PDEs.

1.2 Terminology

The terminology of this article might not correspond to that commonly used in mathe-
matics. The intended meaning of basic terms used in this article is as follows:

Mesh and grid

A mesh is a collection of geometrical and topological objects (e.g., vertices, edges
and triangles). By a grid is understood a mesh enriched with various quantities
related to numerical computations.

Mesh entity

Mesh entities are all the objects of which a mesh is composed. For example, a
triangular mesh is composed of entities of three types: vertices, edges and triangles.

Mesh dimension

Dimension of a mesh is the highest topological dimension of its entities. For ex-
ample, triangular and quadrilateral meshes have dimension two, tetrahedral and
hexahedral meshes have dimension three. Mesh dimension is always less than or
equal to the dimension of the underlying space. If, e.g., a triangular mesh resides
in a three-dimensional space, the dimension of the mesh is still two.

Vertex, cell and facet

A vertex is a mesh entity of topological dimension zero. Considering a mesh of
dimension N , a mesh entity of the maximum topological dimension, i.e., N , is
referred to as a cell; a mesh entity of topological dimension N − 1 is referred to as
a facet. The surface of a cell is composed of facets.

Structured and unstructured mesh

The property of being structured or unstructured is determined by the internal
storage scheme of the mesh. Unstructured meshes store the connectivity between
entities explicitly whereas structured (i.e., regular) meshes store this connectivity
implicitly by the arrangement of the data in memory.
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Border and coborder entities

Each mesh entity E of topological dimension n > 1 de�nes entities of topological
dimension less than n which form the boundary of E. These entities are called the
border entities of the entity E. For example, the border entities of an edge are
the two vertices joined by the edge; the border entities of a quadrilateral are his
four vertices (i.e., corners) and four edges (i.e., sides). We prefer the name border
entities to a presumably more descriptive name boundary entities in order not to
confuse entity border with mesh boundary. Coborder entities of a mesh entity E
are those of which E is one of their border entities.

Conforming and nonconforming mesh

An N -dimensional mesh is conforming if, for all positive n ≤ N , the intersection of
each pair of its n-dimensional entities is either a border entity of both these entities
or empty. Otherwise, the mesh is nonconforming.

2 Design decisions

The design of the mesh library is in�uenced especially by ViennaGrid. ViennaGrid is
written in C++, it is open source, it can be con�gured to disable the explicit storage
of mesh entities of certain types, and it stores cells and vertices in contiguous blocks
of memory. On the other hand, ViennaGrid is not designed with regard to the GPU
computations. First, it employs the STL containers std::deque and std::map which
are not available on GPUs. And second, it stores the links from entities to their border
and coborder entities as pointers. This assumes the border and coborder entities are
stored as objects to which the pointers point. On the GPU devices, the data are usually
organized di�erently to coalesce memory accesses. As a result, pointers to the objects
are not available.

The principal design feature of the library is that the only containers used for data
storage are arrays. All mesh cells, vertices and other entities are stored in single contigu-
ous arrays. This allows random access to the entities and, consequently, iterating through
the entities in parallel. In addition, the entity index in the corresponding array�unique
among all the mesh entites of the same type�can be used for referring to the particular
entity.

Another important characteristic of the design is utilizing C++ templates for generic
programming. This approach looks better than the conventional techniques based on
run-time polymorphism. Virtual methods su�er from run-time overhead and from the
fact that they cannot be inlined. Moreover, run-time polymorphism is only available
through pointers or references, and there are no arrays of polymorphic objects in C++.
Instead of holding polymorphic objects, arrays can hold pointers to the objects. Using
templates, the whole objects with all their attributes can be stored in arrays. However,
these objects are not run-time polymorphic. They must be fully determined at compile
time.

Compile-time polymorphism is used mainly to implement entity objects. Thus, all
types of entities can be treated the same way. For that purpose, the following parameters
must be available at compile time:
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• dimension of the underlying space,
• type of the mesh cells,
• types of the entities to be stored (the cells and vertices are always stored),
• types of the border entities to be stored (the border vertices are always stored),
• types of the coborder entities to be stored.

The cell type determines the type of the other mesh entities. For example, a tetrahedral
mesh is composed of tetrahedra, triangles, edges and vertices, and all these entities can
also be stored. The library supports meshes with only one cell type and, accordingly, one
entity type of each dimension; i.e., prismatic meshes are not supported.

The border and coborder entities of an entity are stored as their indices in the cor-
responding arrays. Integral indices are more preferable than pointers from the GPU's
point of view. The number of the border entities is always known at compile time, so
their indices are stored in statically allocated arrays. On the other hand, the number of
the coborder entities depends on the particular mesh; therefore, dynamically allocated
arrays have to be used. Meshes are treated as nonconforming.

3 Interface

The library provides functions for loading a mesh from a �le, traversing the entities of
a mesh, traversing the border and coborder entities of a mesh entity and retrieving the
coordinates of a vertex.

Meshes are manipulated through Mesh objects. Mesh objects are created according to
mesh con�guration classes where the cell type and the dimension of the underlying space
are speci�ed. An example of a mesh con�guration class for a tetrahedral mesh in a 3D
space follows:

class MeshConfig : public MeshConfigBase // tetrahedral mesh in a 3D space
{

public:

typedef topology :: Tetrahedron Cell; // cell type

enum { dimension = Cell:: dimension }; // mesh dimension = topological dimension of the cell
enum { dimWorld = dimension }; // dimension of the underlying space

};

The Mesh object is then declared by:
typedef Mesh <MeshConfig > MeshType; // assigns a shorter name to Mesh<MeshConfig>

MeshType mesh;

To load a mesh from a �le, write:
mesh.load("input.vtk"); // loads the mesh from �le input.vtk

Access to mesh entities is gained by ranges. A range of the n-dimensional entities is
obtained calling:

typedef typename EntityRange <MeshType , n>:: Type EntityRangeType;

EntityRangeType entityRange = entities <n>(mesh);

Individual entities from the range are addressed using brackets. All the entities of the
range are iterated as follows:
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typedef typename EntityRangeType :: DataType EntityType;

typedef typename EntityRangeType :: IndexType IndexType;

for (IndexType i = 0; i < entityRange.size (); i++)

{

const EntityType &entity = entityRange[i];

// do something with entity here
}

The range of the k-dimensional border entities of a mesh entity is obtained by:
typedef typename BorderRange <EntityType , k>:: Type BorderRangeType;

BorderRangeType borderRange = borderEntities <k>( entity ); // entity is of type EntityType

Similarly, the range of the k-dimensional coborder entities of a mesh entity is retrieved
by:

typedef typename CoborderRange <EntityType , k>:: Type CoborderRangeType;

CoborderRangeType coborderRange = coborderEntities <k>( entity );

Unlike other entities, vertices hold the information about their location in the underlying
space. This information is accessible using the getPoint() method:

typedef typename VertexType :: PointType PointType;

const PointType &point = vertex.getPoint (); // vertex is of type VertexType

// point[d] is the dth vertex coordinate

The library is able to optimize the storage scheme for the mesh to reduce its memory
consumption. By default, all the entities are explicitly stored in memory. If there is no
need for entities of dimension n (other than cells and vertices), their creation and storage
can be avoided by adding the following to the mesh con�guration class:

template <> struct EntityStorage <MeshConfig , n> { enum { enabled = false }; };

If the storage of some entities is disabled and a corresponding call to the entities()

function is made, the code fails to compile.
Similarly, the storage of the k-dimensional border entities (other than vertices) of, e.g,

tetrahedra can be disabled using:
template <> struct BorderStorage <MeshConfig , topology :: Tetrahedron , k>

{ enum { enabled = false }; };

As opposed to the border entities, the coborder entities are not stored by default. The
storage of the k-dimensional coborder entities of, e.g., triangles can be enabled by:

template <> struct CoborderStorage <MeshConfig , topology ::Triangle , k>

{ enum { enabled = true }; };

For example, the complete mesh con�guration for a hexahedral mesh in a four-
dimensional space, without the edges, without the border facets of the cells and with
the coborder cells of the facets is:

class ExampleMeshConfig : public MeshConfigBase

{

public:

typedef topology :: Hexahedron Cell;

enum { dimension = Cell:: dimension };

enum { dimWorld = 4 };

};

template <> struct EntityStorage <ExampleMeshConfig , 1>

{ enum { enabled = false }; };
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template <> struct BorderStorage <ExampleMeshConfig , topology ::Hexahedron , 2>

{ enum { enabled = false }; };

template <> struct CoborderStorage <ExampleMeshConfig , topology :: Quadrilateral , 3>

{ enum { enabled = true }; };

4 Conclusion

The library is implemented in standard C++ with an extensive use of templates and
inheritance. It has no dependencies on external libraries. It is now ready to be tested
on the numerical solution of some example problems. If the library proves useful for the
implementation of the numerical solvers, we will attempt to adapt it to GPUs.
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Abstract. This contribution is an extended abstract of the paper [1]. The paper studies a
mathematical model of two-dimensional two-phase system describing a rectangular cross-section
of saturated soil sample in time by its temperature. The model setting and its variational
formulation are presented and a basic analysis of mathematical properties of the problem solution
is provided. The model is used to control the structural conditions in the medium by coupling
to Navier's equations. The computational studies of this coupling are presented at the end of
the article.
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Abstrakt. Tento p°ísp¥vek je roz²í°eným abstraktem £lánku [1]. �lánek studuje matemat-
ický model dvoudimenzionálního dvoufázového systému popisujícího svojí teplotou v £ase ob-
délníkový pr·°ez vzorku saturované p·dy. Je p°edstaveno nastavení modelu spolu s jeho varia£ní
formulací a je poskytnuta zakladní analýza matematických vlastností problému. Model je vyuºit
pro °ízení strukturálních podmínek v médiu pomocí propojení s Navierovými rovnicemi. Záv¥rem
jsou ukázány po£íta£ové studie tohoto modelového propojení.

Klí£ová slova: analýza, zamrzání, model, fázová zm¥na, p·da

1 Introduction

As a consequence of seasonal alternation, soil freezing and thawing occur in many regions
of the globe, which stimulates structural changes in the upper layers of the saturated soils
causing upward movements of the ground surface. The changes di�er in rate and depth of
occurrence according to the soil properties and the local environmental conditions. The
natural process causing them is referred to as frost heave.

The principal cause of frost heave was ascribed by Taber in 1929 ([2]) to the forma-
tion of ice lenses in the neighbourhood of the frozen and unfrozen soil material interface.
The ice lense growth is due to both the capillarity e�ect and the regelation mechanism.
Referring to the dependence on one of the mechanisms, the terms primary heaving and
secondary heaving, respectively, are used. The secondary heaving mechanism was de-
scribed by Miller, [3], and then the �rst complex models of frost heave considering the
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Subsurface Environmental Applications, project of Czech Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports Kon-
takt ME10009, 2010-2012" and of the project "Advanced Supercomputing Methods for Implementation
of Mathematical Models, project of the Student Grant Agency of the Czech Technical University in
Prague No. SGS11/161/OHK4/3T/14, 2011-13".
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processes at the microscopic level followed (e.g., Gilpin 1980, [4], O'Neil and Miller 1985,
[5], Fowler 1989, [6]). An opposite approach to frost heave modelling can be found in
the constitutive models using the de�nition of frost susceptibility as a property of soil
(Michalowski 1993, [7], Michalowski and Zhu 2005, [8]).

2 The heat model

Let Ω be the rectangular domain ]0, x1[×]z1, 0[ and Q denote ]0, T [×Ω for some T > 0.
Similarly to [9], the modi�ed heat equation for the soil temperature u (in ◦C) which
covers the phase change in a neighborhood of the freezing point depression u?, u? < 0, is
considered. The equation has the form

C
∂

∂t
u(t,x) + L

∂

∂t
θ(u) = λ∆u(t,x) , (t,x) ∈ Q , (1)

where C, L, λ are, for simplicity, constants, which have the meaning of the volumetric heat
capacity, the volumetric latent heat of fusion water and thermal conductivity, respectively.
The volumetric water content is described by the power function θ,

θ(u) = ηφ(u) , φ(u) =

{
1 : u ≥ u?

|u?|b
|u|b : u < u?

,

where η is the soil porosity of melt-state soil, φ represents the liquid pore water fraction
and b is a positive constant related to the material characteristic of the soil. The equation
is then supplemented by the initial temperature distribution

u(0,x) = u0(x) , x ∈ Ω̄ , (2)

and, for simplicity, the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions can be assumed

u = 0 , x ∈ ∂Ω, t ∈]0, T [ . (3)

Considering the model settings, it is possible to �nd an analogy between this problem
and the Stefan problem ([10], [11], [12]).

3 Mathematical analysis

3.1 Enthalpy formulation

For the purpose of the mathematical analysis, it is convenient to pass to the enthalpy
formulation of equation (1)

∂

∂t
H(u) = λ∆u , (4)

which can be obtained by the substitution

H(u) =

∫ u

umin

C dξ + Lθ(u)

on the left-hand side, where umin is a constant value.
Note that H is continuous and its �rst derivative is continuous everywhere except for

u?. The value u? becomes a singularity of equation (1) or (4).
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3.2 Variational formulation

To be possible to de�ne a weak formulation of the problem, equation (4) is multiplied by
test functions v from C2(Q)∩ C1(Q̄) which are furthermore zero for all x ∈ ∂Ω, t ∈ [0, T ]
and for all x ∈ Ω̄, t = T and integrate it over Q. Using the Green formula, we gradually
get:

0 =

∫
Q

(
∂

∂t
H(u)v − λ∆uv

)
dxdt ,

0 =

∫
Q

(
∂

∂t
H(u)v + λ∇u∇v

)
dxdt− λ

∫ T

0

∫
∂Ω

∇u~nv dsdt ,

0 =

[∫
Ω

H(u)v dx

]T
0

−
∫
Q

(
H(u)

∂

∂t
v − λ∇u∇v

)
dxdt ,

0 =

∫
Q

(
H(u)

∂

∂t
v − λ∇u∇v

)
dxdt+

∫
Ω

H(u0(x))v(0,x) dx .

Now, it is possible to de�ne the weak solution.

De�nition 3.1. The weak solution of problem (4) with (2), (3) is the function u ∈ H1(Q)
which satis�es relation (5) for all test functions v ∈ C2(Q) ∩ C1(Q̄), v = 0 for ∀x ∈ ∂Ω,
t ∈ [0, T ] and for ∀x ∈ Ω̄, t = T .

3.3 Existence of solution

The sequence of auxiliary problems with molli�ed functions Hk which have everywhere
continuous �rst derivative and their limit is the function H is considered as follows:

∂

∂t
Hk(u) = λ∆u ,

u(0) = u0 ,

u|∂Ω = 0 ,

where k ∈ N, and then the limit of the problems solutions {uk}n∈N is studied. Using
the Galerkin method and appropriate a priori estimates, it is possible to show that the
solutions exist and the sequence {uk}n∈N has a weak limit. Due to this fact and the
discussion of the convergence of the nonlinear terms in the equations, it can be seen that
it is eligible to pass in equation

0 =

∫
Q

(
Hk(u

k)
∂

∂t
v − λ∇uk∇v

)
dxdt+

∫
Ω

Hk(u0(x))v(0,x) dx

to the weak limit and the limit of the solutions sequence is the weak solution of the
original problem. In addition, it can be found that the solution is unique.

4 Computational Studies

Capturing the empirical knowledge that freezing water in a �xed volume increases abruptly
the inner stress, the following switch function can be used to couple the temperature and
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Soil freezing deformation e�ects.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: The initial conditions and the thermal boundary conditions.

the position:
ξ(u) = χϑ(u? − u) , (5)

where χ is internal stress rate expressing the value of the jump in stress during the cooling
the material below u? and where ϑ denotes the Heaviside step function. Assuming the
soil material as continuum and the stress change induced by (5), Navier's equations for
the position vector (v, w) are added as follows

%
∂2

∂t2

[
v

w

]
+ E∇ · Γ = 0 , (6)

where

Γ =

 (ν−1) ∂
∂x
v−ν ∂

∂y
w

(1+ν)(1−2ν)
+ ξ(T )

E
, −1

2(1+ν)

(
∂
∂y
v + ∂

∂x
w
)

−1
2(1+ν)

(
∂
∂y
v + ∂

∂x
w
)
,
−ν ∂

∂x
v+(ν−1) ∂

∂y
w

(1+ν)(1−2ν)
+ ξ(T )

E

 ,

E is Young's modulus and ν is Poisson's ratio.
The model governed by (1) and (6) and supplemented by the convenient boundary

and initial conditions serves as a simple phase and structure change model. Several
computational studies of this model with heterogeneities in the thermal and mechanical
properties have been made; see Figure 1a and 1b. The simulation settings are illustrated
in Figure 2a and 2b, where inner rectangles denote the distribution of the heterogeneities;
the side and bottom boundaries are considered to be �xed.
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